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MARKETING CLOUD
Review administrative functions for your Marketing Cloud account, including security settings, users, and more.
Note: For more information on which services are included in each Marketing Cloud or ExactTarget edition, see our pricing docs.
Explore the Audience Studio Help articles for best practices about how to setup and use Audience Studio with Marketing Cloud. Visit
Audience Studio Resources for more information.
Warning: As of December 31, 2018, non-encrypted HTTP traffic to Marketing Cloud REST API authentication endpoints is blocked
as an added data protection measure. If you use the requestToken endpoint, update it to use HTTPS before December 31, 2018.
Marketing Cloud Glossary
View Marketing Cloud glossary.
Marketing Cloud Tenant Types
A tenant is your top-level Enterprise account and its business units, your Core account, your top-level Agency account, or your Client
account, depending on your tenant type.
Marketing Cloud Setup
Marketing Cloud Setup provides a centralized location to view and manage details about your Marketing Cloud account. Setup also
contains links to other helpful sources of information about Marketing Cloud.
Determine Your Marketing Cloud Instance
Follow these steps to determine your instance in Marketing Cloud. Use this information to properly configure a Web Collect URL or
obtain the appropriate URL endpoint for use with SOAP Web Services API, FTP, and other functionality.
Graded Browser Support
Learn about the browsers Marketing Cloud supports and any additional configuration your browser can require.
IP Addresses for Inclusion on Allowlists in Marketing Cloud
View the addresses to allowlist based on functionality or the instance of your Marketing Cloud account. We recommend allowlisting
our entire set of IP ranges for your region. Allowlisting the entire set ensures that our login pools can process your end users’ login
authentication when accessing Marketing Cloud from anywhere. You can also avoid unintended service disruptions due to movement
between primary and secondary instances.
Marketing Cloud Dashboard
The dashboard displays an overview of the features available within your account and any associated activities, such as past or
scheduled email sends, automations, and journeys.
Marketing Cloud Data Protection and Privacy Tools
Consult your legal team before you implement any measures to comply with applicable data protection and privacy regulations.
They can help you define the correct solution. Marketing Cloud provides tools that you can use to create your compliance plan based
on these principles.
Marketing Cloud Data Usage Types
Marketing Cloud provides features that create different types of data usage applied in reports, data views, and extracts pulled from
Marketing Cloud. This data usage usually differs from your billing summary reports. For example, standard Marketing Cloud reports
don’t always include test sends, high priority sends, attachments, specific content block types, specific country codes, and other
features that can increase the quantity on your billing summary report. For more information on how these usage types are billed,
refer to your contract.
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Marketing Cloud User Preferences
User preferences manage the information and behavior associated with your interaction with Marketing Cloud. User preferences
allow you to customize the behavior and appearance of Marketing Cloud to better match your preferred account information,
workflow, and preferred appearance.
Marketing Cloud Calendar
The Calendar provides a weekly or monthly view of all scheduled and past interactions within Marketing Cloud. Filter Calendar views
by campaign or interaction type.
Event Notification Service
Use the Event Notification Service (ENS) to receive notifications for your own system when certain events occur in Marketing Cloud.
You can be notified when customers request password resets, get order confirmations, log in using multi-factor authentication
(MFA), and other events. You can also subscribe to email engagement events, such as opens, clicks, and unsubscribes.
Marketing Cloud Package Manager
Scale your best practices and reduce time to value by bundling company or industry-specific solutions and deploying them across
environments with Marketing Cloud Package Manager.
Deployment Manager
Streamline new account creation and setup, campaign creation, and your development lifecycle with Deployment Manager. Use
Deployment Manager to copy the design of a journey, data extension, attribute group in the contact data model, or automation,
and deploy it to other Marketing Cloud business units or enterprises. You can then configure or activate the new draft journey, data
extension design, attribute group, or automation in the target account. Deployment Manager doesn’t store or migrate any customer
or campaign data.
Marketing Cloud Slack Integration
Monitor your automations and journeys with Digital Command Center for Slack. Digital Command Center is a Slack app that alerts
you when one of your automations or journeys isn’t working as expected. You can also receive a daily digest of notifications.
Field-Level Encryption in Marketing Cloud
Marketing Cloud permits encryption of data at field level. This product encrypts data at rest to facilitate compliance with corporate
privacy policies, regulatory requirements, and contractual obligations for handling private data. This product was formerly known
as Encrypted Data Sending. The system converts encrypted fields to plain text at the time of send.
Tokenized Sending
Use Tokenized Sending to send contact data that is too sensitive to store in your Marketing Cloud account database. You can take
information from your own data systems and transmit it to the Marketing Cloud only at send time via an API call.
Data at Rest Encryption
Data at Rest Encryption encrypts the underlying files stored in the file system. This feature is transparent to Marketing Cloud and
does not impact any application-level features. Data is presented as plain text while encrypting the underlying file system. This
feature does not use application-layer or field-level encryption. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for more
information about enabling this feature for your account.
Marketing Cloud Shield
Marketing Cloud Shield combines security products to provide trusted encryption solutions with advanced Audit Trail functionality.
This product helps to ensure data safety and insight into how exactly your account users access and use Marketing Cloud accounts.
Marketing Cloud offers two versions of Marketing Cloud Shield.
Expired Marketing Cloud Account Subscriptions
Access to an expired account is limited. If you don’t renew the account is deleted. To renew your subscription, contact your Marketing
Cloud account representative.
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Suspended Marketing Cloud Account Subscriptions
Access to a suspended account is restricted, and the account is deleted if you don't reactivate it. To reactivate your service, contact
the Marketing Cloud Customer Service Billing Department.

Marketing Cloud Glossary
View Marketing Cloud glossary.
Table 1: Marketing Cloud Glossary
Term

Definition

A/B testing

A/B testing is a method of market testing in which you send two versions of your
communication to two test audiences from your subscriber list and track which version
receives either the highest unique open rate or highest click-through rate.

account settings

The Account Settings workspace contains key information regarding your account and
allows you to modify that information for you and your users.

Account Send Summary Report

The Account Send Summary Report contains all counts and rates for sends and responses
for an account. This information is organized by send.

Activity

An activity is a discrete unit of work in the application.

allowlisting

Allowlisting is the process of configuring a spam filter to exempt certain email messages
from being filtered or rejected. In this case, it refers to configuring your own corporate mail
server so that it doesn't reject or filter the email campaigns you send via us Marketing Cloud.

AMPscript

AMPscript is a scripting language that you can embed within HTML emails, text emails,
landing pages, and SMS messages.

Attribute by Tracking Event Report

The Attribute by Tracking Event Report contains the subscriber that performed a tracking
event in response to a particular send during the time period of the report. You choose a
subscriber attribute to include in the report.

Audience Builder

Audience Builder is an application that serves as your real-time, direct line to understanding
customer data. With an easy, drag 'n drop interface you filter your data, providing the many
segmentation possibilities that result in immediate statistics to guide strategic decision
making for planning, tracking, and reporting.

Application

A product that allows marketers to execute a marketing process, such as Automation Studio.
Applications are built by the Marketing Cloud, or by certified partners.

Application Switcher

The list of applications the user is provisioned to use. Users can toggle between applications
within the Switcher.

Automation Studio

An application with a drag-and-drop tool that gives marketers the ability to build multi-step
marketing programs where certain events trigger different actions, for example, data import,
group refresh, send.

BrandBuilder

BrandBuilder is private-labeling tool. Based on the colors of the logo you upload, BrandBuilder
provides you with several predesigned color schemes. The color scheme is then applied to
Marketing Cloud so your users have a branded experience.
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Term

Definition

business unit

A business unit is a hierarchical administration structure that controls access to information
and sharing of information. A business unit allows you to manage user roles for the business
unit, view users who have access to the business unit, and define filter criteria for subscribers.

campaign

A campaign is a series of related emails.

CAN-SPAM

The CAN-SPAM Act imposes stricter requirements on Commercial email than on Transactional
email. Complying with these requirements not only protects you from litigation related to
the CAN-SPAM act, but also demonstrates your commitment to providing relevant messaging
to your customers.

Commercial Message

A commercial message is any electronic mail message with the primary purpose of
communicating a commercial advertisement or promoting of a commercial product or
service. Commercial messages must include the following elements:
• A mechanism to unsubscribe
• The physical mailing address of the sender
• A notice of advertisement (if unsolicited)
• For commercial messages, the application checks for the presence of an unsubscribe
link and does not send the message if the subscriber has an unsubscribed status. By
definition, all commercial messages must be sent as user-initiated messages.

content box

A content box is an area of an email where you can insert text, links, images, and tables. You
can build and edit content by managing content boxes in an email. Content boxes are based
on a standard template or an HTML paste template. You design the layout and input the
content of each individual content box.

Content Detective

Content Detective is a tool that helps you identify spam triggers in your email content. This
feature mirrors the logic used by spam-filtering software to identify words, phrases, and
patterns that are likely to trigger filters and then recommends a resolution to each identified
problem. After running the Content Detective, you can edit the triggered it identifies out of
your email.

Content-Building Wizard

The Content-Building Wizard is a window that leads you through the process of creating
content for template-based emails. The wizard is designed to handle all content types, such
as SMS and Smart Capture, regardless of the size or impact on the email.

controls

Controls create a specific object or act on data contained within the control.

Conversion Tracking Statistics Report

The Conversion Tracking Statistics Report contains a list of conversions and their value for
links across multiple sends during a time period you choose. You must have the conversion
tracking feature enabled on your account to use this report.

coupon

Coupons are email landing page offers that render when the recipient opens them. You
associate a coupon code with each offer. These coupons are dynamic images-what appears
depends on when the image is rendered (or opened).

data extension

A data extension is a table within the application database that contains your data. Usually,
the data you keep in a data extension relates to a subscriber but does not fit in the subscriber
profile and preference attributes for some reason.
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Definition

data extract

Data extract is a feature you can use to export your tracking information from the application
database. The application exports the data to a CSV file, compresses the data into a ZIP file,
and makes the file available to you on the enhanced FTP server. The application also provides
a UTF-16 to ASCII conversion package.

data extract activity

A data extract is an activity that creates a file of information for you to use outside of the
application. This activity can also be used to transform an XML file to a comma-delimited,
tab-delimited, or pipe-delimited file for import into your account.

data filter

A data filter is a group of criteria that segments a subscriber list or data extension. The data
filter segmentation is based on subscriber attribute values or measures you create from
behavioral data.

data relationship

A data relationship specifies that a column in one data extension contains the same kind of
information as a column in another data extension or in a subscriber attribute.

Dedicated IP

An IP address that only you use for sending email. Sometimes called a "Private IP"

delivery profile

A delivery profile is a record where you can specify the delivery information for a message
in a central location and reuse that information across multiple sends without having to
select the information each time.

dynamic content

Dynamic content is content that displays in a content box according to the rules that you
define based on the subscriber's attributes or data extension column values. By using dynamic
content, you can ensure that a more-tailored message is reaching your targeted audience.

email

An email is a type of electronic message that is delivered to your subscribers' email inbox.
In Marketing Cloud, an email consists of content. Content is the text, images, and rich media
that the subscriber sees when viewing the email.

email archiving

Email archiving is the process of saving a copy of every email sent to the file system. After
an email is initiated, either by a user or by another trigger, the system processes the request.
At the same time that the email is being sent to the subscriber, a copy of the email is also
sent to the email archive. Sending the two copies of the email in the same process ensures
that any email sent to a subscriber is captured in the archive.

email history

The email history feature is a record of all past and future (scheduled) deliveries of an email.
Also, it allows you to cancel a scheduled delivery if you want to change the scheduled
delivery time of the email.

email message

An email message is a type of message delivered to your subscribers' email client. You can
create user-initiated and triggered email interaction. Email message interactions are also
referred to as Send Definitions. See the EmailSendDefinition web service API object.

Email Performance by Domain Report

The Email Performance by Domain Report provides statistics for the top 10 mail domains
that received an email. The Email Performance by Domain Report contains graphics to
illustrate List Composition by Domain, Open Rate by Domain, Bounce Rate by Domain, and
Click Through Rate by Domain.

Email Performance by List Report

The Email Performance by List Report provides statistics for each of your subscriber lists that
received the email, for a single email send during a specified time period.
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Term

Definition

Email Performance Over Time Report

The Email Performance Over Time Report provides statistics for all sends of a single email
during a specified time period.

Email Send Report

The Email Send Report shows email send totals over a time period you specify. You can run
this report for your child accounts, if applicable. You choose the time increments to display
on the report: day, week, month, or year.

Email Send Wizard

The Email Send Wizard is a program in the application that guides you through necessary
steps to send your email. The Email Send Wizard is what appears when you choose to send
your email using the Guided Send option.

Email Sends by User Report

The Email Sends by User Report shows which user initiated each send in the time period
that you specify. You can choose whether to include detail information on each of the sends
for each user.

Email Studio

An application for marketers to create, target, deliver, track, and manage email marketing
programs.

Enhanced FTP

Enhanced FTP is a more secure and flexible file transfer alternative than basic FTP. Because
of the benefits over basic FTP, enhanced FTP is the go-forward standard for customer
implementations that include file transfer functionality. If your organization must transfer
files to and from the system as part of your business processes, use enhanced FTP.

File Transfer Activity

A file transfer is an activity to use to upload a file to or download a file from a transfer location
that you specify. The file transfer activity transfers files securely. This activity can also unencrypt
or uncompress a file.

File Transfer Location

A file transfer location is an FTP site or other file storage location from which you transfer
files to your Marketing Cloud account or to which you transfer files from your Marketing
Cloud account.

Filter Activity

A filter activity is an activity that applies the logic of a data filter to a subscriber list you select
to create a group of subscribers who satisfy the filter criteria.

fixed content email

A fixed content email is an email that has content unaffected by Marketing Cloud . Fixed
content emails can be HTML-based or text-based.

Forward to a Friend

Forward to a Friend is a feature that you add to the emails you send your subscribers. When
subscribers want to share the information in your email with friends, they click the icon and
fill out the sending form. If the subscriber uses this tool to forward content, you collect
tracking information on the forwarded message.

grid

A grid is the list of specific items you can interact with in a workspace. For example, when
you click the Content tab and then my emails, you see a grid of emails in your account. A
grid contains columns of detail information about the items in the list, and you can control
which columns appear by right-clicking a column header. You can control the sort order of
the items in the grid by clicking a column header.

group

A group is a subset of subscribers taken from a list.

guided send

A guided send is a send process that uses the Email Send Wizard.
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home page

The application home page is the workspace that you see when you log in and when you
click the Home link on the persistent toolbar. It contains easy-access links to your most
recently used data.

HTML Paste

The HTML Paste feature is an option you have when creating an email. This feature allows
you to create emails with HTML code.

import activity

An import is an activity to use the information from an outside file to update a subscriber
list or data extension. If your account is integrated with a Salesforce account, you can use
an import activity to create and populate a data extension with the data from a Salesforce
object or report.

impression tracking

Impression tracking allows you to track the performance of emails that contain content built
by AMPscript or selected by the dynamic content feature.

Impression Tracking by Job Report

The Impression Tracking by Job Report shows the performance of an Impression Region for
a single send (or job). The report shows the number of times the content area was sent as
part of a job (that is, number of impressions) and the link performance for links found within
the impression region. This report also contains the overview tracking summary for the send.
Only emails that use dynamic content or AMPscript can be tracked using these reports.

Impression Tracking for Triggered Sends The Impression Tracking for Triggered Sends Report shows the performance of impression
regions in emails that were sent over a set period. The report shows the number of times
the content area was sent as part of a job, that is, number of impressions, and the link
performance for links found within the impression region. This report also contains the
overview tracking summary for the whole triggered send for the date period selected. Only
emails that use dynamic content or AMPscript can be tracked using this report.
Inbox Detective

Inbox Detective is an information center that tracks the deliverability of your email campaigns.
By sending to a seed list of Return Path-maintained email addresses, Inbox Detective provides
visibility into how ISPs handle your mail. You can view overall delivery statistics for a campaign
and drill down to determine which ISPs are delivering your mail to the inbox, filtering mail
to the bulk or spam folder, or blocking mail originating from your company.

Inbox Preview

Inbox Preview is a deliverability tool that helps you determine if your email campaign content
impacts your delivery rates. You can see how your content renders across the most popular
software and web-based email readers, determine if your HTML breaks or images are not
displayed, and know how your content fares if it encounters leading spam filtering packages.
Get this information before you send your email so you can identify and correct issues that
could affect your delivery and response rates.

landing page

A landing page is an individual page within a microsite.

layout

A layout is a template for a landing page. When you create a landing page, you can choose
to whether to use a layout, build from HTML, or revise an existing page. If you use a layout,
you can use one of the quick layouts provided with the application or you can create your
own.

list

A list is a compilation of subscribers that receive your communications.

List Demographics Report

The List Demographics Report displays the status, subscription method, and domains of the
subscribers on a list.
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List Detective

List Detective maintains information on email addresses and domains that could cause
deliverability problems for your email sends. This information includes email addresses that
are known spam traps (inactive addresses used by domains to identify spammers) and
domains that no longer provide email services.

List Performance Over Time Report

The List Performance Over Time Report provides statistics for all sends to a list during a
specified time period.

List Size Over Time Report

The List Size Over Time Report displays the size of a given list over a period of time. It tracks
the total number of subscribers on the list and the email status of these subscribers,
unsubscribed, undeliverable, and so forth. This report functions better over longer periods
of time, so use the report to measure list growth over periods of 1 month or longer. Shorter
time spans can reflect inconsistent results due to the smaller time frame.

LTD

LTD (Lifetime To Date) is a consumer metric that counts or sums a total that can be applied
to many different types of subscriber events or behaviors. Some examples are, Total Lifetime
Spend, Total Email Opens, and Total Emails Sends.

Marketing Cloud

A real-time, multichannel engagement solution that provides a single view of customers
and prospects, and empowers marketers to plan, monitor, track, and take action across all
interactive channels.

MobileConnect

An application for marketers wanting to create, send, and measure SMS campaigns across
the globe. From simple keyword programs to smart mobile campaigns and conversations,
marketers can quickly build and deploy messages to target on-the-go audiences.

measure

A measure is a unit of subscriber behavior that you define in your account. For example, if
you use dynamic from addresses on an email job, the tracking for the job is all grouped. You
cannot easily find the statistics by from address. With measures, though, you can define a
statistic given the conditions of the job ID and the from address.

microsite

A microsite is a collection of one or more landing pages hosted in your account.

multi-join filter

A multi-join filter is a data filter that allows you to get information from more than one data
extension.

permission

A permission is a tool to control a user's access to screens in the application. You can set
each permission to allow or deny.

person account

A Person Account, sometimes known as B2C, or Business-to-Consumer account, is an account
option in Salesforce that merges an account with a single related contact in a single view.
The Marketing Cloud Connector supports sending to Person Accounts natively through the
related contact for the related Person Account.

personalization string

A personalization string is a tag that lets you insert any of the attributes in your account
(such as subscriber name) into your emails. Personalization strings can appear in the subject
line of the email or in the email's content boxes. You may have heard personalization strings
referred to as merge fields or substitution strings.

portfolio

A portfolio is a single entry point to manage the image, document, and media files that you
use and refer to in your classic content emails and microsites. You can see your stored digital
assets together in the portfolio.
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pre-populated smart capture fields

Pre-populated Smart Capture fields take information from your Salesforce instance and
automatically places that information in appropriate Smart Capture fields, depending on
the specific subscriber accessing the form. For example, a subscriber using the Smart Capture
form can have their first and last names automatically included in the form.

profile attribute

A profile attribute contains information to characterize a subscriber profile. For example,
each subscriber can be asked to provide their gender, birth date, and email address. By
default, every account has three profile attributes: Full Name, Email, and User Defined (which
is intended as a generic attribute that you can use as needed). You cannot modify these
attributes.

profile center

The profile center is a webpage where subscribers can enter and maintain the personal
information that you keep about them.

profile center add-on

The Profile Center Add-On connects your Marketing Cloud for Microsoft Dynamics CRM
instance with a web page that allows subscribers to manage their own subscription settings.
Dynamics CRM uses these settings to determine who receives emails sent via the Dynamics
CRM integration.

publication list

A publication list helps you manage how subscribers receive several different categories of
emails or SMS messages. For example, you can send newsletters, advertisements, and alerts.
Each is a different category, so you would create a separate publication list for each category.
When you send a newsletter, you associate the send with the newsletter publication list to
identify to the system what kind of content is inside the publication.

query activity

A query is an activity to retrieve data extension or data view information that matches your
criteria and include that information in a data extension. You use SQL to create the query
you use in the query activity.

Recent Email Sending Summary Report

The Recent Email Sending Summary Report contains summary information about your email
sends in the date range you specify. You can include or exclude single sends, which are a
special send that can be submitted only through the API.

recipient

A person who receives a message. A recipient of a commercial message must be a subscriber
(someone who's given you permission to send them commercial messages). A recipient of
a transactional message can or cannot be a subscriber.

Region Performance Over Time Report

The Region Performance Over Time Report shows how a single section of content performs
over a period across multiple jobs.

reply mail management

Reply mail management is a tool to automatically manage out-of-office replies, auto-replies,
and unsubscribe requests that you receive in response to your email campaigns.

report

A report is a document that contains statistics or data, usually over a period.

Report Activity

A report activity defines the parameters for running a report once to be used every time the
report is run using the activity. You can also run reports outside of activities.

Reputation Monitor

Reputation Monitor is a comprehensive email reputation management system that provides
a complete analysis of how ISPs and other email receivers view your email program.
Reputation Monitor offers the information you need to make intelligent decisions to improve
your sending reputation and delivery rates.
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Response Trend Analysis for an Email
Send Report

The Response Trend Analysis Report tracks subscriber response to a send over a time you
specify.

Report Builder

Create custom reports from scratch or by modifying existing reports to dig deeper into your
customer data

Role

A role is a collection of permissions that allow or deny actions on an item or item property.
If a permission is not set, the permission has the same effect as a deny.

security settings

The Security Settings allows you to define parameters for session timeout, username, and
password conventions and lockout logic. You can reduce the chances of your account's
usernames and passwords being stolen, guessed, or otherwise misused by making your
security settings stronger.

send classification

A send classification lets you define parameters for an email job in a central location and
reuse those parameters for multiple email send definitions. For example, an administrator
can create a send classification that can be used every time a catalog is sent out to ensure
that the appropriate parameters are used every time.

send definition

A send definition is a generic term for an interaction to send an email, SMS message, or
voice message. The interaction can be user-initiated or triggered. The SendDefinition object
in the web service API relates to the User-Initiated Email Interaction in the user interface.

send preview

Send Preview is a rendering of an email as seen by the recipient. After the initial preview,
you can proceed through the rest of the recipients on the list to see the preview for each.

sender profile

A sender profile is a record where you specify the from information for a message send in
a central location and reuse that from information across multiple sends without selecting
the information each time.

server-side javascript

Marketing Cloud uses JavaScript code processed by Marketing Cloud servers. You can use
Server-Side JavaScript with email messages, SMS messages, and landing pages. Instead of
using the browser to render the JavaScript on the client-side computer, Marketing Cloud
executes the JavaScript on the server when the message or landing page is built.

server-side javascript activity

A Server-Side JavaScript activity contains your Server-Side JavaScript and executes that script
when started, either on its own or as part of a scheduled program.

shared item

A shared item is an email, template, portfolio, data extension, or content area on which you
set permissions. These permissions control who can access the shared item and in what
capacity. For example, you can view a shared item but cannot edit it, or you can edit a shared
item but not delete it.

single send

A single send is an email send to a single person from the API. This feature was used before
the triggered sends functionality was introduced.

smart capture

Smart Capture is a tool you can use to create lead capture forms to include in your landing
pages. When a lead completes the form on the landing page and clicks the Submit button,
the Smart Capture form automatically adds the information to the subscriber list, data
extension, or outside data source such as an integrated CRM system.

SMS blockout window

You can include start and stop times for a blockout window in your triggered sends. These
attributes prevent a triggered send from going out until the blockout period has passed.
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Term

Definition

SMS message

SMS is a type of message delivered to a subscriber's cell phone or text-enabled PDA.

social forward

Social Forward creates content areas in an email message that email recipients can share
to different social networks. Tags outline the information to be included in those content
areas, and links to social networks in the email message allow the email recipient to click
and share the information. You can determine which social networks are represented in the
email in those links, and you can include multiple social networks depending on your
recipients' needs.

Spam Complaints Over Time Report

The Spam Complaints Over Time Report shows the number of spam complaints received
from several ISPs. This report is divided into time intervals, with both the send and the
complaint bucketed into the period during which the send occurred.

subscriber

A subscriber is a person who has opted to receive communications from your organization.

Subscriber Engagement Report

The Subscriber Engagement Report provides detail on which subscribers are most actively
engaged with your email program. This report includes the number of emails that you have
sent each subscriber over a specified period, and the number of emails the subscriber has
opened or clicked.

subscriber filter

All subscribers in an Enterprise 2.0 account, regardless of which business unit imports them,
are stored in the parent account. Access to the subscribers for child accounts is governed
by a filter that the administrator defines for each business unit.

subscriber key

A subscriber key is a text field that contains a value that uniquely identifies a subscriber in
your system.

Subscriber Most Recent Activity Report

The Subscriber Most Recent Activity Report shows the date and time of the last open or click
for subscribers.

Subscribers Not Sent To Report

The Subscribers Not Sent To Report shows which subscribers on a list have not been sent
a message from you in a certain time period. You specify the list and the time period as part
of the report parameters.

subscription center

A subscription center is a web page where a subscriber can control the messages they
receive from your organization. The lists you identify as public in the application are available
for a subscriber to opt in to on the subscription center.

survey

A survey is a method of collecting information from your subscribers.

template

A template controls the header, background color, borders, and layout of an email. You can
use the same template as the basis of multiple emails. It contains your brand and the layout
of information.

tracking

Tracking is an aggregated collection of data that allows you to view critical elements such
as email opens, clicks, undeliverables, and other metrics online. You can also capture how
many emails were forwarded and how many new subscribers each forward generated.

transactional message

Per CAN-SPAM legislation, a transactional message is an email with the intent to "facilitate,
complete, or confirm a commercial transaction that the recipient has previously agreed to
enter into with the sender." To be considered transactional by CAN-SPAM, the subject line
must be transactional in nature and non-promotional. Also, the email body must present
the transactional content before commercial content. For transactional messages, the
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Definition
application does not check for the presence of an unsubscribe link and sends the message
even if the subscriber has an unsubscribed status. Transactional messages can be
user-initiated or triggered. Transactional messages often go out through a triggered
mechanism to complete an interaction with a recipient who initiates a conversation with a
request.

Triggered (recipient response)

A message sent in response to a recipient's request. A triggered send goes to recipient in
response to a recipient action. A recipient does not necessarily have to be a subscriber to
any list in your account at the time the triggered send is sent. If given permission, you can
collect contact information of contacts who receive your triggered sends to include in
user-initiated sends later. Examples of this scenario include the following: A receipt after a
transaction is completed on your website A message to acknowledge that the customer
signed up to receive your newsletter A coupon sent in response to a request.

triggered email

A triggered email is an email message that your system sends to an individual (subscriber)
in response to a subscriber action. For example, sending a confirmation message after a
customer makes a purchase is a triggered email.

Triggered Sends Tracking Report

The Triggered Sends Tracking Report contains standard tracking information for a triggered
send over a time period.

Twitter Integration

The Twitter integration for Marketing Cloud is a feature that allows you to send Twitter
statuses and direct messages with your email sends.

Unengaged Subscribers for a List Report The Unengaged Subscribers for a List Report shows you which subscribers are unresponsive
to your email sends. You define what list you want to view data for, thus defining which
subscribers you view.
Unsubscribe

Unsubscribes are statuses in Marketing Cloud that signify a subscriber has either unsubscribed
from your communication or you have unsubscribed them. When a subscriber clicks the
unsubscribe link in an email, their status is set to Unsubscribed.

user

A user is a record in the application that grants access to a person who uses the application.
As an account administrator, you ensure that all your users are configured appropriately,
using the administrative area of the application.

user permissions

The following user permissions are available to be set when you create the user. If you are
using an Enterprise 2.0 edition account, see Roles for instructions on setting user permissions.

User-Initiated (permission-based)

A message sent to an opted-in subscriber. A user-initiated message send goes to subscribers
that you identify at a time you specify. A subscriber who receives a user-initiated message
must be a subscriber in your account at the time the message is sent. Examples include the
following: A monthly newsletter A weekly list of offers A weather alert A low-account-balance
alert

validate

The validate functionality checks your email message for common issues that could prevent
your email from being sent. You use validate before you include the email message content
in an email message interaction or start the send wizard.

voice message

Engage a mobile marketing partner to deliver the voice messages that you create and
manage in the application. Contact your account executive for more information.
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Term

Definition

Web Analytics Connector

The web Analytics Connector is a collection of tools in Marketing Cloud that enable you to
pass information to your web analytics tool through the links in your emails.

Web Collect

You can use Web Collect and HTML code incorporated into your web page to allow your
web site visitors to subscribe to or unsubscribe from your email publications.

Web-to-Lead Add On

The Web-to-Lead add-on is an addition to your Microsoft Dynamics CRM account that allows
your web prospects to fill out a form and to be added directly to your Dynamics CRM instance
as a lead, contact, or account.

Webtrends Behavioral Remarketing
Integration

Marketing Cloud for Webtrends takes information captures via Webtrends regarding a user's
online browsing and shopping habits and imports that information into Marketing Cloud.
That information is stored in data extensions for use in email sends. You can use Marketing
Cloud for Webtrends to retrieve information for lead generation or for ecommerce functions,
such as abandoned carts or previous purchases.

workflow

Workflow is a tool in Dynamics CRM that automates common business tasks and processes.

Marketing Cloud Tenant Types
A tenant is your top-level Enterprise account and its business units, your Core account, your top-level Agency account, or your Client
account, depending on your tenant type.
• Enterprise 2.0: A tenant is the top-level account and all associated business units.
• Enterprise: A tenant is the top-level account and all associated On-Your-Behalf or Lock & Publish business units.
• Core: A tenant is the single account.
• Agency: Each top-level account and each associated client account is a separate tenant.
Each single Core account, top-level Enterprise or Enterprise 2.0 accounts, Agency account, and any associated child accounts have an
MID value used to identify that entity. Tenants can include a single or multiple MIDs, depending on the account type.
An Enterprise 2.0 tenant includes multiple MIDs for Enterprise-edition accounts.
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An Enterprise tenant includes multiple MIDs.

A Core tenant includes a single top-level account with one MID.
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An Agency tenant includes only the top-level account. Each associated client account unit is a separate tenant.

Marketing Cloud Setup
Marketing Cloud Setup provides a centralized location to view and manage details about your Marketing Cloud account. Setup also
contains links to other helpful sources of information about Marketing Cloud.

Side Menu
This menu includes sections for Administration, Platform Tools, and Settings. Navigate through this menu to find the setup page you
need.

Quick Find
Enter a search term to filter the list of pages in Setup. This section provides a quicker way to find admin tools than browsing through
the setup pages.
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Carousel
The Carousel contains links to these Marketing Cloud resources.
• Marketing Cloud system status
• Marketing Cloud release notes
• Trailhead
• Marketing Cloud video tour
• Marketing Cloud information on Salesforce Developer

Metrics
The Metrics section can contain these details for the Marketing Cloud account. The apps provisioned in your account and your user
permissions determine the information that shows here.
• Journeys - this graph shows the number and states of journeys in your account. Click View Details and view more details in Journey
Builder.
• Automations - this graph shows the number and states of automations from the last seven days in your account. Click View Details
and view more details in Automation Builder.
Important: This count uses the UTC-6 server timezone, not the timezone configured for your business unit.
• Data Extensions - this number shows the total number of data extensions in your account. Click View Details and view more data
extension information.
• Content - this number shows the total number of content pieces in your account, including a subtotal of shared assets. Click View
Details and view more details in Content Builder.
• Users - this number shows the total number of users in your account. For business units, this number displays only the number of
users assigned to that business unit. Click View Details and review all available users for the entire account.

Salesforce Trailblazer Community
This section includes a search bar for all Trailblazer Community resources. It also includes a link to Marketing Cloud documentation and
a form to post questions to our Trailblazer community experts.
Setup Assistant
Use the Setup Assistant to configure your new Marketing Cloud account. A prioritized task list guides you to make full use of Marketing
Cloud. Access Setup Assistant in the Setup menu of your Marketing Cloud account.
Password Management in Marketing Cloud
Reset lost or forgotten Marketing Cloud passwords with password management. This automated process provides the ability to
regain access after completing the necessary steps and ensure the security of the information within the account.
Marketing Cloud Account Settings
Account administrators can control configuration information on the Account Settings workspace. This workspace contains key
information regarding your account and allows you to modify that information for you and your users. Follow these steps to access
the Account Settings workspace.
Marketing Cloud Feature Settings
Review and configure settings for Marketing Cloud features.
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Marketing Cloud Security Settings
Marketing Cloud Security Settings include parameters for session timeout, username and password conventions, and lockout logic.
These features help improve the overall security of your account.
Marketing Cloud Roles and Permissions
With Marketing Cloud roles you can grant your users access to the areas and features that pertain to their job functions.
Marketing Cloud Users
A user record in the application grants access to a person who uses Marketing Cloud. As an account administrator, use the
administrative area of the application to ensure that all users are properly configured.
Business Units in Marketing Cloud
Business units allow you to control access to information and sharing of information. Use the hierarchical structure of business units
to control your brand while enabling access to messaging technologies to your users. Manage user roles for the business unit, view
users who have access to the business unit, and define filter criteria for subscribers. Business units are available in Enterprise and
Enterprise 2.0 accounts.
Alert Manager
Alert Manager lets Marketing Cloud administrators select a users’ email address to receive critical system alerts for email batch sends
and email triggered sends. When sends from Email Studio, Automation Studio, or Journey Builder stop due to a system error or
subscriber limit, we email the recipient a notification and the reason for the error.
Assign a Role to a Marketing Cloud Business Unit
Grant business units access to features in Marketing Cloud. This role is applied to all users in the business unit. The user's permissions
are evaluated using this role and any other roles assigned directly to the user. Any explicit Deny settings override any explicit Allow
settings when the roles conflict.
Marketing Cloud FTP Accounts
Use FTP accounts to assign FTP privileges to users in your Marketing Cloud account.
File Locations
A file transfer location is an external public cloud file storage location or FTP site used to transfer files to or from your Marketing Cloud
account. For example, to import encrypted files from an Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) bucket, you set up an Amazon S3 file
location. This file location gives Marketing Cloud the authorization details to access the files in your bucket.
Marketing Cloud Key Management
Manage security keys and other security options. These entities are used to encrypt and decrypt data, digitally sign email messages,
and implement SAML single-sign on (SSO) for your Marketing Cloud account. The encryption applies only to information stored in
Marketing Cloud and not in other Salesforce offerings.
Manage Parameters
Set up or edit the tracking parameters that are appended to the links in messages sent from your Salesforce Marketing Cloud account.
Parameters you configure here are applied to all messages sent from your business unit.
Tags
In Marketing Cloud Setup, create and manage tags for use with Content Builder, Journey Builder, and Campaigns. Each tag includes
a name and description for identification purposes. You can add tags from Setup and the Content Builder editor.
Marketing Cloud BrandBuilder
Use Marketing Cloud BrandBuilder to customize the color scheme in your Marketing Cloud account. Based on the colors of the logo
you upload, BrandBuilder provides several pre-designed color schemes. After you choose how to privately label your account,
BrandBuilder applies the color scheme to Marketing Cloud to give your users a branded experience.
Single Sign-On Authentication Via SAML 2.0 for Marketing Cloud
This feature enables a third-party identity provider to authenticate your users to both your internal systems and your Marketing
Cloud application. Currently, you can enable a single SAML key per Marketing Cloud account.
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Account Login Access
The Account Login Access feature allows Marketing Cloud support to log in to your account as a user to set up certain features or
troubleshoot problems.
SSL Certificates for Account Branding
Use Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificates to improve the security of your page-based interactions. Give your subscribers and contacts
more confidence when clicking through links in your content and submitting any information on Marketing Cloud-hosted pages.
These certificates add a layer of encryption to the transfer of sensitive or personal information. This encryption helps prevent external
parties from accessing information sent to or from your contacts.

Setup Assistant
Use the Setup Assistant to configure your new Marketing Cloud account. A prioritized task list guides you to make full use of Marketing
Cloud. Access Setup Assistant in the Setup menu of your Marketing Cloud account.
Setup Assistant helps you get set up.
• Enter essential Marketing Cloud information.
• Configure Marketing Cloud for your use.
• Implement the correct data structure for your needs.
• Create, send, and track your first email send.
Setup Assistant contains links to Trailhead, documentation, and webinar content to help you accomplish your tasks.

Password Management in Marketing Cloud
Reset lost or forgotten Marketing Cloud passwords with password management. This automated process provides the ability to regain
access after completing the necessary steps and ensure the security of the information within the account.
For the first login, the user must change the password and set up security questions to ensure that only that user can change the
password. Any subsequent attempt to change the password requires the user to provide the answer to those security questions.
Manage Your Marketing Cloud Password on First Login with Multifactor Authentication
Learn how to manage your Marketing Cloud password on your first login to an account using multifactor authentication (MFA).
Manage Your Marketing Cloud Password on First Login with Identity Validation
Learn how to manage your Marketing Cloud password on your first login to an account using Identity Validation. These instructions
apply only to existing customers who haven’t implemented multifactor authentication (MFA) for their accounts.
Reset Your Marketing Cloud Password
Learn how to reset your Marketing Cloud account password.
Reset a Forgotten Marketing Cloud Password
Follow these steps to reset a forgotten password for your Marketing Cloud account.
Reset an Expired Marketing Cloud Password
Follow these steps to reset an expired Marketing Cloud account password.
Save Your Marketing Cloud Username for Login
Follow these steps to save your Marketing Cloud username in your browser for future logins.
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Manage Your Marketing Cloud Password on First Login with Multifactor Authentication
Learn how to manage your Marketing Cloud password on your first login to an account using multifactor authentication (MFA).
1. Enter the username provided to you by Marketing Cloud.
2. Enter the password provided to you by Marketing Cloud.
3. Click Login.
4. Follow the multi-factor authentication (MFA) procedures on page 98.
5. Reenter the password provided to you in the Old Password field.
6. Enter a password in the Create a new password field.
Note: Ensure that your password meets the guidelines displayed on the page:
• A minimum of eight characters
• At least one alphabetical character (a-z, A-Z)
• At least one numerical character (0-9)
• At least one special character (such as @, $, % and similar characters)
7. Enter the password from step 6 in the Re-Enter your new password field.
8. Select a security question from the first dropdown.
9. Enter an answer in the text field below the first dropdown.
10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 for the remaining dropdowns and text fields.
11. Click Finish.

Manage Your Marketing Cloud Password on First Login with Identity Validation
Learn how to manage your Marketing Cloud password on your first login to an account using Identity Validation. These instructions
apply only to existing customers who haven’t implemented multifactor authentication (MFA) for their accounts.
1. Enter the username provided to you by Marketing Cloud.
2. Enter the password provided to you by Marketing Cloud.
3. Click Login.
4. To authenticate your browser and computer, follow the Identity Verification procedures.
5. Reenter the password provided to you in the Old Password field.
6. Enter a password in the Create a new password field.
Note: Ensure that your password meets the guidelines displayed on the page:
• A minimum of eight characters
• At least one alphabetical character (a-z, A-Z)
• At least one numerical character (0-9)
• At least one special character (such as @, $, % and similar characters)
7. Enter the password from step 6 in the Re-Enter your new password field.
8. Select a security question from the first dropdown.
9. Enter an answer in the text field below the first dropdown.
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10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 for the remaining dropdowns and text fields.
11. Click Finish.

Reset Your Marketing Cloud Password
Learn how to reset your Marketing Cloud account password.
1. Click your account name in the Marketing Cloud menu bar.
2. Click Cloud Preferences.
3. Click Change Password.
4. Enter the old password provided to you by Marketing Cloud.
5. Enter a new password.
6. Confirm your new password.
7. Click Save.

Reset a Forgotten Marketing Cloud Password
Follow these steps to reset a forgotten password for your Marketing Cloud account.
1. At the login screen, enter your username and click Next.
2. Click Forgot Your Password?.
3. Enter your email address.
4. Click Next.
5. Check the email account associated with your Marketing Cloud account and enter the security code sent to your email address.
6. Click Next.
7. Enter the correct answer to the displayed security question.
8. Click Next.
9. Enter a new password.
10. Confirm the new password.
11. Click Finish.

Reset an Expired Marketing Cloud Password
Follow these steps to reset an expired Marketing Cloud account password.
1. Enter the username provided to you by Marketing Cloud and click Next.
2. Enter your expired password.
3. Click Log In.
4. To authenticate your browser and computer, follow the Identity Verification procedures.
5. Enter the expired password.
6. Enter a new password.
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Note: Confirm that your password meets the guidelines displayed on the page:
• A minimum of eight characters
• At least one alphabetical character (a-z, A-Z)
• At least one numerical character (0-9)
• At least one special character (such as @, $, % and similar characters)
7. Re-enter the password.
8. Click Submit.

Save Your Marketing Cloud Username for Login
Follow these steps to save your Marketing Cloud username in your browser for future logins.
1. Enter your username on the Marketing Cloud login page.
2. Select the Remember me checkbox.
3. Click Next and complete the login process.
Your browser stores the username for your account for access during your next login attempt.
Note: To remove your username from the login process, clear browser cookies related to Marketing Cloud.

Marketing Cloud Account Settings
Account administrators can control configuration information on the Account Settings workspace. This workspace contains key information
regarding your account and allows you to modify that information for you and your users. Follow these steps to access the Account
Settings workspace.
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Company Settings.
3. Hover over Account and click Account Settings.
4. To review your account information, view the Account Settings workspace.
• Account Name
• Account ID
• Email Display Name
• Email Reply Address
• Portfolio Base URL
• Number of Active Users
• Time Zone
• Date Format
• Physical mailing address displayed in your emails
• Sender Authentication Domain
• Headers and Footers
• Tags
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Marketing Cloud Settings
Learn about global settings in your Marketing Cloud account.
General Settings in Marketing Cloud
View this read-only information regarding your Marketing Cloud account.
Company Information in Marketing Cloud
Reference company information in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Headers and Footers in Email Messages for Marketing Cloud
Marketing Cloud can automatically add text and images to the beginning and end of your email messages to ensure compliance
with CAN-SPAM regulations. You can set this information in Email Studio as part of the send classification, or you can customize how
the headers and footers appear at an account level.
Review Subscription Info
Follow these steps to review subscription info in Marketing Cloud Setup.

Marketing Cloud Settings
Learn about global settings in your Marketing Cloud account.
• To toggle between all available Marketing Cloud apps and only those apps enabled for your account, use the Hide All Apps Option
menu.
• To select whether the users in your account receive email notifications about news and changes for Marketing Cloud products, use
the Retrieve Product Alerts menu.
• To add Social Studio access to your Marketing Cloud account, use the Enable Social Studio menu.
• To select Contact to Business Unit Mapping, use the Enable Contact to Business Unit Mapping menu.
Enable Contacts to Business Unit Mapping
Map your contacts to your business units in messaging and journeys.

Enable Contacts to Business Unit Mapping
Map your contacts to your business units in messaging and journeys.
Note: Contacts to Business Unit mapping requires an Enterprise 2.0 account. When this feature is enabled in messaging and
journeys, it’s enabled at the enterprise level for all business units.
1. Log in to your Marketing Cloud account as an admin user.
2. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
3. Under Settings, click Company Settings.
4. Select Account Settings.
5. Click Edit.
6. Under Marketing Cloud Settings, select Enable Contacts to Business Unit mapping.
Note: This setting enables the background service and tables that support Contact to Business Unit mapping. After you select
this setting, it can’t be disabled.
7. Click Save.
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General Settings in Marketing Cloud
View this read-only information regarding your Marketing Cloud account.
Table 2: Non-Editable General Settings
Account Name
Account ID

Also known as the MID

Email Display Name

Also known as the default From name for email message sends

Email Reply Address

Also known as the default From email address for email message
sends
Email Reply Address in verified status displays in From Address
dropdowns.

Portfolio Base URL

The default location for all Portfolio files stored for this account

Modified By

The last Marketing Cloud employee to modify the account

This section also lists any tenant-specific endpoints your account uses for REST or SOAP API calls. Include these endpoints in your API-based
activities as necessary.
Use the Time Zone and Date Format dropdown menus to indicate the location and display format to use for all date-based information
related to the account.
SEE ALSO:
Your Subdomain and Your Tenant's Endpoints

Company Information in Marketing Cloud
Reference company information in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Company information includes the physical location and mailing address associated with your Marketing Cloud account. Include this
information for use in applicable email messages sends.
• Company name
• Street address
• City
• State
• ZIP or postal code
Include country information as necessary. Marketing Cloud automatically includes this information in applicable email messages. In
Enterprise 2.0 accounts, child business units can inherit this information from the parent business unit.
Update Your Physical Mailing Address
A physical mailing address includes the postal address where your business accepts correspondence. As required by law, all your
emails contain your physical mailing address. The application pulls this address from your account settings. The CAN-SPAM act
requires that the email footer include a physical mailing address. Before Marketing Cloud sends an email, it validates that the physical
address is included. Before your first send, ensure that your account includes the correct address.
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Update Your Physical Mailing Address
A physical mailing address includes the postal address where your business accepts correspondence. As required by law, all your emails
contain your physical mailing address. The application pulls this address from your account settings. The CAN-SPAM act requires that
the email footer include a physical mailing address. Before Marketing Cloud sends an email, it validates that the physical address is
included. Before your first send, ensure that your account includes the correct address.
Note: To manage your physical mailing address in your email sends, in Setup, go to Email > Feature Settings > Email Studio >
Optional Features.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your username, and click Setup.
2. Search for Account Settings.
3. Click Edit.
4. Under Company Information, update your address.
5. Click Save.

Headers and Footers in Email Messages for Marketing Cloud
Marketing Cloud can automatically add text and images to the beginning and end of your email messages to ensure compliance with
CAN-SPAM regulations. You can set this information in Email Studio as part of the send classification, or you can customize how the
headers and footers appear at an account level.
Select whether email messages sent from this account include your choice of header and footer:
• System default header and footer
• Custom header and footer specifically for that account
• No header and footer at all
New customers with branded accounts use custom headers and footers without system default information. Existing customers can
contact their relationship manager to configure the header and footer.
All emails must include this information, as represented by personalization strings.
Element

Personalization String

A link to any available profile center

%%profile_center_url%%

A link to any available unsubscription service

%%unsub_center_url%%

The name of your business

%%Member_Busname%%

The physical street address of your business

%%Member_Addr%%

The city location for your business

%%Member_City%%

The state location for your business

%%Member_State%%

The ZIP code for your business

%%Member_PostalCode%%

The country location for your business

%%Member_Country%%

The standard headers and footers provided by the Salesforce Marketing Cloud already include this information, and you can also add
this information to any custom headers you choose to create. You must manually add this information to text-only email messages.
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You can configure your account to ignore this validation. In Setup, go to Email Optional Features, and deselect Unsubscribe Link
Check, Physical Address Check, and Profile Link Check. You remain responsible for including all legally required information in your
email messages. You can also use personalization strings in your headers as necessary.
If you’re using Salesforce Marketing Cloud Connect version 2, you can’t use the %%subscription_center_url%% personalization tag.
Using a custom version of header or footers overrides locale preferences for the default headers and footers.
Accounts with integrations, such as Marketing Cloud Connect or Microsoft Dynamics, CRM returns to the system default header and
footer code when the account removes or upgrades its integration. This default occurs even when an account specifically overrides the
header and footer code. If you make this change, ensure that you copy all relevant header and footer code and replace it in your account
following the change in integration.
Implement Header and Footer Rules
Follow these steps to implement header and footer rules in Marketing Cloud Email Studio.

Implement Header and Footer Rules
Follow these steps to implement header and footer rules in Marketing Cloud Email Studio.
1. Click the Admin tab.
2. Click Edit on Account Settings.
3. Set your header and footer.
• Click System Default to insert the standard header and footer information, including all legal requirements for a marketing
email send.
• Click Custom to insert header and footer information specific to that account:
– Insert HTML or text in the fields for Header and Footer.
– Click Insert Recommended Header to insert header and footer information specified by your account settings.
• Click None to remove header and footer information for email messages sent from the account.
4. Click Save.
There are a few ways to insert a custom header and footer into a Content Builder email:
• Add the header and footer content to Content Builder templates and build the email from the template.
• Create the header and footer content then retrieve the content into Content Builder templates using AMPscript. Using AMPscript
allows you to update the content without updating each template.
• Use a Content Builder Reference block to insert the header and footer content in a template or email.
Note: Insert the code into your custom templates and HTML Paste emails to automatically pull the header and footer for your
account setting into your email when you send.
• Header code: <custom type="header" name="header" />
• Footer code: <custom type="footer" name="footer" />

Review Subscription Info
Follow these steps to review subscription info in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Subscription information contains details about your Marketing Cloud subscription:
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• Beginning and ending dates of your subscription
• A link to the Email Send Report, including information on all sends within a specified time period
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Subscription Details.
Note: Super Messages must be used between the beginning and ending dates of your subscription.

Marketing Cloud Feature Settings
Review and configure settings for Marketing Cloud features.
Email Settings
Review and configure settings for Marketing Cloud Email features.
Mobile Studio Settings
Review and configure settings for Marketing Cloud Mobile Studio features.

Email Settings
Review and configure settings for Marketing Cloud Email features.
Enable Email Optional Features
Admins can enable standard optional Email features in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Sender Authentication Package for Marketing Cloud Email
Sender Authentication Package (SAP) is a Marketing Cloud account branding tool that allows you to customize links and images to
match branding for the authenticated domain you’re sending email from.
Domain Verification for Marketing Cloud Email
Domain Verification and From Address Management are Marketing Cloud Setup features used to verify From addresses used when
sending email through Marketing Cloud. To prevent sends from going out with email addresses that aren’t verified and to avoid
sending restriction, all accounts must verify all possible From addresses. You can verify From addresses in several places within
Marketing Cloud depending on your email sending use cases.
Reply Mail Management for Marketing Cloud Email
Reply Mail Management (RMM) manages replies to the email jobs you send through Marketing Cloud. RMM processes the reply
automatically, if appropriate, and forwards the message if the message requires personal review.
Enterprise Reply Mail Management
The Enterprise Reply Mail Management feature in Marketing Cloud Setup automates the management of incoming messages
received by your reply-to email address. These message types include out-of-office replies, auto-replies, auto-forwards, unsubscribes,
and individual customer responses.
Send Classifications for Marketing Cloud Email
Send classifications in Marketing Cloud Setup lets admins define parameters for an email job in a central location. The account can
reuse those parameters for multiple email send definitions. For example, an admin creates a send classification used every time a
message containing a catalog sends to ensure that send always uses the appropriate parameters. Select a send classification, together
with content information and audience information, when you define a message send by creating a message interaction.
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URL Expiration
The URL Expiration feature allows administrators to configure when, at a minimum, email links tracked by Marketing Cloud expire
and where expired links redirect to when clicked. Whenever a subscriber clicks a link in an email, Marketing Cloud looks up the
expiration threshold of the account's URL Expiration settings to determine if the link is expired. If the email containing the link was
sent before the threshold, the link directs the subscriber to its original destination. If the email was sent after the threshold, the link
is categorized as expired and the subscriber is redirected to the redirect URL.

Enable Email Optional Features
Admins can enable standard optional Email features in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Option

Description

Double Opt-In

Requires subscribers to confirm their email address by clicking a
link in an email they receive after subscribing.

HTML Paste

Turning off this option removes the ability to create email and
templates with the HTML paste option.

Text Only Email

If you want to simplify the email creation process and remove
specific options, you can turn off access to the create email
text-only email option.

Send Throttling

Send emails at the hours that you specify starting the day you send
the email until all emails send.

BCC Emails

You have the option to BCC emails for every email sent in a job.
There’s a charge for every email sent, so if one address is added, it
doubles the message.

From Name Drop-Down of Users

Allows users of the account to send email with the “from address”
of any account user.

Impression Tracking

Track the performance of emails that contain content built by
AMPscript or dynamic content in Email Studio. When you create
an email using AMPscript or dynamic content, you can give each
region a unique identifier for tracking and segmenting.

Profile Link Check

Turning off this option removes the requirement for the Profile
Center link when validating and sending emails. Before turning off
this option, ensure that your emails meet local regulatory
requirements.

Physical Address Check

Turning off this option removes the requirement for a physical
mailing address when validating and sending emails. Before turning
off this option, ensure that your emails meet local regulatory
requirements.

Unsubscribe Link Check

Turning off this option removes the requirement for the
Unsubscribe link when validating and sending emails. Before
turning off this option, ensure that your emails meet local
regulatory requirements.
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1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. In Setup, search for Email Optional Features.
3. Select the options that you want to enable.

Sender Authentication Package for Marketing Cloud Email
Sender Authentication Package (SAP) is a Marketing Cloud account branding tool that allows you to customize links and images to
match branding for the authenticated domain you’re sending email from.
SAP features include Private Domain for Email sending, Custom Domain for CloudPages, Account Branding with view-as-webpage, link
and image wrapping, Dedicated IP Address, and Reply Mail Management. While these features can be purchased individually, the
view-as-webpage, link and image wrapping that brands your account only comes with SAP.

SAP Features
• Account Branding - Marketing Cloud brands your account with your chosen authenticated custom domain. This feature modifies
view-as-a-webpage, link and image wrapping, and removes all references to Marketing Cloud in favor of your custom authenticated
domain.
• Private Domain for Email sending - This feature assigns a domain used to send email. This domain acts as the From address for your
email sends. Salesforce Marketing Cloud authenticates your email sends using the Sender Policy Framework (SPF), Sender ID, and
DomainKeys/DKIM authentication.
• Custom Domain for CloudPages - This feature includes a private domain for CloudPages.
• Dedicated IP Address - This feature assigns a unique IP address to your account. All email messages sent from your account from
Marketing Cloud use this IP address. This IP address represents most of your sending reputation.
• Reply Mail Management - This feature controls the replies you receive from your subscribers. You can assign filters for out-of-office
messages and manual unsubscribe requests.
Marketing Cloud only makes DNS changes that are required for SAP setup solely with Marketing Cloud. This policy applies to what is
required for any other SAP use. If the domain needs purchased, you must purchase it.
Note: To change the domain used for your existing SAP or to set up SAP for use with Cloud Pages, contact your Marketing Cloud
account representative.
Important: Accounts configured with SAP that don’t use an SSL certificate show a secure Marketing Cloud domain on the
properties of images in Content Builder. When you add the image to an email, the URL in the editor shows your custom domain
setup with SAP. The copy link on the image properties page copies the custom domain for use in emails, landing pages, and
browser. To learn more about SSL, see SSL Certificates for Account Branding on page 205.

Considerations
SAP is right for any customer who sends more than 250,000 email messages per month, is concerned about branding, and wants to
ensure that Marketing Cloud default branding doesn’t appear in links or images. Sending a minimum of 250,000 email messages per
month is required for keeping a dedicated IP ramped up from a reputation perspective. To purchase SAP, contact your Marketing Cloud
account representative.
If you send less than 250,000 email messages per month, you can still benefit from authentication of SAP and request to remain on our
shared IPs or share another IP within your account structure. This option must be clearly stated in any SAP submission or else a dedicated
IP is assigned to the account.
A business unit only supports one SAP for branding purposes. Therefore, view-as-webpage, links and images can only point to one
domain. Accounts can have multiple Private Domains for Email sending on a single business unit for use as from addresses only. If you
send from multiple From Addresses, the view-as-a-webpage, links and images point back to the SAP custom domain. In certain scenarios,
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SAP can be shared across multiple accounts in the same environment. Create a support case to review your specific scenario. Reference
the MIDs involved and the original SAP configuration case number in your support case.
An account can have more than one Dedicated IP Address with SAP. Additional Dedicated IP Addresses can be wrapped with the SAP
custom domain for consistent branding. Additional Dedicated IPs are purchased separately.
To change an SAP domain, the purchase of a new SAP package is required. The existing Dedicated IP Address continues to be used.
DNS Record Maintenance for Your Marketing Cloud Custom Domain and Email Sending
Marketing Cloud recommends using a custom domain for email sending and Reply Mail Management activities. Domain configuration
for use with Marketing Cloud requires several DNS entries for proper operation.
Custom Domain or Subdomain Delegation in Marketing Cloud
You can use domain or subdomain delegation, also called zone delegation, to configure your DNS. Subdomain configuration transfers
only part of your existing custom domain to Marketing Cloud as part of your authenticated domain configuration. Marketing Cloud
only uses the specified subdomain for appropriate activities

DNS Record Maintenance for Your Marketing Cloud Custom Domain and Email Sending
Marketing Cloud recommends using a custom domain for email sending and Reply Mail Management activities. Domain configuration
for use with Marketing Cloud requires several DNS entries for proper operation.
This document provides a high-level guide for customers who want to self-host domains. See this knowledge article for more information:
Sender Authentication Package (SAP) Custom Domain Requirements
Marketing Cloud can’t provide specific instructions for DNS configuration. Different hosts and registrars use different processes, and any
change can cause errors with DNS authentication or related setups. Marketing Cloud sometimes adds a name server or changes sending
IP addresses, requiring updates to your DNS records. This modification requires direct access to the IT or domain host configuration
instructions.
For example, set the MX entries for Marketing Cloud servers only, or Reply Mail Management reply filters fail to operate correctly. To
ensure that all aspects of Marketing Cloud can interact with the domain correctly, set all entries provided in a zone file. The table shows
a sample of the applicable records:
localpart

FQDN

Type

Value

@

sample.example.com

MX

Allows email sends using
Marketing Cloud servers

bounce

bounce.sample.example.com

MX

Tracks email sends and bounces

reply

reply.sample.example.com

MX

Allows Reply Mail Management
to handle filters and forwards
replies to specified address

leave

leave.sample.example.com

MX

Allows subscribers to
unsubscribe

image

image.sample.example.com

CNAME

Points to Marketing Cloud image
servers

view

view.sample.example.com

CNAME

Points to Marketing Cloud View
As Web Page servers
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click

click.sample.example.com

CNAME

Points to Marketing Cloud click
URL servers for click-throughs
and link clicks

pages

pages.sample.example.com

CNAME

Points to Marketing Cloud
microsite and landing page
servers

cloud

cloud.sample.example.com

CNAME

Points to Marketing Cloud's
cloud page servers

mta

mta.sample.example.com

A

Points to dedicated IP address

example._domainkey

example._domainkey.sample.example.com TXT

Authenticates DKIM and DK
Selector

@

sample.example.com

TXT

SPF1 (SPF status authorizes
bounce host in mfrom identity)

bounce

bounce.sample.example.com

TXT

SPF1 for bounce host

reply

reply.sample.example.com

TXT

SPF1 for reply host

Configuring self-hosted DNS isn’t included with standard support. If you self-host the DNS records of a domain or subdomain, you need
expert technical resources. This option increases the time to secure a domain with SSL, and work is required before securing the domains.
We recommend a custom-scoped services engagement for this solution. Contact your Account Executive with questions.
Another option is to delegate a domain or subdomain to the Salesforce Marketing Cloud name servers. Either solution requires only four
NS entries in your DNS:
• ns1.exacttarget.com
• ns2.exacttarget.com
• ns3.exacttarget.com
• ns4.exacttarget.com
Delegating a subdomain allows you to maintain control of your domain and allows Marketing Cloud access to change DNS entries as
needed. See Custom Subdomain Delegation in Marketing Cloud on page 30.

Custom Domain or Subdomain Delegation in Marketing Cloud
You can use domain or subdomain delegation, also called zone delegation, to configure your DNS. Subdomain configuration transfers
only part of your existing custom domain to Marketing Cloud as part of your authenticated domain configuration. Marketing Cloud only
uses the specified subdomain for appropriate activities
Important: Where possible, we changed noninclusive terms to align with our company value of Equality. We maintained certain
terms to avoid any effect on customer implementations.
Note: Subdomains as described in this section are used for sending email messages with your company’s branding. For information
regarding the subdomains used to construct your API endpoints, see Your Subdomain and Your Tenant's Endpoints.
As part of domain or subdomain delegation, you point a specific domain or subdomain, host, or zone name, to Marketing Cloud DNS
servers. This sample shows the various configurations for a domain.
• example.com - your domain name
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• www.example.com - your current website URL
• server.example.com - the servers used by your custom domain
• email.example.com - the custom subdomain to be used by Marketing Cloud
In this example, Marketing Cloud uses only the custom domain or subdomain and nothing else. Your Marketing Cloud-related tasks do
not impact any other portion of your domain. While this example uses the subdomain ‘email.example.com’, you can specify a value
other than ‘email’ for the custom subdomain. Choose a value that your subscribers recognize as part of your brand, as this value appears
in the From Name of your email messages, as well as view-as-a-webpage, link and image wrapping.

Configure Your DNS Settings
Enter these values for the subdomain to assign to Marketing Cloud:
• ns1.exacttarget.com
• ns2.exacttarget.com
• ns3.exacttarget.com
• ns4.exacttarget.com
Note: Every DNS service appears differently. Be familiar with your service before attempting to make this change. Not all DNS
servers or DNS service or domain registrar control panels support subdomain delegation. Contact your DNS provider to ensure
you can use this service.
This example shows a typical DNS server configuration, including the applicable subdomain information shown in the last four lines:
$TTL1H
$ORIGIN example.com
@
IN SOA
(

ns1.example.com

hostmaster.example.com

2013010100
2H
1H

IN NS
IN NS
localhost

;Serial
;Refresh
;Retry

2W
;Expire
1H)
;TTL
ns1.example.com
ns2.example.com
IN A
127.0.0.1
IN MX 10
mailserver.example.com

;
;Delegate email.example.com to Salesforce Marketing Cloud
email
IN NS
ns1.exacttarget.com
email
IN NS
ns2.exacttarget.com
email
IN NS
ns3.exacttarget.com
email
IN NS
ns4.exacttarget.com

Domain Verification for Marketing Cloud Email
Domain Verification and From Address Management are Marketing Cloud Setup features used to verify From addresses used when
sending email through Marketing Cloud. To prevent sends from going out with email addresses that aren’t verified and to avoid sending
restriction, all accounts must verify all possible From addresses. You can verify From addresses in several places within Marketing Cloud
depending on your email sending use cases.
Verify the domains associated with your From addresses with one of three options. The first two options involve verifying From addresses
at the domain level. The third option provides a way to verify a From address when the domain is not verified.
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Authenticated Domain
Use authenticated domains to efficiently verify all your From addresses. Once an admin selects Verify for From addresses in Account
Settings, My Users, and Sender Profiles the status changes to verified and the change can be saved. Sender Authentication Package (SAP)
or Private Domain configured in your account are verified once provisioned. Sending from authenticated domains is recommended for
optimal deliverability.
Domain Registration
To streamline the verification process and avoid sending restrictions, register a unauthenticated domain using Domain Registration.
Domain Registration validates your entire domain’s ownership and all associated user email addresses that use the registered domain
to meet the requirements of Domain Verification. All associated email addresses are verified without sending verification email to that
email address.
To determine the domain for your From addresses, get familiar with the parts of an email address. An email address has three parts:
• the local-part - often the username of the recipient and is a specific mailbox
• the @ symbol
• the domain that is applied to organizations and companies, for example ntoretail.com
A domain can have unlimited number of email addresses associated with a domain.
Note: Registered domains do not replace the recommended use of authenticated domains for sending and do not provide any
deliverability advantages.
Verify Individual From Addresses
Some accounts do not have SAP or Private Domain and their domain is not verified. For these types of accounts, verify each From address
individually by sending a verification email to that email address. The email address must be an address that is delivered to a mailbox
that can receive email and someone has access to the mailbox. The verification email sent contains a link to give permission for the email
address to be used for sends from the account. You can also use this option to verify individual addresses that are not part of an
authenticated or registered domain for the account.
To support various use cases, you can verify From addresses within Marketing Cloud Setup in several different locations.
• Account Settings
• My Users
• Sender Profiles
– Send Classification must contain verified sender profiles
• From Address Management
Note: All registered domains and verified From addresses display in From Address Management.
When you select Verify, the status changes to Pending. An email is sent to that address for verification. The link in the domain verification
email is valid for 48 hours and the recipient must open and click the link within that time frame. Once the link is clicked, the address is
verified in the associated account. If the link is not clicked within the 48-hour period, you can resend the email via the same process.
From Address and Domain Verification Checklist
To prevent sends from going out with email addresses that aren’t verified, and to avoid restricted sends, all accounts must verify all
possible From addresses. You can verify From addresses in several places within Marketing Cloud depending on your email sending
use cases. Use this checklist to help you locate and verify sending From addresses. You may not use From addresses found in all
these areas. All verified From addresses can be found in From Address Management.
Domain Verification FAQ
Review frequently asked questions about Domain Verification in Marketing Cloud.
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From Address Management
Add a single From address and import multiple From addresses within Marketing Cloud Setup From Address Management. Importing
multiple addresses is ideal for accounts that use AMPscript in Sender Profiles to create dynamic From addresses in email sends. Only
import addresses that you plan to use as From addresses in email sends.
Domain Registration
Domain Registration verifies From addresses of accounts that aren't part of a recommended authenticated domain. To streamline
the verification process and avoid sending restrictions, register a non-authenticated domain and validate the entire domain’s
ownership. All associated user email addresses that use the registered domain are verified without sending an email to that address.
Authenticating a domain in Marketing Cloud requires a Sender Authentication Package or Private Domain.

From Address and Domain Verification Checklist
To prevent sends from going out with email addresses that aren’t verified, and to avoid restricted sends, all accounts must verify all
possible From addresses. You can verify From addresses in several places within Marketing Cloud depending on your email sending use
cases. Use this checklist to help you locate and verify sending From addresses. You may not use From addresses found in all these areas.
All verified From addresses can be found in From Address Management.
Account Settings
• Confirm that the Email Reply Address is in a verified status. This field is editable and it must be verified as a From address.
• Confirm that values displayed under Authenticated Domains are accurate for this account. Authenticated domains appear in From
Address Management as an SAP domain or a private domain.
Users
Verify all user From addresses that are used in the send flow process and in sender profiles.
• Confirm that the Reply Email Address is in a verified status for all user email addresses that you use as From addresses in sends.
• For each verified user, ensure that Add to From Name Dropdown is selected.
Sender Profiles and Send Classifications
Verify all sending From addresses in sender profiles and send classifications.
• Ensure that Choose from list displays the From addresses that you use in sends. Review the configuration setting in Users for missing
addresses.
• When using specified information, ensure that From Email is in a verified status. If you use AMPscript in From Email, the status is
automatically set to verified.
From Address Management
On the From Address Management page, you can search From email addresses and domains and filtering by status, type, and is sendable.
• Send a verification email.
• Set a From address as sendable or non-sendable.
• Delete unneeded address.
• Add a From email addresses. The From address is sent a verification email when the address is not an authenticated or registered
domain for your account.
• Optionally, you can import From addresses from a data extension, or add up to 20 addresses with a separated-by-delimiters file.
Importing addresses is helpful for accounts that use AMPscript in sender profiles to dynamically populate From addresses at send
time.
Domain Registration in From Address Management
Use Domain Registration to automatically verify From addresses at the account level. This action applies to an entire domain that is not
part of a recommended authenticated domain via Sender Authentication Package or Private Domain. To streamline the verification
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process and avoid sending restrictions, register a non-authenticated domain, and validate the entire domain’s ownership. All associated
user email addresses that use the registered domain are verified without sending an email to that address.
• Determine who manages your DNS records for the domain you want to register. Your DNS administrator could be an agency or
department that manages your companies domain names.
• Add a domain in this format - https://example.com.
• Ensure that the domain registration token is provided to your DNS administrator.
• Ensure that the DNS record for your domain includes a .txt file with the provided token.
• After completing the domain registration process, ensure that the domain displays as a registered domain.

Domain Verification FAQ
Review frequently asked questions about Domain Verification in Marketing Cloud.
How Do I Know If This Change Applies to My Account?
Do you send emails from the Marketing Cloud? Yes! Then this change applies to your account. No matter how you send your
messages, there are required actions.
Why Did Marketing Cloud Create This Feature?
Domain Verification provides assurance that you send messages from confirmed addresses. Ultimately, we're protecting your brand
reputation by making sure From addresses used in send emails are approved.
Where Do I Verify Domains and From Addresses?
You can verify domains and From addresses in several places within Marketing Cloud Setup depending on your email sending use
cases.
How Do I Know If My From Addresses Are Verified?
First, check the From Address Management page in Marketing Cloud Setup to ensure that From addresses used when sending are
verified. Next, verify From addresses in all sender profiles and users.
Does This Feature Apply to Accounts with Authenticated Domains?
Yes. Click Verify and save your changes for From addresses in Account Settings, Users, and Sender Profiles.
Do I Need to Verify a Domain for Every Business Unit?
No, you can copy registered domains to all existing business units. When creating a business unit, recopy the registered domains.
Can I Bulk Upload and Verify From Addresses?
Yes. You can import and verify multiple From address in From Address Management in individual accounts.
Do All Verified User Addresses in From Address Management Show in the Send Flow From Name Dropdown?
No. The send flow From name dropdown displays verified users From addresses when Add to From Name Dropdown is selected.
The account’s default address in Account Settings also displays.
What Should I Do If an Account Doesn’t Have an Authenticated Domain and I Can’t Access the Inbox of an Email Address?
The best option is to use Domain Registration. Register the domain and allow From addresses with that domain to be verified without
sending a verification email. If you can’t register the domain, ownership can’t be verified. That From address can’t be used to send
email when send restrictions are enforced.
What Should I Do When Account Settings Displays the Wrong SAP or Private Domains?
Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to resolve this situation.
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How Do I Know If This Change Applies to My Account?
Do you send emails from the Marketing Cloud? Yes! Then this change applies to your account. No matter how you send your messages,
there are required actions.

Why Did Marketing Cloud Create This Feature?
Domain Verification provides assurance that you send messages from confirmed addresses. Ultimately, we're protecting your brand
reputation by making sure From addresses used in send emails are approved.

Where Do I Verify Domains and From Addresses?
You can verify domains and From addresses in several places within Marketing Cloud Setup depending on your email sending use cases.
Review these areas.
• Account Settings
• My Users
• Sender Profiles
• From Address Management
Note: From addresses added via Account Settings, Users, or Sender Profiles display in From Address Management. Review
your verified From addresses and add more From addresses.

How Do I Know If My From Addresses Are Verified?
First, check the From Address Management page in Marketing Cloud Setup to ensure that From addresses used when sending are
verified. Next, verify From addresses in all sender profiles and users.

Does This Feature Apply to Accounts with Authenticated Domains?
Yes. Click Verify and save your changes for From addresses in Account Settings, Users, and Sender Profiles.

Do I Need to Verify a Domain for Every Business Unit?
No, you can copy registered domains to all existing business units. When creating a business unit, recopy the registered domains.

Can I Bulk Upload and Verify From Addresses?
Yes. You can import and verify multiple From address in From Address Management in individual accounts.

Do All Verified User Addresses in From Address Management Show in the Send Flow From Name Dropdown?
No. The send flow From name dropdown displays verified users From addresses when Add to From Name Dropdown is selected. The
account’s default address in Account Settings also displays.

What Should I Do If an Account Doesn’t Have an Authenticated Domain and I Can’t Access the Inbox of an Email Address?
The best option is to use Domain Registration. Register the domain and allow From addresses with that domain to be verified without
sending a verification email. If you can’t register the domain, ownership can’t be verified. That From address can’t be used to send email
when send restrictions are enforced.
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What Should I Do When Account Settings Displays the Wrong SAP or Private Domains?
Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to resolve this situation.

From Address Management
Add a single From address and import multiple From addresses within Marketing Cloud Setup From Address Management. Importing
multiple addresses is ideal for accounts that use AMPscript in Sender Profiles to create dynamic From addresses in email sends. Only
import addresses that you plan to use as From addresses in email sends.
Add an Email From Address
To verify an email address, add the email From address in From Address Management of Marketing Cloud Setup.
Import Email From Addresses
Enter up to 20 email addresses in From Address Management of Marketing Cloud Setup for verification.
Import Email From Addresses from a Data Extension
To verify email addresses in a data extension, import the data extension in From Address Management within Marketing Cloud
Setup. This process is ideal for accounts that use AMPscript to create dynamic from addresses in email sends.
Copy a Registered Domain to All Business Units
After you register a domain in Marketing Cloud From Address Management, copy the registered domain to all existing business
units of Enterprise or Enterprise 2.0 accounts. Copying a domain allows you to register the domain once and use the domain across
your Enterprise account.

Add an Email From Address
To verify an email address, add the email From address in From Address Management of Marketing Cloud Setup.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for From Address Management.
3. Click Add Email Address.
4. Enter a complete email address.
5. Click Save.
A verification email is sent and the status of the address is set to Pending. The status changes to verified when the recipient clicks the
email link.

Import Email From Addresses
Enter up to 20 email addresses in From Address Management of Marketing Cloud Setup for verification.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for From Address Management.
3. Click Import.
4. Select Enter up to 20 Email Addresses.
5. Enter or paste up to 20 email addresses separated with a comma, semicolon, or other acceptable delimiters.
6. Click Select next to the From Existing Data Extension option.
Note: Imported email addresses are inserted as Add Only, duplicate addresses are removed, and rows with bad data are
skipped.
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7. Enter a complete email address. This address is sent an email once the import completes.
8. Click Done.
9. Click Close.
Addresses imported have a status of Not Verified. Once the import completes, filter by the Not Verified status. Select all the addresses
in Not Verified status, and then select Send Verification Email. We recommend sending fewer than 20,000 verification emails at once.
Once a verification email is sent, the status of the email addresses changes to Pending. The status changes to Verify when the recipient
clicks the email link.
SAP and Private Domain addresses are verified on import.

Import Email From Addresses from a Data Extension
To verify email addresses in a data extension, import the data extension in From Address Management within Marketing Cloud Setup.
This process is ideal for accounts that use AMPscript to create dynamic from addresses in email sends.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for From Address Management.
3. Click Import.
4. Click Select next to the From Existing Data Extension option.
Note: Imported email addresses are inserted as Add Only. Duplicate addresses are removed. Rows with bad data are skipped.
5. Select the data extension that contains the data to import.
6. Select the field that contains the email addresses to import.
Text and email address field type columns display.
7. Click Done.
8. Enter a complete email address. This address is sent an email once the import completes.
9. Click Done.
10. Click Close.
Addresses imported have a status of Not Verified. Once the import completes, filter by the Not Verified status. Select all the addresses
in Not Verified status, and then select Send Verification Email. We recommend sending fewer than 20,000 verification emails at once.
Once a verification email is sent, the status of the email addresses changes to Pending. The status changes to Verify when the recipient
clicks the email link.
SAP and Private Domain addresses are verified on import.

Copy a Registered Domain to All Business Units
After you register a domain in Marketing Cloud From Address Management, copy the registered domain to all existing business units
of Enterprise or Enterprise 2.0 accounts. Copying a domain allows you to register the domain once and use the domain across your
Enterprise account.
1. In the app switcher of a parent Enterprise or Enterprise 2.0 account, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for From Address Management.
3. Select up to 25 verified domains.
4. Click Copy Registered Domains.
5. Select Copy.
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The request is pushed to all existing business units and the selected domains are available for use in From addresses after the copy
completes.

Domain Registration
Domain Registration verifies From addresses of accounts that aren't part of a recommended authenticated domain. To streamline the
verification process and avoid sending restrictions, register a non-authenticated domain and validate the entire domain’s ownership.
All associated user email addresses that use the registered domain are verified without sending an email to that address. Authenticating
a domain in Marketing Cloud requires a Sender Authentication Package or Private Domain.

Prerequisite
• Determine who manages your DNS records. Work with this person to make applicable changes.

How Domain Registration Works
When you enter a domain using Register Domain in From Address Management, a token is generated. Provide the token to the agency
or department that manages your domain name. They place the token in a new text record in the DNS record for your domain. As you
continue the domain registration process, Marketing Cloud verifies that the generated token and the DNS text record token match via
a DNS lookup. If both tokens match, the domain is registered.
Note: It can take up to 24 hours for the new text record to populate your DNS record.

Register a Domain
Register a non-authenticated domain and validate an entire domain’s ownership using Domain Registration within Marketing Cloud
Setup. All associated user email addresses that use the registered domain are verified without sending an email to that address.

Register a Domain
Register a non-authenticated domain and validate an entire domain’s ownership using Domain Registration within Marketing Cloud
Setup. All associated user email addresses that use the registered domain are verified without sending an email to that address.
Determine who manages your DNS records to give them the token that you generate.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for From Address Management.
3. Select Register Domain.
4. Enter the domain to register. For example, example.com.
5. Click Get Token.
6. Click Register.
7. Provide the Marketing Cloud-generated token to the agency or department that manages your DNS records. They place the token
in a new text record in the DNS record for your domain.
Note: If you don’t register the token, the UI shows the domain as Pending and you can’t delete it. It automatically disappears
from the UI when it expires, 90 days after you created it.
8. After the text record is in place, select Register Domain again.
9. Select the domain name and click Verify.
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Note: Marketing Cloud scans for a DNS record that contains the matching token for the domain entered. When the scan
completes, the domain is registered. If a match doesn’t occur, confirm that the token in the text record was entered correctly.
After the text record has been entered in your DNS record, it can take up to 24 hours for the new record to populate.

Reply Mail Management for Marketing Cloud Email
Reply Mail Management (RMM) manages replies to the email jobs you send through Marketing Cloud. RMM processes the reply
automatically, if appropriate, and forwards the message if the message requires personal review.
You can perform parts of the configuration in the Marketing Cloud application interface. Other parts require help from your ISP.

Prerequisites
Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to request a Sender Authentication package or a request for RMM services if you
did not purchase the SAP product. The account representative forwards the SAP request or RMM access request to the provisioning
teams. Complete this process before updating the MX records for your reply domain. Use the DNS template provided to you with the
official Marketing Cloud DNS values to reference when you contact your ISP.
Note: If an account has Reply Mail Management fields filled out in Admin, those settings are used by default, even if sending
from a different Private Domain.

Reply Mail Management
Reply Mail Management automatically manages replies, including replies from auto-responders, and leave or unsubscribe requests
received in response to your emails.
Configure your account to use a special Reply-To address in your emails. When a subscriber manually replies to the address or when the
subscriber's account automatically replies, the email message goes to the Reply-To address you created.
When the Reply-To address receives an email, RMM applies a series of Match-Action rules. These rules determine whether the email is
an out-of-office reply, auto-reply, or unsubscribe request. This feature acts on the message according to how you configured the feature.
RMM also handles these functions:
• Forward an email to different users depending on different circumstances.
• Conditionally auto-reply and control the content of that auto-reply message.
Configure RMM on the Reply Mail Management screen, accessed from the Admin tab of the Marketing Cloud. Configuration steps include
adding terms to the ones already listed in this document. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative with any additional
questions regarding this feature and how to add it.
RMM addresses automated replies produced by nearly all email software in use today. However, due to the use of non-standard protocols
by a few mail clients, RMM can’t address 100 percent of auto-replies. In most situations, RMM handles more than 90 percent of auto-replies.
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RMM can support the forwarding of attachments in certain instances. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for more
information on enabling the use of attachments with RMM.

Scenario
Northern Trail Outfitters sends out 5,000 emails on a Friday. Without the RMM feature, on Monday morning, the staff must manually
manage tasks, such as out-of-office replies, auto-replies, auto-forwards, and unsubscribes. These activities are in addition to mention
individual customer responses.
RMM manages a large percentage of the replies immediately and automatically. Customers feel they receive one-on-one attention, a
quick response, and actions geared toward their needs and preferences.
Store ABC configures RMM so that replies that are not filtered out receive auto-reply customized messages. In this example, personalization
strings and AMPscript personalize each email. RMM automatically replaces the AMPscript personalization string %%firstname%%
with "John".
Example: Thank you, John, for your reply on April 14. We have received your questions and will reply as soon as possible.
While you are waiting, we have added 50 purchase points to your account, so you may want to stop by
Store ABC WXY Avenue Memphis, TN 37501
And don't forget our Internet site at example.com
Thank you!
Henry Roof
Manager, Marketing Department
___________________________________________________________________________________
%%ReplyContent%%

Reply Address Definition
When you configure RMM in Marketing Cloud, specify the Reply-To information used:
• Email Display Name: The reply name appears in the From field of the subscriber email client, such as Microsoft Outlook, when the
subscriber replies to your email. Do not use an email address as the Email Reply Name. To encourage interaction with your subscribers,
use an individual's name from your organization, such as a member of your customer service group.
• Reply Subdomain: The subdomain is the portion of your URL that points to Marketing Cloud email reply rules. For example, a company
with an email address structure of name@example.com creates a subdomain of reply. That company then adds it to the box provided
onscreen to create reply.example.com.
• Email Reply Address: The reply address appears in the From name of your subscriber's email client when the subscriber replies to
your email. While this information appears in the format of an email message, it is not a valid email address on its own. The address
directs the reply to RMM for processing. Define this address in the Reply Mail Management feature or via a sender profile. If you use
a sender profile to define the email reply address, you can enable the email message to use a multitude of email reply addresses.
• DNS Record Redirect Complete: Complete the domain name system (DNS) record redirect to Marketing Cloud before activating this
feature. Your ISP helps you with this process. To enable your DNS record redirect, contact your Marketing Cloud account representative.

Reply Rules
When you configure RMM, indicate how you want the reply rules to identify and respond to the replies that subscribers send:
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• Delete auto-replies and out-of-office replies. If you select Yes, RMM deletes messages that contain any Out Of Office terms. These
terms can appear in the message header, email subject line, email From address, or the first 200 characters of the email body.
Reference the table at the end of this list. If you select No, RMM forwards the messages to a forwarding address that you specify.
• Unsubscribe Manual Requests: If you select Yes, RMM unsubscribes the email address from your account if the message contains
any of the unsubscribe terms. These terms can appear in the email Subject line or the first 200 characters of the email body. If you
select No, RMM forwards the messages to a forwarding address that you specify.
• Terms: If you select Yes for Unsubscribe Manual Requests, select the unsubscribe terms that cause RMM to unsubscribe the email
address. You can also select common misspellings to allow RMM to unsubscribe email addresses when messages contain misspelled
unsubscribe words. The checkboxes include these terms:
– Unsub
– Unsubscribe
– Remove
– Opt-Out
– Leave
– Common Misspellings
• unsube
• unsu
• unsubscribed
• unsubsribe
• unsubscrabe
• unscribe
• unsubscribe...
• "unsubscribe"
• unsubscribe!
• suscribir
• renove
• removed
• take me off your list
• delete me from your list
• opt out
• optout
• laeve
• leaved

Out of Office Terms
• Undeliverable:
• auto-response
• autoresponse
• automated reply
• auto-submitted
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• auto-generated
• auto-replied
• inter-application
• auto-reply
• auto reply
• autoreply
• auto response
• out of office
• out-of-office
• out of office on vacation
• out on vacation
• automated response
• autosvar
• automatisk svar
• Loma
• Lomalla
• Automaattinen vastaus
• automatic reply
• delivery status notification
• email is being transferred
• email will not be read
• for immediate help
• I will respond
• no longer able to receive e-mail
• Notification-only
• Please do not reply
• abwesenheitsnotiz
• absence notice
• out of the office
• automatica
• out on vacation
• out of the office on vacation
• automatique
• automatisk
• automatiskt
• autoresponder
• auto-reposta
• reposta
• automatica
• automaticka
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• away from the office
• away from my office
• Vapaalla
• Poissaoloviesti
• automatiresponse
• do not reply to this
• out on holiday
• out for holidays
• I am no longer with
• inactive email account
• inter-application message
• could not be delivered
• new email address
• no longer able to receive email
• We will respond
• will reply to your email

Automated Response Email for Remaining Replies
When you configure RMM in your account, you can specify whether a reply to your message generates an acknowledgment. For example,
send an automated response to each email that is not identified by one of the reply rules. If you choose to send an automated response,
you can select the default response or create a custom response. For example, the default response contains this text:
Example: Thank you for your email. We have received your questions and we will reply as soon as possible.
**************************************************
This is an automated response. Please do not directly reply to this email.
You can also choose to use a triggered send for the reply. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to discuss configuring
your reply mail management instance to use triggered sends.
If you configure Reply Mail Management to automatically forward an email message to an email address, that email address becomes
the From address for the automatic reply. For example, if the sales@example.com email address receives an email, that message is
automatically forwarded to acruz@example.com. The automatic reply to the email sent to sales@example.com appears to send from
acruz@example.com

Routing Address for Remaining Replies
When you configure RMM in your account, enter an email address to receive all the messages not identified by one of the reply rules.
These messages forward to that routing address even if you send an automated response. Do not use an email address from the domain
delegated to Marketing Cloud, as this action could cause unpredictable reply behavior.

Using Auto-Forward
Reply mail can automatically forward to these options:
• A user from the multi-connect From list
• A user-defined name and email address
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This process updates the To information in the email header but retains the From email header information of the original message. The
RMM system delivers the message as if it originated directly from the author of the email.
You can also include these values, with caution:
• Personalization strings:
– _RMM_Headers
– _RMM_ReplyBodyText
– _RMM_ReplyBodyHTML
– _RMM_ReplySubject
– _RMM_JobID
– _RMM_ListID
– _RMM_BatchID
– _RMM_SubscriberID
– _RMM_RecipientEmailAddress
– _RMM_RecipientSubscriberKey
• AMPscript
• A static name
The content of the forwarded message can include these values:
• The body of the reply email
• A started or paused triggered send email; a send-time attribute called _replycontent contains the first 10,000 characters
including markup of the body of the reply email.
• An HTML email
Configure auto-forward information in the sender profile.

Configuration
Perform RMM configuration steps in this order. Specify a reply subdomain, request the appropriate DNS changes, and configure your
RMM settings to use this feature. Creating a sender profile is optional when working with the AIM package.
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Perform the Initial Configuration
Configure Reply Mail Management within Marketing Cloud Setup.
Create a Sender Profile for Use with Reply Mail Management
The sender profile contains the name and address that the message appears to be from in the subscriber's email client. Use a sender
profile with Reply Mail Management to manage replies from systems that use nonstandard protocols. This feature sends replies
using the From address instead of the account's Reply-To address.
Test Your Reply Mail Management Configuration
Use a test email list, test email send, and reply to ensure Reply Mail Management (RMM) is configured correctly within Marketing
Cloud Setup.

Perform the Initial Configuration
Configure Reply Mail Management within Marketing Cloud Setup.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Reply Mail Management.
3. Complete the information in Reply Address Definition.
• Email Display Name - Enter the From name to display in an email client. Use a full name value and not an email address.
• Reply Subdomain - Enter the subdomain of your URL, such as reply.example.com.
• Email Reply Address - Enter the From address to display in an email client.
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• DNS Record Redirect Complete - Click the checkbox after your ISP completes the necessary DNS changes requested.
4. Complete the information in Reply Filters.
• Delete Auto-replies and Out-of-office replies - This setting determines whether RMM deletes emails identified by auto-reply or
out-of-office filters. The default value is no.
• Unsubscribe Manual Requests - This setting determines whether RMM systematically unsubscribes email addresses from email
identified by the unsubscribe filter. If you select Yes, select the terms included in the unsubscribe filter in the Terms section. The
default value is No.
• Terms - This setting contains the terms used by the unsubscribe filter searches on the email body and subject. Use this section
when you set Unsubscribe Manual Requests to Yes.
5. Select an option in Response.
• If you select None, any remaining replies don’t receive an automated response email.
• If you select Default Response Email, click view email link next to that option. Review how your default email looks, as shown
in the Automated Response Email for Remaining Replies section.
• If you select Create Custom Response, you must define the response email. To get a starting point for your email, click define
email.
6. Enter a valid email address in Routing.
Note: This email address receives all forwarded emails not identified by the filters. For example, use a customer service email
address to receive unfiltered replies to customer service.
Override the response and reply address definition settings for a send by using a sender profile.

Create a Sender Profile for Use with Reply Mail Management
The sender profile contains the name and address that the message appears to be from in the subscriber's email client. Use a sender
profile with Reply Mail Management to manage replies from systems that use nonstandard protocols. This feature sends replies using
the From address instead of the account's Reply-To address.
Perform the Initial Configuration of Reply Mail Management in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Create a sender profile and complete the information in the Custom Reply Mail Management Settings section as necessary.
1. To override some account-level RMM features using information in this section, select Use custom settings below.
2. To bypass the account RMM features and use the From address associated with the send, select Use direct forwards.
Note: This setting passes the email message to an email address associated with the account. This setting disables the other
options in this section.
3. Select who receives any forwards in the Forward to section:
a. Select a multi-connect From option from the Choose from list option.
b. Enter a name and email address in the Use Specified Information section.
Note: You can include personalization strings or static values in this section. Use only valid values to deliver forwards to
the proper location.
4. Select Forwarding using triggered send and select a triggered send to send a specific triggered send type instead of the original
email.
Note: If you don’t enable this setting, depending on your account setting, the reply address receives the original email.
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5. To send a custom auto reply message using a triggered send, select Use Auto Reply and create these elements.
• A sender profile without Custom Reply Mail Management settings and send classification to use with the auto reply triggered
send.
Note: Assign the sender profile to the send classification for your triggered sends. If no send classification is defined and
you use the Override Sender Profile option in the triggered send, the sender profile isn’t used.
• The triggered send for the auto reply using the sender profile and send classification. Start the triggered send interaction.
• Another sender profile and send classification using the triggered send for the triggered send auto reply. Use this sender profile
and send classification for emails you want to use auto replies on.
Note: The display name from the auto reply triggered sender profile is the From name in the auto reply.

Test Your Reply Mail Management Configuration
Use a test email list, test email send, and reply to ensure Reply Mail Management (RMM) is configured correctly within Marketing Cloud
Setup.
Perform all configuration steps before attempting the test send.
1. Create a test list in Email Studio that contains your own email address.
2. Send an email to your test list. You receive the email message in your email client.
3. Open the email message in your email client.
4. Reply to the message by entering one of the words that causes RMM to identify the message for automatic processing.
Note: For example, if you configured RMM to unsubscribe by manual request, enter Unsubscribe in the subject line of the
email.
5. Send the message.
6. In Email Studio, open both your All Subscriber list and a relevant subscriber list to confirm that your email address unsubscribed for
your account.
Note: Use Enterprise Reply Mail Management for list-level unsubscription. Reply Mail Management only unsubscribes
subscribers for your entire account.

Enterprise Reply Mail Management
The Enterprise Reply Mail Management feature in Marketing Cloud Setup automates the management of incoming messages received
by your reply-to email address. These message types include out-of-office replies, auto-replies, auto-forwards, unsubscribes, and individual
customer responses.
Note: Refer to Reply Mail Management (RMM) for more information about the RMM feature included as part of the Sender
Authentication Package (SAP). The information in this document refers to a separate feature.
Enterprise Reply Mail Management efficiently handles a large percentage of replies immediately and automatically. Depending on your
configuration, some email types do not have to be opened or read. Enterprise Reply Mail Management automatically processes all
necessary actions for the reply.
Configure your account to use a special Reply-To address in your emails. When a subscriber manually replies to the address or when the
subscriber's account automatically replies, the email message goes to the Reply-To address you created. When the Reply-To address
receives an email, Enterprise Reply Mail Management applies a series of rules grouped in collections associated with a sender profile.
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These collections determine whether the email is an out-of-office reply, auto-reply, such as a allowlist request, or unsubscribe request.
Enterprise Reply Mail Management acts on the message according to how you configured the feature.
Enterprise Reply Mail Management also allows you to perform these tasks:
• Forward an email to different users depending on different circumstances
• Conditionally auto-reply and control the content of that auto-reply message
Configure Enterprise Reply Mail Management on the Enterprise Reply Mail Management screen, accessed from the Admin tab of the
Marketing Cloud Email application. If that feature is enabled, the configuration process includes adding terms to the terms already listed
in this document.
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Enterprise Reply Mail Management feature addresses most automated replies from email software used today. However, it cannot
address non-standard protocols from a select few email clients.
Enterprise Reply Mail Management can support the forwarding of attachments in certain instances.

Reply Address Definition
When you configure Enterprise Reply Mail Management in Marketing Cloud, you specify the Reply-To information used by Enterprise
Reply Mail Management:
• Email Display Name: The reply name appears in the From field of your subscriber's email client, such as Microsoft Outlook, when the
subscriber replies to your email. Do not use an email address as the Email Reply Name. To encourage interaction with your subscribers,
use an individual's name from your organization, such as a member of your customer service group.
• Reply Subdomain: The subdomain includes the portion of your URL that points to Marketing Cloud email reply rules. For example,
a company with an email address structure of name@example.com creates a subdomain of reply. The company adds it to the box
provided onscreen to create reply.example.com.
• Email Reply Address: The reply address appears in the From name of your subscriber's email client when the subscriber replies to
your email. While this information appears in the format of an email message, it does not act as a valid email address on its own.
The address directs the reply to Enterprise Reply Mail Management for processing. Define this address in the Enterprise Reply Mail
Management feature or via a sender profile. If you use a sender profile to define the email reply address, you can enable the email
message to use a multitude of email reply addresses.
• DNS Record Redirect Complete: Complete a domain name system (DNS) record redirect to Marketing Cloud before activating this
feature. Your ISP helps you with this process.
Enterprise Reply Mail Management includes several components used to process and act on incoming email replies: keyword lists,
out-of-office terms, rules, and collections.

Keyword Lists
Keyword lists include terms used to determine how Enterprise Reply Mail Management acts on the replies. If one of the terms on the
keyword list matches any of the terms, the rule to which the keyword list belongs takes the appropriate action. Enterprise Reply Mail
Management reviews the message header, email Subject line, email From address, or the first 200 characters of the email body for
keywords. These lists can contain terms in different languages or common misspellings of terms used to remove subscribers from a list.

Out of Office Terms
• Undeliverable:
• auto-response
• autoresponse
• automated reply
• auto-submitted
• auto-generated
• auto-replied
• inter-application
• auto-reply
• auto reply
• autoreply
• auto response
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• out of office
• out-of-office
• out of office on vacation
• out on vacation
• automated response
• autosvar
• automatisk svar
• Loma
• Lomalla
• Automaattinen vastaus
• automatic reply
• delivery status notification
• email is being transferred
• email will not be read
• for immediate help
• I will respond
• no longer able to receive e-mail
• Notification-only
• Please do not reply
• abwesenheitsnotiz
• absence notice
• out of the office
• automatica
• out on vacation
• out of the office on vacation
• automatique
• automatisk
• automatiskt
• autoresponder
• auto-reposta
• reposta
• automatica
• automaticka
• away from the office
• away from my office
• Vapaalla
• Poissaoloviesti
• automatiresponse
• do not reply to this
• out on holiday
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• out for holidays
• I am no longer with
• inactive email account
• inter-application message
• could not be delivered
• new email address
• no longer able to receive email
• We will respond
• will reply to your email

Rules
Each rule includes a keyword list and a set of actions to take if the keyword list terms match. Each rule can take one or more of these
actions:
• Add email address to Global Unsubscribe List
• Add email address to Master Unsubscribe List
• Unsubscribe email address from publication list, including both publication lists and list unsubscribe processing
• Add email address to suppression list
• Add email address to any specified auto-suppression lists
• Forward reply to a specified email address and select whether to use a triggered send to forward the reply
• Stop processing the reply after the specified actions are taken, or delete the reply if deletion is the only action specified
Rules function in the order you arrange them within your instance. When you configure Enterprise Reply Mail Management in your
account, specify whether a reply to your message generates an acknowledgment. For example, you can choose to make the system
send an automated response to each email not identified by one of the reply rules. If you choose to send an automated response, select
the default response or create a custom response. For example, the default response contains this text:
Example: Thank you for your email. We have received your comments/questions and we will reply as soon as possible.
**************************************************
This is an automated response. Please do not directly reply to this email.
You can also choose to use a triggered send for the reply. If you automatically forward an email message to an email address, that email
address becomes the From address for the automatic reply. For example, the sales@example.com email address receives an email and
that message is automatically forwarded to acruz@example.com. The automatic reply to the email sent to sales@example.com appears
to send from acruz@example.com.
When you configure Enterprise Reply Mail Management in your account, you enter an email address to receive all the messages not
identified by one of the reply rules. These messages forward to that routing address even if you send an automated response.
Reply mail can automatically forward to these addresses:
• A user from the multi-from connect From list
• A user-defined name and email address
Ensure that an email system outside your company network can reach the email address. We recommend using an email address mapped
to a distribution list controlled by your email servers. Using that address permits you to update which employees receive notification
without the need to change Marketing Cloud settings.
This process updates the To information in the email header but retains the From email header information of the original message. The
Enterprise Reply Mail Management system delivers the message as if it originated directly from the author of the email.
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You can include the following items, but use special caution with these values:
• One of these supported personalization strings:
– _RMM_Headers
– _RMM_ReplyBodyText
– _RMM_ReplyBodyHTML
– _RMM_ReplySubject
– _RMM_JobID
– _RMM_ListID
– _RMM_BatchID
– _RMM_SubscriberID
– _RMM_RecipientEmailAddress
– _RMM_RecipientSubscriberKey
• AMPscript
• A static name
The content of the forwarded message includes these components:
• The body of the reply email.
• A started or paused triggered send email. A send-time attribute called _replycontent contains the first 10,000 characters (including
markup) of the body of the reply email.
• An HTML email.
You can configure auto-forward information in the sender profile.

Collections
Once you have created your rules, you can bundle them together in a collection to assign to a specific send classification. All rules in the
collection then apply to the send classification and any associated replies.

International Character Support
Enterprise Reply Mail Management can recognize and process double-byte Unicode characters as part of your reply rules. While Enterprise
Reply Mail Management does not handle translation, you can create rules using these characters and act accordingly on any matches.

Enterprise Reply Mail Management Steps
1. Enter your subdomain.
2. Enable your DNS redirection.
3. Create a keyword list.
4. Create a rule.
5. Create a collection.
6. Associate the collection with a sender profile.
7. Create a sender profile if none exists.
8. Repeat steps 5 through 7 as necessary.
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Specify a Reply Subdomain
Specify the reply subdomain to which the reply email is directed. Configure this reply subdomain on your own domain to use it with
Marketing Cloud and Email Studio.
Request DNS Changes from Your ISP
Change the MX record so all replies sent to your messages redirect to Marketing Cloud servers for processing. Contact your ISP and
ask that it make these additions to your zone file.
Perform the Initial Configuration
Perform these steps to configure Enterprise Reply Mail Management in Marketing Cloud Setup at the parent level of your Marketing
Cloud account. Use sender profiles to make configured keywords, rules, and collections available for child business units.
Create a Keyword List
Follow these steps to create an Enterprise Reply Mail Management keyword list in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Create a Rule
Follow these steps to create an Enterprise Reply Mail Management rule in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Edit a Rule
Follow these steps to edit an Enterprise Reply Mail Management rule in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Copy a Rule
Follow these steps to copy an Enterprise Reply Mail Management rule in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Create a Collection
Follow these steps to create a collection in Enterprise Reply Mail Management using Marketing Cloud Setup.
Edit a Collection
Follow these steps to edit an Enterprise Reply Mail Management collection using Marketing Cloud Setup.
Copy a Collection
Follow these steps to copy an Enterprise Reply Mail Management collection in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Dynamically Populate the Reply Name and Address
Dynamically populate the reply name and email addresses associated with any email messages sent during the Enterprise Reply
Mail Management process. You can use static values or personalization strings. Access these settings in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Enable Forward Reply Header Rewrite
Use Forward Reply Header Rewrite with Enterprise Reply Mail Management in Marketing Cloud Setup to specify a reply-to header
value that complies with DMARC requirements. These requirements mandate that email messages originate from the expected
destination for a domain. This feature uses those values to ensure that while Reply Mail Management processes all replies, those
messages use the correct domain. This process facilitates communication between you and your subscribers.
Create a Sender Profile for Use with Enterprise Reply Mail Management
In Marketing Cloud Setup, create a sender profile to use with Enterprise Reply Mail Management.
Test Your Enterprise Reply Mail Management Configuration
Use a test list, test email send, and test reply to ensure that Enterprise Reply Mail Management is configured correctly for in Marketing
Cloud.
Enterprise Reply Mail Management Scenario
In this scenario, Northern Trail Outfitters uses Enterprise Reply Mail Management rules to manage their incoming email in Email
Studio. The application automatically detects out-of-office replies, bounces, and automatic replies and deletes them. Enterprise
Reply Mail Management also deletes unsubscribe requests after it unsubscribes each subscriber automatically. This setting helps
Northern Trail Outfitters honor unsubscribe requests within a certain amount of time. Northern Trail Outfitters configures Enterprise
Reply Mail Management in Marketing Cloud so replies that are not filtered out are responded to by auto-reply customized messages.
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Specify a Reply Subdomain
Specify the reply subdomain to which the reply email is directed. Configure this reply subdomain on your own domain to use it with
Marketing Cloud and Email Studio.
For example, if you send your emails from user@example.com, the reply subdomain is reply.example.com.

Request DNS Changes from Your ISP
Change the MX record so all replies sent to your messages redirect to Marketing Cloud servers for processing. Contact your ISP and ask
that it make these additions to your zone file.
Replace (reply subdomain) with the reply subdomain you selected.
S1 Instance
• (reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply-mx.exacttarget.com
• reply.(reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply-mx.exacttarget.com
S4 Instance
• (reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply-mx.s4.exacttarget.com
• reply.(reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply-mx.s4.exacttarget.com
S6 Instance
• (reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply-mx.s6.exacttarget.com
• reply.(reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply-mx.s6.exacttarget.com
S7 Instance
• (reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply-mx.s7.exacttarget.com
• reply.(reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply-mx.s7.exacttarget.com
S10 Instance
• (reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply.s10.exacttarget.com
• reply.(reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply.s10.exacttarget.com
S11 Instance
• (reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply.s11.exacttarget.com
• reply.(reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply.s11.exacttarget.com
S12 Instance
• (reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply.s12.exacttarget.com
• reply.(reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply.s12.exacttarget.com
S50 Instance
• (reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply.s50.exacttarget.com
• reply.(reply subdomain) IN MX 10 reply.s50.exacttarget.com
S51 Instance
• (reply subdomain) IN MX 51 reply-mx.s4.exacttarget.com
• reply.(reply subdomain) IN MX 51 reply-mx.s4.exacttarget.com
Accounts that don’t use SAP or Private domain can allow for reply traffic to pass through Marketing Cloud after making MX changes.
Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to make this change.
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Perform the Initial Configuration
Perform these steps to configure Enterprise Reply Mail Management in Marketing Cloud Setup at the parent level of your Marketing
Cloud account. Use sender profiles to make configured keywords, rules, and collections available for child business units.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Enterprise Reply Mail Management.
3. Click Setup Wizard.
4. After your ISP completes your requested DNS changes, select DNS Record Redirect Complete.
5. Enter the From name that displays in an email client in the Email Display Name field. Use a full name value and not an email address.
6. Enter the subdomain of your URL that points to the Marketing Cloud email reply rules, such as reply.example.com, in the Reply
Subdomain field.
7. Enter the From email address that displays in an email client in the Email Reply Address field.
8. Click Next.
9. Enter the name for your new rule.
10. Enter the description for your new rule.
11. Select Keyword List to include a keyword list in this rule.
• If you already created a keyword list, click Select a Keyword List and select the keyword list to use.
• If you did not create a keyword list, click Create a Keyword List and enter the applicable values. Separate all words with a
comma or semicolon. You can paste terms from a spreadsheet into this field. The field automatically converts those words into
the proper format for use as keywords. Click Create when you complete the process.
12. To match precise words or phrases and not sections of a text string, select Match Whole Word/Phrase.
13. Select Case-sensitive to exactly match case-sensitive words or phrases.
14. Select List-Unsubscribe Header to include email header information in the rule.
Note: The list-unsubscribe header includes information generated by an Unsubscribe button or other function inside a header
that a subscriber cannot see. For example, the list-unsubscribe header could originate from an Unsubscribe button created
by a third-party email client or service. When the subscriber clicks that button, an automatic message with a list-unsubscribe
header goes to the sender of that message. By clicking this checkbox, you set the rule to act when it receives that message
containing the list-unsubscribe header.
15. Click Next.
16. Choose the actions the rule takes in the Subscriber Actions section.
• Add email address to Global Unsubscribe List.
• Add email address to Master Unsubscribe List.
• Unsubscribe email address from publication list.
• Add email address to suppression list.
• Add email address to any Auto-Suppression lists.
17. Complete the information in the Forward Actions section:
• To forward a subscriber's reply to an address, select Forward Reply To:.
• Enter the email address that receives the forward.
• To use a pre-created triggered send to forward the reply, select Use a Triggered Send to Forward The Reply and select the
triggered send to use in the dropdown.
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18. To stop processing any actions on the reply once the other actions on this page take place, select Stop Processing the Reply.
Otherwise, any other rules you assigned can continue to process and other actions can occur. If you choose only a Stop Processing
the Reply action in a rule, the rule deletes the reply as part of the action.
19. Click Next.
20. To assign the rule to an existing collection, click Select a Collection and choose the collection.
21. To create a collection to assign the rule, click Create a Collection and follow these steps:
• Enter the name and description of the collection.
• Drag the rule from Available Rules to Assigned Rules under the Rule Assignment heading.
• Drag any additional rules to include in the collection to Assigned Rules.
• If you use an Enterprise 2.0 account, choose whether to make this collection available to all current and future business units or
selected business units.
• Click Save.
22. Click Go to Sender Profiles.
23. To assign to the collection, click the sender profile.
24. Click Yes under the Custom Enterprise Reply Mail Management Settings heading.
25. Complete the Enterprise Reply Mail Management settings under the sender profile:
• Choose the collection in the dropdown.
• If your collection includes no stop action, select Forward Remaining Replies To and enter the email address to receive the
forwards.
• To use a pre-created triggered send to forward the reply, select Use a Triggered Send and select the triggered send to use in
the dropdown menu.
• To perform a triggered send to the subscriber, select Auto-Respond to Replies Using a Triggered Send and choose the
triggered send in the dropdown.
26. Click Save.

Create a Keyword List
Follow these steps to create an Enterprise Reply Mail Management keyword list in Marketing Cloud Setup.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Enterprise Reply Mail Management.
3. Click Keyword Lists.
4. Click Create.
5. Enter the name of your list.
6. Enter the description of your list.
7. Enter all terms to include in your list in the Keywords field.
Note: Separate all words with a comma or semicolon. You can copy information from a spreadsheet directly into the Keywords
field.
8. Click Create.
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Create a Rule
Follow these steps to create an Enterprise Reply Mail Management rule in Marketing Cloud Setup.
When creating rules related to unsubscription, create a single rule for list-unsubscribe headers and another rule for unsubscription
information within the email body. Ensure the list-unsubscribe rule appears first in any collection or message flow.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Enterprise Reply Mail Management.
3. Click Rules.
4. Click Create.
5. Enter the name for your new rule.
6. Enter the description for your new rule.
7. Click Keyword List to include a keyword list in this rule.
a. If already created a keyword list, click Select a Keyword List.
a. Choose the keyword list to use.
b. Click Select.
b. If you did not already create a keyword list, click Create a Keyword List.
a. Enter the name of your list.
b. Enter the description of your list.
c. Enter all terms to include in your list in the Keywords field. Separate all words with a comma or semicolon.
d. Click Create.
c. To match precise words or phrases and not sections of a text string, click the Match Whole Word/Phrase checkbox.
d. Select Case-sensitive to exactly match case-sensitive words or phrases if needed.
8. To make the rule act on list-unsubscribe header information, click Include List-Unsubscribe Header.
Note: The list-unsubscribe header includes information generated by an Unsubscribe button or other function inside a header
that a subscriber cannot see. For example, an unsubscribe button could generate the list-unsubscribe header created by a
third-party email client or service. When the subscriber clicks that button, an automatic message with a list-unsubscribe header
goes to the sender of that message. By clicking this checkbox, you set the rule to act when it receives that message containing
the list-unsubscribe header.
9. Click Next.
10. Choose the actions for the rule to take in the Subscriber Actions section.
a. Add email address to Global Unsubscribe List.
a. Select the Category for the Global Unsubscribe List to use - use the category defined as part of your global unsubscribe list
setup.
b. Add email address to Master Unsubscribe List.
c. Unsubscribe email address from publication list.
d. Add email address to suppression list.
e. Add email address to Auto-Suppression Lists.
a. Click Select.
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b. Choose the auto-suppression list or lists to which you want to add the email addresses as part of the rule.
c. Click Select.
11. Complete the information in the Forward Actions section.
a. If you wish the rule to forward a subscriber's reply to an address, select Forward Reply To:.
b. Enter the email address that receives the forward.
c. If you wish to use a pre-created triggered send to forward the reply, select Use a Triggered Send to Forward The Reply and
select the triggered send to use in the dropdown.
12. If you wish to stop processing any actions on the reply once the other actions on this page have taken place, select Stop Processing
the Reply. Otherwise, any other rules you assigned can continue to process and other actions can occur.
13. Click Next.
14. To assign the rule to an existing collection, click Select a Collection and choose the collection to which to add the rule.
15. To create a collection to which to assign the rule, click Create a Collection and follow these rules.
a. Enter the name of the collection.
b. Enter the description of the collection.
c. Drag the rule from Available Rules to Assigned Rules under Rule Assignment.
d. Drag any additional rules to include in the collection to Assigned Rules.
e. For Enterprise 2.0 accounts, choose whether to assign this collection to all current and future business units or selected business
units.
a. To allow universal access across your Enterprise 2.0 account, click All Current and Future Business Units.
b. To choose specific business units, choose Selected Business Units and click Select.
f. Click Save.
16. Click Finish.

Edit a Rule
Follow these steps to edit an Enterprise Reply Mail Management rule in Marketing Cloud Setup.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Enterprise Reply Mail Management.
3. Click Rules.
4. Select the rule you want to edit.
5. Click Edit.
6. Change the rule as needed.
7. Click Save.

Copy a Rule
Follow these steps to copy an Enterprise Reply Mail Management rule in Marketing Cloud Setup.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Enterprise Reply Mail Management.
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3. Click Rules.
4. Select the rule you want to edit.
5. Click Copy.
6. Enter a new description.
7. Change the rule as needed.
8. To associate the rule with an existing collection, click Select a Collection and follow the steps to associate it with the collection.
9. To create a collection to which to associate the rule, click Create a Collection and follow the steps to associate it with the collection.
10. Click Save.

Create a Collection
Follow these steps to create a collection in Enterprise Reply Mail Management using Marketing Cloud Setup.
Include a rule that details how the collection handles a leave-unsubscribe header as the first rule in the collection. That rule must be the
first rule in the collection. You can specify how that rule handles messages that include a leave-unsubscribe header to best fit your needs.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Enterprise Reply Mail Management.
3. Click Collections.
4. Click Create.
5. Enter the name of the collection.
6. Enter the description of the collection.
7. Drag the rule from the Available Rules field to the Assigned Rules field under the Rule Assignment heading.
8. To include more rules in the collection, drag rules to the Assigned Rules field.
9. For Enterprise 2.0 accounts, choose whether to make this collection to all current and future business units or selected business
units.
a. To allow universal access across your Enterprise 2.0 account, click All Current and Future Business Units.
b. To choose specific business units, choose Selected Business Units and click Select.
10. Click Save.

Edit a Collection
Follow these steps to edit an Enterprise Reply Mail Management collection using Marketing Cloud Setup.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Enterprise Reply Mail Management.
3. Click Collections.
4. Select the collection you want to edit.
5. Click Edit.
6. Change the collection as needed.
7. Click Save.
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Copy a Collection
Follow these steps to copy an Enterprise Reply Mail Management collection in Marketing Cloud Setup.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Enterprise Reply Mail Management.
3. Click Collections.
4. Select the rule you want to copy.
5. Click Copy.
6. Enter a new description.
7. Change the collection as needed.
8. To associate the rule with an existing collection, click Select a Collection and follow the steps to associate it with the collection.
9. To create a collection to which to associate the rule, click Create a Collection and follow the steps to associate it with the collection.
10. For Enterprise 2.0 accounts, choose whether to make this collection available to all current and future business units or selected
business units.
a. To allow universal access across your Enterprise 2.0 account, click All Current and Future Business Units.
b. To choose specific business units, choose Selected Business Units and click Select.
11. Click Save.

Dynamically Populate the Reply Name and Address
Dynamically populate the reply name and email addresses associated with any email messages sent during the Enterprise Reply Mail
Management process. You can use static values or personalization strings. Access these settings in Marketing Cloud Setup.
This feature displays two fields in the Administration screen under the Populate Reply-to Address Dynamically section.
• Reply Name
• Reply Address
You can specify static values for both, such as a single reply name and email address. You can also add personalization strings to include
values from the subscriber list or data extension involved in the send. For example, these values send all replies to Angela Cruz via
acruz@example.com.
• Angela Cruz
• acruz@example.com
In this example, the values come from the fields specified by the personalization strings:
• %%RepresentativeName%%
• %%RepresentativeReplyAddress%%
You could specify different names and email addresses for each record for proper reply routing. If you leave the fields blank or enter an
incorrect value, the sends continue without error notification using the default rules.

Enable Forward Reply Header Rewrite
Use Forward Reply Header Rewrite with Enterprise Reply Mail Management in Marketing Cloud Setup to specify a reply-to header value
that complies with DMARC requirements. These requirements mandate that email messages originate from the expected destination
for a domain. This feature uses those values to ensure that while Reply Mail Management processes all replies, those messages use the
correct domain. This process facilitates communication between you and your subscribers.
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For example, you can forward an email address, such as example@example.com, to a personal account, such as Gmail or Yahoo. This
feature ensures that all communications include a reply-to header that includes the personal email address in any replies to
example@example.com. Including the domain helps ensure that the email meets DMARC requirements.

Create a Sender Profile for Use with Enterprise Reply Mail Management
In Marketing Cloud Setup, create a sender profile to use with Enterprise Reply Mail Management.
Note: You can use On-Your-Behalf sends or enhanced sender profiles to build dynamic from names as part of your email sends.
Enterprise Reply Mail Management can direct these valid replies to the dynamic from names instead of the default email address.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Sender Profiles.
3. Click Create on the Sender Profiles toolbar.
4. Complete the information in the Properties section.
• Name - the name of the sender profile
• External Key - a unique value used to identify the sender profile via an API call
• Description - text used to describe and identify a sender profile
5. Complete the information in the Sender Information section.
• Sender - The From Name and email the system uses for sends associated with this sender profile. Choose from these valid values.
• – Choose from list - If you select this value, you must select the From name and address from the list of users in the Choose
from List dropdown.
– Use the specified information - If you select this value, you must enter information in the From Name field and From Email
field.
• From Name - For a subscriber-specific from, enter a personalization string. For example, if the From name for a subscriber
is stored in the ownername attribute, enter %%ownername%%.
• From Email - Enter the From email address.
Both the From Name and the From Email options can use a personalization string, AMPscript, or a static name. Use caution
with these three elements. Changing your From address to include a domain (such as @example.com) without authentication
in place can negatively impact the delivery of your email messages. When you authenticate your domain via Sender ID, SPF,
or DomainKeys, you can realize improved deliverability, reputation, and brand protection. If you purchased the Sender
Authentication Package (SAP), use the domain you set up during this process, such as example@email.example.com.
6. Complete the information in the Custom Enterprise Reply Mail Management Settings section.
• Use this Rule Collection - Select to override some account-level Enterprise Reply Mail Management features using the data that
follows.
• – Choose the rule collection to be used in the dropdown.
– Enter the email address in the Forward Remaining Replies to an Email Address field.
• Using a Triggered Send - Select a triggered send to forward the remaining replies to in the dropdown. Depending on your
account settings, if you don’t select this option the system forwards the raw email to the reply address.
• Auto-respond to Replies using a Triggered Send - Select this checkbox to automatically reply to an incoming message with a
triggered send. Even if you set up the auto-reply feature in Enterprise Reply Mail Management, this feature doesn’t function
unless you select the Use Auto Reply checkbox. This option overrides your account settings. Select the triggered send you wish
to use in the dropdown.
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7. Click Save.

Test Your Enterprise Reply Mail Management Configuration
Use a test list, test email send, and test reply to ensure that Enterprise Reply Mail Management is configured correctly for in Marketing
Cloud.
Perform all RMM configuration steps in Marketing Cloud Setup before attempting the test send in Email Studio.
1. Create a test list in that contains your own email address.
2. Send an email to your test list.
3. Open the email message in your email client.
4. Reply to the message by entering one of the words that causes Enterprise Reply Mail Management to identify the message for
automatic processing.
Note: For example, if you configured Enterprise Reply Mail Management to unsubscribe by manual request, enter Unsubscribe
in the subject line of the email.
5. Send the message.
6. Open your subscriber list and confirm that your email address unsubscribed.

Enterprise Reply Mail Management Scenario
In this scenario, Northern Trail Outfitters uses Enterprise Reply Mail Management rules to manage their incoming email in Email Studio.
The application automatically detects out-of-office replies, bounces, and automatic replies and deletes them. Enterprise Reply Mail
Management also deletes unsubscribe requests after it unsubscribes each subscriber automatically. This setting helps Northern Trail
Outfitters honor unsubscribe requests within a certain amount of time. Northern Trail Outfitters configures Enterprise Reply Mail
Management in Marketing Cloud so replies that are not filtered out are responded to by auto-reply customized messages.
In this example, personalization strings and AMPscript are used to personalize each email. The AMPscript personalization string
%%firstname%% was replaced automatically with "John".
Example: Thank you, John, for your reply on April 14. We have received your questions and will reply as soon as possible.
While you are waiting, we have added 50 purchase points to your account, so you may want to stop by
Northern Trail Outfitters WXY Avenue Memphis, TN 37501
And don't forget our website at example.com.
Thank you!
Henry Roof Manager,
Marketing Department
___________________________________________________________________________________
%%ReplyContent%%

Send Classifications for Marketing Cloud Email
Send classifications in Marketing Cloud Setup lets admins define parameters for an email job in a central location. The account can reuse
those parameters for multiple email send definitions. For example, an admin creates a send classification used every time a message
containing a catalog sends to ensure that send always uses the appropriate parameters. Select a send classification, together with content
information and audience information, when you define a message send by creating a message interaction.
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Send classifications include these components:
• Delivery Profile
• Sender Profile
• CAN-SPAM (Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing) classification
You create the delivery profile and sender profile separately before you create the send classification. You can override the delivery profile
and sender profile on the send classification when you include the send classification in a message interaction.
Define the CAN-SPAM classification as Commercial or Transactional:
• The CAN-SPAM Act defines a Commercial email message as "any electronic mail message the primary purpose of which is the
commercial advertisement or promotion of a commercial product or service." Commercial messages must include a mechanism to
unsubscribe, the physical mailing address of the sender, and a notice of advertisement if unsolicited. For commercial messages, we
check for the presence of an unsubscribe link.
• Transactional messages, per CAN-SPAM, are primarily emails that "facilitate, complete, or confirm a commercial transaction that the
recipient has previously agreed to enter into with the sender." Per the FTC, to be considered "transactional" per CAN-SPAM, the
subject line must be transactional in nature and non-promotional. Also, the email body must present the "transactional content"
before the commercial content. For transactional messages, we do not check for the presence of an unsubscribe. If you are unsure
of classification, we recommend that you check "commercial" and provide an unsubscribe link. This information is not legal advice.
Talk to your legal counsel for the proper application for your organization.
Marketing Cloud requires that all messages comply with CAN-SPAM, regardless of the sender or recipient destination country. Marketing
Cloud is headquartered in the United States and most email messages transmitted using Marketing Cloud platform originate in the US.
These messages must comply with US law. Also, US-based ISPs with a strong international presence, such as Yahoo and Hotmail, similarly
require that messages received comply with the law. These guidelines comply with best practice standards applied by most ISPs and
email receivers worldwide.
If Marketing Cloud receives a complaint from SpamCop or more than five complaints from America Online (AOL) regarding your emails,
we issue a Deliverability Report Card. This information helps you improve your deliverability.
Create a transactional send classification, then choose whether sends using that send classification honor the opt-out list associated
with your chosen list. If you decide to honor the opt-out list, the system does not send messages according to the following logic:
• User-initiated sends to a list do not include subscribers who opted out of the list.
• Global and business unit unsubscribes don’t affect the publication list for transactional sends.
• User-initiated sends to a data extension do not include subscribers who opted out of the related publication list.
• Triggered sends with an associated list do not include subscribers who opted out of the list.
• Triggered sends with an associated list and data extension do not include subscribers who opted out of the list.
• Triggered sends with no associated list cannot track unsubscribe requests, regardless of whether there's an associated data extension.
These sends cannot exclude unsubscribed subscribers from the send.
• Journey Builder triggered sends with a Publication List of All Subscribers cannot track unsubscribe requests. These sends cannot
exclude unsubscribed subscribers from the send.
If you decide not to honor the opt-out list, emails that use the send classification do not include an unsubscribe link.
Use a send classification to save time and effort and avoid the risk of human error. If the parameters included in the send classification
do not change, you do not need to repeat the steps in the wizard process for each send.
The send classification also provides a greater degree of control over your application, letting you perform tasks yourself rather than
request Marketing Cloud intervention.
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Note: The default sender profile and delivery profile name and external key cannot be updated or deleted. You can update the
description. The following are not valid for sender profile and delivery profile names that are created:
• Default
• Channel
• Owner
• Or a name that starts with User:

Sender Profile
A sender profile within Marketing Cloud Setup specifies the From information for a send in a central location. Marketing Cloud Email
reuses that information across multiple sends without requiring selection each time. The sender profile contains the name and
address that the message appears to be from in the subscriber's email client.
Create a Sender Profile
Follow these steps to create a sender profile within Marketing Cloud Setup.
Delivery Profiles
A delivery profile within Marketing Cloud Setup specifies the delivery information for a message in a central location. Marketing
Cloud reuses the information, across multiple sends, without requiring selection of the information each time.
Create a Delivery Profile
Follow these steps to create a delivery profile within Marketing Cloud Setup.
Create a Send Classification
Follow these steps to create a send classification within Marketing Cloud Setup.
Sender Header Support in the Sender Profile
A sender header helps sender deliverability for those users sending on behalf of someone else. You can enable Sender Header in
your Sender Profile feature to store a header name and address. Your sender header name and address can use static or dynamic
values. For static sender header information, enter the values into the fields. To use dynamic sender information, include a
personalization string in the fields. You can use sender headers with Reply Mail Management in Marketing Cloud.
Send Email Messages from Multiple Addresses Via Sender Profiles and Data Extensions
This Marketing Cloud Setup solution allows you to send a single email and direct all replies directed to a subscriber's individual
representative. You can also create multiple sender profiles to handle different aspects of your business email sends. For example,
you can use one sender profile can handle normal commercial email, another for transactional, and a third one for special offers.
This method maintains your corporate branding and makes sure that information sent out remains consistent. You can also use list
attributes to populate substitution strings for enhanced sender profiles instead of data extensions.

Sender Profile
A sender profile within Marketing Cloud Setup specifies the From information for a send in a central location. Marketing Cloud Email
reuses that information across multiple sends without requiring selection each time. The sender profile contains the name and address
that the message appears to be from in the subscriber's email client.
Select a sender profile when you create a send classification. You can override the sender profile on the send classification when you
include the send classification in a message interaction.
When you create a sender profile, choose a user from your account. The system gets the name and email address from the user profile
to use as the From information in the email send. You can also choose to enter a From name and email address, which do not have to
appear on a user profile.
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If you choose a sender profile from a dropdown and change that From Name or From Email Address, those changes reflect in the created
sender profile. The sender profile still uses the original From email address and From name for that sender profile, not any updated fields.
If you enable the Subscriber-Specific From feature, create a subscriber attribute or data extension to contain the subscriber-specific from
information before performing this procedure. Once you create a data extension containing From addresses, you can use an AMPscript
lookup function to dynamically set the From name and From address. When using AMPscript, add a fallback address to populate the
From email address at send time in cases where the addresses in your data extension are unverified. The Fallback address must be verified
and sendable or the Fallback address will fail at send time.
%%=Lookup("ReplyInformation","Name","State", state)=%%

You can create an extra attribute or field on your sendable list or data extension and enter a standard substitution string in these fields,
such as %%FromName%%.
This feature requires enablement for your account. Enabling this feature helps you to more effectively manage your replies by providing
more options. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to enable this feature.

Create a Sender Profile
Follow these steps to create a sender profile within Marketing Cloud Setup.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Sender Profiles.
3. Click Create.
4. Complete the information in the Properties section.
• Name - This value is used to identify the sender profile in Marketing Cloud.
• External Key - This value is used to identify the sender profile in an API call.
• Description - This field is used to further describe the purpose of the sender profile in Marketing Cloud.
5. Complete the information in the Sender Information section.
• Sender - Select a valid value for the From name and address associated with this sender profile:
– Choose from list
– Use the specified information - Enter the information manually in the From name and From email fields. The status
automatically changes to verified when a From address matches the accounts SAP domain. To start the domain verification
process, select Verify.
• From Name - enter a string or a personalization string for subscriber-specific From names, such as %%owner_name%%.
• From Email - enter a string or a personalization string for subscriber-specific From email addresses, such as %%owner_email%%.
When using AMPscript, add a verified address as a fallback for the system to use in cases where the addresses in your data
extension are unverified.
– Enhanced Sender Profile allows AMPscript to populate the From email.
6. Select whether to use custom settings or direct forwards in the Custom Reply Mail Management settings. Enter custom settings as
necessary to determine how Reply Mail Management processes replies to your email messages.
7. Click Save.
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Delivery Profiles
A delivery profile within Marketing Cloud Setup specifies the delivery information for a message in a central location. Marketing Cloud
reuses the information, across multiple sends, without requiring selection of the information each time.
Note: The use of Classic Library Content in a Delivery Profile is no longer supported starting in the second half of 2020. Use Content
Builder to manage, create, and edit content. Tell Me More on page 24.
Select a delivery profile when you create a send classification. You can override the delivery profile on the send classification when you
include the send classification in a message interaction.
When you create a delivery profile, specify the IP address to use. If you do not use a private domain, you select the account default. If
you use one or more private domains, you can select the private domain to use.
Choose the header and footer to use on the delivery profile.
• Header refers to the text at the very beginning of the document that, by default, provides a link to the email as a web page. This
header does not include the header graphic that you specify in a template.
• Footer refers to the text at the very end of a document that contains your physical mailing address and unsubscribe link.
On the delivery profile, you can choose None, Account Default, or Library Content for each of the header and footer. If you choose
None or Library Content for the footer, include the required elements in the email body or the library content in the footer. These
elements include the unsubscribe link and physical mailing address.

Create a Delivery Profile
Follow these steps to create a delivery profile within Marketing Cloud Setup.
Note: The use of Classic Library Content in a Delivery Profile is no longer supported starting in the second half of 2020. Use Content
Builder to manage, create, and edit content. Learn more on page 24.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Delivery Profile.
3. Complete the information in the Properties section.
• Name - Use this value to identify the delivery profile in Marketing Cloud.
• External Key - Use this value to identify the delivery profile in an API call.
• Description - Use this field to further describe the purpose of the delivery profile in Marketing Cloud.
4. Complete the information in the Delivery Information section.
• IP Address - Enter a valid value to determine the IP address used for sending messages.
– Account Default - Use the account default IP address.
– Private - Use your company's private IP address. Select the private domain for use if your account uses multiple private
domains.
• Header - Enter the valid value to determine the header information of the send.
– None - Use no header. Include a link to the hosted version of the message within the body of the email if you select this
value.
– Account Default - Use the default header.
– Library Content - Use stored content as the header. Select the stored content for use if you select this value.
• Footer - Enter a valid value for the footer information of the send.
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– None - Use no footer. Include an unsubscribe link and your physical address within the body of the email if you select this
option.
– Account Default - Use the default footer.
– Library Content - Use stored content as the header. Select the stored content for use if you select this value. Ensure that the
content or the body of the email contains the unsubscribe link and your physical address.
5. Click Save.

Create a Send Classification
Follow these steps to create a send classification within Marketing Cloud Setup.
Create a sender profile and a delivery profile before you create a send classification.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for Send Classification.
3. Click Create.
4. Complete the information in the Properties section.
• Name - Use this value to identify the send classification in Marketing Cloud.
• External Key - Use this value to identify the send classification in an API call.
• Description - Use this field to further describe the purpose of the send classification in Marketing Cloud.
5. Choose a valid value for the CAN-SPAM Classification.
• Commercial
• Transactional - If you select a Transactional classification, a checkbox labeled Honor source and publication list level opt
outs appears. Transactional sends don’t check these lists for subscription status during a send by default. However, choosing
this box excludes all subscribers who opted out of sends, and clicked Spam or Unsubscribe in email clients.
6. Choose a sender profile and delivery profile for association with the send classification.
7. Choose the Send Priority. The email you associate with this send classification performs based on the selected send priority.
• Normal - Send performs at a normal pace
• Low - The send doesn’t receive priority and can take longer than normal to perform
• High - Prioritizes the send ahead of other sends
8. For accounts enabled with Email Archiving, select Archive all emails sent using this send classification as needed.
9. Save your changes.
Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for information and assistance in enabling this feature for your account.
Note: Unsubscribed contacts still receive transaction emails unless they’re part of the Global Unsubscribe list.

Sender Header Support in the Sender Profile
A sender header helps sender deliverability for those users sending on behalf of someone else. You can enable Sender Header in your
Sender Profile feature to store a header name and address. Your sender header name and address can use static or dynamic values. For
static sender header information, enter the values into the fields. To use dynamic sender information, include a personalization string in
the fields. You can use sender headers with Reply Mail Management in Marketing Cloud.
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Send Email Messages from Multiple Addresses Via Sender Profiles and Data Extensions
This Marketing Cloud Setup solution allows you to send a single email and direct all replies directed to a subscriber's individual
representative. You can also create multiple sender profiles to handle different aspects of your business email sends. For example, you
can use one sender profile can handle normal commercial email, another for transactional, and a third one for special offers. This method
maintains your corporate branding and makes sure that information sent out remains consistent. You can also use list attributes to
populate substitution strings for enhanced sender profiles instead of data extensions.
Your account must use the enhanced sender profile function to follow the directions in this document. Contact your Marketing Cloud
account representative for more information about enabling this feature.
Choose Lists or Data Extensions as an Information Source for Multiple Email Addresses
Choose to use lists or data extensions in Marketing Cloud as the information source when sending email messages from multiple
email addresses.
Create an Email Message to Send from Multiple Email Addresses
Follow these steps in Email Studio to create the email to send from multiple email addresses. Use the sender profile and send
classification you created within Marketing Cloud Setup for this process.

Choose Lists or Data Extensions as an Information Source for Multiple Email Addresses
Choose to use lists or data extensions in Marketing Cloud as the information source when sending email messages from multiple email
addresses.
1. Select whether to use list attributes or data extensions attributes to store your send classification information. This step depends
primarily on how you organize information in your Marketing Cloud account. Contact your Marketing Cloud admin for more help.
2. Ensure the list or data extension that you choose includes these attributes.
• EmailAddress - this attribute hold the specified contact’s email address
• FirstName - this attribute hold the specified contact’s first name
• LastName - this attribute hold the specified contact’s last name
• FromName - this attribute holds the From name for the email message sent to the contact
• FromEmailAddress - this attribute holds the From email address for the email message sent to the specified contact
• Value - this attribute holds the subject line used for each email message
• Key - if your account uses the subscriber key feature
3. Import the information used for the send into the list or data extension.
Your list or data extensions contain the contact information used in the send. They also include the From information used to direct
each contact to a specific email address and From name.

Create an Email Message to Send from Multiple Email Addresses
Follow these steps in Email Studio to create the email to send from multiple email addresses. Use the sender profile and send classification
you created within Marketing Cloud Setup for this process.
1. Click Interactions.
2. Choose Messages.
3. Click Email.
4. Click User-initiated.
5. Enter the name for your email send in the Name field.
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6. Enter the external key for your email send.
7. Enter the description for your email send.
8. Select the email message to send in the Message field.
9. Enter %%Value%% in the Subject line. This string retrieves the value of the Value field from the list or data extension and uses it in
your email's subject line.
10. Select the send classification you created in the Send Classification dropdown.
11. Click Edit Audience and select the list or data extension with the subscriber information you created for this send.
12. Click Save.
13. To send the email, click Send twice.

URL Expiration
The URL Expiration feature allows administrators to configure when, at a minimum, email links tracked by Marketing Cloud expire and
where expired links redirect to when clicked. Whenever a subscriber clicks a link in an email, Marketing Cloud looks up the expiration
threshold of the account's URL Expiration settings to determine if the link is expired. If the email containing the link was sent before the
threshold, the link directs the subscriber to its original destination. If the email was sent after the threshold, the link is categorized as
expired and the subscriber is redirected to the redirect URL.
URL Expiration applies to links tracked by Marketing Cloud. By default, all links are tracked by Marketing Cloud, including standard Profile
Center, Unsubscribe, View as Web Page, Preferences, or Forward-to-a-Friend links. You can disable link tracking during the sending
process for sends where you do not want links to be tracked or expire.
These configurations are set at the level of each individual subscriber in an email sends. The countdown for the expiration threshold for
a links begins at the deployment time for each individual subscriber in an email job. The link expiration date is the send date of the email
job, plus the number of days defined by the expiration threshold. The same email with the same links sent at 2 different times for 2
different jobs have different link expiration date. Some links may take up to 30 days past the set threshold to expire for emails sent before
the March 2017 release.

Feature Components
The URL Expiration feature includes three primary components:
• Settings source
• Expiration threshold
• Redirect URL
Settings Source displays the level at which the URL expiration settings have been configured. This setting change when settings are
configured at a different level. There are three possible values:
• This Account: URL Expiration settings for the account the user is in
• Enterprise: URL Expiration settings are set at the enterprise level and used by the child business unit
Note: Note: Core account types do not have an Enterprise Settings Source
• System Defaults: Marketing Cloud default settings
The expiration threshold indicates, at a minimum, when links will expire after emails have been sent. Administrators can set links to
expire in email sends at any point between 60 and 730 days or 2 years. The redirect URL is the link to the designated landing page for
all expired URLs. Links that are tracked and have expired will redirect to the redirect URL. Standard Profile Center, Unsubscribe, View as
Web Page, Preferences, Forward-to-a-Friend links are redirected. Custom URLs must be valid URLs, including https://. The RedirectTo()
AMPscript function is not supported.
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Default URL Expiration Headings
Administrators are not required to define expiration or redirect settings for their accounts. If an administrator does not define settings,
Marketing Cloud uses system-level defaults to determine when links expire and where links redirect. The default expiration threshold is
60 days; the lowest limit for the expiration threshold. The upper limit is 730 days or 2 years.

Custom URL Expiration Settings
Administrators can choose to configure their own settings instead of using the system defaults. Settings can be configured at the
individual account level, or at the enterprise level.
To apply enterprise-level settings, child Business Units must refrain from configuring settings for their individual accounts, as this causes
the Marketing Cloud to start using the settings of those individual accounts. Once an account has set its own settings, it cannot revert
to the Enterprise or system default settings.
Note: Adjusting the timeframe to fewer days than the current setting causes some live URLs to immediately redirect to the redirect
URL. Likewise, adjusting the timeframe to more than what is set causes some previously redirected URLs to navigate to the original
address.

Permissions
All users who have access to Send Management in Admin have permission to view the URL Expiration settings. However, users must
have update URL Expiration permissions to changes the settings.
Set URL Expiration
Follow these steps to change URL expiration settings within Marketing Cloud Setup.

Set URL Expiration
Follow these steps to change URL expiration settings within Marketing Cloud Setup.
Note: Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for information about enabling this feature for your account.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for URL Expiration.
3. Enter the number of days after emails are sent to expire links. Some links may take up to 30 days past the set threshold to expire for
emails sent before the March 2017 release.
4. To redirect subscribers to a custom URL, choose Custom Defined URL and enter a valid URL that includes https://.
5. Click Save.

Mobile Studio Settings
Review and configure settings for Marketing Cloud Mobile Studio features.
MobileConnect Account Administration
Admins can access the send blockout, from name, headers and footers, subscription information, keywords, short and long codes,
and other account-level settings in the Setup app by searching for MobileConnect.
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MobilePush App Administration
Salesforce admins can manage Marketing Cloud MobilePush in Setup. Here, access the send period, stored headers and footers,
subscription information, custom sound optional settings, OpenDirect, custom keys, interactive notifications, and other account-level
settings.

MobileConnect Account Administration
Admins can access the send blockout, from name, headers and footers, subscription information, keywords, short and long codes, and
other account-level settings in the Setup app by searching for MobileConnect.
Note: As a Salesforce Marketing Cloud customer, you agree to comply with applicable laws in using the Salesforce Marketing
Cloud services, and to allow recipients of your commercial messages to unsubscribe from future communications. If you change
the Sender ID to something other than a phone number (for example, by replacing a phone number in the From Name field with
the name of your company), the recipient of your message can’t reply to the message with an opt-out term like STOP or HELP, so
you may must provide opt-out capability through a different method (such as by providing instructions for unsubscribing in the
text of the message).
If you need account-specific help or to have a feature enabled, contact your account representative.
From Names
Set a personalized word instead of a code to send from in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Stored Headers and Footers
Use stored headers and footers to ensure consistency across messages sent from your account in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Send Blockouts
Set a period during which your MobileConnect account will not send outgoing messages. This feature prevents you from scheduling
sends or beginning an immediate send during a specified send blockout period. Use this feature to prevent subscribers from receiving
messages at inopportune times, such as when they are asleep.
Keywords and Codes
Use codes and keywords to conduct SMS and MMS sends in MobileConnect.
HELP Keywords
HELP keywords allow people sending messages to or receiving messages from the account to request assistance in MobileConnect.
For an example response to a HELP keyword, text HELP to 88769.
STOP Keywords
Every Marketing Cloud MobileConnect account must have a STOP keyword so that people sending messages to or receiving messages
from the account can unsubscribe. To see an example of a response to a STOP keyword, text STOP to 88769.
Bounced Messages and Held Numbers
MobileConnect logs a message send as a bounce when it receives a report from the aggregator that the message send failed.
MobileConnect Conversation Windows
Use Conversation Windows to respond to inbound messages that don't have keywords assigned to them. Use the double opt-in
template to opt users in to an SMS campaign.

From Names
Set a personalized word instead of a code to send from in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Note: From Names aren’t available for accounts in the United States, Canada, or Brazil. See the table for a complete list.
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Note: The maximum is 11 characters, including information from personalization strings. MobileConnect truncates any from
name longer than 11 characters.
Note: You can only use one From Name.
You can use a personalized word, called a From Name, in place of a long code. For example, if you use BRAND1 in place of your long
code, recipients see BRAND1 instead of the long code that the message was sent from.
Note: Non-GSM characters aren’t supported in From Names.
Only use From Names for one-way outbound communication, such as alerts, updates, and notifications. Because there’s no long code,
recipients can’t respond to messages sent via From Name. To receive a response, set up a separate short code and include that number
in the message. To respond, the recipient manually sends a response to the short code that was included in the message.
Note: Outbound messages triggered through MobileConnect instead of Journey Builder append the From Name.
After it’s configured, all outbound messages sent from your account use the From Name. Outbound messages include both triggered
sends and keyword responses. You can also set From Names at the level of a long code or a message. Code- or message-level from
names override account-level from names. You can also set different from names for the business units within an Enterprise 2.0 account.
When you send marketing or promotional type messages using a From Name, the message must include a way for customers to opt
out of messages. For example, To opt out, please text STOP to code 123456789.
Contact your account executive to enable From Names for your account. Character restrictions for From Names vary by location.
Note: On iOS devices, From Names display without spaces, and two-character From Names aren’t supported.
From Names aren’t available in these countries and locations:
• Argentina
• Armenia
• Azerbaijan
• Belgium
• Benin
• Brazil
• Brunei
• Cameroon
• Canada
• Chad
• Chile
• China
• Colombia
• Costa Rica
• Cuba
• Dominican Republic
• Ecuador
• French Guiana
• Ghana
• Hungary
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• Iraq
• Japan
• Kazakhstan
• Kiribati
• Libya
• Macedonia
• Madagascar
• Malaysia
• Mali
• Martinique
• Mexico
• Moldova
• Monaco
• New Zealand
• Paraguay
• Peru
• Réunion
• South Africa
• South Korea
• South Sudan
• Syria
• Taiwan
• Tanzania
• Trinidad & Tobago
• Tunisia
• United States
• Uruguay
• Venezuela
• Zambia
Set the MobileConnect Account-Level From Name
Set the account-level from name in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.

Set the MobileConnect Account-Level From Name
Set the account-level from name in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Note: If you change the from name for your account during a campaign, this affects your interactions and tracking information
calculations. Ensure that you have no active, ongoing campaigns running in your account before changing the from name.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click Edit next From Name.
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4. Enter the name.
Note: The maximum is 11 characters, including information from personalization strings. MobileConnect truncates any from
name longer than 11 characters.
5. Click Save.

Stored Headers and Footers
Use stored headers and footers to ensure consistency across messages sent from your account in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Use them to insert standardized and reusable content, such as branding or legal text, into your messages. Headers are inserted at the
beginning of your outgoing messages. Footers are inserted at the end. You can create up to three headers and three footers. Choose
which header and footer to include when you create the message.
Set and Edit Stored Headers and Footers in MobileConnect
Set and edit stored headers and footers in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Delete Stored Headers and Footers in MobileConnect
Delete stored headers and footers in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.

Set and Edit Stored Headers and Footers in MobileConnect
Set and edit stored headers and footers in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click Edit next to Headers and Footers.
4. Click Add New.
5. Enter the header or footer text.
6. Click Save.

Delete Stored Headers and Footers in MobileConnect
Delete stored headers and footers in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click

next to the header or footer to delete.

4. Click Save.

Send Blockouts
Set a period during which your MobileConnect account will not send outgoing messages. This feature prevents you from scheduling
sends or beginning an immediate send during a specified send blockout period. Use this feature to prevent subscribers from receiving
messages at inopportune times, such as when they are asleep.
MobileConnect prevents you from sending immediately during the send blockout, based on the time zone set for your account within
the Marketing Cloud. MobileConnect also prevents you from scheduling a send that starts during the send blockout in any time zone.
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Sends do not pause at the send blockout. For example, if your send starts at 9 PM and takes two hours, and your send blockout starts at
10 PM, the send continues until 11 PM, into the send blockout time period.
Any send blockout time specified in the MobileConnect app does not affect sends conducted using MobileConnect API calls. Specify
blockout times separately on the API call for your message. Any messages triggered during an API send blockout window occur after
the send blockout period elapses. If you attempt to send during the blockoutWindow, the message is scheduled to send one second
after the blockout window ends.
Note: Set the Send Blockout in MobileConnect and not in Journey Builder.
Note: In Journey Builder, a send blockout window completely prevents messages from sending. Messages don’t queue for sending
at later time. Send blockouts set in Journey Builder are independent of send blockouts set in MobileConnect. Blockouts set in
MobileConnect Setup are not respected.
Set a Send Blockout in MobileConnect
Set the send blockout in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Edit a Send Blockout in MobileConnect
Edit the send blockout in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect. You can enable or disable the blockout or change the times.

Set a Send Blockout in MobileConnect
Set the send blockout in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
After you set the send blockout, it shows in the Send Blockout section of the Administration tab.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Change the status to Enabled.
4. Select or deselect Enforce Message Expiration, as applicable.
Note: The account-level blockout window now stops messages from being deployed when the blockout period begins for
list-based and data extension-based sends. Only sends using the messagecontact API resume sending after the blockout
window ends. Sends that were in progress as of the January 2020 release stop sending when the account time zone reaches
the blockout window.
Important: If you use this message in a Journey Builder activity, the blockout window is enforced when the contact reaches
the SMS activity.
5. Set the beginning and end of the send blockout.
6. Click Save.

Edit a Send Blockout in MobileConnect
Edit the send blockout in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect. You can enable or disable the blockout or change the times.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click Edit in the Send Blockout section.
4. Change the status of the send blockout.
5. Edit the time of the send blockout.
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6. Select or deselect Enforce Message Expiration, if necessary.
Note: The account-level blockout window now stops messages from being deployed when the blockout period begins for
list-based and data extension-based sends. Sends that were in progress as of the January 2020 release stop sending when the
account time zone reaches the blockout window.
Important: If you use this message in a Journey Builder activity, the blockout window is enforced when the contact reaches
the SMS activity.
7. Click Save.

Keywords and Codes
Use codes and keywords to conduct SMS and MMS sends in MobileConnect.
Note: Keywords created at a business unit level, whether parent or child, remain available only to that business unit.
Use a short code to send and receive SMS messages within the United States; use a short or long code in other countries. Short codes
are specific to a country, but you can use long codes to reach multiple countries, depending on the region.
Use a keyword as the indicator to conduct SMS and MMS message exchanges between your account and mobile devices. MobileConnect
recognizes the content occurring before the first space of an inbound SMS or MMS messages as the keyword. For example, MobileConnect
recognizes ADD as the keyword in the incoming SMS message: Add me to the list.
Non-GSM keywords can be used in MobileConnect messages. For example, 중지 is Korean for STOP and is a common keyword for
marketers using the Korean language. Support for non-GSM keywords depends individual carriers and varies from country to country.
MobileConnect cannot guarantee that all carriers in a market support all types of non-GSM keywords.
Note: This feature is not available for U.S. short codes.

View or Delete Keywords in MobileConnect
View or delete a keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Create a Keyword in MobileConnect
Create a keyword between two and 25 characters long in Marketing CloudMobileConnect.
Change Enabled Countries in MobileConnect
Change the countries in which the short or long code is enabled in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Create Custom Code Error Messages in MobileConnect
Create a custom error message in place of the standard messages in MobileConnect.

View or Delete Keywords in MobileConnect
View or delete a keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click a short or long code to view its keywords.
4. To delete a keyword, click

.
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Create a Keyword in MobileConnect
Create a keyword between two and 25 characters long in Marketing CloudMobileConnect.
YES is not available as a keyword in MobileConnect. YES is a reserved word required for the double opt-in process in the United States.
Other reserved keywords are NO, Y, N, Maybe, Confirm.
Keywords are not case-sensitive and must follow these criteria:
• Minimum of two characters
• Maximum of 25 characters
• Only characters from the GSM 3.38 character set
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click a short or long code.
4. Enter a keyword in Create Keyword.
Note: MobileConnect displays the availability of the keyword. An unavailable keyword can become available later.
5. Click Create.

Change Enabled Countries in MobileConnect
Change the countries in which the short or long code is enabled in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
You can change the countries in which the short or long code is enabled. If a country is not selectable, contact your account executive
to purchase.
Note: If you change the countries that your account can send messages to during a campaign, the change can disable interactions
with recipients in those countries. Ensure that you have no active, ongoing campaigns running in your account before changing
the enabled countries.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click Edit next to Supported Countries.
4. To enable or deselect the countries to disable, select the countries.
5. Click Save.

Create Custom Code Error Messages in MobileConnect
Create a custom error message in place of the standard messages in MobileConnect.
Create a custom code error message for a specific short or long code. The custom message takes the place of the standard error messages
provided.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Select the short or long code.
4. Click Edit Error Messages.
5. Enter the messages.
6. Click Save.
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HELP Keywords
HELP keywords allow people sending messages to or receiving messages from the account to request assistance in MobileConnect. For
an example response to a HELP keyword, text HELP to 88769.
Note: HELP or STOP keywords created in Enterprise 2.0 top-level accounts apply to all business units within an organization using
the same short or long code and satisfy regulatory compliance requirements.
Every MobileConnect account must include a HELP keyword so that people sending messages to or receiving messages from the account
can request assistance.
You can implement multiple HELP keywords. For example, create HELP keywords in multiple languages. Create as many HELP keywords
necessary to handle all your needs.

HELP Keyword Response
The response to a HELP keyword should include the following things:
• A description of the program
• The sponsor of the program
• The frequency of the messaging for the program
• Two methods to reach customer support, such as email, toll-free phone number, or website
• Opt out information via a STOP message
• Any additional carrier costs, such as message and data rates

Text HELP to 88769 to see this example.
Create a HELP Keyword in MobileConnect
Create a HELP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect. Your account can have multiple HELP keywords.
Edit a HELP Keyword in MobileConnect
Edit an existing HELP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Delete a HELP Keyword in MobileConnect
Delete an existing HELP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
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Create a HELP Keyword in MobileConnect
Create a HELP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect. Your account can have multiple HELP keywords.
Note: For a private short or long code, use any keyword, including HELP. For a shared short or long code, use a keyword other
than HELP. If the keyword is already in use on that shared short or long code, use another keyword.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. To create a HELP keyword, click the short or long code.
4. Click Create HELP Keyword. To edit existing HELP keywords, click Edit next to Account HELP.
5. Click Create.
6. Enter the HELP keyword.
7. Enter the name of your company. The company name is for users who must choose from multiple companies on a shared short or
long code.
8. Enter the message for users who request assistance.
9. Click Save.

Edit a HELP Keyword in MobileConnect
Edit an existing HELP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click Edit next to Account HELP.
4. Click the keyword.
5. Make your changes.
6. Click Save.

Delete a HELP Keyword in MobileConnect
Delete an existing HELP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click the short or long code.
4. Click Edit next to Account HELP.
5. Click

next to the HELP keyword to delete.

6. To confirm, click Delete.

STOP Keywords
Every Marketing Cloud MobileConnect account must have a STOP keyword so that people sending messages to or receiving messages
from the account can unsubscribe. To see an example of a response to a STOP keyword, text STOP to 88769.
Note: HELP or global STOP keywords created in Enterprise 2.0 top-level accounts apply to all business units within an organization
using the same short or long code and satisfy regulatory compliance requirements.
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You can implement multiple STOP keywords. For example, create STOP keywords in multiple languages. There is no limit on the number
of STOP keywords you can use.
STOP keywords allow subscribers to unsubscribe from future messages. Include this information in a STOP keyword response:
• A description of the program
• The sponsor of the program, which is generally your business's name
• Confirmation that the user will receive no future messages
• A method to reach customer support, such as email, toll-free phone number, or website

Example:
STOP to 88769 to see this example.

Text

Global STOP Keywords
MobileConnect automatically recognizes some keywords as STOP keywords: STOP, QUIT, CANCEL, END, and UNSUBSCRIBE. If these
words occur before the first space in a message, the user is immediately unsubscribed from all keywords associated with that code.
Create a Custom STOP Keyword in MobileConnect
Create a custom STOP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect. This topic contains important legal information.
Edit a Custom STOP Keyword in MobileConnect
Edit a custom STOP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
Delete a Custom STOP Keyword in MobileConnect
Delete a custom STOP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.

Global STOP Keywords
MobileConnect automatically recognizes some keywords as STOP keywords: STOP, QUIT, CANCEL, END, and UNSUBSCRIBE. If these words
occur before the first space in a message, the user is immediately unsubscribed from all keywords associated with that code.
MobileConnect recognizes these keywords as immediate requests for global unsubscription.
• STOP
• QUIT
• CANCEL
• END
• UNSUBSCRIBE
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If users send one of these keywords to a short or long code, they are unsubscribed immediately from all keywords associated with that
code. You can use a default or custom response, but the unsubscription occurs automatically.
Example: By default, the sender of these example inbound messages is unsubscribed because the content prior to the first space
matches an unsubscribe keyword.
• Stop sending me messages
• Unsubscribe me
By default, the sender of these inbound messages is not unsubscribed because the content prior to the first space does not match
an unsubscribe keyword.
• Please stop sending me messages
• I want to unsubscribe
Use the Message Detail Report to review inbound messages that did not match any unsubscribe keywords. This report displays
the raw content of the inbound messages and the mobile number from which the message originated.

Create a Custom STOP Keyword in MobileConnect
Create a custom STOP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect. This topic contains important legal information.
Note: Salesforce Marketing Cloud adds more mandatory text to STOP messages sent from short and long codes based in the
United States. This text ensures that STOP messages comply with MMA/CTIA regulations. Short and long codes based outside of
the United States do not include this text in STOP messages. STOP messages should not exceed 160 characters to prevent more
messages from sending to unsubscribed contacts. If the message includes more than 160 characters, that message splits into two
separate sends. The sending of multiple messages does not align with the mobile best practice of acknowledging an unsubscribe
request with a single message. Long company names and AMPscript usage could also increase the character count beyond 160
characters. Ensure that you test your STOP messages and make them align with applicable best practices.
Note: For a private short or long code, use any keyword, including STOP. For a shared short or long code, use a keyword other
than STOP. If the keyword is already in use on that shared short or long code, use another keyword.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. To create a STOP keyword, click the short or long code.
4. Click Create STOP Keyword. If there is an existing STOP keyword, click Edit next to Account STOP.
5. Click Create.
6. Enter the STOP keyword.
7. Enter the message for users who request assistance.
8. Select more options, if necessary.
a. Do not send any unsubscribe response by selecting Suppress Response Message. MobileConnect unsubscribes the contact
and executes any AMPscript included in the STOP message field. The contact does not receive a message in response to the
unsubscribe request. This option is for users outside the United States with a private short or long code.
9. Click Save.

Edit a Custom STOP Keyword in MobileConnect
Edit a custom STOP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
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2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click the short or long code.
4. Click Edit next to Account STOP.
5. Click the keyword.
6. Make your changes.
7. Click Save.

Delete a Custom STOP Keyword in MobileConnect
Delete a custom STOP keyword in Marketing Cloud MobileConnect.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. Click the short or long code.
4. Click Edit next to Account STOP.
5. Click

next to the STOP keyword to delete.

6. Click Delete to confirm.

Bounced Messages and Held Numbers
MobileConnect logs a message send as a bounce when it receives a report from the aggregator that the message send failed.
MobileConnect sends all SMS and MMS messages to an aggregator, which distributes the messages to its mobile networks. Mobile
networks include networks maintained by the large wireless providers. The aggregator then notifies MobileConnect when it delivers or
fails to deliver a message.
MobileConnect logs a message send as a bounce when it receives a report from the aggregator that the message send failed. Bounces
can occur for several reasons, such as:
• An incorrect or out-of-service mobile number
• An inoperable or powered-down mobile device
• A mobile device roaming outside of the assigned service area
• An error between the aggregator and the mobile carrier
MobileConnect changes the status of a mobile number to held when two messages bounce more than 30 days apart with no successful
message delivery in between. Even if many bounces occur between day one and day 31, the mobile number status isn’t changed to
held until another bounce occurs on day 31 or later. If a message send is successful before day 31, the bounce count resets to zero.
MobileConnect doesn’t attempt to deliver a message to a held mobile number until it receives notification that at least one of the
previously sent messages delivered successfully.
The MobileNumber is automatically removed from the held List when a message is sent to the short or long code from the handset or
when a message is delivered successfully to the handset.
Disable Bounce Logic and Clear Held Numbers in MobileConnect
You can disable or enable bounce logic, clear subscribers from your held list, and view how many numbers are on the held list.
Disabling bounce logic prevents bounced numbers from being added to a held list. Clearing the held list allows you to resume
sending to contacts whose numbers bounced twice in more than 30 days.
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Disable Bounce Logic and Clear Held Numbers in MobileConnect
You can disable or enable bounce logic, clear subscribers from your held list, and view how many numbers are on the held list. Disabling
bounce logic prevents bounced numbers from being added to a held list. Clearing the held list allows you to resume sending to contacts
whose numbers bounced twice in more than 30 days.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and Click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
3. In Settings, click Edit.
4. To disable bounce logic, click Disabled.
5. To clear the held list, select Clear List.
6. Click Save.

MobileConnect Conversation Windows
Use Conversation Windows to respond to inbound messages that don't have keywords assigned to them. Use the double opt-in template
to opt users in to an SMS campaign.
Note: If an end user opens a conversation and responds with a valid keyword within the Conversation Window time frame,
MobileConnect does one of the following. The message gets treated as a mobile-originated response that triggers a Next Keyword.
Or, if it’s a double opt-in, it gets treated as an acceptance response. If a keyword response is tied to the keyword the end user
provided, the keyword response message is superseded by the conversation window and isn’t deployed.
You can open a Conversation Window after any of these events:
• The end user sends a mobile-originated message to a Join Keyword that is used by an active double opt-in text responder.
• A QueueMO API call is made that points to a Join keyword that is used by an active double opt-in text responder.
• An outbound message is deployed with a valid Next Keyword configured on it.
• An AMPscript call is made as part of an outbound SMS message that opens a conversation.
Conversation Windows are enforced at the keyword level. After a Conversation Window is opened, MobileConnect listens for these
responses:
• For Double opt-in templates, MobileConnect listens for the acceptance responses created as part of the opt-In message.
– If the end user sends an invalid response, an error response is returned and the conversation is closed.
• For Next Keyword, MobileConnect listens for any response and returns the message text associated with the Next Keyword.
– After the Next Keyword response is triggered, the conversation is closed.
Note: Messages using the Text Response templates don’t create conversations. Text Response messages always listen for inbound
responses.
Configure a MobileConnect Conversation Window
Configure Conversation Windows to respond to inbound messages that don't have keywords assigned to them.

Configure a MobileConnect Conversation Window
Configure Conversation Windows to respond to inbound messages that don't have keywords assigned to them.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobileConnect.
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3. Select a code from the Short/Long Code list.
4. In the Keyword Management grid, select the Conversation Window value that you want to edit.
5. Edit the Conversation Window by doing one of the following:
• Manually enter a timeout value in minutes.
• Select the days, hours, and minutes from the dropdown menus.
Note: The minimum value for a Conversation Window is 5 minutes and the maximum is 7 days. By default, keywords
have a Conversation Window of 60 minutes.
6. Save your changes.

MobilePush App Administration
Salesforce admins can manage Marketing Cloud MobilePush in Setup. Here, access the send period, stored headers and footers, subscription
information, custom sound optional settings, OpenDirect, custom keys, interactive notifications, and other account-level settings.
If you need account-specific help or to have a feature enabled, contact your account representative.
Create an App in MobilePush
Create an app to send messages to your users in Marketing Cloud MobilePush.
Add Provisioning Info to Your App
To connect your mobile app to the correct Marketing Cloud account, add the provisioning information to the MobilePush app.
Headers and Footers
Use headers and footers in Marketing Cloud MobilePush to ensure consistency across messages sent from your account.
MobilePush Optional Settings
In Marketing Cloud MobilePush Setup, add custom sound, specify a screen that the contact sees, use custom keys to add tracking
to your app, and create interactive notifications.
Send Blockouts
A send blockout is a period during which your Marketing Cloud MobilePush account does not send immediate outgoing messages.
This feature prevents you from beginning an immediate send or scheduling a message from the UI to be sent during a specified
send blockout period. Use this feature to prevent contacts from receiving messages at inopportune times, such as when they are
asleep.
Delete Your App in MobilePush
You can delete unused apps in Marketing Cloud MobilePush.

Create an App in MobilePush
Create an app to send messages to your users in Marketing Cloud MobilePush.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobilePush.
3. Click Create New App.
4. Name your app.
5. Add an optional description.
6. Click Save.
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Note: In 2021, Apple introduced a new permission setting called Asking Permission to Track. With iOS 14.5, you must obtain a
user’s permission through the AppTrackingTransparency (ATT) framework to access their device’s advertising identifier (IDFA) and
track them across multiple apps.
By default, MobilePush SDK doesn’t collect IDFAs nor do we use such values to track users across multiple apps. As such, at the
moment, there are no changes required for MobilePush customers. If your organization plans to capture IDFA, you must explicitly
obtain user’s permission through ATT. To submit this value to the Marketing Cloud, set it as an attribute within the MobilePush
SDK for iOS and Android.

Add Provisioning Info to Your App
To connect your mobile app to the correct Marketing Cloud account, add the provisioning information to the MobilePush app.
Note: Auth Keys point to the APNs production server by default. MobilePush does not currently provide an option for customers
to point Auth Keys to the sandbox APNs server.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobilePush.
3. To select the app to update, click the arrow by the app and select Settings.
4. You can update existing fields such as name, description, or the icon that represents your app.
5. The required app endpoint is automatically generated. Copy the app endpoint into your project using the latest Android or iOS SDK.
6. Enter Sending Services credentials:
For iOS .p8 Auth Key:
• Select the environment that your application is registered to send push notifications. Select either Production or Development.
• Obtain these identifiers from the iOS Provisioning Portal:
– Auth Key: unmodified .p8 file
– Key ID: 10-character key ID associated with the .p8 file
– Team ID: 10-character Team ID associated with your Apple developer account
– App Bundle ID: ID for the app you’re using with MobilePush
• Upload all four credentials in MobilePush Administration.
Tip: You can use the same Auth Key, Key ID, and Team ID for multiple MobilePush apps, but your Bundle ID must be
unique.
• Save your changes.
For iOS .p12 certificates:
Note: When APNs certificates expire for a specific app, MobilePush prevents you from creating and sending messages through
that app. MobilePush also prevents selecting a message to use in Journey Builder or Automation Studio. If your app is provisioned
with iOS and Android, sends to Android devices through apps with expired APNs certificates are not affected.
• In the APNs Client field, click Choose File and upload the APNs certificate provided when you created your app in the iOS
Provisioning Portal.
• Enter the APNs certificate password, if applicable.
• Enter the Bundle ID.
• Save your changes.
For Google
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• In the Android Client field, enter the server key from your Firebase console in the API Key field.
7. Enter or update optional settings.
8. After you populate the required fields for all applicable application platforms, click Save.
9. Review the information you provided and check for any potential errors.
10. Click Finish.
The MobilePush Setup page shows a message that the process is completed successfully with a summary of your app information.
Obtain Required Items from Apple to Send iOS Push Notifications
To send iOS push notifications, you need an APNs authentication token signing key, or Auth Key, a Key ID, Bundle ID, and Team ID.
Check out how to obtain these items from Apple.

Obtain Required Items from Apple to Send iOS Push Notifications
To send iOS push notifications, you need an APNs authentication token signing key, or Auth Key, a Key ID, Bundle ID, and Team ID. Check
out how to obtain these items from Apple.
To create an APNs Auth Key:
1. Log in to your developer account on the iOS Provisioning Portal.
2. Click Certificates, Identifiers & Profiles.
3. In the left sidebar menu, select Keys.
Note: Make sure that you have permissions to create Keys in your Apple Developer account.
4. Click + in the top-left corner.
5. Enter a Key Name, and select Apple Push Notification Service (APNs).
6. Select Continue and complete the flow.
7. After your Key is successfully created, download it and copy your 10-character Key ID.
Note: Do not rename or modify the .p8 file or the Key ID.
8. Save both of these values in a secure place before uploading them in MobilePush Administration.
To obtain your Bundle ID and Team ID from Apple:
1. Go to the Apple Developer Center.
2. Click Certificates, Identifiers & Profiles.
3. Click Identifiers.
4. Review the list of App IDs associated with your account and click the App ID that you want to use in MobilePush.
5. To find the Bundle ID and Team ID, review the details.

Headers and Footers
Use headers and footers in Marketing Cloud MobilePush to ensure consistency across messages sent from your account.
You can create up to three headers and three footers. Use headers and footers to insert standardized and reusable content, such as
branding or legal text, into your messages. Headers are inserted at the beginning of your outgoing messages. Footers are inserted at
the end. Choose which header or footer to include when you create the message.
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To create, edit, or delete headers and footers, in Setup, click Editnext to Headers or Footers.

MobilePush Optional Settings
In Marketing Cloud MobilePush Setup, add custom sound, specify a screen that the contact sees, use custom keys to add tracking to
your app, and create interactive notifications.
Use optional settings to:
• Add custom sound.
• Specify a screen that the contact sees.
• Use custom keys to add tracking to your app.
• Create interactive notifications.
To enable or disable optional settings, navigate to Setup, select the app, and select the settings to enable or disable.

Considerations
• Your mobile app developer must implement the methods corresponding with these optional settings before you can enable the
settings. Find the methods for these settings in the Journey Builder for Apps SDK documentation (iOS or Android).
• Information sent as part of these optional settings counts toward the total message payload size of 2048 bytes for iOS and 4096 for
Android. The message payload includes any text associated with the message in addition to the specified settings.
MobilePush Custom Sounds
In Marketing Cloud MobilePush, enable the user’s mobile device to play a sound upon arrival of a push notification.
MobilePush OpenDirect
When you create a push notification in Marketing Cloud MobilePush, Content Builder, or Journey Builder, specify a URL to open a
customized web page, or work with your app developer to launch a page of your mobile app when a contact taps a message. For
example, take contacts directly to a product page after they interact with a related alert.
MobilePush Custom Keys
Use custom keys in Marketing Cloud MobilePush to add push notification metadata, such as tracking, to your app.
MobilePush Interactive Notifications
Interactive notifications allow you to display button controls with custom actions in your messages in Marketing Cloud MobilePush.
For example, use interactive notifications to add an item to a checkout cart or add a comment to a message.

MobilePush Custom Sounds
In Marketing Cloud MobilePush, enable the user’s mobile device to play a sound upon arrival of a push notification.
Note: Your mobile app developer must implement custom sound before you can use it.
Enable the user’s mobile device to play a sound upon arrival of a push notification. Select whether to use the default sound on the
contact’s mobile device or specify a different sound.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobilePush.
3. Select the app you want to edit.
4. Select Settings in the dropdown.
5. Under Optional Settings, enable or disable Custom Sounds.
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6. Click Save.

MobilePush OpenDirect
When you create a push notification in Marketing Cloud MobilePush, Content Builder, or Journey Builder, specify a URL to open a
customized web page, or work with your app developer to launch a page of your mobile app when a contact taps a message. For
example, take contacts directly to a product page after they interact with a related alert.
You can personalize the page that launches when a contact opens a message. When you create a message, use AMPscript in the
OpenDirect field to look up the unique URL for a web or application page.
Note: MobilePush apps do not open URLs, including an Inbox message’s CloudPage, by default. Ask your app developer to
implement this feature in the SDK.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobilePush.
3. Select the app you want to edit.
4. Select Settings in the dropdown.
5. Under Optional Settings, enable or disable OpenDirect.
6. Click Save.

MobilePush Custom Keys
Use custom keys in Marketing Cloud MobilePush to add push notification metadata, such as tracking, to your app.
You can also use custom keys to provide campaign and other tracking data to analytics tools. Another common use of custom keys is
to append personalized information about the contact that the app developer can use to alter the app experience. For example, use
AMPscript in the custom keys field to look up a user’s loyalty level and append metadata to the message. Custom keys can also be used
to pass image URLs with the push notification to allow an app developer to build a carousel of images for a rich push notification.
Note: Your mobile app developer must implement custom keys before you can use them.
Once your app developer has implemented custom keys, ask your admin to enable them in your business unit.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobilePush.
3. Select the app you want to edit.
4. Select Settings in the dropdown.
5. Under Optional Settings, enable Custom Keys.
6. Enable custom keys.
7. Add the keys for your app.
8. Work with your app developer to configure your custom keys.

MobilePush Interactive Notifications
Interactive notifications allow you to display button controls with custom actions in your messages in Marketing Cloud MobilePush. For
example, use interactive notifications to add an item to a checkout cart or add a comment to a message.
Note: Before you can use interactive notifications, your mobile app developer must implement them by encoding the categories
and related buttons. You can use only the interactive notifications that your developer puts in your mobile app.
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To add interactive notification code, description, and button names, ask your admin to select the app inSetup and enable interactive
notifications. Specify up to four interactive notification buttons for iOS apps and three interactive notification buttons for Android apps.
Add button controls to your message so that recipients can take specific actions when they receive the message. For example, enable
a button to take contacts to a mobile-optimized landing page.
Note: When you preview a message that uses interactive notifications within the MobilePush app, you see only one view of the
message. Because screen size and other factors influence how the notifications appear, the message appearance can vary on
different devices. Test your message extensively on multiple devices to ensure that it appears correctly for all possible test cases.

Send Blockouts
A send blockout is a period during which your Marketing Cloud MobilePush account does not send immediate outgoing messages. This
feature prevents you from beginning an immediate send or scheduling a message from the UI to be sent during a specified send blockout
period. Use this feature to prevent contacts from receiving messages at inopportune times, such as when they are asleep.
Send blockout periods are set at the account level based on the time zone set at the user level. The blockout period only uses the
user-level time zone and not message-specific time zones when determining whether to send a message.
Sends do not pause at the send blockout. For example, if your send starts at 9 PM and takes two hours, and your send blockout starts at
10 PM, the send continues until 11 PM, into the send blockout period.
Any send blockout time specified in the MobilePush app does not affect sends triggered by API calls, Journey Builder, Automation Studio,
or location-based activities. Specify blockout times separately on the API call for your message. Any messages triggered during an API
send blockout window will send after the send blockout period elapses.
Set a MobilePush Send Blockout
Set a send blockout in Marketing Cloud MobilePush. Any existing send blockouts display in the Send Blockout section of the
MobilePush Setup.
Edit a MobilePush Send Blockout
Edit a send blockout in Marketing Cloud MobilePush to enable or disable it, or to change the times of the blockout.

Set a MobilePush Send Blockout
Set a send blockout in Marketing Cloud MobilePush. Any existing send blockouts display in the Send Blockout section of the MobilePush
Setup.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobilePush.
3. Click Set Blockout Window.
4. Change the status to Enabled.
5. Set the beginning and end of the send blockout.
6. Save your changes.

Edit a MobilePush Send Blockout
Edit a send blockout in Marketing Cloud MobilePush to enable or disable it, or to change the times of the blockout.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobilePush.
3. Click Edit in the Send Blockout section.
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a. Change the status of the send blockout.
b. Edit the time of the send blockout.
4. Click Save.

Delete Your App in MobilePush
You can delete unused apps in Marketing Cloud MobilePush.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Search for MobilePush.
3. In the App grid, next to the app that you want to delete, click the arrow under Actions.
4. Click Delete.
Note: If your app has scheduled or running messages in Automation Studio, Journey Builder, or an ongoing triggered send,
a message count displays.
5. To delete your app, click Confirm.

Marketing Cloud Security Settings
Marketing Cloud Security Settings include parameters for session timeout, username and password conventions, and lockout logic.
These features help improve the overall security of your account.

Session Settings
Session Timeout controls how long the application remains open in a browser before the system automatically logs out. Setting a short
session timeout makes it harder for unauthorized users to access your account. For example, if you log in and then walk away from the
computer, the session times out. This step prevents someone else from using that computer to access the account. Marketing Cloud
determines user inactivity based on the amount of time elapsed since the user interacted with the user interface.
Note: Consider a 20-minute Session Timeout as a best practice.

Username and Logins
The Login Expires After Inactivity setting prevents a user from logging in to the account after not logging in for several days. For example,
if the value is 90 days and a user doesn’t log in for 90 days, you must reset the user login information. This setting helps prevent
unauthorized users from exploiting old accounts.
Important: API users aren’t exempt from login inactivity expiration. To avoid login expiration for API users, we don’t recommend
this setting for API users. Otherwise, API users are required log in via the UI to avoid login expiration.
Note: This settings affects all users, including API users. To avoid login expiration for API users, adjust your Login Expires After
Inactivity policy, or ensure that each user has a successful UI login within your policy timeframe.
Note: Set the value to 90 days or fewer as a best practice.
The Invalid Logins Before Lockout determines how many chances a user gets to enter the correct password for a username. Too many
incorrect attempts require the user to reset the password. This setting helps prevent unauthorized users from repeatedly guessing a
password.
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When the application locks an account, that user can’t access their account or request an activation code until the administrator unlocks
that account.
Note: Set the value to 3 as a best practice.
The Minimum Username Length setting determines how many characters a username must include. A longer username makes guessing
the value more difficult.
Note: Your usernames require at least eight characters as a best practice.

Multi-Factor Authentication
We recommend implementing multi-factor authentication (MFA) to enhance your Marketing Cloud login process by adding another
layer of protection against common security threats. These threats include phishing attacks, credential stuffing, and account takeovers.
Each account user must register at least one verification method after you enable MFA in your Marketing Cloud tenant.

Identity Verification
We recommend implementing MFA for your Marketing Cloud account, and we plan to make this feature mandatory. Customers currently
using Identify Verification can refer to the Identity Validation documentation for additional information on Identity Validation and IP
allowlisting settings.

Password Policies
The Minimum Password Length setting determines the number of characters a password must contain. The Password Complexity setting
determines the types of characters that must appear in the password.
A longer password makes guessing the value more difficult due to an increased number of possibilities. For example, if a password is
one letter long, there are only 52 possibilities to guess due to that number of lower-case and upper-case letters. However, a two-letter-long
password creates 2704 possible combinations. A few thousand possible combinations can seem like a lot to you, but it presents a small
number to programs that specialize in guessing passwords. The longer the password, the more difficult it becomes to guess. Add in the
possibilities from numbers and special characters, and the difficulty of guessing the password goes up.
Note: Set the Minimum Password Length value to at least 8 as a best practice. To encourage your users to create longer passwords,
ask them to develop a passphrase with multiple words. For example, the passphrase
How_do_I_love_thee,_let_me_count_the_ways:123 includes 45 characters, but it remains easy to remember. The phrase can
use something personal for easy remembering, but not easy for people you know to guess.
The Enforce Password History setting determines how frequently a user can reuse a password. The User Passwords Expire In setting
determines how often users must create passwords. For example, a user can use just two different passwords and alternate between
them. If an unauthorized user compromises a password, the unauthorized user who knows the password can access the system half of
the time. Enforcing a longer history reduces the time an unauthorized user can access the account.
Some users include a number in their password and increment the value. The system allows numbers, but this option doesn’t create a
secure password. Setting a short password expiration period can encourage this behavior and other problematic behavior, such as
writing down passwords. A shorter expiration provides more security only if it doesn’t cause users to compromise their passwords.
Note: Set the Enforce Password History value to at least 8 as a best practice. Make sure that your password includes a mix of
uppercase and lowercase letters, special characters, and numbers.
Note: Set the User Passwords Expire In value to 90 days as a best practice.
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The Exclude API Users From Password Expiration field allows you to set users with the API User checkbox selected to avoid changing
their password. Follow security recommendations for this password and change the value frequently.
Unless necessary, don’t select the Exclude API Users from Password Expiration option. Instead, schedule a time with your API users to
change the API user password when necessary.
The Exclude FTP Users from Password Expiration field allows you to exempt FTP users from regular password changes. While this option
can aid the functionality of file transfers to the Marketing Cloud, change the value frequently.
Note: Unless necessary, don’t select the Exclude FTP Users from Password Expiration option. Instead, ask FTP users to schedule
a time to change the FTP user password when necessary.
Select Send Password Change Confirmation Email to make the system send an email notification to a user after any password changes.
The email helps alert a user to suspicious activity on their account.
Note: Always enable this option as a best practice.

Data Export Settings
The Enforce Export Email Allowlist setting forces the application to export data to only those email addresses on the export email allowlist.
This allowlist allows you to precisely determine the email addresses eligible to receive export data and notifications from your account.
Note: Enforce the Export Email Allowlist to ensure that your data remains with trusted users as a best practice.

Connection Security
Connection Security provides visibility on the security protocols used to access your Marketing Cloud account. This section displays the
connection types allowed to connect to the system using TLS 1.2.

Enterprise and Agency Security Settings Inheritance
Any new business unit created in an Enterprise or Enterprise 2.0 account inherits the security settings from the parent account. This
inheritance also applies to child accounts created in an Agency account. All security settings continue to inherit from the parent account
to the child account until you change any security setting on the child account. At that point, the inheritance ends and the child account
no longer updates security settings based on changes at the parent level. You can’t reinstate the inheritance after a security change
breaks it.

Audit Trail
To enable data collection for audit logging in your account, select Enable Audit Trail Data Collection. This feature collects audit logging
in two separate reports available after you enable this feature. Use this information to evaluate security-related and auditable events
that occur in your account.
Note: View Audit Trail records either through Marketing Cloud Automation Studio data extracts or through REST API extracts.

Modify Marketing Cloud Security Settings
Modify security settings in Marketing Cloud Setup.
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Multi-Factor Authentication for Marketing Cloud
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) enhances your Marketing Cloud login process by adding another layer of protection against
common security threats, including phishing attacks, credential stuffing, and account takeovers. With MFA, a user must provide two
factors to prove their identity — their username and password combination plus a supported verification method — before they
can log in to their Marketing Cloud account. Even if a user’s credentials wind up compromised, the additional factor helps prevent
unauthorized access.
Login IP Allowlist
A Login IP Allowlist includes a range of IP addresses you define that indicates what IP addresses can access your account to prevent
unauthorized IP addresses from logging into your account. Allowlisted IP addresses ranges can access the application.
Identity Verification in Marketing Cloud
The Identity Verification (IDV) security setting in Marketing Cloud requires you to authenticate the browser or app used to access
the application. When you attempt to log in, the system sends an email with a verification code to the email address associated with
your account. Enter the code in the Verification Code field to log in. Ensure that all users in your account use valid email addresses
in their user profile.
Export Email Allowlist
Your export email allowlist contains individual email addresses or domains that can receive exports via email from your Marketing
Cloud account. Enter these email addresses or domains as export email recipients in the Setup section. Once you create an export
email allowlist, only users matching the allowlisted criteria can receive exported data.
Audit Trail
Audit Trail allows security admin users to view Marketing Cloud access and activity records. Receive Audit Trail records either through
Marketing Cloud Automation Studio data extracts or through REST API extracts. Retrieve Audit Trail information periodically for use
in your own internal system tools.

Modify Marketing Cloud Security Settings
Modify security settings in Marketing Cloud Setup.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Security.
3. Click Security Settings.
4. To change these values, click Edit.
5. Make your edits and click Save.

Multi-Factor Authentication for Marketing Cloud
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) enhances your Marketing Cloud login process by adding another layer of protection against common
security threats, including phishing attacks, credential stuffing, and account takeovers. With MFA, a user must provide two factors to
prove their identity — their username and password combination plus a supported verification method — before they can log in to
their Marketing Cloud account. Even if a user’s credentials wind up compromised, the additional factor helps prevent unauthorized
access.
Important: Starting with Summer ’22, MFA is part of the Marketing Cloud login experience and can't be turned off. Each time
users log in with their Marketing Cloud username and password, they must also provide a registered verification method. See
Register a Verification Method in Your Marketing Cloud Account for details. To learn more about the requirement to use MFA, see
the Salesforce MFA FAQ.
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If MFA hasn’t been enforced for your tenant yet, Salesforce strongly recommends that you enable it on your own as soon as
possible. See Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant for details.
MFA requires that you add several new IP addresses to your allowlist. Review this list for the correct values.
MFA for Marketing Cloud supports several types of verification methods.
• The Salesforce Authenticator mobile app
• Security keys that support WebAuthn or U2F, such as Yubico’s YubiKey and Google’s Titan Security Key
• Time-based one-time passcode (TOTP) authenticator apps like Google Authenticator, Microsoft Authenticator, and Authy
Enterprise accounts allow MFA enablement and settings changes at the top-level account in the tenant. Business units can only view
MFA settings in their accounts.
Note: Marketing Cloud Single Sign-On (SSO) isn’t compatible with MFA. To satisfy the MFA requirement if you use SSO, ensure
that your SSO provider's MFA service is enabled for your Marketing Cloud users.

Changes to Marketing Cloud Account with Multi-Factor Authentication
As of Summer ’22, MFA replaces the current Identity Verification feature in Marketing Cloud. All users (except for SSO users) must
authenticate via username, password, and MFA verification method. This setting applies to all users and all physical locations. Previously
used Identity Verification allowlists don’t apply to MFA login attempts.
These settings are inactive in Setup when MFA is turned on. The functionality doesn’t impact how MFA functions in your tenant.
• Identity Verification
• Business Unit Identity Verification
• Browser Verification Code Lifetime
• Time a browser can be inactive before requiring verification
• Allow machines not on Allowlisted IP Addresses access
• Don’t require Identity Verification for machines inside the allowlist
• Don’t require Identity Verification for SSO Logins
To learn more about MFA, see these topics.
Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant
For most tenants, multi-factor authentication (MFA) is integrated with the Marketing Cloud login experience and can’t be disabled.
If Salesforce hasn’t made MFA mandatory for your tenant yet, you should do so yourself as soon as possible. Follow these steps to
transition from Identity Verification (IDV) to multi-factor authentication (MFA) in your Marketing Cloud tenant.
Register an MFA Verification Method in Your Marketing Cloud Account
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is required for all Marketing Cloud users and can’t be turned off. The first time you log in to your
Marketing Cloud account, you must register a verification method for MFA. The registration process connects the method you choose
to your account. You must provide a registered verification method each time you log in. The registration process varies, depending
on the type of method that you select.
Manage Your MFA Verification Methods in Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to manage the multi-factor authentication (MFA) verification methods for your Marketing Cloud user account.
Manage Your Users' MFA Verification Methods in Marketing Cloud
If a user loses their multi-factor authentication (MFA) verification method, Marketing Cloud admins can disconnect it for them. Each
user account must have one registered method for access. If the user hasn't registered additional methods, they're prompted to set
up a new method the next time they log in.
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View MFA Events in Marketing Cloud
You can review a log of all multi-factor authentication (MFA) registration and verification attempts for your Marketing Cloud tenant.
This log includes enablement and revocation actions and authentication attempts. Marketing Cloud admins can view all events in
a tenant. Specific users see only those events related to their account.
Generate a Temporary MFA Verification Code for Marketing Cloud
Marketing Cloud admins can generate a temporary verification code for a user who forgot or lost their multi-factor authentication
(MFA) verification method. This code is effective for 24 hours. The user can enter this code multiple times until 24 hours elapses or
you revoke the code.
Review Multi-Factor Authentication Enrollment Status for Marketing Cloud
Review the multi-factor authentication (MFA) enrollment status of users in your account to see who hasn't registered a verification
method yet.
Marketing Cloud Multi-Factor Authentication FAQ
Review some answers to common questions about multi-factor authentication (MFA) in Marketing Cloud.

Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant
For most tenants, multi-factor authentication (MFA) is integrated with the Marketing Cloud login experience and can’t be disabled. If
Salesforce hasn’t made MFA mandatory for your tenant yet, you should do so yourself as soon as possible. Follow these steps to transition
from Identity Verification (IDV) to multi-factor authentication (MFA) in your Marketing Cloud tenant.
Note: This process requires a Marketing Cloud admin account at the top-level account of a tenant enabled with these permissions.
• Administration > General > Access
• Administration > Account > Update Account and Security Settings
MFA requires that you add several new IP addresses to your allowlist. Review this list for the correct values.
Before making MFA mandatory for your account, communicate the time and date of this change to your users. Include information
about the benefits of MFA, the importance of adoption, and the verification method options in your announcement. This advance notice
and guidance helps your users obtain and register their MFA verification methods. We recommend that users register multiple verification
options to ensure that they maintain access to their account.
To require MFA in your tenant:
1. Log in to your Marketing Cloud account.
2. Hover over your name in Marketing Cloud, and click Setup.
3. Click Security, and select Multi-Factor Authentication.
4. Click Edit.
5. Select Require Multi-Factor Authentication.
6. Save your changes.
7. Log out.
When MFA is mandatory, all users in a tenant must register at least one verification method before they can access their account. If a
user doesn't have a registered method, they're prompted to set one up the next time they log in. They use that verification method to
prove their identity for each subsequent login. See Register an MFA Verification Method in Your Marketing Cloud Account for more
guidance.
SEE ALSO:
How To Configure for Success: Multi-Factor Authentication | Marketing Cloud
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Register an MFA Verification Method in Your Marketing Cloud Account
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is required for all Marketing Cloud users and can’t be turned off. The first time you log in to your
Marketing Cloud account, you must register a verification method for MFA. The registration process connects the method you choose
to your account. You must provide a registered verification method each time you log in. The registration process varies, depending on
the type of method that you select.
Note: For most tenants, Salesforce has integrated MFA into the Marketing Cloud login experience and it can’t be disabled. If MFA
hasn’t been enforced for your tenant yet, Salesforce strongly recommends that you enable it on your own as soon as possible. See
Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant for more information.
1. Log in to your Marketing Cloud account.
2. At the MFA prompt, click Get Started. Marketing Cloud sends a verification code to the email address associated with your Marketing
Cloud account.
3. Paste the code from the email message into the field, and click Verify.
4. To register Salesforce Authenticator, follow these prompts.
a. On a mobile device, download and install the app from the Apple Store or Google Play.
b. Select Salesforce Authenticator from the list of verification methods.
c. Open Salesforce Authenticator, then tap Add an Account. The app displays a two-word phrase.
d. On the Connect Salesforce Authenticator screen, enter the phrase in the Two-Word Phrase field, then click Connect.
e. In Salesforce Authenticator, verify that the request details are correct, then tap Connect.
f. In Salesforce Authenticator, tap Approve to log in.
5. To register a USB, Lightning, or NFC device, follow these directions.
a. Select Security Key from the list of verification methods.
b. Connect the security key to the computer, then click Register.
c. When prompted by the browser, press the button on the security key.
d. Enter a name for your security key.
e. Click Save.
6. To register a third-party authenticator app, such as Authy, Microsoft Authenticator, or Google Authenticator, follow these directions.
a. On a mobile device, download and install a time-based one-time password (TOTP) authenticator app.
b. Select One-Time Password Generator from the list of verification methods.
c. Open the TOTP authenticator app, and follow any in-app instructions for adding an account.
d. Use the authenticator app to scan the QR barcode that’s displayed on the Connect an Authenticator App screen. If scanning the
QR barcode isn’t an option, select to manually generate your security key. Then enter it in the authenticator app.
e. On the Connect an Authenticator App screen, enter a temporary code generated by the authenticator app in the Verification
Code field, then click Connect to log in.
For all future logins to your Marketing Cloud account, provide your username, password, and your registered verification method.
Note: If you use a mobile device for MFA verification, make sure that it’s active to receive the MFA prompt and log in.
We highly recommend registering two or more methods so you have a backup if you forget or lose your primary method. You can
register one method for each of the verification method types that Marketing Cloud supports. Marketing Cloud prioritizes registration
methods in this order.
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1. Salesforce Authenticator
2. Security Key
3. TOTP Generator App
SEE ALSO:
Manage Your MFA Verification Methods in Marketing Cloud
Can I Register Multiple MFA Verification Methods for Marketing Cloud?

Manage Your MFA Verification Methods in Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to manage the multi-factor authentication (MFA) verification methods for your Marketing Cloud user account.
Note: For most tenants, Salesforce has integrated MFA into the Marketing Cloud login experience and it can’t be disabled. If MFA
hasn’t been enforced for your tenant yet, Salesforce strongly recommends that you enable it on your own as soon as possible. See
Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant for more information.
1. Log in to your Marketing Cloud account.
2. Hover over your name and click Cloud Preferences.
3. In the Multi-Factor Authentication section, click Register to set up a new verification method for your account. Follow the instructions
to complete the process.
4. To stop using a method, click Revoke next to the method and click OK. You must have one registered method to access your
account.
When you log in to your account the next time, your account prompts you to provide your verification method.
SEE ALSO:
Can I Register Multiple MFA Verification Methods for Marketing Cloud?

Manage Your Users' MFA Verification Methods in Marketing Cloud
If a user loses their multi-factor authentication (MFA) verification method, Marketing Cloud admins can disconnect it for them. Each user
account must have one registered method for access. If the user hasn't registered additional methods, they're prompted to set up a new
method the next time they log in.
Note: For most tenants, Salesforce has integrated MFA into the Marketing Cloud login experience and it can’t be disabled. If MFA
hasn’t been enforced for your tenant yet, Salesforce strongly recommends that you enable it on your own as soon as possible. See
Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant for more information.
1. Log in to your Marketing Cloud account.
2. Hover over your name and click Setup.
3. Click Users, then select User.
4. Click the user record to manage.
5. To disconnect a user's registered method, click Revoke next to the method, and click OK.
If you disconnect a verification method, the user can register the same method again.
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View MFA Events in Marketing Cloud
You can review a log of all multi-factor authentication (MFA) registration and verification attempts for your Marketing Cloud tenant. This
log includes enablement and revocation actions and authentication attempts. Marketing Cloud admins can view all events in a tenant.
Specific users see only those events related to their account.
Note: For most tenants, Salesforce has integrated MFA into the Marketing Cloud login experience and it can’t be disabled. If MFA
hasn’t been enforced for your tenant yet, Salesforce strongly recommends that you enable it on your own as soon as possible. See
Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant for more information.
1. Marketing Cloud users can hover over their name and click Cloud Preferences, then click View MFA Events.
2. Marketing Cloud admins can follow these steps.
a. Hover over your name and click Setup.
b. Click Security.
c. Click Multi-Factor Authentication.
d. Click View MFA Events.

Generate a Temporary MFA Verification Code for Marketing Cloud
Marketing Cloud admins can generate a temporary verification code for a user who forgot or lost their multi-factor authentication (MFA)
verification method. This code is effective for 24 hours. The user can enter this code multiple times until 24 hours elapses or you revoke
the code.
Note: For most tenants, Salesforce has integrated MFA into the Marketing Cloud login experience and it can’t be disabled. If MFA
hasn’t been enforced for your tenant yet, Salesforce strongly recommends that you enable it on your own as soon as possible. See
Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant for more information.
1. Hover over your name, and click Setup.
2. Click Users, then select Users.
3. Click the user record.
4. Click Generate next to Temporary Code.
5. Copy the temporary code shown on the screen, and communicate the value to the user via phone, email, or similar method.
6. To revoke a temporary code, click Revoke next to the code in the user record.

Review Multi-Factor Authentication Enrollment Status for Marketing Cloud
Review the multi-factor authentication (MFA) enrollment status of users in your account to see who hasn't registered a verification
method yet.
Note: For most tenants, Salesforce has integrated MFA into the Marketing Cloud login experience and it can’t be disabled. If MFA
hasn’t been enforced for your tenant yet, Salesforce strongly recommends that you enable it on your own as soon as possible. See
Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant for more information.
1. Log in to your Marketing Cloud account.
2. Hover over your name and click Setup.
3. Click Users, then select the User section in the sidebar.
4. Make sure the filter for this screen is set to All Users.
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5. Review the MFA column for status information. Users who registered a verification method have a status of Enrolled. Users who
haven’t registered a method have a status of Not Enrolled. These users aren't able to access their Marketing Cloud account until they
do register a method.
Note: If you previously enabled MFA but Salesforce hasn't enforced it for your tenant yet, Marketing Cloud admins can opt
to disable MFA. Before doing so, give all users who opted in a chance to unregister their verification methods. If you disable
MFA before that happens, users still show as Enrolled for MFA.

Marketing Cloud Multi-Factor Authentication FAQ
Review some answers to common questions about multi-factor authentication (MFA) in Marketing Cloud.
Effective February 1, 2022, MFA is required for all users who access your Salesforce products. To learn more about this requirement, see
the Salesforce Multi-Factor Authentication FAQ.
Note: As of Summer ’22, Salesforce has integrated MFA into the Marketing Cloud login experience for most tenants and it can’t
be disabled. If MFA hasn’t been enforced for your tenant yet, Salesforce strongly recommends that you enable it on your own as
soon as possible. See Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant for more information.
Which MFA Verification Methods Does Marketing Cloud Support?
Marketing Cloud supports three types of multi-factor authentication (MFA) verification methods.
My Marketing Cloud Tenant Authenticates Using SSO, So How Does MFA Apply?
To satisfy the MFA requirement for your SSO users, ensure that MFA is enabled for your SSO identity provider (IdP). The multi-factor
authentication (MFA) feature in Marketing Cloud doesn't apply to users who log in to their account via SSO.
Does MFA Affect Identity Verification Setup in Marketing Cloud?
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) automatically replaces the Identity Verification security setting in Marketing Cloud. As of Summer
’22, MFA is part of the Marketing Cloud login experience and can't be turned off. No additional steps are necessary to remove identity
verification (IDV) from your account. If you're new to MFA, there are a few differences from IDV to be aware of.
Does MFA Affect Marketing Cloud API Integrations?
No, multi-factor authentication (MFA) only affects authentication for users who log in to Marketing Cloud via their browser or the
Marketing Cloud mobile app. MFA does not affect REST or SOAP API requests.
Does MFA Affect Marketing Cloud Connect or Distributed Marketing?
Marketing Cloud Connect and Distributed Marketing require that a user logs in via a browser during initial configuration. This
interaction requires multi-factor authentication (MFA). After this setup, these applications keep tokens active via REST API, which
does not require additional MFA verification to run any automated process.
Can I Use Email as an MFA Verification Method for Marketing Cloud?
No, Salesforce doesn't support the use of email as a verification method for multi-factor authentication (MFA).
Can I Register Multiple MFA Verification Methods for Marketing Cloud?
Yes! In fact, we recommend registering at least two methods so you have a backup available if you lose or forget your primary
method.
Can I Turn Off MFA for Marketing Cloud?
As of Summer ’22, multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a permanent part of the Marketing Cloud login experience and it can't be
disabled.
Are MFA Events for Marketing Cloud Logged?
Yes, multi-factor authentication (MFA) events are logged. In Setup, click Multi-Factor Authentication, and select View MFA Events.
Users can review MFA events specific to them. Admins can review MFA events for the entire tenant.
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Can I use All Supported Browsers with MFA for Marketing Cloud?
If you’re using security keys for your multi-factor authentication (MFA) implementation, log in to Marketing Cloud from a browser
that is compatible with the WebAuthn or U2F standards. WebAuthn is supported in the latest versions of Chrome, Firefox, Microsoft
Edge, and Safari. U2F is supported in the latest version of Chrome only. MFA for Marketing Cloud does not support the legacy
(non-Chromium) version of Microsoft Edge.
How Does MFA Impact the Marketing Cloud Mobile App?
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) applies to logins through the Marketing Cloud Mobile App, the same as other logins outside the
mobile app. We recommend that users register MFA verification methods through a web application login.
How Does MFA Affect the "Allow machines not on Allowlisted IP Addresses access" Setting in Marketing Cloud?
As of Summer ’22, multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a permanent part of the Marketing Cloud login experience and it can't be
disabled. Note that if your account uses an IP allowlist to restrict logins to specified IP addresses, the "Allow machines not on
Allowlisted IP Addresses access" setting is no longer supported. Users won't be able to log in if they try to access Marketing Cloud
from an IP address that's outside the allowlist.

Which MFA Verification Methods Does Marketing Cloud Support?
Marketing Cloud supports three types of multi-factor authentication (MFA) verification methods.
• The Salesforce Authenticator mobile app
• Security keys that support WebAuthn or U2F, such as Yubico’s YubiKey or Google’s Titan Security Key
• Time-based one-time passcode (TOTP) authenticator apps like Google Authenticator, Microsoft Authenticator, and Authy
Marketing Cloud admins can also send a temporary verification code to any users who forget or lose their verification methods.

My Marketing Cloud Tenant Authenticates Using SSO, So How Does MFA Apply?
To satisfy the MFA requirement for your SSO users, ensure that MFA is enabled for your SSO identity provider (IdP). The multi-factor
authentication (MFA) feature in Marketing Cloud doesn't apply to users who log in to their account via SSO.
If you have some users who log in directly to Marketing Cloud instead of using SSO, Salesforce has integrated MFA into the Marketing
Cloud login experience for most tenants and it can’t be disabled. If MFA hasn’t been enforced for your tenant yet, Salesforce strongly
recommends that you enable it on your own as soon as possible. See Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant for more
information.

Does MFA Affect Identity Verification Setup in Marketing Cloud?
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) automatically replaces the Identity Verification security setting in Marketing Cloud. As of Summer ’22,
MFA is part of the Marketing Cloud login experience and can't be turned off. No additional steps are necessary to remove identity
verification (IDV) from your account. If you're new to MFA, there are a few differences from IDV to be aware of.
• Marketing Cloud doesn’t allow accounts to bypass MFA, even when IP allowlisting is enabled.
• Marketing Cloud doesn’t support email or SMS as MFA verification methods.
• When Marketing Cloud MFA is enabled, it doesn’t apply for users logging in using single sign-on (SSO). To satisfy the MFA requirement
if you use SSO, ensure that your SSO provider's MFA service is enabled for your Marketing Cloud users.

Does MFA Affect Marketing Cloud API Integrations?
No, multi-factor authentication (MFA) only affects authentication for users who log in to Marketing Cloud via their browser or the
Marketing Cloud mobile app. MFA does not affect REST or SOAP API requests.
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Does MFA Affect Marketing Cloud Connect or Distributed Marketing?
Marketing Cloud Connect and Distributed Marketing require that a user logs in via a browser during initial configuration. This interaction
requires multi-factor authentication (MFA). After this setup, these applications keep tokens active via REST API, which does not require
additional MFA verification to run any automated process.
We recommend using an API user account for this connection. If the person in charge of maintaining this account leaves your company,
we recommend resetting the password and reauthenticating the API user account for a new token. A Marketing Cloud admin can send
the new person in charge of maintaining this account a temporary token for the MFA verification. If you choose to use a specific person’s
account to connect Marketing Cloud Connect and that person leaves your company, we recommend using a new account and
reauthenticating the connection using a temporary MFA token.

Can I Use Email as an MFA Verification Method for Marketing Cloud?
No, Salesforce doesn't support the use of email as a verification method for multi-factor authentication (MFA).
See Register an MFA Verification Method in Your Marketing Cloud Account for the methods that are supported for Marketing Cloud.

Can I Register Multiple MFA Verification Methods for Marketing Cloud?
Yes! In fact, we recommend registering at least two methods so you have a backup available if you lose or forget your primary method.
You can register all supported verification methods and use them to log in to Marketing Cloud. However, you can register only one
method per verification method type. For example, you could register a single authenticator app and a single security key. At the
verification prompt, choose another verification method to verify using an alternate verification method.
Marketing Cloud prioritizes registration methods in this order.
1. Salesforce Authenticator
2. Security Key
3. TOTP Generator App

Can I Turn Off MFA for Marketing Cloud?
As of Summer ’22, multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a permanent part of the Marketing Cloud login experience and it can't be disabled.
Note: If MFA hasn’t been enforced for your tenant yet, Salesforce strongly recommends that you enable it on your own as soon
as possible. See Enable and Require MFA for Your Marketing Cloud Tenant for more information.
If necessary, you can disable MFA after you turn it on, up until the time that Salesforce enforces MFA for your tenant. To learn more
about the requirement to enable MFA, see the Salesforce Multi-Factor Authentication FAQ.

Are MFA Events for Marketing Cloud Logged?
Yes, multi-factor authentication (MFA) events are logged. In Setup, click Multi-Factor Authentication, and select View MFA Events.
Users can review MFA events specific to them. Admins can review MFA events for the entire tenant.

Can I use All Supported Browsers with MFA for Marketing Cloud?
If you’re using security keys for your multi-factor authentication (MFA) implementation, log in to Marketing Cloud from a browser that
is compatible with the WebAuthn or U2F standards. WebAuthn is supported in the latest versions of Chrome, Firefox, Microsoft Edge,
and Safari. U2F is supported in the latest version of Chrome only. MFA for Marketing Cloud does not support the legacy (non-Chromium)
version of Microsoft Edge.
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How Does MFA Impact the Marketing Cloud Mobile App?
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) applies to logins through the Marketing Cloud Mobile App, the same as other logins outside the
mobile app. We recommend that users register MFA verification methods through a web application login.

How Does MFA Affect the "Allow machines not on Allowlisted IP Addresses access" Setting in Marketing
Cloud?
As of Summer ’22, multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a permanent part of the Marketing Cloud login experience and it can't be disabled.
Note that if your account uses an IP allowlist to restrict logins to specified IP addresses, the "Allow machines not on Allowlisted IP
Addresses access" setting is no longer supported. Users won't be able to log in if they try to access Marketing Cloud from an IP address
that's outside the allowlist.
To resolve this issue if the "Allow machines not on Allowlisted IP Addresses access" setting is selected for your account, update the IP
allowlist to include all the IP ranges that users are logging in from. You can specify a wider range of addresses that apply only to user
interface logins if you want to keep a more limited range for API interactions.

Login IP Allowlist
A Login IP Allowlist includes a range of IP addresses you define that indicates what IP addresses can access your account to prevent
unauthorized IP addresses from logging into your account. Allowlisted IP addresses ranges can access the application.
For example, you can specify a range of IP addresses that belong to your network. When someone attempts to log in from outside your
network, the application would deny them access. Use Login IP Allowlist to improve system security and help prevent unauthorized
access to your account. The Login IP Allowlist functionality allows you to track which non-allowlisted users access your account and
when.
Note: Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to gain access if your account does not include access to this feature.
Login IP Allowlist remains an optional process set to Off by default. Set login IP allowlisting to log or deny non-allowlisted IP addresses.
Choose from these settings:
• IP Allowlisting Disabled - this default setting does not allow you to allowlist any IP range. The Access Log does not track any IP
ranges.
• Log Allowlist Violations - this setting records any non-allowlisted login IP address but permits the login attempt.
• Log Violations and Deny Access - this setting records any non-allowlisted login IP address and blocks the login attempt.
You can restrict IP ranges to users accessing the application via the user interface or the API. Define these options when you define an
IP range to add to the allowlist.
Define different IP ranges for each Business Unit or allowlist IP ranges at the Enterprise level and force the business unit to inherit the
parent settings.
The Access Log contains a list of non-allowlist IP addresses and login names that logged in to the Marketing Cloud account for your
network. If you set your allowlist to log, you can view the Access Log to monitor login traffic for your account. The Access Log contains
only IP addresses you did not add to the allowlist.
Example: Northern Trail Outfitters adds their company network IP ranges to their allowlist and sets their allowlist settings to Log
Allowlist Violation. They plan to review the log after a month to determine whether the allowlist should include the IP addresses
that access their system. This way they can improve their security without disrupting access. After a month, they review the log
and realize that employees access the application from a client site they did not initially consider. Using the Log setting allows you
to discover exceptions before the user is locked out. NTO adds the client site IP ranges and set their security settings to Log
Violations and Deny Access.
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Note: When you enable Identity Validation and select Allow machines not on Allowlisted IP Addresses access under
Security Settings, the Login IP Allowlist feature will not log these events as violations. This feature allows and does not log
all authentication requests made from Salesforce IP addresses.

Allowlist User IP Addresses in Marketing Cloud
Add user IP addresses to a allowlist for your Marketing Cloud account.
Edit an IP Range
Follow these steps to edit an IP range in Marketing Cloud.
Enable Login IP Allowlisting in Marketing Cloud
To limit login access to specified IP addresses, enable Login IP Allowlisting in your Marketing Cloud account. This setting defaults to
disabled.
Define IP Allowlisting List Source for Enterprise 2.0
Enterprise 2.0 users must enable IP allowlisting at the business unit level for each Marketing Cloud business unit utilizing the feature.
View IP Allowlisting Access Log
The Access Log tracks every IP address and user ID that logs in to your Marketing Cloud account when you have a log setting enabled.

Allowlist User IP Addresses in Marketing Cloud
Add user IP addresses to a allowlist for your Marketing Cloud account.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Security.
3. Click Login IP Allowlist.
4. Click Create.
5. Enter the beginning and end of the IP allowlist range, along with an optional description as necessary.
6. Set user login method in the Login Source field.
a. Any: Users accessing the application from either the user-interface of via the API can log in from the defined IP ranges
b. User Interface: Only users accessing the application via the user interface can log in from the defined IP ranges
c. API: Only users accessing the application via the API can log in from the defined IP ranges
7. Click Save.

Edit an IP Range
Follow these steps to edit an IP range in Marketing Cloud.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Security.
3. Click Login IP Whitelist.
4. Select the checkbox next to the IP range to edit.
5. Click Edit.
6. Change the IP range and information as necessary.
7. Click Save.
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Enable Login IP Allowlisting in Marketing Cloud
To limit login access to specified IP addresses, enable Login IP Allowlisting in your Marketing Cloud account. This setting defaults to
disabled.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Security and select Security Settings.
3. Click Edit.
4. Open the dropdown menu next to Restrict Logins by IP Address (IP Allowlisting) and select a setting.
5. Click Save.
Confirm that you enter at least one IP address or address range before saving and logging out of your account when you select the Log
Violations and Deny Access setting. If you do not enter a valid IP address for this configuration, you cannot log in to your account.

Define IP Allowlisting List Source for Enterprise 2.0
Enterprise 2.0 users must enable IP allowlisting at the business unit level for each Marketing Cloud business unit utilizing the feature.
Once the business unit utilizes IP allowlisting, you can allowlist IP ranges at the Enterprise level and force each business unit to inherit
the parent settings. You can also allow each business unit to define its own IP addresses. Delete inherited IP ranges at the Enterprise
level.
1. Hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Security and select Security Settings.
3. Click Edit.
4. Open the dropdown menu next to IP Allowlisting List Source and select a setting:
Defined at Business Unit level - each business unit can allowlist their own IP ranges.
Defined at Enterprise level - the Enterprise defines the IP ranges and the business units inherit those settings.
5. Click Save.

View IP Allowlisting Access Log
The Access Log tracks every IP address and user ID that logs in to your Marketing Cloud account when you have a log setting enabled.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Security.
3. Click Login IP Allowlist.
4. Click View Access Log.

Identity Verification in Marketing Cloud
The Identity Verification (IDV) security setting in Marketing Cloud requires you to authenticate the browser or app used to access the
application. When you attempt to log in, the system sends an email with a verification code to the email address associated with your
account. Enter the code in the Verification Code field to log in. Ensure that all users in your account use valid email addresses in their
user profile.
Note: Marketing Cloud plans to retire IDV for existing users in the future. We recommend enabling multi-factor authentication
(MFA) for your account as soon as possible. You can choose from several factors, including Salesforce Authenticator, authenticator
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apps such as Authy and Google Authenticator, or security keys such as Yubikey and Google Titan Key. Review MFA documentation
for more information. After you enable MFA, we remove IDV functionality from your account.
Identity Verification allows flexibility when setting up your security parameters. For example, you can require browser verification for all
users or only for users not on an allowlist. For each setting, define how often users perform the verification process.
The verification email contains a code to access Marketing Cloud. This email includes the subject, Verify your identity in Salesforce
Marketing Cloud, and contains your name value from Cloud Preferences. The From address is noreply@exacttarget.com. Configure these
values via your account settings as part of the From name.
To select whether the parent account or the business unit determines the identity verification policy, use the Business Unit Identity
Verification menu.
To indicate how long the verification code remains valid, use the Browser Verification Code Lifetime menu. A code expires when
you generate a new code.
To indicate how long your browser can remain inactive when using Marketing Cloud before requiring another identity verification code,
use the Time a browser can be inactive before requiring re-verification menu.
Select Do not require Identity Verification for machines inside the allowlist to permit access for trusted machines with allowlisted
IP addresses. Users on the allowlist do not receive email messages requiring verification.
Tip: When you select the Do not require Identity Verification for machines inside the allowlist checkbox, the Login IP
Allowlist feature does not log these events as violations.
Enable Identity Verification
Enable Identity Verification (IDV) in Marketing Cloud under Security Settings.
Review Identity Verification Log
Review the Identity Verification (IDV) Log in Marketing Cloud under the Security menu.
Identity Verification Troubleshooting
Review troubleshooting for Identity Verification in Marketing Cloud.

Enable Identity Verification
Enable Identity Verification (IDV) in Marketing Cloud under Security Settings.
Marketing Cloud plans to retire IDV for existing users in the future. We recommend enabling multi-factor authentication (MFA) for your
account as soon as possible. You can choose from several factors, including Salesforce Authenticator, other authenticator apps (such as
Authy or Google Authenticator), or security keys (such as Yubikey and Google Titan Key). Review MFA documentation for more information.
After you enable MFA, we remove IDV functionality from your account.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Security under the Security heading.
3. Click Security Settings.
4. Click Edit.
5. Enter these settings:
a. Business Unit Identity Verification - Choose whether Identity Verification uses settings inherited from the parent account or
uses settings specific to the business unit.
b. Browser Verification Code Lifetime - Select the time period for the verification code to remain active.
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c. Time a browser can be inactive before requiring re-verification - Select the time period a browser can go without accessing
Marketing Cloud before requiring a new Identity Verification process. This setting applies only to days of inactivity. For example,
if you set this field to seven days, a user only re-verifies their identity if that user does not log in for seven days.
d. Do not require Identity Verification for machines inside the allowlist - If you choose this setting and a user attempts to
log in from a allowlisted IP address, the system uses the IP address to verify the user browser. If you choose this setting and the
user attempts to log in from a non-allowlisted IP address, the user must verify their identity via email. If you do not choose this
setting, the user must verify their identity via email regardless of IP allowlisting status if Allow machines not on Allowlisted
IP Addresses access is selected.
6. Click Save.
If you select Use Business Unit Setting, the settings apply only to the specified business unit. If you select Use Enterprise Setting, the
settings inherit from the parent business unit. Review identity validation activity by clicking Identity Verification Log under
Security.

Review Identity Verification Log
Review the Identity Verification (IDV) Log in Marketing Cloud under the Security menu.
This log contains all activities by users authenticating through the Identity Verification feature.
Marketing Cloud plans to retire IDV for existing users in the future. We recommend enabling multi-factor authentication (MFA) for your
account as soon as possible. You can choose from several factors, including Salesforce Authenticator, other authenticator apps (such as
Authy or Google Authenticator), or security keys (such as Yubikey and Google Titan Key). Review MFA documentation for more information.
After you enable MFA, we remove IDV functionality from your account.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Security.
3. Select Identity Verification Log to review information.

Identity Verification Troubleshooting
Review troubleshooting for Identity Verification in Marketing Cloud.
Note: Marketing Cloud plans to retire IDV for existing users in the future. We recommend enabling multi-factor authentication
(MFA) for your account as soon as possible. You can choose from several factors, including Salesforce Authenticator, other
authenticator apps (such as Authy or Google Authenticator), or security keys (such as Yubikey and Google Titan Key). Review MFA
documentation for more information. After you enable MFA, we remove IDV functionality from your account.

Troubleshooting
Follow these steps if a user does not receive an Identity Verification email message when attempting to log in to their account:
• Check any available spam folder for that message.
• Confirm that the request uses the correct username and email address.
• Confirm that your account contains the correct username and email address for that user.
If you check these issues and still do not receive the email message, submit a case using Salesforce Help.
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Export Email Allowlist
Your export email allowlist contains individual email addresses or domains that can receive exports via email from your Marketing Cloud
account. Enter these email addresses or domains as export email recipients in the Setup section. Once you create an export email allowlist,
only users matching the allowlisted criteria can receive exported data.
Export email allowlisting affects this functionality:
• Subscriber export wizard
• Export of tracking data from the email tracking pages, including triggered send tracking
• Ability to email tracking reports
If you try to send exported data to a non-allowlisted email address or domain, Marketing Cloud displays an error.
Note: Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to enable this feature for your account.

Allowlist a Domain in Marketing Cloud
Allowlist an entire domain in Marketing Cloud if you trust all email addresses within that domain to receive your data. For example,
allowlist your company domain so anyone within your company can export or receive exports. Marketing Cloud may prevent
allowlisting of certain domains. However, you can allowlist any individual email address regardless of its domain.
Allowlist an Email Address in Marketing Cloud
Allowlist one email address at a time by creating an email allowlist in Marketing Cloud Setup.
Enable Export Email Allowlisting in Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to enforce export email allowlisting in Marketing Cloud Setup Security Settings.

Allowlist a Domain in Marketing Cloud
Allowlist an entire domain in Marketing Cloud if you trust all email addresses within that domain to receive your data. For example,
allowlist your company domain so anyone within your company can export or receive exports. Marketing Cloud may prevent allowlisting
of certain domains. However, you can allowlist any individual email address regardless of its domain.
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Security.
3. Click Export Email Allowlist.
4. Click Create.
5. Enter the domain.
Note: Enter just the domain. For example, example.com. No "www." or "https://". The domain can’t contain two or more
consecutive hyphens such as sales--force.com. Leave the Username field empty.
6. Click Save.

Allowlist an Email Address in Marketing Cloud
Allowlist one email address at a time by creating an email allowlist in Marketing Cloud Setup.
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Security.
3. Click Export Email Allowlist.
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4. Click Security.
5. Click Create.
6. Enter the first part of the email address as the username. For example, if the email address is jsmith@example.com, enter jsmith
.
7. Enter the domain in the Domain field. For example, if the email address is jsmith@example.com, enter example.com in the
Domain field.
8. Click Save.
To delete an allowlisted email address, select that email address and click Delete. To edit an existing entry, select that email address
and click Edit.

Enable Export Email Allowlisting in Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to enforce export email allowlisting in Marketing Cloud Setup Security Settings.
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Security.
3. Click Security Settings.
4. Click Edit.
5. Select Enforce Export Email Allowlist.
Note: For Enterprise 2.0 accounts, determine whether you want the export email allowlist defined at the enterprise level or
the business unit level from the Export Email Allowlist List Source dropdown menu.
6. Save.

Audit Trail
Audit Trail allows security admin users to view Marketing Cloud access and activity records. Receive Audit Trail records either through
Marketing Cloud Automation Studio data extracts or through REST API extracts. Retrieve Audit Trail information periodically for use in
your own internal system tools.
Audit Trail applies to all messaging and journeys customers.
Enable Audit Trail for any user with the Marketing Cloud Security Administrator role or the Audit Logging > Administer Audit Logging
and API Access permission. To enable Audit Trail, in Setup, select Security | Security Settings, and check Enable Audit Logging Data
Collection.
Note: Audit Trail data is available only after enabling. Data logged before enabling is not available.
We recommend retrieving Audit Trail data periodically based on a rolling window. For example, you can use an Automation Studio
extract to retrieve data. Set a range to pull a rolling day's worth of events with the automation set to run daily. The current day's automation
includes the last 24 hours of events, and the next day's automation run includes the current day's events. Import the data into your
system for consolidation and analysis. Audit Trail does not provide real-time information.
Note: Audit Trail stores data in the CST timezone, and audit data pulled using REST API has a CST timestamp.
Important: We do not log ObjectName for these use cases:
• When a custom role is assigned to a user
• When a role is assigned to a business unit
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• When a role is assigned to a user of a business unit
• When security settings are updated
• When user permissions are updated

Basic Audit Trail
Basic Audit Trail is available to all Marketing Cloud customers via Automation Studio data extracts and API, and has a 30-day retention
period.
Note: The parent business unit retrieves all audit and security events for itself and its children for basic and advanced Audit Trail.
This behavior applies to any part of the hierarchy.
Table 3: Basic Audit Trail
App

Audit Event

Details

Marketing Cloud Setup

User authentication

Logins and logouts are audited at the enterprise level,
not the business unit level.

IP addresses
Changes to users
Changes to user permissions
Changes to Roles
Changes to Security Settings for all users

• Logins
• Password Changes
• Logouts

Advanced Audit Trail
For Advanced Audit Trail, contact your account executive. Advanced Audit Trail is available via Automation Studio data extracts and API,
and has a 60-day retention period.
Table 4: Advanced Audit Trail
App

Audit Event

Details

Marketing Cloud Setup

All Basic Audit Trail events

See Basic Audit Trail table

User agents
Session IDs
Changes to business units
Email Studio

Edits to email content

Logs user and time

Data extension imports and exports
Note: Data extension imports and
exports logging captures all respective
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Audit Event

Details

events, whether they are initiated via
Automation Studio or API, including
manual imports, import activities and
data extract automations in
Automation Studio, and API calls.1
CloudPages

CloudPages content and collections: created, Logs user and time
edited, published, unpublished, deleted

MobilePush

Edits to MobilePush messages

MobileConnect

Edits to SMS content

Log user and time for successfully edits of SMS
content. Failed SMS edits are not logged. Before and
after values are not logged.

Google Analytics Integrations

Entries when a user updates their Google
Analytics configuration

• Reporting Account - Logs instances of the Google
Analytics account being linked and unlinked in
Marketing Cloud
• Authorized Views - Logs updates to the Google
Analytics Account, Property, and Views
configuration
• Tracking Parameters - Logs updates to the Google
Analytics UTM parameter configuration
• External Audience Account - Logs instances of
Marketing Cloud accounts being linked and
unlinked in Google Analytics

Automation Studio

User and action for these Automation Studio
events:
• Automation: start, stop, pause, schedule,
delete, copy, skip (system generated; no
user)
• Schedule: delete, pause, update, update
time
• Activity: save, update
• File Trigger: publish, delete
• Notification: update, delete

Use Audit Trail
1. Add a Marketing Cloud SFTP Account on page 167.
This task creates the Marketing Cloud Safehouse to securely store your audit data.
2. Create an Audit Trail Data Extract Activity.
This activity extracts your audit data to prepare it for file transfer.
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3. Create a File Transfer Activity.
This activity transfers your audit data to the secure Safehouse which you can access via FTP.
4. Create an Automation.
This automation runs the data extract and file extract activities, then sends your audit data to your secure Marketing Cloud Safehouse.
Access your data via FTP using the credentials from Step 1.
For Audit Trail API documentation, see getSecurityEvents and getAuditEvents
1

*These import and export methods are currently logged in Advanced Audit Trail:

• All import definitions that are created:
– via a Marketing Cloud user in Email Studio > Imports; Contact Builder > Imports; MobileConnect > Imports; and Automation
Studio > Import Activities
– via an API user (For example, a Salesforce DMP integration initiating an import into an account.)
• All export definitions that are created:
– via a Marketing Cloud user in Email Studio > Subscriber Lists > Export; Email Studio > Data Extension > Export; Contact Builder
> Data Extension > Export
These behaviors are not considered import definitions or export actions, and are therefore not covered in Audit Trail:
• manually adding a single record to a data extension
• manually adding a single record to All Contacts
• loading and viewing a data extension
• data extracts
• SOAP and REST APIs that INSERT, RETRIEVE, or DELETE specified rows from identified data extensions. While these generally fall into
ingress and egress data methods, they are not formally included in the import definition and export action.
SEE ALSO:
Create an Audit Trail Data Extract Activity

Marketing Cloud Roles and Permissions
With Marketing Cloud roles you can grant your users access to the areas and features that pertain to their job functions.
You can assign your users one of five standard roles and more specific permissions in your Marketing Cloud account. Permissions provide
a granular method to control access to a specific object or action within a feature or an application. Permissions for these roles can't be
modified. Each role includes a set of permissions that enable users to perform different tasks.

Roles and Permissions
Marketing Cloud Role

Permission

Marketing Cloud Administrator

This role assigns Marketing Cloud roles to users and manages
channels, apps, and tools. This role applies primarily to all Marketing
Cloud functionality except Email Studio.
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Marketing Cloud Role

Permission

Marketing Cloud Viewer

This role shows cross-channel marketing activity that results in
Marketing Cloud. This role is generally the most restrictive role and
doesn't allow access to creation, sending, or reporting activities.

Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

This role creates and executes cross-channel interactive marketing
campaigns and administers specific channels. The role permits a
user to create, send, and monitor Marketing Cloud journeys and
messages. Those permissions include reports.

Marketing Cloud Security Administrator

This role maintains security settings and manages user activity and
alerts. Assign this role to someone who determines user access
and work with Marketing Cloud security.

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher

This role creates and delivers messages through applicable channel
apps. The role permits a user to create and send Marketing Cloud
journeys and messages. This role doesn't include access to many
reports.

Email Studio Role

Permission

Administrator

Access to all Email Studio functions including Setup, email creating,
and creating data extensions

Content Creator

Access to all content, shared folders, and tracking in Email Studio,
but no access to data or administrative features

Data Manager

Access to everything in Email Studio except email content

Analyst

Access to tracking features in Email Studio

Assigning Marketing Cloud Roles
When you assign roles to your Marketing Cloud team members, consider the jobs and tasks that each team member performs.
Defining these tasks helps you determine the correct product roles and associated permissions to be assigned to each team member.
Give each team member only the roles and permissions that are necessary to perform their job. This example reviews the roles and
permissions assigned to a sample team from Northern Trail Outfitters.
Assign a Role to a Marketing Cloud User
Grant your users access to the areas and features that pertain to their job functions.
Create a Custom Marketing Cloud Role
You can create a custom Marketing Cloud role to better align a user with permissions associated with your business needs. After
you create the custom role, assign it to the appropriate user. Use this custom role in top-level tenant accounts and in business units.
Marketing Cloud Roles and Permissions Use Cases
Marketing Cloud uses roles and permissions to determine the information and actions you can access in your Marketing Cloud
account. Review this information for both the recommended role and the basic permissions necessary to enable specific access.
SEE ALSO:
Trailhead: Marketing Cloud Roles and Permissions: Quick Look
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Assigning Marketing Cloud Roles
When you assign roles to your Marketing Cloud team members, consider the jobs and tasks that each team member performs. Defining
these tasks helps you determine the correct product roles and associated permissions to be assigned to each team member. Give each
team member only the roles and permissions that are necessary to perform their job. This example reviews the roles and permissions
assigned to a sample team from Northern Trail Outfitters.
Team Member Name

Marketing Cloud Tasks

Assigned Roles

Ralph Vasquez, VP of Marketing

• View journey performance

• Analyst

• View reports

• Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

• Run reports as needed
Pia Larson, Enterprise Architect

• Review work completed by other team • Administrator
members
• Marketing Cloud Administrator
• Review data extensions and
automations
• Implement Marketing Cloud Connect
• Create and run data extracts as needed
• Map and review the account’s contact
model

Isabelle Givens, Manager of Digital
Marketing

• Add new users

• Administrator

• Set up new features

• Marketing Cloud Administrator

• View and run reports
• Check contact counts
• Review Journey Builder campaign
performance
• Review work completed by other team
members
Michele Hansley, Technical Marketer

• Create filter-based data extensions

• Content Creator

• Write SQL queries for advanced audio
segments

• Data Manager
• Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

• Send test emails for QA purposes
• Create automations for email sends
• Configure email sends in Journey
Builder
• Create and manage assets in Content
Builder
• Run reports as needed
Warren Mehta, IT Specialist

• Develop API requests for campaigns
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Marketing Cloud Tasks

Assigned Roles

• Create and view automations in
Automation Studio for external data
integrations

• Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

• Help Michele when needed with
technical configuration
• Help Isabelle with Marketing Cloud
security and compliance tasks

Assign a Role to a Marketing Cloud User
Grant your users access to the areas and features that pertain to their job functions.
Assign a Role and Permissions to a Marketing Cloud User from the Users Screen
Assign your users a role and specific permissions from the users screen in Marketing Cloud.
SEE ALSO:
Assign a Role and Permissions to a Marketing Cloud User from the Users Screen

Assign a Role and Permissions to a Marketing Cloud User from the Users Screen
Assign your users a role and specific permissions from the users screen in Marketing Cloud.
To assign a role to a user, you must meet one of these conditions.
• Marketing Cloud administrator
• Manage Roles permission enabled in Email permissions
• Core, Advanced, or Enterprise 1.0 user with the Add Users to Account permission
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Users.
3. Find the user and select the checkbox next to the name. Use the search field or page through the available options.
4. Click Manage Roles.
5. Select whether you assign the role directly to the user or in the context of a specific business unit in the Business Unit dropdown.
This step applies only to Enterprise accounts. Roles assigned directly to users retain that role for all business units.
6. Click Edit Roles. Select the checkbox next to the appropriate roles to assign.
7. Click Save.
8. To edit specific permissions for that user, click Edit Permissions and select the checkboxes next to permissions to assign.
9. Click Save.

Create a Custom Marketing Cloud Role
You can create a custom Marketing Cloud role to better align a user with permissions associated with your business needs. After you
create the custom role, assign it to the appropriate user. Use this custom role in top-level tenant accounts and in business units.
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Only Marketing Cloud admins can create custom roles in a Marketing Cloud account.
Review the existing Marketing Cloud roles and determine how the user needs either more or fewer permissions to best perform their
job. Give users permissions only to perform jobs specific to their role.
• What can the user access now?
• What features are missing?
• What access does the user not require?
1. In your Marketing Cloud account, click your name and select Setup.
2. Click Users, and then select Roles.
3. Click Create.
4. Enter a name, external key value, and description for the new role.
5. Select the permissions to allow or deny for the role.
6. Save your changes.

Marketing Cloud Roles and Permissions Use Cases
Marketing Cloud uses roles and permissions to determine the information and actions you can access in your Marketing Cloud account.
Review this information for both the recommended role and the basic permissions necessary to enable specific access.

Assign the Correct Role to Your Users
Marketing Cloud recommends that you assign roles to users that grant them only the required permissions to carry out their jobs. Follow
these guidelines when assigning roles.
• Any roles that don't include the phrase Marketing Cloud apply specifically to Email Studio. To access other features in Marketing
Cloud, consider adding a Marketing Cloud role to the user.
• Restrict the number of users granted Administrator or Marketing Cloud Administrator roles so that you can maintain the minimum
permissions necessary to perform tasks.
• If you do assign the Marketing Cloud Administrator and Administrator roles to a user, that user does not require any other roles.
• A Deny permission in any role or individual user prevents access to that feature, no matter what other roles are specific to that feature.

Individual Permissions
These tables indicate the permission necessary to execute specific actions within Marketing Cloud. They don't represent all permissions
necessary to allow a user to access Marketing Cloud or perform other basic tasks. We recommend that all Marketing Cloud users enable
these permissions for basic access to Marketing Cloud functionality.
• Salesforce Marketing Cloud > General > Access
• Email > General > Access
Access to data extensions also requires the Salesforce Marketing Cloud > Campaigns > general > Access, in addition to any other
data extension permissions you assign to the user.
Marketing Cloud Advertising Roles
Enabling Marketing Cloud Advertising provides access to specific functionality in Marketing Cloud.
Audience Builder Roles
View Audience Builder roles in Marketing Cloud.
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Automation Studio Roles
Learn about Automation Studio roles in Marketing Cloud.
CloudPages Roles
Learn about CloudPages roles in Marketing Cloud.
Content Builder Roles
View Content Builder roles in Marketing Cloud.
Permissions for Email Studio
Review the permissions that enable Email Studio functionality in Marketing Cloud.
Permissions for Interaction Studio
Review the permissions that enable Interaction Studio functionality in Marketing Cloud.
Journey Builder Roles
Learn about Journey Builder roles in Marketing Cloud.
MobileConnect Roles
View MobileConnect roles in Marketing Cloud.
MobilePush Roles
View MobilePush roles in Marketing Cloud.
Marketing Cloud Roles
View Marketing Cloud roles.

Marketing Cloud Advertising Roles
Enabling Marketing Cloud Advertising provides access to specific functionality in Marketing Cloud.
Table 5: Key
permission granted

permission denied

permission not explicitly granted or denied
Note: An explicitly denied permission always overrides all
other permissions. When a permission is not explicitly
granted or denied, Marketing Cloud defaults to a deny
permission unless another role grants that permission.

Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content
Manager
Administrator
Editor/Publisher
General Permission Set
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Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content
Manager
Administrator
Editor/Publisher
Add Users

Add Social Accounts

Add Ad Accounts

Create, Edit, and
Publish Audiences
Create Lookalikes

Refresh Existing
Audiences
Modify Refresh
Schedules
Delete Existing
Audiences
View Dashboard and
Audience Details
Add and Modify
Email Notifications

Audience Builder Roles
View Audience Builder roles in Marketing Cloud.
Table 6: Key
permission granted

permission denied
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permission not explicitly granted or denied
Note: An explicitly denied permission always overrides all
other permissions. When a permission is not explicitly
granted or denied, Marketing Cloud defaults to a deny
permission unless another role grants that permission.

Table 7: Audience Builder Roles
Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content Editor or
Manager
Administrator
Publisher
General Permission Set
Access

Configure

Audience
Create

Edit (Owner)

Delete (Owner)

Copy

Refresh

Publish

Shared Access

Automation Studio Roles
Learn about Automation Studio roles in Marketing Cloud.
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Table 8: Key
permission granted

permission denied

permission not explicitly granted or denied
Note: An explicitly denied permission always overrides all
other permissions. When a permission is not explicitly
granted or denied, Marketing Cloud defaults to a deny
permission unless another role grants that permission.

Table 9: Automation Studio Roles
Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content Editor or
Manager
Administrator
Publisher
General Permission Set
Access

Automation
Create, Edit, Execute

Delete, Execute

Execute (API)

CloudPages Roles
Learn about CloudPages roles in Marketing Cloud.
Table 10: Key
permission granted

permission denied
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permission not explicitly granted or denied
Note: An explicitly denied permission always overrides all other permissions. When a permission is
not explicitly granted or denied, Marketing Cloud defaults to a deny permission unless another role
grants that permission.

Table 11: Automation Studio Roles
Marketing Cloud
Administrator

Marketing Cloud
Channel Manager

Marketing Cloud
Content Editor or
Publisher

Marketing Cloud
Viewer

General Permission Set
Access, View

Create, Edit

Publish/Unpublish

Set permissions and roles
for account users

Content Builder Roles
View Content Builder roles in Marketing Cloud.
Table 12: Key
permission granted

permission denied

permission not explicitly granted or denied
Note: An explicitly denied permission always overrides all
other permissions. When a permission is not explicitly
granted or denied, Marketing Cloud defaults to a deny
permission unless another role grants that permission.
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Table 13: Content Builder Roles
Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content
Manager
Administrator
Editor/Publisher
Assets
Create

Upload

View

Update

Delete

Share

Transfer Ownership

Publish

ActivateExpire

ManageVersion

Download

Comment

Subscriber Preview

Folders
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Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content
Manager
Administrator
Editor/Publisher
Create

View

Move

Rename

Delete

Share Contents

Update

Shared Folders
Create

View

Move

Rename

Edit Sharing
Properties
Delete

Third-Party Content Administrator
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Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content
Manager
Administrator
Editor/Publisher
Access

Permissions for Email Studio
Review the permissions that enable Email Studio functionality in Marketing Cloud.
All tasks on this page require the Email Studio > General > Access, View permission.
Action

Recommended Role

Permissions

Select a shared audience for a send activity Marketing Cloud Channel Manager
or interaction

Email > Shared Folders > Shared Data
Extension Folders > View

Select a shared suppression list for a send
activity or interaction

Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

Email > Shared Folders > Shared
Suppression List Folders > View

Select a shared publication list for a send
activity or interaction

Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

Email > Shared Folders > Shared
Publication List Folders > View

Select a shared Salesforce data extension
for a send activity or interaction

Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

Email > Shared Folders > Shared
Salesforce Data Extension Folders >
View

Select the All Subscribers list as a publication Marketing Cloud Channel Manager
list for a send activity or interaction

Email > Subscribers > All Subscribers >
View

Select a data extension for a send activity or Marketing Cloud Channel Manager
interaction

Email > Subscribers > Data Extension >
View

Select a list for a send activity or interaction Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

Email > Subscribers > List > View

Select a publication list for a send activity or Marketing Cloud Channel Manager
interaction

Email > Subscribers > Publication List >
View

Select a suppression list for a send activity
or interaction

Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

Email > Subscribers > Suppression List >
View

Select a group for a send activity or
interaction

Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

Email > Subscribers > Group > View

Select a Salesforce data extension for a send Marketing Cloud Channel Manager
activity or interaction

Email > Subscribers > Salesforce Data
Extension > View

Select a tracking directory when configuring Marketing Cloud Channel Manager
delivery settings

Email > Tracking > View

Access Content Builder via Email Studio

Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

Email > Content > Email > View

View Email Activity content in Email Studio Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

Email > Content > Email > View
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Permissions for Email Studio Roles
View Email Studio roles.

Permissions for Email Studio Roles
View Email Studio roles.
Email Studio uses classic roles and permissions to assign Email Studio functionality manually. For Default Permissions, All refers to all
permissions enabled for the specified feature. Although you can edit these permissions, we can’t restore there default permissions after
changes are made. We recommend creating custom roles with altered permissions on page 116 and leaving the default roles intact to
better meet your account’s security needs.
Note: Assign permissions for Content Builder on page 122 separately from Email Studio. The permissions on this page don’t
control access to Content Builder.
Table 14: Email Studio Roles
Role

Type

Default Permissions

Administrator

Classic

All

Analyst

Classic

Tracking
• All - this setting applies only to sends
listed under My Tracking. To view
tracking for triggered sends, select the
Interactions > Triggered Sends >
View Tracking permission.

Content Creator

Classic

Content
• All
Shared Email Folders
• All
Shared Template Folders
• All
Shared Portfolio Folders
• All
Shared Content Area Folders
• All
General
• All

Data Manager

Classic

Subscribers
• All
Interactions
• All
Shared Data Extension Folders
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Type

Default Permissions
• All
Shared Publication List Folders
• All
Shared Suppression List Folders
• All

Distributed Sending User

Classic

Subscribers
• All
Interactions
• All
Tracking
• All
Shared Folders
• All

Marketing Cloud Administrator

Marketing Cloud

Email
• System Default Templates Access
Triggered
• Clear Queue
Reports
• View Administrative Reports
• Run Report
Test Send Threshold
• View
• Update
URL Expiration
• Update
General
• All

Marketing Cloud Channel Manager

Marketing Cloud

Email
• System Default Templates Access
Reports
• View Administrative Reports
• Run Report
General
• All
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Type

Default Permissions

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Marketing Cloud

Email
• System Default Templates Access
Test Send Threshold
• View
General
• All

Marketing Cloud Security Administrator

Marketing Cloud

Email
• System Default Templates Access
Reports
• View Administrative Reports
• Run Report
General
• All

Marketing Cloud Viewer

Marketing Cloud

Email
• System Default Templates Access
General
• All

Permissions for Interaction Studio
Review the permissions that enable Interaction Studio functionality in Marketing Cloud.
Action

Recommended Role

Permissions

Access to Interaction Studio

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Interaction Studio > Access

Administer Interaction Studio

Marketing Cloud Admin

Interaction Studio > Admin

The legacy version of Interaction Studio uses roles inside the app to determine access.
Action

Recommended Role

Access North American Instance of
Interaction Studio

Access (NA)

Access European Instance of Interaction
Studio

Access (EU)

Access Asia Pacific Instance of Interaction
Studio

Access (AP)
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Action

Recommended Role

Notes

General

Space Admin

This permission enables a user to perform
all actions in a space, including accessing
and deleting customer data. The user
cannot impact production through
publishing or the control switch.

Create or Edit in Interaction Studio

Create/Edit

This permission enables a user to assist the
admin in creating and testing space
changes. The user can’t access data exports,
affect production via publishing, change the
control group, delete customer data, or use
the control switch.

Public Interaction Studio Content

Publish

This permission allows users to publish
changes to production, rollback changes,
and use the control switch.

Create or Manage API Keys

Tenant Admin

Journey Builder Roles
Learn about Journey Builder roles in Marketing Cloud.
Table 15: Key
permission granted

permission denied

permission not explicitly granted or denied
Note: An explicitly denied permission always overrides all
other permissions. When a permission isn’t explicitly granted
or denied, Marketing Cloud defaults to a deny permission
unless another role grants that permission.

Important: User permissions granted in the Marketing Cloud Setup app supersede permissions set in the Journey Builder app.
For more information about Journey Builder permissions, see Permissions for Journey Builder.
Table 16: Journey Builder Roles
Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content Editor or
Manager
Administrator
Publisher
General Permission Set
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Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content Editor or
Manager
Administrator
Publisher
Access, View

Automation
Create, Edit

Actviate/Stop/Pause/Resume/Send/Scheduel
(journey state)
Delete

Sales and Service Cloud
Create Events

Create Activities

Note: In accounts integrated with Salesforce via the Salesforce Integration package app, the Marketing Cloud Administrator role
has Create Events and Create Activities permissions by default.
Permissions for Journey Builder
Review the permissions that enable Journey Builder functionality in Marketing Cloud.

Permissions for Journey Builder
Review the permissions that enable Journey Builder functionality in Marketing Cloud.
All tasks on this page require the Journey Builder > General > Access, View permission.
Action

Recommended Role

Permissions

Send an email

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Automation >
Create/Edit

Send a series of emails, such as a welcome, Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Automation >
birthday, or anniversary series
Create/Edit
Create a Journey

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Automation >
Create/Edit
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Action

Recommended Role

Permissions

Edit a Journey

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Automation >
Create/Edit

Create a Goal

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Automation >
Create/Edit

Create Exit Criteria

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Automation >
Create/Edit

Pause a Journey

Marketing Cloud Admin

Journey Builder > Automation >
Activate/Stop/Pause/Resume/Send/Schedule

Delete a Journey or Version

Marketing Cloud Admin

Journey Builder > Automation > Delete

Set Up a Journey that Updates Sales and
Service Cloud Objects

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Automation >
Create/Edit, Journey Builder > Sales and
Service Cloud > Create Events, Journey
Builder > Sales and Service Cloud >
Create Activities

Admit Contacts to a Journey and Set Up an Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Automation >
Entry Source
Create/Edit
Control Journey Settings

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Automation >
Create/Edit

MobileConnect Roles
View MobileConnect roles in Marketing Cloud.
Table 17: Key
permission granted

permission denied

permission not explicitly granted or denied
Note: An explicitly denied permission always overrides all
other permissions. When a permission is not explicitly
granted or denied, Marketing Cloud defaults to a deny
permission unless another role grants that permission.
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Table 18: MobileConnect Roles
Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content
Manager
Administrator
Editor/Publisher
General Permission Set
Access

Administer
MobileConnect
SMS and MMS Message
Create and Edit

Delete

Schedule and Send
Message
Reporting
View Reports

Permissions for MobileConnect
Review the permissions that enable MobileConnect functionality in Marketing Cloud.

Permissions for MobileConnect
Review the permissions that enable MobileConnect functionality in Marketing Cloud.
All tasks on this page require the MobileConnect > General > Access permission.
Action

Recommended Role

Create a Message

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobileConnect > Message > Create &
Edit

Manage Messages

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobileConnect > Message > Create &
Edit

Import and Manage Contacts

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Contact Builder > Access, Contact
Builder > View All Contacts
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Action

Recommended Role

Permissions

Create a Filtered List of Contacts

Marketing Cloud Admin

Contact Builder > Access, Contact
Builder > View All Contacts

Manage Filtered Lists

Marketing Cloud Admin

Contact Builder > Access, Contact
Builder > View All Contacts

Manage Standard Lists

Marketing Cloud Admin

Contact Builder > Access, Contact
Builder > View All Contacts

View Contact Data

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Contact Builder > Access, Contact
Builder > View All Contacts

Create SMS Message in Journey Builder

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Message > Create &
Edit, MobileConnect > Message > Create
& Edit

Next Keyword

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobileConnect > Message > Create &
Edit, MobileConnect > Message >
Keyword > Create & Edit

Create Keyword from Message Template

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobileConnect > Message > Create &
Edit, MobileConnect > Message > Create
Keyword from Message Template

MobilePush Roles
View MobilePush roles in Marketing Cloud.
Table 19: Key
permission granted

permission denied

permission not explicitly granted or denied
Note: An explicitly denied permission always overrides all
other permissions. When a permission is not explicitly
granted or denied, Marketing Cloud defaults to a deny
permission unless another role grants that permission.

Table 20: MobilePush Roles
Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content
Manager
Administrator
Editor/Publisher
General Permission Set
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Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content
Manager
Administrator
Editor/Publisher
Access

Administer
MobilePush
Push Message
Create and Edit

Delete

Schedule and Send
Message
Reporting

View Reports

Key Management

View Key
Management
Edit Key
Management

Permissions for MobilePush
Review the permissions that enable MobilePush functionality in Marketing Cloud.

Permissions for MobilePush
Review the permissions that enable MobilePush functionality in Marketing Cloud.
All tasks on this page require the MobilePush > General > Access permission.
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Action

Recommended Role

Permissions

Create and Send a Push Notification

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobilePush > Message > Create & Edit,
MobilePush > Message > Schedule and
Send Message

Create a Push Notification Activity in Journey Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobilePush > Message > Create & Edit,
Builder
Journey Builder > Automation >
Create/Edit, Journey Builder > General >
Access, View
Create Rich Notifications

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobilePush > Message > Create & Edit

Create an In-App Message

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobilePush > Message > Create & Edit

Create an In-App Activity in Journey Builder Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher Journey Builder > Automation >
Create/Edit
App Inbox Messaging

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobilePush > Message > Create & Edit

Geofence Message

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobilePush > Message > Create & Edit

Use Exclusion Lists and Data Extensions in
MobilePush

Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher MobilePush > Message > Create & Edit

Marketing Cloud Roles
View Marketing Cloud roles.
Table 21: Key
permission granted

permission denied

permission not explicitly granted or denied
Note: An explicitly denied permission always overrides all
other permissions. When a permission is not explicitly
granted or denied, Marketing Cloud defaults to a deny
permission unless another role grants that permission.

Table 22: Marketing Cloud Roles
Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content Editor or
Manager
Administrator
Publisher
General Permission Set
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Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content Editor or
Manager
Administrator
Publisher
Access

Assign Marketing
Cloud Roles
Calendar
Access

Create and Edit

Delete Event

Campaigns
Access

Create, Edit,
Associate
Delete

Associate

Contacts
Access

Import Contact List

Add

Create Audience
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Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud Marketing Cloud
Administrator
Viewer
Channel
Security
Content Editor or
Manager
Administrator
Publisher
Add Contact
Attribute
Security
Access

Manage Watchdog
Settings
Perform Workgroup
Leader Role

Permissions for Marketing Cloud Setup
Review the permissions that enable Setup and admin functionality in Marketing Cloud.

Permissions for Marketing Cloud Setup
Review the permissions that enable Setup and admin functionality in Marketing Cloud.
All tasks on this page require the Administration > General > Access permission.
Action

Recommended Role

Permissions

Create a User

Marketing Cloud Admin

Administration > Users > Create,
Administration > Users > View

Update a User

Marketing Cloud Admin

Administration > Users > Update,
Administration > Users > View

Disable a User

Marketing Cloud Admin

Administration > Users > Disable,
Administration > Users > View

Create a Business Unit

Marketing Cloud Admin

Administration > Business Units >
Create, Administration > Business
Units > View,Administration > Users >
Manage Business Units

Update a Business Unit

Marketing Cloud Admin

Administration > Business Units >
Update, Administration > Business
Units > View,Administration > Users >
Manage Business Units

Create an Installed Package

Marketing Cloud Admin

Administration > Installed Package >
Administer
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Action

Recommended Role

Permissions

Edit an Installed Package

Marketing Cloud Admin

Administration > Installed Package >
Administer

Enable Security Settings for a Marketing
Cloud Account

Marketing Cloud Security Admin

Administration > Account > Update
Account and Security Settings

Disable Security Settings for a Marketing
Cloud Account

Marketing Cloud Security Admin

Administration > Account > Update
Account and Security Settings

Create a Packaged Solution in Package
Manager

Marketing Cloud Admin

Package Manager > Package, Content
Builder > Assets > Create, Content
Builder > Assets > View, Content
Builder > Assets > Update, View Access
for packaged items

Deploy a Packaged Solution in Package
Manager

Marketing Cloud Admin

Package Manager > Deploy, Content
Builder > Assets > Create, Content
Builder > Assets > View, View, Create,
and Update Access for packaged items

Marketing Cloud Users
A user record in the application grants access to a person who uses Marketing Cloud. As an account administrator, use the administrative
area of the application to ensure that all users are properly configured.

Users Screen
Use this information about user security to help protect the assets in your account and prevent unauthorized access.
• Create one user per person, API process, and third-party system that you integrate with.
• Do not allow users to share usernames and passwords because it increases the likelihood of a compromised account.
• Give each user the lowest level of access needed to accomplish their tasks in the application.
You can’t delete users, but you can disable them. Disabling a user retains the user’s security record and data. Sends and automations
created by a disabled user continue to run as scheduled in your Marketing Cloud account.
Your Marketing Cloud contract specifies the number of users you can add to your account. Disabled users and users created as part of
an AppExchange app don’t count against this number. Users created manually and configured as API users do count toward the total
number of enabled users.
As an administrator, you can:
• Add users
• Modify user permissions
• Disable users
• Reset passwords
When you add a user or reset a user’s password, the system provides a new temporary password for the user, which you need to
communicate to the user. When the user logs in with that password, they are prompted to create a password.
Upon first login, Marketing Cloud prompts users to provide an identifying question and answer. If a user forgets the password, the user
can click a link on the login screen and follow prompts to reset the password..
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Add a Marketing Cloud User from Setup Home
Follow these steps to add a Marketing Cloud user to your account directly from Setup Home.
Add a Marketing Cloud User
Add users to a Marketing Cloud account.
Modify Marketing Cloud User Settings
Modify user settings in a Marketing Cloud account.
Reset a Marketing Cloud User Password
Reset the passwords and security questions for multiple Marketing Cloud users at the same time using these steps.
Change a Marketing Cloud User Password
Change a user’s password for their Marketing Cloud account.
Disable a Marketing Cloud User
Disable users from accessing your Marketing Cloud account through the settings page in the Users workspace.
Manage Business Unit Assignments for Marketing Cloud Users
Assign or remove users in your Marketing Cloud account from associated business units.
Marketing Cloud Account User Permissions
These permissions determine the actions a user can perform. We recommend enabling permissions for only the actions a user must
perform as part of their Marketing Cloud account activities.
SEE ALSO:
Resolve REST API Permissions
Resolve SOAP API Permissions

Add a Marketing Cloud User from Setup Home
Follow these steps to add a Marketing Cloud user to your account directly from Setup Home.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Create.
3. Click New User.
4. Enter an email address for the user.
5. Enter the full name and username for the user.
6. Enter a temporary password and confirm the value. The user selects a new password after logging in for the first time.
7. Click Advanced Options and make any necessary changes.
8. Click Next.
9. Add one or more roles to the user.
10. Click Next.
11. Review the user information and click Create.

Add a Marketing Cloud User
Add users to a Marketing Cloud account.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
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2. Click Users.
3. Click Create.
4. Complete the basic user information fields on the Create a User page.
Field

Description

Name

Enter the full name of the user as you want it to appear in the
application.

Reply Email Address

Enter the email address that appears when an email message
sends from this user and then click Verify. If Add to From Name
Dropdown is checked, the address goes through a domain
verification process before it shows as an address in sends.
Marketing Cloud also uses this email address for forgotten
password requests.
Note: This field appears only in accounts enabled for the
Multi-From Connect advanced feature.

Add to From Name Dropdown

Select this checkbox, after reply email address is verified, to allow
the address to show as a From name option for sends.
Note: This field only appears in accounts enabled for the
Multi-From Connect advanced feature. Only From
addresses that have this checkbox and in a verified status
display in From Address dropdowns. If you de-select this
option, any users with the same Reply To Address value
are de-selected as well. We recommend providing all
users with unique Reply To Address values to avoid
potential problems with sender profiles using de-selected
values.

Notification Email Address

Enter the complete email address for the user. Marketing Cloud
delivers any application request results to this email address.

Username

Enter the username that the user enters when logging in to the
application.

External Key

Enter the string value used to identify this user in any applicable
API calls. If you leave this value blank, the system generates a
value that you can edit later.

Time Zone

Enter the default time zone for this user.

Culture Code

Enter the language and locale for this user. This setting
determines the language settings for the application for this user.

API User

To make sure that your password doesn't expire, check this box.
Note: This field only appears in accounts enabled for API
usage.
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Field

Description

Temporary Password

Enter a temporary password for this user. Marketing Cloud app
prompts the user to change the password and provide a security
identification question and answer on the first login.
Note: The temporary password you create must adhere
to the password conventions defined in the Account
Security Settings.

Verify Password

Enter the value entered in the temporary password field.

5. In the User Permissions area of the User Properties dialog box, select the permission that determines what the user can access.
6. To enable apps and roles for the user, click the applicable check boxes in Marketing Cloud Permissions and Roles. To create an
administrator, set up the user with the Add Users to Account permission.
7. Click Save.
SEE ALSO:
Assign a Role to a Marketing Cloud User

Modify Marketing Cloud User Settings
Modify user settings in a Marketing Cloud account.
Change user access rights or the general information about a user by modifying the user security record.
1. To display the Settings page for that user, click the username in the Users workspace.
Note: If the user appears disabled in the workspace, you can still click the username to open the User Properties for this user.
2. Click Edit.
3. Edit the user information.
4. Click Save.
The next time the user logs in, your changes take effect.

Reset a Marketing Cloud User Password
Reset the passwords and security questions for multiple Marketing Cloud users at the same time using these steps.
This functionality requires Marketing Cloud admin permission.
1. Select one or more users in your account.
2. Click Reset Passwords.
3. Click Reset.
When that user attempts to log in, Marketing Cloud guides the user through the steps to set a new password and new security questions
and answers.
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Change a Marketing Cloud User Password
Change a user’s password for their Marketing Cloud account.
1. Click the username in the Users workspace.
2. Click Change Password.
3. Enter and confirm the new password.
Passwords can include no more than 30 characters. The administrator must send the password to the user via the reply email address
The password must adhere to the password conventions defined in the Account Security settings.
4. Click Save.

Disable a Marketing Cloud User
Disable users from accessing your Marketing Cloud account through the settings page in the Users workspace.
The user security record remains in your account for later re-enablement as necessary. Disablement doesn’t prevent automations or
sends created by the user from functioning.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Users and select Users.
3. Click the username.
If the user appears disabled in the workspace, click the username to open the User Properties for this user.
4. Click Edit.
5. Deselect Enabled.
6. Click Save.
Note: The user can’t log in until you re-enable the user record.
To reinstate a disabled user, follow these steps again and select Enabled.

Manage Business Unit Assignments for Marketing Cloud Users
Assign or remove users in your Marketing Cloud account from associated business units.
1. In Marketing Cloud, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Users, and select Users.
3. Select the checkbox next to the user, then click Manage Business Units.
4. Select the default business unit for the user. All business units are listed alphabetically.
5. Select any additional associated business units for the user.
6. Save your changes.

Marketing Cloud Account User Permissions
These permissions determine the actions a user can perform. We recommend enabling permissions for only the actions a user must
perform as part of their Marketing Cloud account activities.
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User Permissions

A permission is a tool to control a user's access to
screens in Marketing Cloud. By checking the box next
to a permission, you can enable or disable that
permission.

Create/View Accounts

Users with this permission can create accounts and view the
settings for individual accounts.

Remove Access to Templates

Users with this permission can’t access templates. Users can’t view
the My Templates folder in the Email Studio section of Marketing
Cloud. Users can still create emails based on templates built by
other users.

Remove Ability to Send Emails

Users with this permission can’t send emails, including test emails.
Users can still create emails.

Remove Access to Modify Profile Attributes

Users with this permission can’t add, modify, or delete attributes.
Users can access the Profile Management section of Marketing
Cloud to view attribute details.

Remove Access to Interactions

Users with this permission can’t view the Interactions tab in the
navigation pane.

Grant the user access to the web services

Users with this permission can create web service API requests for
the Marketing Cloud system to process. The username and
password for this user allows Marketing Cloud to access their
account.

Administrative Data Management

Users with this permission can access the data retention policies
for data extensions. This permission also allows access to Manage
Salesforce Data features to delete data stored in the Salesforce
database.

Add Users to Account

Users with this permission can perform these actions:
• Re-enter the value entered in the temporary password field.
• Manage account settings.
• Create, view, update, and delete account users.
• Create, view, update, and delete roles.
• Manage roles for account users.
• View reports and report activity.
In Enterprise 2.0 accounts, users can perform these actions:
• Create, view, update, delete, and assign business units.
• Manage roles and view users for the business unit.
Users without this permission can’t view the My Users option in
the navigation pane.

View Tracking Only

Users with this permission can view tracking only when they log
in to Marketing Cloud. These users can’t access other areas or
functions without a change in permissions.
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User Permissions

A permission is a tool to control a user's access to
screens in Marketing Cloud. By checking the box next
to a permission, you can enable or disable that
permission.

Remove Access to Marketing Cloud from External Systems

Users with this permission can’t access Marketing Cloud from a
system outside of their network.

Remove Access to Delete Lists

Users with this permission can’t delete subscriber lists, groups, or
publication lists.

Remove Access to Lists

Users with this permission can’t perform these actions:
• View the All Subscribers list.
• Preview emails for a subscriber.
• Create, view, update, or delete groups.
• Create, view, update, or delete lists.
• Create, view, update, or delete publication lists.

Remove Access to Modify Profile Attribute Values

Users with this permission can only view subscriber attributes.
Note: This permission affects only the ability to modify
attributes in the Marketing Cloud subscriber Properties
dialog box. This permission doesn’t apply to users accessing
your Marketing Cloud data through subscriber imports or
API requests. Users can still modify subscriber attribute
values through imports and API requests even with this
permission enabled. This permission doesn’t impact the
ability to create subscribers. It applies only in the context
of editing existing attribute values.

Manage Data Extension Data and Retention Policy

Users with this permission can set the data retention policy for
their account.

Allows User to Approve Emails

Users with this permission can approve emails in the Approvals
process.

Marketing Cloud Permissions and Roles

This section determines whether the user can access Marketing
Cloud. Choose from these options:
• Select Applications for User—The apps available to your
account appear in this list. Select the apps that the user can
access.
• Allow Marketing Cloud Access
– Marketing Cloud Administrator
– Marketing Cloud Content Editor/Publisher
– Marketing Cloud Viewer
– Marketing Cloud Channel Manager
– Marketing Cloud Security Administrator
• No Marketing Cloud Access
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A permission is a tool to control a user's access to
screens in Marketing Cloud. By checking the box next
to a permission, you can enable or disable that
permission.
If you use an Enterprise 2.0 edition account, you can aggregate
permissions into roles that you assign to your users. If you aren’t
using an Enterprise 2.0 edition account, you can select pre-defined
permissions when you create a user. See the User Permissions
section to learn about all the permissions available.
Note: Some permissions enable or disable access to a
specific feature, such as Create/View Accounts. Other
permissions enable or disable which overall actions a user
can perform in the account, such as View Tracking Only.
Review which settings each permission changes and make sure
that the change is appropriate for the user.

Marketing Cloud Settings

Click your name in Marketing Cloud to see the Administration page
under Settings. The information displayed in the Marketing Cloud
Settings section applies to the user logged in to the application.
• Hide All Apps—Controls how apps appear to your Marketing
Cloud account users. Turn on this option to hide apps in the
Marketing Cloud account.
• Receive Product Alerts—Determines whether account users
see information on updated products. Turn on this option to
view all applicable alerts.
• Enable Social Studio—Determines whether account users can
access Social Studio functionality. Turn on this option to enable
this functionality.

General Settings

• Account Name— The name assigned to the account
• Account ID—The unique ID number associated with the
account name
• Email Display Name—The name that appears in the From field
in an email
• Email Reply Address—The email address that messages send
from
• Portfolio Base URL—The unique base directory for the portfolio
• Portfolio files Modified By—The user who last modified your
user settings
• Time Zone—The time zone applied to the account
• Date Format—The format used to display time and date
information in the account
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Business Units in Marketing Cloud
Business units allow you to control access to information and sharing of information. Use the hierarchical structure of business units to
control your brand while enabling access to messaging technologies to your users. Manage user roles for the business unit, view users
who have access to the business unit, and define filter criteria for subscribers. Business units are available in Enterprise and Enterprise
2.0 accounts.
Users working in a business unit can access all items created in that business unit. Share items with users in other business units by
placing the items in a shared items folder in the Content and Subscribers sections of the applications.
Organize the hierarchical structure of business units to match your business needs. Business units can mirror workflow processes,
demographic and behavioral data about your subscribers, or your organization's operational structure.
Depending on your needs, you can create, update, and delete business units and set or change permissions in Marketing Cloud or via
API interactions. To manage business units, you can use API requests to build your own user interface or integrate existing software with
Marketing Cloud. Contact your Marking Cloud account representative for more information.
Tip: Use a landing page to create a customized home page for child business units to display when their users log into Marketing
Cloud.
Compare Enterprise and Enterprise 2.0 Functionality
The following Enterprise 2.0 business unit features are similar to Enterprise Lock and Publish functionality in Email Studio.
Enterprise 1.0 Overview
Use the Email Studio Enterprise 1.0 tool, also known as Channel Management, to manage your users across the enterprise. Enterprise
1.0 is built on the concepts of nodes and channel members.
Enterprise 2.0 Overview
With Enterprise 2.0 in Email Studio, control your brand while still enabling a diverse user base to access messaging technologies.
Update Business Unit Parent Account
Update a business unit parent account for Marketing Cloud Enterprise 1.0 and 2.0 accounts.

Compare Enterprise and Enterprise 2.0 Functionality
The following Enterprise 2.0 business unit features are similar to Enterprise Lock and Publish functionality in Email Studio.
Table 23: Enterprise vs. Enterprise 2.0
Enterprise

Enterprise 2.0

Lock and Publish

Business Units

Publish emails

Shared emails and shared templates

Global folders

Shared folders

On Your Behalf account

SenderProfile, SenderClassification, and BusinessUnit Filters

Permissions

Roles control the actions a user can perform in the application. A
role represents a group of permissions.

Log in as a user to offer troubleshooting and support

Always logged in as self. Can’t log in as another user.
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Enterprise 1.0 Overview
Use the Email Studio Enterprise 1.0 tool, also known as Channel Management, to manage your users across the enterprise. Enterprise
1.0 is built on the concepts of nodes and channel members.

Nodes
First, design your organizational chart, which consists of nodes. Nodes are folders that help you maintain structure in your account and
organize your channel members. Nodes do not affect user security or any other aspect of the application.
For example, an organizational structure based on U.S. geography has West, Midwest, South, and East nodes.
For complex organizational structures, create subnodes. Create as many levels of subnodes as you want.

Channel Members
After you create the nodes in your organizational chart, add your channel members to the nodes. For example, each West Coast sales
office is a channel member in the West node.
The types of channel members include:
• On Your Behalf, or Dynamic One-to-One, channel members: An On Your Behalf channel member does not send emails. As the
Enterprise admin, you send emails on the member's behalf. You create the content, personalize elements to reflect the channel
member, and then send the emails on behalf of the member. The from line and the reply email address on the emails the member’s,
not your administrator account’s.
The On Your Behalf model was designed for use with sales staffs. Create a login for each On Your Behalf account so the salesperson
can access subscriber lists and email tracking information, if you give the salesperson access to these areas of the application.
• Lock & Publish channel members: A Lock & Publish channel member has as much control over emails as you allow. You can publish
emails to your Lock & Publish channel members and lock down some or all published email content. Or, you can allow the channel
member to customize the content. Choose whether the users of the Lock & Publish account can create their own emails or are
limited to emails published from your administrator account.
The Lock & Publish model was designed for enterprises with multiple business units, many of which have their own dedicated
marketing teams.
Ensure that all users are configured appropriately using the administrative area of the application. You can also manage the users of
channel member accounts.
Publish Emails to Lock and Publish Channel Members
You can publish emails for use by lock and publish accounts in an Email Studio Enterprise account.
Personalization Strings
In Marketing Cloud Enterprise accounts, use personalization strings to insert the member ID, display name, account name, and email
address of the member account from which you send the email.
Personalize Email Sender for Parent Account
Personalize your Email Studio emails to be sent from the lead and contact owner, or the lead and account owner.
Create and Manage Nodes
Enterprise channel members are grouped into nodes, or organizational units, in your organizational chart.
Add a Channel Member
Add a Marketing Cloud channel member and create login information under Email Studio Admin.
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Set User Properties for On Your Behalf Logon
Set user properties when you add or edit an On Your Behalf channel member account in Marketing Cloud.
Edit Channel Member’s Information
You can edit general information about a channel member or the channel member's login information in Marketing Cloud.
Disable a Channel Member Account
Disabled accounts are no longer usable but remain visible in your Marketing Cloud account.
Log in to a Channel Member Account
You can offer support and troubleshoot issues by logging in to a channel member account. You use the same access rights as that
user.
Add a User (Administrator Account)
Add a Marketing Cloud user under Email Studio Admin.
Edit or Disable a User Security Record
Change a user's access rights or information by editing the Marketing Cloud user's security record.
Reset User Password
Reset a user's password under Admin in Marketing Cloud.

Publish Emails to Lock and Publish Channel Members
You can publish emails for use by lock and publish accounts in an Email Studio Enterprise account.
You need an enterprise account with lock and publish enabled. Contact your account representative.
As an administrator, use Enterprise to create emails for use by Enterprise lock and publish accounts. You can publish that email to a
global folder for use by all lock and publish accounts, or you can create subfolders under that folder and publish the emails to those
locations. When you create emails in Enterprise, the administrator controls what content to include in the email. The lock and publish
accounts can choose when to send the emails and to which subscribers, but the overall content of the email remains constant. This
feature helps to maintain a consistent look and branding across an organization.
To let your lock and publish channel members send an email you've created, publish the email to the channel members from the email
workspace.
1. Navigate to Content and choose the location of your email.
Note: To publish in a subfolder of the My Emails folder, right-click the My Emails folder.
2. Create the email.
3. In the folder that contains the email, select the checkbox next to the email.
4.

Click

next to the email.
Note: You can’t publish emails that contain dynamic content.
Note: If your account uses the multi-publish and unpublish feature, a checkmark in the Published column indicates which
emails are published to your channel members. To publish an email, select it and click

in the taskbar.

5. Complete the Publish Emails modal.
a. Edit the field email name.
b. Lock and publish channel members see this email name in their Global Emails folder, but they can’t change the name. Edit the
email subject. You can’t use dynamic content. Lock and publish channel members see the subject, but they can’t change it.
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c. Select the availability.
d. Select a lock and publish option. To select channel members individually, select the node in the Channel box and select the
members from the Members box.
6. Click Publish.
The email appears in each selected channel member's Global Emails folder at the specified start time. If you selected always available,
it appears immediately.

Personalization Strings
In Marketing Cloud Enterprise accounts, use personalization strings to insert the member ID, display name, account name, and email
address of the member account from which you send the email.
• %%channelmemberid%%
• %%channelmemberdisplayname%%
• %%channelmembername%%
• %%channelmemberemail%%
Note: If you use personalization strings in a member account, complete all fields on the Account Settings page under Admin.
Otherwise, the information may be incorrect.

Personalize Email Sender for Parent Account
Personalize your Email Studio emails to be sent from the lead and contact owner, or the lead and account owner.
If you have access to the Salesforce Enterprise Parent Account, you can personalize your emails to be sent from the lead or contact owner
or the lead or account owner.
Find the personalize option in the Salesforce Administration account.

Create and Manage Nodes
Enterprise channel members are grouped into nodes, or organizational units, in your organizational chart.
View the nodes in your organizational chart through the Enterprise Management section in Admin. Select an organizational chart to
view and right-click a node to add another.
Create nodes directly in the organizational chart by right-clicking a node to create the node under. Add a node at the root of your chart
by right-clicking the My Channel node. After you create a node, add channel members to it.
Right-click a node in your organizational chart to access these options.
Table 24: Manage Nodes
Option

Description

View Members

Brings up the Account List workspace with a list of members in
that node.

Move

Relocates the node. In the Select a Node dialog box that appears,
select the node to move this node under.

Delete

Removes the node. Delete is available only for nodes that do not
have any members. To delete a node that has members, first
remove its members.
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Option

Description

Rename

Changes the name of a node. Renaming a node does not change
the member's account name. It only changes the name displayed
on the node.

New Node

Adds a node under this node. To add the node at the root of your
chart, right-click the My Channel node.

Add New Member

Creates a channel member in this node.

Add a Channel Member
Add a Marketing Cloud channel member and create login information under Email Studio Admin.
1. Click Admin.
2. Click the Channel Management folder.
3. Click Organizational Chart.
4. Right-click a node in the organizational chart and select Add New Member.
5. Enter the member’s account name. This name doesn’t appear in outgoing emails.
6. Enter the member’s name to display in outgoing emails.
7. Enter the email address. This email address is the From address for all outgoing emails.
8. Select the On Your Behalf or Lock & Publish member type.
9. To select a different node, click Select Unit and select the node.
10. Create the member.
11. On the Edit Member page, review the information.
12. To set up login information, click Add a User in the Users section.
13. Enter login information.
14. Click Create User.
15. Review the physical address. The address defaults to the one defined in your enterprise administrator account.

Set User Properties for On Your Behalf Logon
Set user properties when you add or edit an On Your Behalf channel member account in Marketing Cloud.
Note: Only one logon for each On Your Behalf account is permitted. Only one user for an On Your Behalf channel member is
allowed.
1. On the Personal Information page, enter the user’s full name to display in the application.
2. Enter the reply email address.
Note: The Reply Email Address field is only available if the Multi-From Connect advanced feature is enabled for your account.
3. Enter the notification email address. This email address receives notifications from application activities when the user requests an
email.
4. Enter the username for the user to enter.
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5. Select whether this user is authorized to access the application via the API.
Note: The API User field is only available if the API advanced feature is enabled for your account.
6. Enter and re-enter a temporary password.
7. Select permissions for the user. If you select multiple permissions, the user will receive the lowest permission.
Note: To send the temporary password to the user’s notification email address, select Send Password Change Confirmation Email
in Security Settings.
Permission

Description

View Lists

View groups, including subscribers
View lists, including subscribers
View publications lists, including subscribers
View individual subscribers

Upload to Lists

View, refresh, and export groups
View, import, and export lists
View, import, and export to publication lists
Create, view, and delete subscribers

View Tracking

View enhanced tracking, move, compare email sends, view
subscriber details, and export in tracking only
The user will only have access to tracking.

Remove Access to Delete Lists

Can’t delete lists, groups, or publication lists

Remove Access to Modify Profile Attributes

Can’t add, modify, or delete attributes
The user still has access to view attribute details.

Remove Access to Lists

Can’t view all subscribers list
Can’t preview emails for a subscriber
Can’t create, view, update, or delete groups
Can’t create, view, update or delete lists
Can’t create, view, update, or delete publication lists

Edit Channel Member’s Information
You can edit general information about a channel member or the channel member's login information in Marketing Cloud.
1. Click Admin.
2. Open the Channel Management folder.
3. Click Organizational Chart.
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4. Double-click a node in the organizational chart.
5. Click Edit next to the channel member.
6. Make changes.
7. Save channel member information.
8. To edit login details, click the username in the User Logon or Users section.
9. Save the login details.

Disable a Channel Member Account
Disabled accounts are no longer usable but remain visible in your Marketing Cloud account.
Note: You can re-enable disabled accounts. However, following deactivation, Marketing Cloud performs a data-clean process,
and subsequent reactivation can compromise the functionality of the account. Therefore, we recommend that you do not re-enable
older disabled accounts.
1. Click Admin.
2. Open the Channel Management folder.
3. Click Organizational Chart.
4. Double-click a node in the organizational chart.
5. Click Edit next to the channel member.
6. Select Disable Client.
7. Save.
Note: To re-enable a disabled channel member account, click Edit next to the member account and deselect Disable Client.
Note: In your organizational chart, the number of members displayed in parentheses doesn’t include disabled member accounts.
The Account List workspace for that node displays disabled accounts with strikethrough formatting.

Log in to a Channel Member Account
You can offer support and troubleshoot issues by logging in to a channel member account. You use the same access rights as that user.
1. Click Admin.
2. Open the Channel Management folder.
3. Click Organizational Chart.
4. Double-click a node in the organizational chart.
5. Click the channel member’s username.
• If the channel member is an On Your Behalf account, you are immediately logged in.
• If the channel member is a Lock & Publish account, click the username next to the user to impersonate.
6. Click Return.

Add a User (Administrator Account)
Add a Marketing Cloud user under Email Studio Admin.
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Note: You can add the number of users specified in your contract.
Note: If you have the advanced Marketing Cloud integration with Salesforce option enabled in your account, see Salesforce
Administration for details on setting up your users.
1. Click Admin.
2. Click the Account Settings folder.
3. Click My Users.
4. Click Create.
5. Enter the user’s name.
6. Enter the reply email address.
Note: The Reply Email Address field is only available if the Multi-From Connect advanced feature is enabled for your account.
7. Enter the notification email address.
8. Enter the username for the user.
9. Select if this user is authorized to access the application via the API.
Note: The API User field appears only in accounts with the API advanced feature enabled.
10. Enter and reenter a temporary password.
11. Select permissions for the user:
a. Add Users to Account
• If you don’t select this permission, the user can’t see the My Users option.
• Manage account settings
• Create, view, update, and delete account users
• Create, view, update, and delete roles
• Manage roles for account users
• View reports and report activity
• In Enterprise 2.0 accounts: Create, view, update, and delete business units. Manage roles and view users for the business
unit. Assign business units.
b. View Tracking Only
• View tracking. If you select this permission, it does not limit a user's access to areas of the system other than tracking. Exclude
access to other areas of the system that the user should not have access to.
c. View/Modify Published Emails Only
• Access emails published from the Enterprise administrator account only
• Can’t create emails
d. Remove Access to Templates
• Can’t access templates. Can’t see the My Templates folder in Email Studio.
• Create emails based on templates that other users build
e. Remove Ability to Send Emails
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• Can’t send emails, including test emails
• Create emails
f. Remove Access to Interactions
• Can’t access the interactions tab
g. Remove Access to Delete Lists
• Can’t delete lists, groups, or publication lists
h. Remove Access to Modify Profile Attributes
• Can’t add, modify, or delete attributes
• Can access Profile Management to view attribute details
i. Remove Access to Lists
• Can’t view all subscribers list
• Can’t preview emails for a subscriber
• Can’t create, view, update, or delete groups
• Can’t create, view, update, or delete lists
• Can’t create, view, update, or delete publication lists
j. Remove Access to Delete Emails
• Can’t delete emails or email send definitions
k. Remove Access to Create Emails
• Can’t create emails or email send definitions
• Can access emails created by other users of this account, unlike users with the View/Modify Published Emails Only permission.
12. Select the applicable applications and role for the user in the Marketing Cloud Permissions and Roles section.
13. Click Save.
Note: To send the temporary password to the user’s notification email address, select Send Password Change Confirmation Email
in Security Settings.

Edit or Disable a User Security Record
Change a user's access rights or information by editing the Marketing Cloud user's security record.
Change a user's access rights or information by editing the user's security record. Disable a user record so that the user cannot log in.
The user's security record remains in your account so that it can be re-enabled. You can’t delete users.
1. Click Admin.
2. Open the Account Settings folder.
3. Click My Users.
4. Click the user’s username.
5. Edit the user’s information or permissions.
6. To disable the user, deselect Enabled.
7. Save changes. Changes take effect the next time the user logs in.
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Reset User Password
Reset a user's password under Admin in Marketing Cloud.
To reset a user’s password, ensure that you have the old password before you begin.
1. Click Admin.
2. Open the Account Settings folder.
3. Click My Users.
4. Click the user’s username.
5. Click Change Password.
6. Enter and reenter the user’s old password.
7. Enter a new password using the guidelines for Account Security Settings.
8. Reenter the new password.
9. Select a challenge question that appears after a predetermined number of unsuccessful login attempts.
Note: Set the number of unsuccessful attempts in the Maximum Invalid Logins field in Security Settings.
10. Enter the answer to the challenge question.
11. Save settings.
Note: To send the temporary password to the user’s notification email address, select Send Password Change Confirmation Email
in Security Settings.

Enterprise 2.0 Overview
With Enterprise 2.0 in Email Studio, control your brand while still enabling a diverse user base to access messaging technologies.
These examples illustrate typical Enterprise 2.0 business unit hierarchical structures.
Example: Distributed Messaging
The top-level business unit controls creative digital assets, subscribers, and the calendar for communication. A typical corporate
structure that would use distributed messaging is a corporate enterprise with franchise and corporate-owned stores. The top-level
business units own the advertising copy and subscriber lists and set the schedule for sending marketing campaigns to its customers.
It creates the template for the marketing campaign. The second-level business units, which are regional owners of franchises and
corporate-owned stores, add a customized local message to the marketing campaign. The individual stores add contact information,
such as store address and phone number.
Example: Multi-Branded Companies
The top-level business unit is the corporate brand. The second-level business unit represents individual brands owned by the
corporation. The third-level business units are divisions or regions for the brand. The top-level business unit creates a template
with the corporate brand. The second-level business units add their branding. The third level adds the content for communication
and manages the subscriber lists.
Example: Marketing Campaigns
The top-level business unit is the marketing department. The second-level business units represent individual marketing campaigns.
The third-level business units represent events, such as conferences. This structure is a hybrid structure. Manage subscribers at
each level and opt-in for each event, and at the top-level business unit to ensure that subscribers’ choices are honored. Use
suppression lists to manage subscribers.
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Create a Marketing Cloud Business Unit
Create business units under Setup in Marketing Cloud.
Delete a Marketing Cloud Business Unit
Permanently delete a business unit from the list of business units in Marketing Cloud.
View Users
View the users associated with a business unit in Email Studio.
Unsubscribe Settings
Enterprise 2.0 admins can manage how their accounts handle business-level unsubscribes in Email Studio.
Subscriber Filters in Marketing Cloud
Use a subscriber filter in Marketing Cloud Setup to give business units access to communicate with subscribers.
Define a Subscriber Filter in Marketing Cloud
The subscriber filter determines which subscribers in your account the business unit can access. Define subscriber filters for Enterprise
2.0 accounts in Marketing Cloud.
Page Actions
Page actions are UI extensions that allow you create toolbar buttons in the application in Email Studio. Clicking the buttons moves
data from one grid listing to an external page or a landing page, using AMPscript or your preferred programming language. You
can also use AMPscript to customize page actions. The code that you create in your grid listings is used to move data to your target
page.
Create a Page Action
Create a page action under Admin in Email Studio.
Customized Local Content
Use the customized local content features in Email Studio to make content editable and usable by other business units.
Import Users Via Mass Administration
Import users in bulk to save time in Email Studio.
Import Business Units Via Mass Administration
In Marketing Cloud, import business units in bulk to save time.
Web Collect
Use Web Collect to add, update, and remove subscribers in these types of lists in a Marketing Cloud Enterprise 2.0 account.
Profile and Preference Attributes
Helpful tips about profile and preference attributes in Marketing Cloud Enterprise 2.0 accounts.
Allowlist in an Enterprise Account
Allowlist IP ranges at the enterprise level in Marketing Cloud.
Known Issues
A list of known issues in Marketing Cloud Enterprise 2.0.

Create a Marketing Cloud Business Unit
Create business units under Setup in Marketing Cloud.
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Business Units.
3. Click Create.
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4. Complete the Properties section.
Note: The external key is a unique identifier. It is a required field, but if left blank, the system generates a value.
5. Complete the Physical Address section.
6. Complete the Unsubscribe Settings section.
7. Save the business unit.

Delete a Marketing Cloud Business Unit
Permanently delete a business unit from the list of business units in Marketing Cloud.
Remove all users from the business unit before you delete the business unit. You can modify the business unit assignments under
Account Settings in My Users on the user record .
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Business Units.
3. Select the business unit to delete.
4. Delete the business unit.

View Users
View the users associated with a business unit in Email Studio.
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Business Units.
3. Select the checkbox next to the business unit in which to view users.
4. Click View Users.
5. To return, click Business Units.

Unsubscribe Settings
Enterprise 2.0 admins can manage how their accounts handle business-level unsubscribes in Email Studio.
Choose one of the two options under the Properties settings of a business unit:
• Subscribers will be unsubscribed from all business units in the Enterprise
• Subscribers will be unsubscribed from this business unit only

Subscribers will be unsubscribed from all business units in the Enterprise
• If you unsubscribe the subscriber in the All Subscribers list at the business unit level via an Automation Studio import activity, the
same subscriber is unsubscribed in the All Subscriber list at the enterprise level.
• If you activate the subscriber in the All Subscribers list at the business unit level via an Automation Studio import activity, the same
subscriber is not activated at the business unit level. This behavior occurs because the subscriber is master unsubscribed in the All
Subscriber list at the enterprise level.
• If you activate the subscriber in the All Subscribers list at the enterprise level via an Automation Studio import activity, the subscriber
is not activated at the enterprise level. This behavior occurs because the subscriber is unsubscribed in the All Subscriber list at the
business unit level. Activate the subscriber at the business unit level manually or with an import activity.
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Subscribers will be unsubscribed from this business unit only
• If you unsubscribe a subscriber in the All Subscribers list at the business unit level via an Automation Studio import activity, the
subscriber is not unsubscribed in the All Subscriber list at the enterprise level.
• If you activate the subscriber in the All Subscribers list via an Automation Studio import activity at the business unit level, the subscriber
is activated at the business unit level.

Subscriber Filters in Marketing Cloud
Use a subscriber filter in Marketing Cloud Setup to give business units access to communicate with subscribers.
Marketing Cloud stores subscribers that are in an Enterprise 2.0 account in the parent account, regardless of which business unit imports
them. A filter, defined by the admin for each business unit, controls access to the subscribers for child accounts. The filter selects subscribers
for a business unit based on values in the subscriber attributes.
Note: In an Enterprise 2.0 account, you can create subscriber attributes only in the parent account.
Tip: Create subscriber filters that use multiple subscriber fields. For example, if you create a yes or no field for each of the business
units, a single subscriber can satisfy multiple filters.
Example: Northern Trail Outfitters uses business units that serve the north and south regions, so their marketing specialist creates
filters for each region. The filter selects subscribers based on the value of the region attribute. Each region is further divided by
departments, so the marketing specialist also creates a filter for each department.
Example: Northern Trail Outfitters opens branches in different regions of the country. Their marketing specialist creates a list by
using a subscriber filter for each region. The specialist could also create a list based on subscriber attributes, such as when customers
made purchases. Using both a subscriber filter and the list, the specialist could target subscribers who have made a purchase
within the last month in a specific region.

Define a Subscriber Filter in Marketing Cloud
The subscriber filter determines which subscribers in your account the business unit can access. Define subscriber filters for Enterprise
2.0 accounts in Marketing Cloud.
Make sure that your user is in the parent business unit and has the define subscriber filter permission. Child business units with access
to send to the All Subscribers list must have a filter set up and defined parameters. The parameters determine if the child business unit
sends to the parent All Subscribers list or the All Subscribers list for that child business unit.
1. In Setup, click Business Units.
2. Select the business unit to create the filter for.
3. Select Define Subscriber Filter.
4. Complete the information and add conditions and groupings.
5. Save.

Page Actions
Page actions are UI extensions that allow you create toolbar buttons in the application in Email Studio. Clicking the buttons moves data
from one grid listing to an external page or a landing page, using AMPscript or your preferred programming language. You can also use
AMPscript to customize page actions. The code that you create in your grid listings is used to move data to your target page.
Note: Enterprise 2.0 admins create page actions.
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Grid Listings
Page actions capture data from grid listings that you have created. You can export data from the following grid listings:
• Business Units
• Data Extensions
• Data Filters
• Delivery Profiles
• Filter
• Imports
• Microsite Definitions
• My Contents
• My Data Relationships
• My Emails
• My Microsite Layouts
• My Microsites
• My Templates
• Publication List
• Roles
• Send Classifications
• Sender Profiles
• Suppression List
• Tabs
• User-Initiated Emails
• Users

Page Variables
Within a grid listing, you can select one or more page variables. For example, in Microsites, choose from PublishedPages, Name, TotalPages,
ID, CreatedDate, and Modified.

Target Pages
Page actions point to target pages, which are either external URLs or landing pages that you create.
Note: To create a page action that does not use code, use the created tab, for example, to point to an external site that you visit
often. In this case, you are not moving data; instead, you are using the application as a platform to launch another site.

Create a Page Action
Create a page action under Admin in Email Studio.
1. Click Admin.
2. Select UI Extensions.
3. Select Page Actions.
4. In the workspace, click Create.
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5. Name your page action.
6. Add an external key, which is a unique identifier.
7. Select the display order and the role.
Note: The app displays the number of page actions you have created. Select the number to choose display order of the new
page action.
8. Select external URL or landing page.
• For an external URL, specify the string.
• For a landing page, select the page you created.
9. Select a grid row selection, page, and page variables. You can select only one page, or folder, but you can select more than one page
variable, or sub item, in the page.
10. Save the page action.
If you selected a landing page, navigate to Properties and select whether to open the landing page in a separate window or in the
application. Available to all visitors opens the page in a separate window. Application Page opens the page in the application.

Customized Local Content
Use the customized local content features in Email Studio to make content editable and usable by other business units.
• View the business units you share content with.
• Remove content sharing rights from business units.
• See which business units made changes and which didn’t.
• Preview the changes that other business units make.
• Delete the changes that other business units make.
• Share horizontally with business units.
• Use time-based sharing to schedule when other business units share content.
Allow Customized Local Content
Allow customized local content for a new email or an existing email under Content in Email Studio.
Edit Content Shared to Your Business Unit
Edit content shared to your business unit under Content in Email Studio.
Detect the Owner of Shared Content
Detect the owner of shared content under Content in Email Studio.
Change the Owner of Shared Content
Change the owner of shared content under Content in Email Studio.
Preview and Edit Changes of Other Business Units
Preview and edit content shared to your business unit under Content in Email Studio.
Unshare Content
Unshare content by editing permissions to shared items in Email Studio.
Delete Changes of Other Business Units
Follow these steps to delete all customized local content modified by all business units in Email Studio. The item loses all customized
content and reverts to the default content created by the owner.
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Allow Customized Local Content
Allow customized local content for a new email or an existing email under Content in Email Studio.
1. For a New Email
a. Click Content.
b. Open the Shared Items folder.
c. Click Create.
d. Select Build New Email from Existing Template.
e. Click Next.
f. Select a template.
g. Enter the email name and subject.
h. Select Local.
i. Save your email.
2. For an Existing Email
a. Click Content.
b. Open the Shared Items folder.
c. Open the Shared Emails subfolder.
d. Select the email.
e. Click Properties.
f. Select Unlocked Content.
g. Select Local.
h. Save your changes.
To localize content for an HTML-built email, create the email first. Then use the steps for an existing email.

Edit Content Shared to Your Business Unit
Edit content shared to your business unit under Content in Email Studio.
1. Click Content.
2. Open the Shared Items folder.
3. Locate and click your email.
4. Select a content area without a lock icon.
5. To start over, click Clear. To edit, click Modify.
6. Create or edit your content.
7. Save the content.

Detect the Owner of Shared Content
Detect the owner of shared content under Content in Email Studio.
1. Click Content.
2. Open the Shared Items folder.
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3. Navigate to your item.
Tip: If you don’t see your shared portfolio item, select All Items under Show.
4. Select the item.
5. Click and expand Properties.

Change the Owner of Shared Content
Change the owner of shared content under Content in Email Studio.
1. Click Content.
2. Open the Shared Items folder.
3. Select the item.
4. Click Change Owner.
5. Select the user under Users.
6. Save your changes.

Preview and Edit Changes of Other Business Units
Preview and edit content shared to your business unit under Content in Email Studio.
1. Click Content.
2. Open the Shared Items folder.
3. Select the item.
4. To open the email preview page, click Local Content.
5. Select the business unit to preview content for.
6. To modify the changes to the business unit, click Edit.
7. Edit the content.
8. Save the content.

Unshare Content
Unshare content by editing permissions to shared items in Email Studio.
1. Click Content.
2. Open the Shared Items folder.
3. Navigate to your item.
4. Select the item.
5. Click Permissions.
6. Select the business unit to edit.
7. Click Edit Permissions.
8. Edit permissions.
9. Save your changes.
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Delete Changes of Other Business Units
Follow these steps to delete all customized local content modified by all business units in Email Studio. The item loses all customized
content and reverts to the default content created by the owner.
1. Click Content.
2. Open the Shared Items folder.
3. Open the Shared Emails subfolder.
4. Navigate to your item.
5. Select the item.
6. Click Properties.
7. Click Unlocked Content.
8. Select Shared.
9. To accept, click OK.
To delete the content of a particular business unit, follow the steps to preview and edit changes of other business units and delete the
content manually.

Import Users Via Mass Administration
Import users in bulk to save time in Email Studio.
Use a username that is different from the name value.
1. Make a list of users.
2. Create a .csv file with these columns: Name, Username, Password, Reply Email Address, Notification Email Address, Enabled, and
Role External Keys.
3. On the My Users screen, click Import.
4. Choose an update option.
5. Select the file you created.
6. Select the file type.
7. Select the import completion settings.
8. Select the checkbox and enter an email address to be notified when the import is complete.
9. Click Start.

Import Business Units Via Mass Administration
In Marketing Cloud, import business units in bulk to save time.
1. Make a list of business units. Marketing Cloud creates business units in the order you list them.
2. Create a CSV file with these columns:
• Name
• External Key
• Description
• Parent External Key
• From Name
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• Email
• Company Name
• Street
• Address
• City
• State/Province
• Zip/Postal Code
• Country
3. On the Business Units page, click Import.
4. Choose an update option.
5. Select the file you created.
6. Select the file type.
7. Select the import completion settings.
8. Select the checkbox and enter an email address for notification when the import completes.
9. Click Start.

Web Collect
Use Web Collect to add, update, and remove subscribers in these types of lists in a Marketing Cloud Enterprise 2.0 account.
• Subscriber List
• Publication List
• Suppression List
Use the subscriber key to identify subscribers as part of Web Collect within an Enterprise 2.0 account. If you don’t specify a subscriber
key, Web Collect uses the subscriber's email address as the subscriber key.
Note: All Web Collect actions must take place under the Enterprise 2.0 admin account.

SEE ALSO:
Email Studio Web Collect

Profile and Preference Attributes
Helpful tips about profile and preference attributes in Marketing Cloud Enterprise 2.0 accounts.
• All attributes are created at the top-level business unit.
• Attributes are shared across the entire Enterprise.
• Create an unlimited number of attributes.
• Child business units cannot create attributes.

Allowlist in an Enterprise Account
Allowlist IP ranges at the enterprise level in Marketing Cloud.
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If you have an Enterprise account, you can define different IP ranges for each business unit. You can also allowlist IP ranges at the
enterprise level and have each business unit inherit your settings.

Known Issues
A list of known issues in Marketing Cloud Enterprise 2.0.
• Enterprise 2.0 business units do not support collecting and tracking data via surveys.

Update Business Unit Parent Account
Update a business unit parent account for Marketing Cloud Enterprise 1.0 and 2.0 accounts.
1. Log into your Marketing Cloud account as an admin user.
2. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
3. Click Business Units..
4. Click the linked name of the business unit that you would like to make the parent account
5. 6. Click the + sign under the Business Unit Parent section.
6. Select the name of the business unit that you want to make as a parent business unit.
7. Click the Save.

Alert Manager
Alert Manager lets Marketing Cloud administrators select a users’ email address to receive critical system alerts for email batch sends
and email triggered sends. When sends from Email Studio, Automation Studio, or Journey Builder stop due to a system error or subscriber
limit, we email the recipient a notification and the reason for the error.
Example use case: A triggered send pauses due to AMPscript errors, which generates a canceled action case for this email and error.
Instead of waiting for Support to potentially contact the wrong person, add yourself as an Alert Manager recipient to get automatic
alerts.
Important: Account administrators are not automatically added to receive alerts. To receive alerts, enter an administrator email
address.
Access Alert Manager in Marketing Cloud Setup > Settings > Company Settings. These permissions are required to use Alert Manager:
• Administration > Users > View
• Administration > Account > View
• Administration > General > Access
To use Alert Manager, On the Alert Manager Setup page, click Edit, select a user from your business unit, and click Save.
Tip: To allow multiple emails to receive alerts, we recommend designating an email alias so the alias owner can control who is
on the alias. Ensure that you have a user in the account with the alias email address.

Assign a Role to a Marketing Cloud Business Unit
Grant business units access to features in Marketing Cloud. This role is applied to all users in the business unit. The user's permissions
are evaluated using this role and any other roles assigned directly to the user. Any explicit Deny settings override any explicit Allow
settings when the roles conflict.
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1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Business Units..
3. To assign the role, select the business unit.
4. Click Manage Roles.
5. To assign or remove, select the roles. To assign the selected role to all child business units, select force inheritance.
6. Click Save.

Marketing Cloud FTP Accounts
Use FTP accounts to assign FTP privileges to users in your Marketing Cloud account.
Marketing Cloud allows up to 10 FTP users per MID.
Each account includes an individual status.
• Enabled - The FTP account is ready for use.
• Disabled - The FTP account requires enablement before use.
• Locked - The FTP account can't be used. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for assistance.
Review activity for each individual account. Use an account enabled with permissions to view this feature for the link to appear.

FTP Site Information
This section includes the URL and port number for your Marketing Cloud FTP account. Marketing Cloud uses standard port numbers for
FTP accounts. Provide a URL and port number to log in to your FTP account.

FTP Users
This section includes information for all users associated with the Marketing Cloud FTP account:
• FTP Username: Primary identifier for the user accessing the FTP account
• Status: Status of the FTP user
• Password Expiration Date: Date when the user’s current password expires
The displayed information contains only users associated with the specified MID. For Enterprise 2.0 accounts, the displayed information
shows only users associated with the specified IDs and not any associated business units. FTP passwords expire after 90 days.

Activity
This section outlines changes to FTP accounts and when those changes took place.
• Activity: Change in status
• Status: Current activity status for the FTP user
– Success
– Pending
– Failed
• Requested By: FTP user who changed the account
• Date: Date of the activity request
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Note: This feature logs only those changes made to the FTP user, such as creating, editing, or disabling a user. This feature doesn’t
log uploads, downloads, or other FTP server activity.
Add Marketing Cloud SFTP Accounts
Add an SFTP account to a Marketing Cloud account.
Modify Marketing Cloud SFTP Accounts
Modify an existing SFTP account in a Marketing Cloud account. For example, you can enable the user or change the user’s password.
Marketing Cloud SFTP Guide
Configure and use SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) activities in your Marketing Cloud account.
SEE ALSO:
Create an SSH Key for Use with Marketing Cloud SFTP

Add Marketing Cloud SFTP Accounts
Add an SFTP account to a Marketing Cloud account.
1. Hover over your name in the app switcher and click Setup.
2. Click Data Management.
3. Click FTP Accounts.
4. Click Add FTP User. By default, the username is the MID number for your current Marketing Cloud MID, including the current parent
account or child business unit.
5. Enter an email address for the new FTP user.
6. Enter an initial password for the user. Password complexity requirements combine Marketing Cloud password policy and server-side
FTP password requirements. These policies require a minimum of 12 characters and no reuse of the most recent password.
7. Reenter the initial password for the user.
8. Select Read Only or Full for User Permissions.
9. To restrict account access to specific IP addresses, enter each address in the Whitelist IPs field and click Add.
This field accepts matching, wildcard, range, and mask values.
10. Click Next.
11. Choose the authentication option for the SFTP account.
• Password
• SSH Key
• SSH Key or Password
• SSH Key and Password
You must upload an SSH key in Key Management to use any of the SSH key options.
12. Choose the SSH key to use in the SSH Keys field.
13. Save your changes. By default, this process creates an enabled, active user as unlocked with a valid current password.
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Modify Marketing Cloud SFTP Accounts
Modify an existing SFTP account in a Marketing Cloud account. For example, you can enable the user or change the user’s password.
1. Hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Data Management.
3. Click FTP Accounts.
4.
Click

next to the user requiring modification.

5. Change the FTP user information.
a. To change the password, click Change Password. Enter the same valid password for both fields, then click Save.
We recommend that FTP users to schedule a time to change the FTP user password when necessary. However, you can exclude
FTP users from password expiration on page 92 in the Security Settings section of Setup.
b. To enable a disabled user, click Enable.
c. To disable a user, click Disable.
d. To edit allowlisted IP address values, click

and select Edit. Enter your IP address values and click Add.

This field accepts matching, wildcard, range, and mask values. This change permits access from only allowlisted IP values. Any
changes to this field overwrite all previously allowlisted values.
6. Save your changes.

Marketing Cloud SFTP Guide
Configure and use SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) activities in your Marketing Cloud account.
Marketing Cloud requires SFTP for these tasks:
• Importing lists from the SFTP server
• Exporting information from the application database to the SFTP server
• Exporting any single file of information that is over 5 MB
• Running reports available in Marketing Cloud
• Using the file retrieval activity
• Extracting data from the application database
• Posting import results files

Use SFTP in Marketing Cloud
SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) is a method for transferring data from one computer to another over the Internet. The SFTP server uses
SFTP as a secure and flexible file transfer protocol. To locate your tenant’s SFTP URL, navigate to FTP Accounts in Setup.
Marketing Cloud supports only standard ports when configuring SFTP sites. Non-standard port choices do not function correctly when
used with Marketing Cloud.
When you use SFTP, Marketing Cloud creates a folder on the SFTP server for your organization. This folder is for your organization only,
so use a special user ID and password to access the folder. These credentials are not the same user ID and password used to log in to
Marketing Cloud. You have full permissions to the folder.
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Marketing Cloud creates Import, Export, and Reports folders in your SFTP folder. Don’t delete these folders. Imported files must reside
in the Import folder so the system can find them. The system puts your data extracts in the Export folder and your reports in the Reports
folder.
Marketing Cloud retains your files on Marketing Cloud SFTP for at least 21 days. Any file that is older than 21 days is eligible for removal,
and we can remove files after 21 days. However, there is no assurance or guarantee of removal for files older than 21 days are removed.
To ensure that your files are deleted, remove the files from your SFTP location via your SFTP account. We cannot recover any files deleted
from your SFTP location. Consider this information as you apply any retention automation to your files.
When the import is complete, the system deletes files manually imported from the SFTP server into a list. To avoid this deletion, set up
an import activity or import the files from your desktop. The system doesn’t delete files manually imported from the SFTP server into a
data extension.
Use a third-party FTP client to access files on the SFTP server. For secure file transmission, choose a utility that supports SFTP using
Password + Public Key or Password Only to transfer the files. Review your FTP client documentation for instructions on these activities.
• Install the client.
• Log in to the SFTP site with your username and password.
• Transfer files using SFTP.
The names of files that you transfer with SFTP cannot contain restricted characters:
• Backslash (\)
• Forward slash (/)
• Colon (:)
• Asterisk(*)
• Less-than symbol (<)
• More-than symbol (>)
• Pipe (|)
• Question mark (?)
• Quotation mark (")
Use the SFTP folder to import data into lists and data extensions in Marketing Cloud. For example, create an automated process to put
an updated subscriber list in the folder in the SFTP server. Then, create an automation to import the subscribers from the file into your
system. Use SFTP if you use the file transfer activity.
Use SFTP to access the full reporting functionality in Marketing Cloud or export data. Some reports take too much time to run to display
within the application and create files that are too large to attach to email messages. SFTP provides a place for the application to put
the report for you to retrieve later.
Use SFTP to engage data extract functionality. Data extract lets you pull data from your application database to review and use with
other applications. SFTP provides a place for the application to put the data for you or another application to retrieve.
Use SFTP with the API to automate file transfers.

Authentication Guidelines
• The system allows a maximum of 10 concurrent connections.
• A five-minute lockout period occurs after too many attempts that use an incorrect password.
• Sessions remain connected up to 10 minutes after inactivity and then close.
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SSH Keys
You can include your own SSH key as part of your SFTP authentication and file transfer activities. This functionality requires you to generate
your own key and provide the public value to your Marketing Cloud account representative. The SSH key you generate must follow these
standards.
• OpenSSH2 key in PEM standard
• 4096-bit strength recommended, 2048-bit strength minimum
• RSA format
• Passphrase accepted, but not required
You can use tools such as ssh-keygen or puttygen to generate your SSH key. Upload the key on the Key Management screen of the Data
Management section in Setup.

Supported SSH Algorithms
Note: Marketing Cloud plans to eliminate support for non-supported algorithms in June 2020. We recommend that customers
change their SFTP clients to use only supported algorithms as soon as possible.
The Marketing Cloud SFTP service supports these SSH algorithms. Ensure that your SFTP client uses these supported ciphers. If you don’t
know what ciphers your client uses, ensure that you use latest version of the SFTP client. Updating the client version helps ensure that
strong ciphers are used.
Ciphers (Symmetric Encryption Algorithms)
• aes256-cbc
• aes256-ctr
• aes128-cbc
• aes128-ctr
MAC Algorithms
• hmac-sha2-512
• hmac-sha2-256
• hmac-sha1
Key Exchanges
• diffie-hellman-group16-sha512
• diffie-hellman-group14-sha256
• diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256
• diffie-hellman-group14-sha1 - Enabled for compatibility but scheduled for deprecation in 2021
Configure Marketing Cloud SFTP
Follow these steps to configure an SFTP account in Marketing Cloud.
Transfer a File to or from the Marketing Cloud SFTP Site
Follow these steps to transfer files via SFTP in Marketing Cloud.

Configure Marketing Cloud SFTP
Follow these steps to configure an SFTP account in Marketing Cloud.
1. Add a Marketing Cloud user on page 167.
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2. Select a third-party FTP utility that supports SFTP (Password + Public Key or Password Only) to interact with the enhanced FTP server.
3. Configure your FTP utility to access the SFTP server using the user ID and password that you received when creating the account.
Use a passive mode connection.
Consider hosting an FTP service or purchasing a third-party FTP service if you need more FTP accounts.

Transfer a File to or from the Marketing Cloud SFTP Site
Follow these steps to transfer files via SFTP in Marketing Cloud.
Before transferring files, configure your system to use SFTP. Use a third-party FTP utility to access the FTP Server. Use port 22 for all SFTP
transfers.
1. Use the third-party FTP utility to connect to the FTP server.
2. Put files to import into the system in the IMPORT folder.
3. Get files exported from the system from the EXPORT folder.
4. Get reports from the REPORTS folder.

File Locations
A file transfer location is an external public cloud file storage location or FTP site used to transfer files to or from your Marketing Cloud
account. For example, to import encrypted files from an Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) bucket, you set up an Amazon S3 file
location. This file location gives Marketing Cloud the authorization details to access the files in your bucket.
Marketing Cloud supports these file location types.
Amazon S3, Google Cloud Storage (beta), or Microsoft Azure Blob Storage
Transfer files directly to or from your external cloud storage location. Direct transfer can be up to 10 times faster than Enhanced FTP
and offers more granular control over file and folder permissions.
Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP Site
Transfer files to or from the default Import and Export directories or any other subfolder of the Enhanced FTP.
Marketing Cloud Safehouse
Decrypt or encrypt files before import or extract without exposing these files to the Enhanced FTP directories. Only authenticated
users can access the Safehouse, which resides on highly redundant, highly available central storage servers.
External FTP, SFTP, or FTPS
Transfer files from your own FTP, SFTP, or FTPS site.
Salesforce Objects and Reports
Import Salesforce objects or reports into a data extension.
Set Up an Amazon Simple Storage Service File Location
Import and export encrypted and unencrypted files with Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). Direct transfer from Amazon S3 can
be up to 10 times faster than the Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP. You can fine-tune access to buckets and folders, and manage data
access with an AWS Access Key or IAM Role.
Set Up a Google Cloud Storage File Location (Beta)
Import and export encrypted and unencrypted files with Google Cloud Storage. Direct transfer from Google Cloud Storage can be
up to 10 times faster than Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP.
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Set Up a Microsoft Azure Blob Storage File Location
Import and export encrypted and unencrypted files with Microsoft Azure Blob Storage. You can grant Marketing Cloud access to
your cloud storage through Microsoft Azure Directory or Shared Access Signatures. Direct transfer from Microsoft Azure can be up
to 10 times faster than Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP.
Set Up a Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP or Safehouse File Location
Transfer files with Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP using a file location. Your file location can target the Import directory, the Export
directory, another subfolder, or the Safehouse. The Safehouse offers additional security, and you can decrypt or encrypt files without
exposing the files to the Enhanced FTP directories. Only authenticated users can access the Safehouse, which resides on highly
redundant, highly available central storage servers.
Perform a File Transfer to a Safehouse Location
When you import an encrypted file with your Marketing Cloud safehouse location set as the default location, follow these steps to
perform an encrypted file transfer
Set Up an External FTP, SFTP, or FTPS Site File Location
Transfer files with an External FTP, SFTP, or FTPS Site using a file location. The file location contains the site URL, port, and login details
so that Marketing Cloud can access your site.
SEE ALSO:
How to Use the File Transfer Activity in Automation Studio
Import File Activity
Knowledge Article: Create a Marketing Cloud Import Interaction for Salesforce Objects and Reports

Set Up an Amazon Simple Storage Service File Location
Import and export encrypted and unencrypted files with Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). Direct transfer from Amazon S3 can be
up to 10 times faster than the Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP. You can fine-tune access to buckets and folders, and manage data access
with an AWS Access Key or IAM Role.
To complete this task, you must have administrative permissions to view and manage file locations.
1. Hover over your name and click Setup.
2. In the Data Management section, click File Locations.
3. Click Create.
4. Complete the information in the Properties section.
• Name—Enter a unique name that’s recognizable when creating an activity in Marketing Cloud.
• External Key—Enter a unique key that identifies the file location when using the API.
• Description—Enter details that help further identify the file location when creating an activity in Marketing Cloud.
5. For the location type, select Amazon Simple Storage Service.
6. Complete the location Information.
• Authorization Type—The authorization method used to grant Marketing Cloud access to the site: either Access Key or Access
Key with IAM Role.
• AWS Bucket Name—The name of your bucket in AWS.
• AWS Relative Path—The relative location inside the bucket. Don't use a leading or trailing forward slash ("/") in your path.
• Access Key ID—The AWS Access Key ID for authorization.
• Secret Access Key—The AWS Secret Access Key for authorization.
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• Role ARN—(IAM Role authorization only) Use the Role ARN copied from AWS. For example,
arn:aws:iam::############:role/Role_Name.
• Region Name—The region location of the bucket. For example, US-West (Oregon).
7. Save the file location.
8. In AWS, grant the user or role these permissions.
• To import data from Amazon S3, grant all of these permissions.
– s3:ListBucket (access to the entire bucket)
– s3:GetObject
– s3:ListMultipartUploadParts
• To export data to Amazon S3, grant all of these permissions.
– s3:ListBucket (access to the entire bucket)
– s3:PutObject
Example: Sample AWS Policy
{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Sid": "VisualEditor0",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"s3:ListBucket"
],
"Resource": [
"Arn:aws:s3:::northerntrail"
]
},
{
"Sid": "VisualEditor1",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"s3:PutObject",
"s3:GetObject",
"s3:ListMultipartUploadParts"
],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:s3:::northerntrail/marketing/*"
]
}
]
}

SEE ALSO:
Configure a Trigger Automation
How to Use the File Transfer Activity in Automation Studio
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Set Up a Google Cloud Storage File Location (Beta)
Import and export encrypted and unencrypted files with Google Cloud Storage. Direct transfer from Google Cloud Storage can be up
to 10 times faster than Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP.
Note: This feature is a Beta Service. Customer may opt in to try such beta service in its sole discretion. Any use of the Beta Service
is subject to the applicable Beta Services Terms provided at Agreements and Terms.
Before you begin, you must opt in to the beta. To complete this task, you must have administrative permissions to view and manage
file locations.
1. In Google Cloud Storage, create a service account with the Read, List, and Write permissions.
2. Download the service account’s credential file.
3. In Marketing Cloud, hover over your name and click Setup.
4. In the Data Management section, click File Locations.
5. Click Create.
6. Complete the information in the Properties section.
• Name—Enter a unique name that’s recognizable when creating an activity in Marketing Cloud.
• External Key—Enter a unique key that identifies the file location when using the API.
• Description—Enter details that help further identify the file location when creating an activity in Marketing Cloud.
7. For the location type, select Google Cloud Storage.
8. Complete the location Information.
• Bucket Name—The name of your bucket in Google Cloud Storage.
• Relative Path (optional)—The relative location inside the bucket. Don’t use a leading or trailing forward slash ("/") in your path.
9. Upload the credential file that you downloaded from Google Cloud Storage.
10. Save the file location.
SEE ALSO:
Configure a Trigger Automation
How to Use the File Transfer Activity in Automation Studio

Set Up a Microsoft Azure Blob Storage File Location
Import and export encrypted and unencrypted files with Microsoft Azure Blob Storage. You can grant Marketing Cloud access to your
cloud storage through Microsoft Azure Directory or Shared Access Signatures. Direct transfer from Microsoft Azure can be up to 10 times
faster than Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP.
To complete this task, you must have administrative permissions to view and manage file locations.
1. Hover over your name and click Setup.
2. In the Data Management section, click File Locations.
3. Click Create.
4. Complete the information in the Properties section.
• Name—Enter a unique name that’s recognizable when creating an activity in Marketing Cloud.
• External Key—Enter a unique key that identifies the file location when using the API.
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• Description—Enter details that help further identify the file location when creating an activity in Marketing Cloud.
5. For the location type, select Azure Blob Storage.
6. Complete the location information.
• Authorization Type—The authorization method used to grant Marketing Cloud delegated access to the storage location: either
Azure Active Directory or Shared Access Token.
• Storage Account Name—The name of your Azure Blob Storage account.
• Container Name—The name of the container that you want to target in your Azure Blob Storage account.
• Relative Path—The relative location or folder path inside the container. Don’t use a leading or trailing forward slash ("/") in your
path.
• Tenant ID—(Active Directory authorization only) The Azure Tenant ID.
• Client ID—(Active Directory authorization only) The Azure Client ID.
• Client Secret—(Active Directory authorization only) The Azure Client Secret.
• SAS Query String—(Shared Access Token authorization only) The Blob SAS token.
7. Save the file location.
8. In Azure, grant these permissions.
• To import data from Azure, grant both List and Read permissions.
• To export data to Azure, grant either Write or Create permissions.

SEE ALSO:
Configure a Trigger Automation
How to Use the File Transfer Activity in Automation Studio

Set Up a Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP or Safehouse File Location
Transfer files with Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP using a file location. Your file location can target the Import directory, the Export
directory, another subfolder, or the Safehouse. The Safehouse offers additional security, and you can decrypt or encrypt files without
exposing the files to the Enhanced FTP directories. Only authenticated users can access the Safehouse, which resides on highly redundant,
highly available central storage servers.
To complete this task, you must have administrative permissions to view and manage file locations.
Note: Files stored on the Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP or Safehouse are retained for 21 days and then deleted.
1. Hover over your name and click Setup.
2. In the Data Management section, click File Locations.
3. Click Create.
4. Complete the information in the Properties section.
• Name—Enter a unique name that’s recognizable when creating an activity in Marketing Cloud.
• External Key—Enter a unique key that identifies the file location when using the API.
• Description—Enter details that help further identify the file location when creating an activity in Marketing Cloud.
5. Select the location type.
• Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP Site Import Directory: Standard directory for file imports.
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• Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP Site Export Directory: Standard directory for file exports.
• Safehouse: A secure location for encrypting and decrypting files.
• Relative location under Marketing Cloud FTP Site: A subfolder of the Enhanced FTP Site.
6. For relative location types only, specify the subfolder that you want to target. For example, folderPath\folderPath. Don't
use a leading backslash ("\").
7. Save the file location.
SEE ALSO:
Perform a File Transfer to a Safehouse Location
How to Use the File Transfer Activity in Automation Studio

Perform a File Transfer to a Safehouse Location
When you import an encrypted file with your Marketing Cloud safehouse location set as the default location, follow these steps to
perform an encrypted file transfer
1. Import the encrypted file into the Marketing Cloud Enhanced FTP Import Directory.
Note: If you use an external file location instead of Enhanced FTP, use a file transfer activity to move the file to the safehouse.
2. Use the File Transfer Activity to decrypt the file to the safehouse by selecting a private key on page 181.
3. Use the Import Activity to import the file from the safehouse.
Note: The safehouse location can be the default destination for imports. Making the safehouse your default destination for
imports also places import results files in that same location. To make the safehouse location your default import location,
contact your Marketing Cloud account representative.

SEE ALSO:
How to Use the File Transfer Activity in Automation Studio
Import File Activity

Set Up an External FTP, SFTP, or FTPS Site File Location
Transfer files with an External FTP, SFTP, or FTPS Site using a file location. The file location contains the site URL, port, and login details
so that Marketing Cloud can access your site.
To complete this task, you must have administrative permissions to view and manage file locations.
Note: Marketing Cloud only supports passive mode for FTP interactions.
1. Hover over your name and click Setup.
2. In the Data Management section, click File Locations.
3. Click Create.
4. Complete the information in the Properties section.
• Name—Enter a unique name that’s recognizable when creating an activity in Marketing Cloud.
• External Key—Enter a unique key that identifies the file location when using the API.
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• Description—Enter details that help further identify the file location when creating an activity in Marketing Cloud.
5. Select the location type.
• External FTP Site
• External SFTP Site
• External FTPS Site
6. Complete the location Information.
• URL—The location of the FTP site. This URL must directly open the default directory with no further navigation. For example,
sftp.example.com/furtherNavigation.
• Port—The port used to access the site transfer data.
– For FTP and FTPS sites, use Port 21.
– For SFTP sites, use Port 22.
• Auth Type—The authentication method used to access the site.
– For FTP and FTPS sites, Marketing Cloud only supports Password authentication.
– For SFTP sites, you can choose Password or Auth Key authentication.
• Username, Password, and Auth Key—The credentials to access the site.
7. Save the file location.
SEE ALSO:
How to Use the File Transfer Activity in Automation Studio

Marketing Cloud Key Management
Manage security keys and other security options. These entities are used to encrypt and decrypt data, digitally sign email messages, and
implement SAML single-sign on (SSO) for your Marketing Cloud account. The encryption applies only to information stored in Marketing
Cloud and not in other Salesforce offerings.
Warning: Never use Marketing Cloud to transmit or store these types of data.
• Government-issued identification numbers, including (but not limited to):
– Social Security numbers
– Passport numbers
– Driver’s license numbers
• Any financial account numbers, including (but not limited to):
– Credit and debit card numbers
– Bank account numbers
– Other similar identifiers as defined by the Payment Card Data Security Standards

Prerequisites
Marketing Cloud enables the Key Management feature for you. Familiarize yourself with AMPscript usage, particularly the functions listed
here. Contact your Marketing Cloud account executive to activate it for your account.
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You can use only the EncryptSymmetric() and DecryptSymmetric() AMPscript functions on data contained in Marketing Cloud. Marketing
Cloud doesn’t support the use of these functions along with outside or third-party encryption and decryption functionality.

Key Management Types
You can use these encryption methods.
• Asymmetric
• Symmetric
• Initialization Vector
• Salt
• SSH
• SSO Metadata
You can choose the encryption method that best serves your needs and the requirements of any of your systems that interact with the
email message.

Asymmetric Encryption
Asymmetric encryption requires a pre-created certificate uploaded from your computer to your Marketing Cloud account.

Symmetric Encryption
Symmetric encryption requires you to create a passphrase for use with the key.

Initialization Vector Encryption
Initialization vector encryption requires you to enter the block of bits to be used as the initialization vector. You can specify the 16-byte
IV yourself. If you don't specify an IV, the application derives the IV from the password and salt via the protocols specified in RFC 2898.

Salt Encryption
Salt encryption requires a hex value longer than 8 bits for use as a salt value. The encryption uses random bits generated along with a
password or passphrase. The salt value doesn’t include a maximum length value. Use Salt keys to generate JWTs for custom Journey
Builder activities. See Encode Custom Activities Using a JWT in for more details.

SSO Metadata
SSO Metadata allows you to provide either the required metadata or the URL from which to retrieve that metadata. You can exchange
authentication information with an external authentication service to enable SSO functionality for users. Users can authenticate one
time for access to multiple systems. Contact your Marketing Cloud account executive for more information.
SSO Metadata configuration requires a third-party service provider to enable this feature, and you must contact and engage this provider
yourself.

Salesforce Encryption
This information applies only to Marketing Cloud. To encrypt data and text elsewhere within Salesforce, review the Platform Encryption
documentation.
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Updated key values don’t require you to change automations or other settings in Marketing Cloud. These settings use the updated key
values.
Create an Encryption Key for Marketing Cloud
Create an encryption key for Marketing Cloud activities.
Use a Created Key with AMPscript
Use AMPscript functions to encrypt and decrypt information stored in a custom data extension. The necessary AMPscript includes
the EncryptSymmetric() and DecryptSymmetric() functions.
Use a Created Key with File Transfer Activities
You can configure your file transfer activities in Automation Studio to use either a Marketing Cloud-created encryption key or an
RSA private key you create and supply to Marketing Cloud. Use this key as part of the process to decrypt a file from a Marketing Cloud
FTP site and save the contents to a safehouse location. This activity prepares the data for a file import activity. You can also use the
key as part of the process to encrypt a file from a safehouse location and save that data to a Marketing Cloud file location. That data
is saved in preparation for secure data export.
Bring Your Own Key for Encryption at Rest
Provide your own encryption key to help in encrypting data within your Marketing Cloud account. This feature uses an RSA2048
encryption key that you generate in your own environment. Use the key as part of encrypting data at rest using Data at Rest Encryption
for a Dedicated Database Environment. This feature applies to the top-level account in your tenant and can’t be activated for individual
business units. Perform all operations for this feature in the top-level account of your tenant.
Create an SSH Key for Use with Marketing Cloud SFTP
Follow these steps to create an SSH key for you to use when authenticating your SFTP account in Marketing Cloud.
SEE ALSO:
Add Marketing Cloud SFTP Accounts

Create an Encryption Key for Marketing Cloud
Create an encryption key for Marketing Cloud activities.
1. Click the Setup tab.
2. Under the Data Management heading, select Key Management.
3. Click Create.
4. Choose the key to create.
• Asymmetric
• Symmetric
• Initialization Vector
• Salt
• SSH
• SSO Metadata
Note: The SSO Metadata option appears only for accounts enabled for SSO authentication. Create your key at the top-level
account in your tenant. You can assign the key to business units in your tenant after the initial configuration process.
5. Enter the name of your key in the Name field.
6. Leave the external key field blank. After the first handshake, this field auto-populates with the key from the external provider.
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7. Complete the appropriate fields for your selected encryption type:
• For asymmetric keys, click Choose File and select the .pfx or .asc file to upload from your computer, then click OK.
– Use public asymmetric keys for file transfer encryption from a safehouse location to another file location.
– Use private asymmetric keys for file transfer decryption. Select private key and enter your passphrase if applicable.
• For symmetric keys, enter the Passphrase and Passphrase Again fields.
• For initialization vector keys, enter the value to be used in the IV field.
• For salt keys, enter the value to be used in the Salt field.
• For SSH keys, upload the key value to use.
– For SSH keys used in SFTP authentication, select Public Key. Marketing Cloud uses the public key value for SFTP user
authentication.
– For file transfer activities, such as reports and imports, use the private key file.
• For SSO Metadata information, click the appropriate option and enter the applicable information:
– Paste Metadata - Enter the SAML metadata obtained from your third-party identity partner in the text field.
– Guided Configuration
– • Identity Provider Certificate - Click Browse and select the certificate.
• Entity ID - Enter the appropriate entity ID.
• Name ID Format - Choose the relevant value from the dropdown menu.
• Single Logout Service Location - Enter the URL for the appropriate single logout service location.
• Single Logout Service Binding - Choose HTTP REDIRECT or HTTP POST from the dropdown menu.
8. Click Save.
After you create the SAML key, click the key to view the SAML SP metadata. The metadata gives you the appropriate URLs to use to
enable single sign-on authentication for your own system.

Use a Created Key with AMPscript
Use AMPscript functions to encrypt and decrypt information stored in a custom data extension. The necessary AMPscript includes the
EncryptSymmetric() and DecryptSymmetric() functions.
1. Create the necessary keys.
2. Create the information in the data extension you wish to encrypt.
3. Include the AMPscript to perform the necessary encryption.
Example: This example encrypts the plain text value ExampleData using provided values and then decrypts that variable. The
@null variable represents an undeclared variable.
%%[
SET @encData=EncryptSymmetric("ExampleData", "AES", @null, "password", @null,
"0000000000000000", @null, "00000000000000000000000000000000")
SET @clearData=DecryptSymmetric(@encData, "AES", @null, "password", @null,
"0000000000000000", @null, "00000000000000000000000000000000")
]%%
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This example accomplishes the same task using external keys instead of provided values.
%%[
SET @encData=EncryptSymmetric("ExampleData", "AES", "passwordExternalKey", @null,
"saltExternalKey", @null, "IVExternalKey", @null)
SET @clearData=DecryptSymmetric(@encData, "AES", "passwordExternalKey", @null,
"saltExternalKey", @null, "IVExternalKey", @null)
]%%

Use a Created Key with File Transfer Activities
You can configure your file transfer activities in Automation Studio to use either a Marketing Cloud-created encryption key or an RSA
private key you create and supply to Marketing Cloud. Use this key as part of the process to decrypt a file from a Marketing Cloud FTP
site and save the contents to a safehouse location. This activity prepares the data for a file import activity. You can also use the key as
part of the process to encrypt a file from a safehouse location and save that data to a Marketing Cloud file location. That data is saved in
preparation for secure data export.
Marketing Cloud supports PGP or GPG decryption and encryption. You can use several different software suites to generate an unsigned
4096-bit RSA Key Pair in the .ASC file format. After you generate the public and private key pair, follow these steps to upload the appropriate
key to Key Management. After creating the key, choose the appropriate key from the dropdown when creating the File Transfer activity.

Decrypt Files Uploaded to Marketing Cloud
Upload the RSA Private Key to Marketing Cloud Key Management. Use the corresponding public key to encrypt the file with PGP or GPG
encryption before uploading the .pgp or .gpg file to Marketing Cloud SFTP servers or a file location. Create a File Transfer Activity in
Automation Studio, select Manage File, select Decrypt File, and choose the appropriate key from the dropdown on the file transfer
activity creation screen.

Encrypt Files Transferred from Safehouse to SFTP
Upload the RSA Public Key to Marketing Cloud Key Management. Create a File Transfer Activity in Automation Studio, select Move a
File from Safehouse, then select Encrypt File and either the GPG or PGP option. Select your public key and continue with the activity
creation process. After downloading the file with an SFTP client, use the corresponding private key to decrypt the encrypted file.

Key Rotation
We recommend rotating your keys regularly. Add a filename prefix or suffix to indicate the key used for encryption or decryption. Use a
file pattern definition with the file trigger for the Automation and File Transfer activity to select the appropriate key for decryption.

Bring Your Own Key for Encryption at Rest
Provide your own encryption key to help in encrypting data within your Marketing Cloud account. This feature uses an RSA2048 encryption
key that you generate in your own environment. Use the key as part of encrypting data at rest using Data at Rest Encryption for a Dedicated
Database Environment. This feature applies to the top-level account in your tenant and can’t be activated for individual business units.
Perform all operations for this feature in the top-level account of your tenant.
Note: Marketing Cloud uses account-specific RSA4096 public key pairs and displays the public key to the customer's BYOK setup
UI. The corresponding private key is kept inside Salesforce hosted Key Management Service (KMS) and never leaves the KMS
boundary. Customers generate an intermediate AES256 key and RSA2048 encryption key, which they import via the BYOK setup
UI.
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The customer follows a two-step wrapping process to maintain confidentiality of the imported RSA2048 key. The intermediate
AES256 key wraps the RSA2048 key. The customer-specific RSA4096 key wraps the intermediate AES256 key.
The customer provides the two wrapped key payloads to import the key. These two payloads are unwrapped inside the key
management service. Marketing Cloud first unwraps the intermediate AES256 key with the corresponding RSA4096 private key,
and then unwraps the imported RSA2048 key with the intermediate AES256 key.
Marketing Cloud discards and doesn’t store the intermediate AES256 key. Imported encryption keys are stored in clear text inside
the key management service. These keys are marked as non-exportable keys, which restricts Marketing Cloud to only see the clear
text key. The customer-specific database server sends encrypt and decrypt requests for that key when it needs it. No one within
Marketing Cloud can see the clear text key.
Data at Rest Encryption uses two-tier key architecture:
• The data encryption key (DEK) managed directly by the database
• The key encryption key (KEK) you provide to encrypt the data encryption key
Import your key to Marketing Cloud to use for key encryption. This key takes the place of keys otherwise generated by Marketing Cloud.
This feature delivers a self-service experience for you to bring your own encryption keys to encrypt data at rest in Marketing Cloud. You
can manage the end-to-end lifecycle of your keys, including the import, deletion, and rotation of keys. You can also revoke a key to make
all accounts and data in your tenant inaccessible. To regain access to all accounts and data in your tenant, you can restore the key.
Warning: The Bring Your Own Key feature places the responsibility for creating and maintaining the key with you. Salesforce
can’t recover data from a database taken offline due to key revocation. Maintain a copy of the exact key used to encrypt your
database securely in your own system. Salesforce isn’t responsible for the maintenance of keys generated, imported keys, and data
encrypted as part of the Bring Your Own Key feature.
Marketing Cloud immediately deletes the key from our keystore when a key is revoked or deleted. However, Marketing Cloud can keep
a backup copy in accordance with our Marketing Cloud Trust and Compliance Documentation. This copy is deleted after the retention
period. Always keep a copy of your key to access encrypted data stored by Marketing Cloud. Save this key value in a safe, secure location.
You can use only that assigned encryption key to access the data. Otherwise, Marketing Cloud takes the encrypted database offline and
can’t restore the data from backup. The restoration process can only accept the same key used to originally encrypt the data. Only one
key value is active at any time.
The overall process involves these steps.
1. Generate the RSA encryption key.
2. Import the encryption key.
3. Marketing Cloud marks the key as active and uses it as part of the encryption process.
You can import the key using the Marketing Cloud Admin app or via REST API requests.
Note: Marketing Cloud uses a Marketing Cloud-generated encryption key to initially provision your data for at-rest encryption.
After you import your key, perform a key rotation operation to use your newly imported key.
The sample commands to generate keys before the import process use an updated version of OpenSSL. You can also perform a similar
function using a PKCS#11 interface on keys generated and stored on a Hardware Security Module (HSM) or an Enterprise Key Management
(EKM) server.
To perform tasks related to your encryption keys, use an account with the Marketing Cloud Admin role. Allow these user permissions in
the Database Encryption section of User Permissions. Assign each permission individually.
• View
• Rotate Key
• Revoke Key
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Create Your Own Marketing Cloud Encryption Key
Follow these steps to create your encryption key for Marketing Cloud.
Import an Encryption Key to Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to import your encryption key to Marketing Cloud for use with Data at Rest Encryption. Marketing Cloud uses a
Marketing Cloud-generated encryption key to initially provision your data for encryption at rest. After you import your key, perform
a key rotation operation to use your newly imported key.
Rotate an Encryption Key in Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to rotate your encryption key in Marketing Cloud for Data at Rest Encryption. This process makes an imported
key active and replaces the current encryption key.
Delete an Encryption Key from Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to delete an encryption key from Marketing Cloud. Marketing Cloud removes the key from service immediately.
Marketing Cloud can retain the deleted key value for up to 90 days as part of the standard data retention protocol. You can only
delete a key that is not active. Wait 90 days to delete a rotated or restored key. Keep a copy of the key if you want to reuse it.
Revoke an Encryption Key in Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to revoke an active encryption key in Marketing Cloud. When you revoke a key, Marketing Cloud deletes the key.
You can revoke only an active key. After you revoke a key, you cannot log in to your Marketing Cloud account. Nobody can access
the data in your database after revocation. Save the KeyID, restore token, original RSA 2048 private key, wrapped AES wrapping key,
and the wrapped RSA key value used during the key import process. To regain access to your account and your data, you must
restore the revoked key within two weeks of revocation. Use the Marketing Cloud Restore application to import your key value again.
You cannot restore a key after two weeks elapse. Downtime due to key revocation does not count against any applicable SLA for
uptime.
Restore an Encryption Key in Marketing Cloud
Use the Marketing Cloud Restore application to import your key value and restore your encryption key. Access the Marketing Cloud
Restore application at one of these URLs, depending on your account. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to
confirm the correct URL for restoring your encryption key. It can take up to a week to restore a key. You can restore databases up to
two weeks after the initial revocation. Databases that remain inactive for more than two weeks cannot be restored.
Validate Your Own Marketing Cloud Encryption Key
Follow these steps to validate your encryption key for Marketing Cloud. You can perform this process outside of Marketing Cloud to
troubleshoot key wrapping procedures to ensure you used the correct algorithms.
SEE ALSO:
Assign a Role and Permissions to a Marketing Cloud User from the Users Screen

Create Your Own Marketing Cloud Encryption Key
Follow these steps to create your encryption key for Marketing Cloud.
Always keep backups of your created key values. Marketing Cloud does not retain revoked or deleted key values. This key is required to
decrypt data in the Marketing Cloud messaging platform database.
This process uses multiple keys for the creation and wrapping process. You provide the wrapped version of the Intermediate Key and
Private Key. Use Base64 encoding for the wrapped keys before you import them into Marketing Cloud.
Key Name

Type

File Format

Key Wrapping Algorithm

Salesforce Wrapping Key

RSA 4096 Public Key

PEM (PKCS #8)

N/A
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Key Name

Type

File Format

Key Wrapping Algorithm

Intermediate Key

AES 256

Binary (bytes)

OAEP with SHA256 and MGF1
padding - wrap the Intermediate
Key with the Salesforce
Wrapping Key

Private Key

RSA 2048 Private-Public Key Pair DER (PKCS #8)

AES key wrap with padding and
Alternate Initial Value (RFC 5649)
- wrap the Private Key with the
Intermediate Key

These steps show how to generate and wrap key files using OpenSSL 1.1.1. These example steps aren’t always suitable for a production
environment. A patch is required to enable AES key wrapping on OpenSSL 1.1.1.
1. Hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Type Bring Your Own Key in the search field and click Bring Your Own Key.
3. Click New Key and select Import Wrapped Key.
4.

Copy the RSA public key value in Marketing Cloud using the public key value in the Wrapping Key field. You can click
next
to the text field. Store the key in a file called salesforce_rsa_pub for later use. The public key remains the same value
regardless of key type.
Marketing Cloud generates an RSA 4096 for each enabled account. Access the public key value through the Wrapping Key field
displayed on the Import Wrapped Key page. The corresponding private key is stored in a non-exportable configuration for unwrapping
purposes.

5. Create an AES 256 intermediate key. This command generates an AES256 key in binary format with 32 random bytes.
Command:
openssl rand -out aeskey.bin 32

6. Convert the binary AES key into HEX format. This example uses the xxd tool to perform the conversion.
Command:
xxd -plain -c 100 aeskey.bin > aeskey.hex

To view the hex format, enter type aeskey.hex in Command Prompt or cat aeskey.hex in bash.
Sample Expected Output:
137c4fe6a7d08341e7756fd02050fff513e1d92ff464c35977d650b81f67a73f

7. Encrypt the intermediate AES key from aeskey.bin created in step 5 with the Salesforce RSA key from salesforce_rsa_pub
created in step 4. Use OAEP with SHA256 and MGF1 Padding. Store the output in a file called
oaep_wrapped_intermediate_aes_key.
Command:
openssl pkeyutl -in aeskey.bin -encrypt -pubin -inkey salesforce_rsa_pub -pkeyopt
rsa_padding_mode:oaep -pkeyopt rsa_oaep_md:sha256 -pkeyopt rsa_mgf1_md:sha256 >
oaep_wrapped_intermediate_aes_key
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8. Generate your RSA 2048 public-private keypair. Import this key value for use as the key encryption key. Store this key in a safe and
secure location.
Command:
openssl genrsa -out customer_key_private.pem 2048

9. Convert the RSA key into pkcs#8 format and save it in a file named customer_key.der.
Command:
openssl pkcs8 -topk8 -inform pem -in customer_key_private.pem -outform der -nocrypt -out
customer_key.der

10. Encrypt the RSA key with the intermediate AES key. Use the AES key value from step 6 in the command when replacing the
<YOURAESKEYVALUE> string.
Command:
openssl enc -id-aes256-wrap-pad -nosalt -in customer_key.der -K <YOURAESKEYVALUE> -iv
A65959A6 > aes_wrapped_user_rsa_key

Sample Command:
openssl enc -id-aes256-wrap-pad -nosalt -in customer_key.der -K
94607bc6e0078bc1e07a99fafb37f494933b8b8cff085ac308fdbaed988642f8 -iv A65959A6 >
aes_wrapped_user_rsa_key

11. Store the intermediate AES wrapped key in a file called oaep_wrapped_intermediate_aes_key.b64.
Command:
openssl base64 -in oaep_wrapped_intermediate_aes_key -out
oaep_wrapped_intermediate_aes_key.b64

12. Store the wrapped RSA key in a file called aes_wrapped_user_rsa_key.b64
Command:
openssl base64 -in aes_wrapped_user_rsa_key -out aes_wrapped_user_rsa_key.b64

Build OpenSSL Version for Encryption Keys
Follow these steps to build the OpenSSL version on your computer for use in creating your own encryption keys. Marketing Cloud
documentation uses the OpenSSL software library to generate and wrap encryption keys. A patch is required to enable AES key
wrapping on OpenSSL 1.1.1. These steps help you build the necessary files in your environment to create encryption keys for Marketing
Cloud Bring Your Own Key for Encryption at Rest.

Build OpenSSL Version for Encryption Keys
Follow these steps to build the OpenSSL version on your computer for use in creating your own encryption keys. Marketing Cloud
documentation uses the OpenSSL software library to generate and wrap encryption keys. A patch is required to enable AES key wrapping
on OpenSSL 1.1.1. These steps help you build the necessary files in your environment to create encryption keys for Marketing Cloud
Bring Your Own Key for Encryption at Rest.
1. Review the latest OpenSSL version.
This example uses version 1.1.1, but enter the current version as necessary.
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2. To download and unzip the OpenSSL release to a local folder, open a command prompt and enter this command.
mkdir $HOME/build
mkdir -p $HOME/local/ssl
cd $HOME/build
curl -O https://www.openssl.org/source/openssl-1.1.1.tar.gz
tar -zxf openssl-1.1.1.tar.gz

3. Enter this command to patch your local OpenSSL copy and enable the EVP_CIPHER_CTX_FLAG_WRAP_ALLOW setting.
cat <<-EOF | patch -d $HOME/build/ -p0
diff -ur orig/openssl-1.1.1/apps/enc.c openssl-1.1.1/apps/enc.c
--- orig/openssl-1.1.1/apps/enc.c
2017-11-02 10:29:02.000000000 -0400
+++ openssl-1.1.1/apps/enc.c
2017-11-18 14:00:31.106304557 -0500
@@ -478,6 +478,7 @@
*/

+

BIO_get_cipher_ctx(benc, &ctx);
EVP_CIPHER_CTX_set_flags(ctx, EVP_CIPHER_CTX_FLAG_WRAP_ALLOW);
if (!EVP_CipherInit_ex(ctx, cipher, NULL, NULL, NULL, enc)) {
BIO_printf(bio_err, "Error setting cipher %s\n",

EOF

4. Enter this command to build a local version of the OpenSSL binary. This command places the custom OpenSSL implementation in
your home directory.
cd $HOME/build/openssl-1.1.1/
./config --prefix=$HOME/local --openssldir=$HOME/local/ssl
make -j$(grep -c ^processor /proc/cpuinfo)
make test
make install

5. Enter this command to make sure the new OpenSSL binary installed correctly. If FAIL does not appear as the test's output, the
installation completed.
cd $HOME
test -x local/bin/openssl || echo FAIL

6. Create an executable to make sure the custom OpenSSL implementation can reference the correct libraries.
cd $HOME/local/bin/
cat > ./openssl.sh <<-EOF
#!/bin/bash
env LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$HOME/local/lib/ $HOME/local/bin/openssl "\$@"
EOF
chmod 755 ./openssl.sh

7. Start the custom OpenSSL implementation.
$HOME/local/bin/openssl.sh
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8. At the OpenSSL prompt, run this command to make sure you're using the correct patched version.
OpenSSL> version
OpenSSL 1.1.1 20 Nov 2018
OpenSSL> exit

Any other parts of the normal OpenSSL installation are installed under $HOME/local/ssl/. For example, you can view man pages
using the command env MANPATH=$HOME/local/share/man/ man openssl.

Import an Encryption Key to Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to import your encryption key to Marketing Cloud for use with Data at Rest Encryption. Marketing Cloud uses a
Marketing Cloud-generated encryption key to initially provision your data for encryption at rest. After you import your key, perform a
key rotation operation to use your newly imported key.
1. Hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Type Bring Your Own Key in the search field and click Bring Your Own Key.
3. Click New Key and select Import Wrapped Key.
4. Enter the name of the key. Choose a meaningful name for ease of identification of the key.
5. Review the RSA public key value in the Wrapping Key field.
You copied this key in step 4 of Create Your Encryption Key on page 183.
6. For your key type and key size, select RSA2048.
7. Copy and enter the value of the oaep_wrapped_intermediate_aes_key.b64 file created in step 12 of Create an
Encryption Key on page 183 in the Wrapped AES Wrapping Key field. Use base64 encoding with this value.
8. Copy and enter the RSA private key value from theaes_wrapped_user_rsa_key.b64 file created in step 13 of the Create
an Encryption Key in the Wrapped RSA Key Value field. Use base64 encoding with this value.
9. Click Import Wrapped Key.
The imported key appears in the Bring Your Own Key section. Retain the wrapped and encoded key files for restoring the key if
necessary.

Rotate an Encryption Key in Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to rotate your encryption key in Marketing Cloud for Data at Rest Encryption. This process makes an imported key
active and replaces the current encryption key.
1. Hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Type Bring Your Own Key in the search field and click Bring Your Own Key.
3. Click Rotate and select a key that you imported.
4. Confirm and click Rotate Key.
After you rotate the key, the key updates to an active state and the previously active key updates to a deactivated state.

Delete an Encryption Key from Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to delete an encryption key from Marketing Cloud. Marketing Cloud removes the key from service immediately.
Marketing Cloud can retain the deleted key value for up to 90 days as part of the standard data retention protocol. You can only delete
a key that is not active. Wait 90 days to delete a rotated or restored key. Keep a copy of the key if you want to reuse it.
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1. In the app switcher, click Platform.
2. Select Bring Your Own Key.
3. Click the key to delete.
4. Click Delete.
5. Click Delete again.
The deleted key value changes to Destroyed.

Revoke an Encryption Key in Marketing Cloud
Follow these steps to revoke an active encryption key in Marketing Cloud. When you revoke a key, Marketing Cloud deletes the key. You
can revoke only an active key. After you revoke a key, you cannot log in to your Marketing Cloud account. Nobody can access the data
in your database after revocation. Save the KeyID, restore token, original RSA 2048 private key, wrapped AES wrapping key, and the
wrapped RSA key value used during the key import process. To regain access to your account and your data, you must restore the revoked
key within two weeks of revocation. Use the Marketing Cloud Restore application to import your key value again. You cannot restore a
key after two weeks elapse. Downtime due to key revocation does not count against any applicable SLA for uptime.
To restore the key, keep a copy of the existing key at the time of revocation and provide that exact value. Keep this value in a safe, secure
location. If you cannot provide the exact key value for restoration, all accounts in your organization and all of your data in those accounts
remain inaccessible.
Note: This feature is a limited availability program. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for more information
about participation in this program. Data at Rest Encryption is a prerequisite for this feature.
1. Hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Type Bring Your Own Key in the search field and click Bring Your Own Key.
3. Click Revoke.
4. Copy the KeyID and the Restore Token values to a separate file. You need these values, in addition to the wrapped AES wrapping
key and the wrapped RSA key value, to restore the key. Ensure that you keep these values in a safe place.
5. Review the warning information about the revocation process.
6. Enter the requested phrase and click Revoke and Disable Account.
To bring a database online, you must restore the revoked key within two weeks. You cannot restore a key after two weeks elapse.
If revocation is successful, you are logged out and unable to access your Marketing Cloud account.

Restore an Encryption Key in Marketing Cloud
Use the Marketing Cloud Restore application to import your key value and restore your encryption key. Access the Marketing Cloud
Restore application at one of these URLs, depending on your account. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to confirm
the correct URL for restoring your encryption key. It can take up to a week to restore a key. You can restore databases up to two weeks
after the initial revocation. Databases that remain inactive for more than two weeks cannot be restored.
• https://sfmc-byok-restore.s1.marketingcloudapps.com
• https://sfmc-byok-restore.s4.marketingcloudapps.com
• https://sfmc-byok-restore.s5.marketingcloudapps.com
• https://sfmc-byok-restore.s6.marketingcloudapps.com
• https://sfmc-byok-restore.s7.marketingcloudapps.com
• https://sfmc-byok-restore.s10.marketingcloudapps.com
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• https://sfmc-byok-restore.s11.marketingcloudapps.com
• https://sfmc-byok-restore.s12.marketingcloudapps.com
• https://sfmc-byok-restore.s50.marketingcloudapps.com
1. Navigate to the Marketing Cloud Restore application.
2. Enter the restore token that you copied at the time of key revocation. This token is used as a one-time authentication token.
3. Click Next.
4. Enter the KeyID, Wrapped AES Wrapping Key, and Wrapped RSA Key Value values.
5. Click Restore. A Marketing Cloud representative contacts you after the process begins.
If the restore request fails, retain the RequestID value from the error message. Contact your Marketing Cloud representative and
provide this value to help resolve the issue.

Validate Your Own Marketing Cloud Encryption Key
Follow these steps to validate your encryption key for Marketing Cloud. You can perform this process outside of Marketing Cloud to
troubleshoot key wrapping procedures to ensure you used the correct algorithms.
Install a patched version of OpenSSL that enables AES Key Wrap Pad and a copy of xxd to perform these steps.
1. In your command-line interface, generate a private wrapping key and extract the public key information. The
salesforce_rsa_pub2 file contains the RSA public wrapping key. Use this key instead of the public key normally obtained
from Marketing Cloud.
Command:
openssl genrsa -out wrappingkeyprivate.pem 4096
openssl rsa -in wrappingkeyprivate.pem -outform PEM -pubout -out salesforce_rsa_pub2

2. Generate a new key, key wrapping, and Base64 encoding on page 183. Use the salesforce_rsa_pub2 wrapping key from
Step 1.
3. Base64 decode the intermediate key to obtain the oaep_wrapped_intermediate_aes_key2 wrapped intermediate
key.
Command:
openssl base64 -d -in oaep_wrapped_intermediate_aes_key.b64 -out
oaep_wrapped_intermediate_aes_key2

4. Unwrap the intermediate key and produce the aeskey2.bin unwrapped intermediate key. If the file size isn’t 32 bytes, ensure
that you generated a 256-bit AES key in Step 2.
Command:
openssl pkeyutl -in oaep_wrapped_intermediate_aes_key2 -decrypt -inkey
wrappingkeyprivate.pem -pkeyopt rsa_padding_mode:oaep -pkeyopt rsa_oaep_md:sha256 -pkeyopt
rsa_mgf1_md:sha256 > aeskey2.bin

Note: A failed command can indicate a problem with the intermediate key wrapping process in Step 2. Use SHA-256 for both
hash function and mask generation function when wrapping the RSA OAEP.
5. Convert the intermediate key binary file into the aeskey2.hex file.
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Command:
xxd -plain -c 100 aeskey2.bin > aeskey2.hex
SET /P AES_KEY=<aeskey2.hex

Note: To view the hex format, enter type aeskey.hex in Command Prompt or cat aeskey.hex in bash. Expect
your value to match this sample expected output of
137c4fe6a7d08341e7756fd02050fff513e1d92ff464c35977d650b81f67a73f

6. Base64 decode the aes_wrapped_user_rsa_key2 private key.
Command:
openssl base64 -d -in aes_wrapped_user_rsa_key.b64 -out aes_wrapped_user_rsa_key2

Note: If this command fails, review the Base64 encoding process from Step 2.
7. Unwrap the private key to the customer_key2.der file. You can use the AES key value from step 5 in the command when
replacing the <YOURAESKEYVALUE> string.
Command:
openssl enc -d -id-aes256-wrap-pad -nosalt -in aes_wrapped_user_rsa_key2 -K %AES_KEY%
-iv A65959A6 > customer_key2.der

Note: If this command fails, ensure you used AES Key Wrap with Padding format in Step 2.
8. Validate the private key.
Command:
openssl rsa -inform DER -in customer_key2.der -check

Note: If the command displays the private key value, your validation is successful. Otherwise, review the generation and
wrapping process in Step 2 for errors.

Create an SSH Key for Use with Marketing Cloud SFTP
Follow these steps to create an SSH key for you to use when authenticating your SFTP account in Marketing Cloud.
1. Create the SSH key using a third-party tool, such as ssh-keygen or puttygen. Use these standards when creating your key.
a. 4096-bit strength recommended, 2048-bit strength minimum
b. RSA Key in an OpenSSH2 PEM format
c. Passphrase accepted, but not required
Note: If you create a public key in PUB format, convert that key to PEM format for use in this example. For example, this
code uses ssh-keygen to convert ssh_rsa.pub to ssh2_key.pem.
ssh-keygen -e -f ssh_rsa.pub -m ssh2 > ssh2_key.pem

2. Hover over your name in Marketing Cloud, and click Setup.
3. Under the Data Management heading, select Key Management.
4. Click Create.
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5. Click SSH.
6. Enter the name of your key in the Name field.
7. Leave the external key field blank. After the first handshake, this field auto-populates with the key from the external provider.
8. Upload the key value to use.
9. Select Public Key.
10. Click Save.
11. Click FTP Accounts.
12. Click Add FTP User. By default, the username is the MID number for your current Marketing Cloud MID, including the current parent
account or child business unit.
13. Enter an email address for the new FTP user.
14. Enter an initial password for the user. Password complexity requirements combine Marketing Cloud password policy and server-side
FTP password requirements. These policies require a minimum of 12 characters and no reuse of the most recent password.
15. Reenter the initial password for the user.
16. Select Read Only or Full for User Permissions.
17. To restrict account access to specific IP addresses, enter each address in the field, and click Add. This field accepts matching, wildcard,
range, and mask values.
18. Click Next.
19. Choose the SSH Key, SSH Key or Password, or SSH Key and Password authentication option for the SFTP account.
20. Choose your SSH key in the SSH Keys field.
21. Save your changes. By default, this process creates an enabled, active user as unlocked with a valid current password.
22. Open your third-party FTP utility. The FTP utility must support SFTP options for password and SSH private key or password only.
The SSH Key and Password option requires that you generate and provide the private value of your encryption key for authentication
purposes matching one of the public SSH keys assigned to the FTP user.
23. To access the enhanced SFTP server, update these areas in your FTP utility. Use the SFTP - SSH File Transfer Protocol. To locate your
tenant’s FTP URL, navigate to FTP Accounts under Setup.
24. Save your updates.
SEE ALSO:
Marketing Cloud SFTP Guide

Manage Parameters
Set up or edit the tracking parameters that are appended to the links in messages sent from your Salesforce Marketing Cloud account.
Parameters you configure here are applied to all messages sent from your business unit.
Before using Parameter Management, activate the Web Analytics Connector in your account.
When you open Parameter Management, the Web Analytics Tracking parameter strings appear. If your account is integrated with Google
Analytics, default Google Analytics parameter strings also appear. The Google Analytics Web URL and App Event parameters display
when you expand the Google Analytics Tracking section.
1. In Marketing Cloud Setup, navigate to Data Management, and click Parameter Management.
2. Expand a section to preview its parameters.
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3. Next to the string you want to change, click Edit.
When editing Google Analytics parameters, select UA Property Tracking or GA4 Property Tracking.
4. Enter one or more parameters or parameter values. If applicable, select a parameter value from a dropdown.
5. Save the parameter.
The parameters you set here are appended to each message sent from this business unit.
Note: When a parameter string is used in multiple business units, its parameter strings are read-only.
Note: Parameter manager allows 4000 characters, and links begin truncating at 900 characters.

Configure Default Google Analytics Tracking Parameters
Google Analytics UTM parameters append to links in messages sent from your Marketing Cloud account. You can set up parameters
for Web URL tracking or App Event tracking. The system applies Web URL tracking parameters to all email and SMS links, unless
otherwise specified. For example, if you send five emails from a journey and each email includes a separate, distinct link, each link
includes the same UTM parameters.
Edit Default Google Analytics Tracking Parameters
Change the default Google Analytics tracking parameters for your Marketing Cloud account. These parameters apply to all business
units unless otherwise specified.
Deactivate a Tracking Parameter
Deactivating a parameter disables tracking on future sends, but doesn’t affect past sends or analytics. Deactivation occurs immediately.
SEE ALSO:
Configure Default Google Analytics Tracking Parameters
Edit Default Google Analytics Tracking Parameters

Configure Default Google Analytics Tracking Parameters
Google Analytics UTM parameters append to links in messages sent from your Marketing Cloud account. You can set up parameters for
Web URL tracking or App Event tracking. The system applies Web URL tracking parameters to all email and SMS links, unless otherwise
specified. For example, if you send five emails from a journey and each email includes a separate, distinct link, each link includes the
same UTM parameters.
UTM parameters aren’t appended in these instances.
• The domain or subdomain in an email link isn’t included in the domain allowlist on the Journey Builder Settings page.
• The customer disabled Track Clicks for the email address.
Tip: Review UTM Parameters for details about the parameters tracked in this integration.
1. In Marketing Cloud Setup, navigate to Data Management and click Parameter Management.
2. Expand a section to preview its parameters.
3. Next to the string you want to change, click Edit.
When editing Google Analytics parameters, select UA Property Tracking or GA4 Property Tracking.
4. Enter the campaign source.
5. Click Edit value for each channel
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6. Enter the campaign medium to track and click Save.
7. Enter the parameter value and click Update.
8. Select the campaign option.
9. Save the parameter.
The parameters you set here are appended to each message sent from this business unit.
Note: When a parameter string is used in multiple business units, its parameter strings are read-only.

Edit Default Google Analytics Tracking Parameters
Change the default Google Analytics tracking parameters for your Marketing Cloud account. These parameters apply to all business units
unless otherwise specified.
1. In Marketing Cloud Setup, navigate to Data Management and click Parameter Management.
2. Expand a string to view the parameters it consists of.
3. Click Edit next to the string you want to add or edit the parameters for.
4. Update one or more parameters.
5. Save and apply the changes.

Deactivate a Tracking Parameter
Deactivating a parameter disables tracking on future sends, but doesn’t affect past sends or analytics. Deactivation occurs immediately.
1. In Marketing Cloud Setup, navigate to Data Management and click Parameter Management.
2. Expand a string to view the parameters it consists of.
3.
Click

and deactivate the string.

Tags
In Marketing Cloud Setup, create and manage tags for use with Content Builder, Journey Builder, and Campaigns. Each tag includes a
name and description for identification purposes. You can add tags from Setup and the Content Builder editor.
Access Tags from the Marketing Cloud toolbar by hovering over your username and selecting Setup, then searching for Tags.
Nested tags allow you to add two child tags to a parent tag. Nested tags are only available in Content Builder.
SEE ALSO:
Einstein Content Tagging
Journey Tags
Nested Tags
Campaign Tags in Marketing Cloud
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Marketing Cloud BrandBuilder
Use Marketing Cloud BrandBuilder to customize the color scheme in your Marketing Cloud account. Based on the colors of the logo you
upload, BrandBuilder provides several pre-designed color schemes. After you choose how to privately label your account, BrandBuilder
applies the color scheme to Marketing Cloud to give your users a branded experience.
The color scheme applies to these areas.
• Marketing Cloud Login Page
• Email Page
• Marketing Cloud Application
• Subscription Center
Before you continue, note this information.
• Upload a logo in JPG or GIF format.
• Logos measure up to 550 pixels wide by 100 pixels high.
• Follow the same steps whether you create a brand or modify an existing brand. But when you modify an existing brand, you overwrite
it with new color data. If you created a custom color scheme, you can't see that color scheme as an option when in the steps for
that brand.
Create a Brand in Marketing Cloud
Learn how to create a brand in BrandBuilder for Marketing Cloud.
Associate Your Brand
Learn how to associate your brand in Marketing Cloud BrandBuilder.
Review and Edit Your Brand
After you create a brand in Marketing Cloud BrandBuilder, review and edit login and configuration details.

Create a Brand in Marketing Cloud
Learn how to create a brand in BrandBuilder for Marketing Cloud.
1. In the Marketing Cloud Dashboard, click your name.
2. Click Setup.
3. Under Company Settings, click BrandBuilder.
4. Click New Brand.
5. Enter a name for your brand and click Save Changes.
6. Click the name of the brand you created.
7. Click Edit in the Brand Details window.
8. Enter the login page name in the Marketing Cloud Name field.
9. Upload a logo to Marketing Cloud BrandBuilder.
a. Click Browse.
b. Navigate to the location of the logo on your computer.
c. Click Open.
d. Review the appearance of the logo and repeat the process to make more changes.
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10. To change the color for these elements, click the colors under Color Palette.
• Marketing Cloud Login Page Background Top
• Marketing Cloud Login Page Background Bottom
• Email Login Page Background Top
• Email Login Page Background Bottom
• Marketing Cloud Application Header Bar Background
• Marketing Cloud Application App Switcher Background
11. To customize the color, select a color from the palette or click More colors... .
a. To select a custom color for the element, move your cursor over the color window or type a hex code.
b. Click Select.
12. To open a window that displays the color choices for the selected elements, click Preview. You can also click radio buttons in the
Preview window to see your current configuration in different locations.
• Marketing Cloud Login Page
• Email Login Page
• Marketing Cloud Application
• Subscription Center
13. After you complete your choices, save your changes.
14. Click OK.

Associate Your Brand
Learn how to associate your brand in Marketing Cloud BrandBuilder.
1. Click Edit for the brand you wish to associate to your account.
2. Click Where Used.
3. Click Edit Accounts.
4. Select the checkbox next to each account you wish to associate with this brand. In Enterprise 2.0 accounts, you can select parent
and child accounts from this screen.
5. Save your changes.
6. Return to the main BrandBuilder window, and make sure that the associated brand shows an Applied status.

Review and Edit Your Brand
After you create a brand in Marketing Cloud BrandBuilder, review and edit login and configuration details.
1. Make sure that you log in to the correct page by reviewing these fields.
• Login Page Name
• Marketing Cloud Login URL
• Email Login URL
2. Click Preview next to the page type you wish to review. You can also click buttons in the Preview window to see your current
configuration in different locations.
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• Marketing Cloud Login Page
• Email Login Page
• Marketing Cloud Application
• Subscription Center
3. To change brand details, click Edit and repeat the steps for creating a brand.

Single Sign-On Authentication Via SAML 2.0 for Marketing Cloud
This feature enables a third-party identity provider to authenticate your users to both your internal systems and your Marketing Cloud
application. Currently, you can enable a single SAML key per Marketing Cloud account.
Note: This document provides steps to integrate your existing system and third-party identity provider with the Marketing Cloud
Single Sign-On feature. You are responsible for enabling and maintaining your system and acquiring the third-party identity
provider for use with Single Sign-On.
Note: Provision the third-party identity provider for use with this feature before you enable Single Sign-On for the account. You
must also have Single Sign-On enabled in your account. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for more information
on enabling Single Sign-On for your account. Salesforce Customer Support does not support Single Sign-On implementation and
setup.
Tip: We recommend configuring an administrative user in your account for changing or maintaining your Single Sign-On
configuration information. These changes occur when you change your internal system information or acquire a new security
certificate. View the recommended configuration steps and create this user for all necessary changes or maintenance needs.
Perform this step to help ensure that you experience no interruption in your Single Sign-On implementation.
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) permits system administrators to engage a third-party identity provider to grant users
access to multiple systems. In this case, the Marketing Cloud permits you to configure your account to authenticate users from your
chosen identity provider. You can use those authentications to gain access to your Marketing Cloud account. The authentication requires
you to enter the appropriate configuration information from the identity provider in the Marketing Cloud account to enable this integration.
This mechanism requires the correct identity provider configuration to enable integration to the Marketing Cloud product. This configuration
establishes the trust between the identity provider and Marketing Cloud.
Once you complete the configuration, the identity provider receives the appropriate authentications. The user then receives access to
the Marketing Cloud product using the SAML 2.0 protocol. This figure demonstrates that protocol using the HTTP POST binding:
This figure outlines the single sign-on process for these three systems:
1. Marketing Cloud
2. User Browser
3. Identity Provider
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In the first interaction, the user attempts to log in and Marketing Cloud refers the browser to the identity provider SSO URL.
In the second interaction, the user browser contacts the identity provider with a request to authenticate. The identity provider authenticates
the user and provides the user browser with a SAML authentication token.
In the third interaction, the user browser returns the authentication token to Marketing Cloud. Marketing Cloud authenticates the user
and permits access to the assigned account.
Your configuration must also support a single logout procedure where all accounts successfully log out based on a single command.
Ensure that your configuration supports single log-out when you implement your authentication procedures.
Enable Single Sign-On Authentication Via SAML 2.0
A successful single sign-on enablement requires an enabled identity provider, a SAML key, a completed Marketing Cloud service
provider configuration, and a successful SAML configuration test.
Maintain or Change Existing Single Sign-On Information
Follow these steps to change your Marketing Cloud configuration to match any changes made in your system or the third-party
identity provider. This action applies to any instance where you make changes to your existing single sign-on configuration, including
any changes in your internal system, a new or renewed security certificate, or any changes to your third-party identity provider.
Create Tenant-Specific SSO Metadata for Multiple Marketing Cloud Tenants
Configure a globally unique, tenant-specific service provider identifier (SP entity ID) to use multiple Marketing Cloud tenants with
the same SSO identity provider (IdP). You can request a tenant-specific endpoint (TSE) entity ID for each tenant you manage.
Update Your Marketing Cloud SSO Certificate
If you use our SP-Initiated URL or configured your identity provider to send encrypted assertions, you must periodically update your
identity provider with our new certificate. This update allows you to continue to use Marketing Cloud’s SSO functionality. Follow
these steps to acquire the most recent certificate and your new SP-Initiated URL.
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Single Sign-On Error Resolution in Your Marketing Cloud Account
Use the error messages presented within your Marketing Cloud account to better resolve issues with single sign-on functionality.
Your Marketing Cloud account displays this error message every time the application receives an incorrect SAML assertion, which
can occur during your initial integration configuration or subsequent modifications. Expand the View Error Details section for specific
details about the cause of the error.

Enable Single Sign-On Authentication Via SAML 2.0
A successful single sign-on enablement requires an enabled identity provider, a SAML key, a completed Marketing Cloud service provider
configuration, and a successful SAML configuration test.
You must engage an identity provider before beginning this process.
1. Single Sign-On Identity Providers Support in Marketing Cloud
Marketing Cloud supports identity providers that use the SAML 2.0 specification, such as Salesforce Identity, Shibboleth, PingFederate,
and Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS). The configuration for the identity provider must trust the Marketing Cloud product
as a service provider, sometimes called a relying party.
2. Create an Encryption Key for Marketing Cloud
Create an encryption key for Marketing Cloud activities.
3. Configure Marketing Cloud as a Service Provider
After you engage and configure your service provider and create a key, you must configure Marketing Cloud to use that identity
provider. These steps describe the identity provider to Marketing Cloud.
4. Test Your SAML Configuration
Configure users to use Single Sign-On on a user-by-user basis. Test your SAML enablement on a single user before enabling others
on your account. You can better resolve any configuration issues or errors when dealing with a single user.

Single Sign-On Identity Providers Support in Marketing Cloud
Marketing Cloud supports identity providers that use the SAML 2.0 specification, such as Salesforce Identity, Shibboleth, PingFederate,
and Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS). The configuration for the identity provider must trust the Marketing Cloud product as
a service provider, sometimes called a relying party.

Metadata Document
Find the metadata document for the Marketing Cloud in the Single Sign-On Settings heading under Security Settings in the Administration
section of your Marketing Cloud account. Click Download Metadata to retrieve the information. The downloaded XML file provides
the necessary metadata.
Note: The Marketing Cloud requires use of the SAML 2.0 for Single Sign-On authentication. The Marketing Cloud doesn’t support
SAML 1.1. Marketing Cloud accepts SHA1 and SHA256 signed requests from IdPs. Marketing Cloud-generated SAML messages
use SHA1 only.
The metadata document describes a service provider to an identity provider, including these elements.
• The endpoint addresses for communication
• The X.509 certificates used to encrypt and sign SAML assertions
• The SAML bindings supported by the service provider
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SAML Bindings
The Marketing Cloud supports the HTTP POST and HTTP Artifact bindings.

Name Identifier
To define a unique identifier for the users accessing the Marketing Cloud, configure the identity provider. The <NameID> tag in the
<Response> SAML assertions sent to the Marketing Cloud must include this unique identifier. This unique identifier represents the
shared identifier between the identity provider and the Marketing Cloud. This identifier can include any string value. Common values
include the email address or the login name at the identity provider. Specify the format of the <NameID> tag in the metadata of the
identity provider (using a <NameIDFormat> tag) and in the <Response> requests sent on login. The Marketing Cloud supports these
name ID formats:
• urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:nameid-format:persistent
• urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:nameid-format:entity
• urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-format:unspecified
• urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-format:emailAddress

Key Descriptors
Key descriptors define keys used for encryption and signing of SAML assertions. The Marketing Cloud requires that all SAML assertions
are signed by an X.509 certificate. In metadata documents, this value is defined with the <KeyDescriptor> tag.

Create an Encryption Key for Marketing Cloud
Create an encryption key for Marketing Cloud activities.
1. Click the Setup tab.
2. Under the Data Management heading, select Key Management.
3. Click Create.
4. Choose the key to create.
• Asymmetric
• Symmetric
• Initialization Vector
• Salt
• SSH
• SSO Metadata
Note: The SSO Metadata option appears only for accounts enabled for SSO authentication. Create your key at the top-level
account in your tenant. You can assign the key to business units in your tenant after the initial configuration process.
5. Enter the name of your key in the Name field.
6. Leave the external key field blank. After the first handshake, this field auto-populates with the key from the external provider.
7. Complete the appropriate fields for your selected encryption type:
• For asymmetric keys, click Choose File and select the .pfx or .asc file to upload from your computer, then click OK.
– Use public asymmetric keys for file transfer encryption from a safehouse location to another file location.
– Use private asymmetric keys for file transfer decryption. Select private key and enter your passphrase if applicable.
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• For symmetric keys, enter the Passphrase and Passphrase Again fields.
• For initialization vector keys, enter the value to be used in the IV field.
• For salt keys, enter the value to be used in the Salt field.
• For SSH keys, upload the key value to use.
– For SSH keys used in SFTP authentication, select Public Key. Marketing Cloud uses the public key value for SFTP user
authentication.
– For file transfer activities, such as reports and imports, use the private key file.
• For SSO Metadata information, click the appropriate option and enter the applicable information:
– Paste Metadata - Enter the SAML metadata obtained from your third-party identity partner in the text field.
– Guided Configuration
– • Identity Provider Certificate - Click Browse and select the certificate.
• Entity ID - Enter the appropriate entity ID.
• Name ID Format - Choose the relevant value from the dropdown menu.
• Single Logout Service Location - Enter the URL for the appropriate single logout service location.
• Single Logout Service Binding - Choose HTTP REDIRECT or HTTP POST from the dropdown menu.
8. Click Save.
After you create the SAML key, click the key to view the SAML SP metadata. The metadata gives you the appropriate URLs to use to
enable single sign-on authentication for your own system.

Configure Marketing Cloud as a Service Provider
After you engage and configure your service provider and create a key, you must configure Marketing Cloud to use that identity provider.
These steps describe the identity provider to Marketing Cloud.
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Security.
3. Select Security Settings.
4. Click Edit.
5. Under the Single Sign-On Settings heading, click the Single Sign-On checkbox.
6. Click Save.
Enable this feature in the parent account for all Enterprise and Enterprise 2.0 accounts.

Test Your SAML Configuration
Configure users to use Single Sign-On on a user-by-user basis. Test your SAML enablement on a single user before enabling others on
your account. You can better resolve any configuration issues or errors when dealing with a single user.
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Users.
3. Select the user to enable.
4. Click Edit.
5. Click the Single Sign-On Enabled checkbox.
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6. Enter the shared identifier in Federation ID. This value uniquely identifies the user for Single Sign-On authentication. This
unique value is the value passed in the <NameID> tag in the SAML assertions sent to Marketing Cloud, which identifies the user for
Single Sign-On authentication. For example, if you use email address as your user identifier, the Federation ID uses that user's email
address.
7. Click Save.
Once you complete this procedure, the individual can sign into your Marketing Cloud account via the identity provider. If the individual
only has one Marketing Cloud user account, that individual enters the application directly. Individuals mapped to more than one user
account must choose the user account to use from a pop-up dialog box before proceeding.
Note: If you choose to turn off Single Sign-On functionality in your account and then re-enable it, you must perform the entire
configuration process again.

Maintain or Change Existing Single Sign-On Information
Follow these steps to change your Marketing Cloud configuration to match any changes made in your system or the third-party identity
provider. This action applies to any instance where you make changes to your existing single sign-on configuration, including any
changes in your internal system, a new or renewed security certificate, or any changes to your third-party identity provider.
1. Create a user with administrator-level permissions in your Marketing Cloud account. Do not configure this administrator for single
sign-on authentication. Disable this user after you complete the creation process. Use this account for future testing as necessary.
2. Before you perform any changes to your single sign-on configuration, enable the administrator user account.
3. Reset the administrator user password.
4. Log in to the administrator user account to test the new password.
5. Update the existing SAML metadata. Refer to the encryption key directions if necessary. You can either paste the new SAML metadata
into the appropriate field or perform the guided configuration.
6. Click Save.
7. Log out of the administrator user account created in step 1.
8. Log in to your normal administrative account to test the new single sign-on authentication configuration.
a. If you log in successfully, you successfully implemented your new single sign-on configuration. Disable the administrator user
account created in step 1 until you need to perform additional maintenance.
b. If your normal administrator account fails to log in, log in to the account using the administrator user account created in step 1.
Change the single sign-on configuration and repeat this process until you successfully implement your configuration changes.

Create Tenant-Specific SSO Metadata for Multiple Marketing Cloud Tenants
Configure a globally unique, tenant-specific service provider identifier (SP entity ID) to use multiple Marketing Cloud tenants with the
same SSO identity provider (IdP). You can request a tenant-specific endpoint (TSE) entity ID for each tenant you manage.
Use the same IdP metadata for all Marketing Cloud tenants. The tenant-specific SP entity ID is unique for each Marketing Cloud account.
1. Log in to the Marketing Cloud tenant that you want to implement SSO for.
2. Click your name and select Setup.
3. Click Security and select Security Settings.
4. Select Use Tenant Specific SP Entity ID.
5. Click Download Metadata.
6. Use the downloaded SP metadata to configure your IdP.
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After you download the metadata, follow these steps to implement SSO for each tenant that your company manages. This account must
be enabled with SSO and use a federation ID value matching the value provided by your IdP.

Update Your Marketing Cloud SSO Certificate
If you use our SP-Initiated URL or configured your identity provider to send encrypted assertions, you must periodically update your
identity provider with our new certificate. This update allows you to continue to use Marketing Cloud’s SSO functionality. Follow these
steps to acquire the most recent certificate and your new SP-Initiated URL.
1. Click Setup.
2. From Setup, in the Quick Find box, enter Security Settings, and select Security Settings
3. Click Edit..
4. Navigate to the Single Sign-on Settings section and select the most recent certificate.
5. Click Save. Opting in allows Marketing Cloud to generate the new certificate.
This certificate update can cause a temporary service disruption for your users. This disruption continues until your IdP updates the
SAML metadata. Plan this operation carefully and make changes during off-peak hours. This opt-in action establishes trust between
the two systems.
6. If you use our SP-Initiated URL or configured your identity provider (IdP) to send encrypted assertions, click Download Metadata
and copy the appropriate metadata. IdP-initiated SSO users can skip to step 9.
Depending on your IdP’s functionality, you can copy all of the metadata and paste it directly into your IdP. If not, copy only the
certificate and upload it to your IdP as shown in step 7.
7. Copy and paste the new certificate (exactly as it is between the <ds:X509Certificate> and </ds:X509Certificate> tags) into any code
editor.
Note: If you aren't using encrypted assertions, step 7 isn't necessary.
a. Add a prefix to your certificate with -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- .
b. Add a suffix to your certificate with -----END CERTIFICATE----- (5 dashes on each side).
c. Save your certificate as a .crt file.
8. If applicable, upload your .crt file to your identity provider (IdP) where a signed certificate is required.
9. Update your IdP’s (such as Salesforce Identity, Shibboleth, PingFederate, or Active Directory Federation Services) ACS URLs to use
the endpoints generated for your enterprise. Your endpoints are available in the bottom of the metadata you downloaded from
Step 6.
Appropriate values appear similar to this example.
https://mcgxprdh-mztqszm-8rqj090lpz0.login.exacttarget.com/Shibboleth.sso/SAML2/POST

Single Sign-On Error Resolution in Your Marketing Cloud Account
Use the error messages presented within your Marketing Cloud account to better resolve issues with single sign-on functionality. Your
Marketing Cloud account displays this error message every time the application receives an incorrect SAML assertion, which can occur
during your initial integration configuration or subsequent modifications. Expand the View Error Details section for specific details about
the cause of the error.
Review the following possible error details and resolution recommendations. More error details appear in the Reason field.
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Incoming SAML assertion or response from an issuer for which the service provider has no metadata
loaded or is wrong
This error message indicates that the received SAML message received contains an unknown entity ID. Ensure that the identity provider
metadata configured with your Marketing Cloud account includes the same entity ID included with the SAML messages from your
identity provider.

Incoming SAML message is not properly formatted, is missing elements, or includes invalid elements
This error message indicates the system could not process the message received from an identity provider because that message did
not include all required information in the required format. This message can also occur because the system deemed some of the
elements of the message invalid. This error message could include one of these specific reasons:
• Message was signed but signature could not be verified - This reason indicates that the system could not validate the signature
contained in the message with the certificate data contained in the identity provider metadata configured with the account.
• Assertion contains an unacceptable Audience Restriction - This reason indicates that the message did not contain the expected
Audience Restriction value of https://sp.exacttarget.com/shibboleth-sp.
• Assertion is no longer valid OR Message expired, was issued too long ago - Both of these reasons indicate issues with the message
timestamps occurring outside the allowed clock skew range. This issue can occur if the system clock for the server generating the
SAML messages is out-of-date. To correct this error, ensure the clock on the server generating the SAML messages provides an
up-to-date value .
• SAML response contained an error - This message typically indicates that the Marketing Cloud received a SAML message from an
identity provider with an error status code, indicating something failed when processing the request at the identity provider. Ensure
you properly configure the identity provider and that it returns the expected successful SAML message status codes.

Incoming SAML message has security elements which are missing or invalid
This error message indicates the message received from an identity provider includes one or more invalid security elements. This error
message could include one of these specific reasons:
• Message was signed but signature could not be verified - This reason indicates that the system could not validate the signature
contained in the message with the certificate data contained in the identity provider metadata configured with the account.
• Message expired, was issued too long ago - This reason indicates an issue with the message timestamps occurring outside the
allowed clock skew range. This issue can occur if the system clock for the server generating the SAML messages is out-of-date. Ensure
the clock on the server generating the SAML messages provides an up-to-date value to correct this error.
• Rejecting replayed message ID (<message-id>) - This message indicates that the system already received the SAML message with
the provided ID. Ensure that the identity provider includes unique message IDs for all SAML messages it generates.

Incoming SAML assertion or response does not use an allowed NameIDFormat
This error message indicates the message contains a NameIDFormat value not allowed by Marketing Cloud. Ensure the NameIDFormat
used in SAML messages includes one of these allowed formats:
• urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:nameid-format:persistent
• urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:nameid-format:entity
• urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-format:unspecified
• urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-format:emailAddress
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Provided federation ID could not be found, or the account or user is not properly configured for SSO
This error message returns when the system validates the SAML message received against the account configured metadata but the
incorrect configuration for either the User or Account security settings prevents completion of this request. Ensure you enable single
sign-on in the security settings for the account. Also, the enabled account must include a user configured in the account with single
sign-on enabled and a Federation ID value which matches the Federation ID value contained in the SAML message.

Account Login Access
The Account Login Access feature allows Marketing Cloud support to log in to your account as a user to set up certain features or
troubleshoot problems.
The Account Login Access feature allows Marketing Cloud support to log in to your account as a user to set up certain features or
troubleshoot problems. Marketing Cloud enables this feature by default at the account level, but individual users or account admins can
enable it at their user level to allow support to log in to an individual account. You can enable this feature for a specified amount of time
to allow work to proceed. Once that time expires, support can no longer log in to your account. You can revoke access at any time.
Enable this feature for an individual user after communicating with a support to ensure the most secure access settings possible.
You may notice a time discrepancy of up to two minutes when viewing the time left for account login access on the Account Login
Access field in the Users table and the individual user record. This discrepancy results from system clock calculations and does not affect
the overall account login access functionality. If you actively revoke account login access at any time, that setting displays correctly in
both locations.
Enable Account Login Access for an Account
Marketing Cloud administrators can enable account login access for their account.
Enable Account Login Access for a User
Enable account login access for a Marketing Cloud user.
Modify Account Login Access Settings
Modify your account login access settings in Marketing Cloud.

Enable Account Login Access for an Account
Marketing Cloud administrators can enable account login access for their account.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Security and select Security Settings.
3. Click Edit.
4. Select the checkbox next to Allow Users to Grant Account Login Access for Support.
5. Click Save.
6. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
7. Click Users and select Users.
8. Click the user.
9. Click Grant Account Login Access.
10. Select the amount of time to permit account login access.
11. Click Save.
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Enable Account Login Access for a User
Enable account login access for a Marketing Cloud user.
1. In the app switcher, hover over your name and click Setup.
2. Click Users and select Users.
3. Click the user to enable.
4. Click Grant Account Login Access.
5. Select the amount of time to permit account login access.
6. Click Save.
This screen displays the amount of time left in the time period you authorized for account login access.

Modify Account Login Access Settings
Modify your account login access settings in Marketing Cloud.
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Users and select Users.
3. Click the user to modify.
4. Click Grant Account Login Access.
5. Select the amount of time to permit account login access.
6. Click Save.
This screen displays the amount of time left in the time period you authorized for account login access.

SSL Certificates for Account Branding
Use Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificates to improve the security of your page-based interactions. Give your subscribers and contacts
more confidence when clicking through links in your content and submitting any information on Marketing Cloud-hosted pages. These
certificates add a layer of encryption to the transfer of sensitive or personal information. This encryption helps prevent external parties
from accessing information sent to or from your contacts.
Marketing Cloud Administrators can secure custom domains that are either delegated to Salesforce (DNS Status = Delegated) or self-hosted
(DNS Status = Self-Hosted) using the instructions Secure a Custom Domain on page 206 instructions. This page currently supports
certificates acquired by Salesforce’s certificate authority. Customers who don’t want to use Salesforce’s certificate authority can open an
SSL configuration case with Support.

Prerequisites
Each subdomain requires one SSL SKU. Your Marketing Cloud sales representative is your point of contact to help you with anything
you need for your SSL configuration case and to ensure Sender Authentication Package (SAP) or Private Domain is enabled and configured
in your account.

SSL Certificate Functionality
Each subdomain requires a unique SSL Certificate. Most customers use five SSL certificates for the following use cases to completely
secure all pathways in their Marketing Cloud account.
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• Cloud Pages: secure pub.CustomDomain.com or cloud.CustomDomain.com URLs that are used for presenting content in landing
pages.
• Legacy Landing Pages: secure pages.CustomDomain.com URLs that are used for presenting content in landing page.
• Email Tracking Links: secure click.CustomDomain.com URLs that are used in email content for tracking recipient click engagement.
• Email View as a Web Page: secure view.CustomDomain.com URLs that are used in email content for recipients to view the content
in a web browser.
• Portfolio and Content Builder Content: secure image.CustomDomain.com URLs for content stored in Marketing Cloud content tools
that are used in emails, CloudPages, or landing pages.
Domains can be configured in a single business unit or shared across many business units within a Marketing Cloud tenant. In either
case, the number of business units you have doesn’t influence how many certificates are needed.
Discuss your company’s use case with a Marketing Cloud account representative to determine how many SSL certificates to purchase.

Certificates Acquired by Marketing Cloud
We recommend that you use Marketing Cloud acquired SSL certificates to secure custom domains. These Salesforce-supplied certificates
are acquired from Salesforce’s certificate authority, and Salesforce manages the lifecycle, including renewal, for each certificate. Salesforce
uses DigiCert as the certificate authority.
When using Salesforce-supplied certificates, custom domains are secured in less than ten days after initiating the Secure a Custom
Domain on page 206 process. This option is the easiest and requires no further action from you during the installation and renewal of
the certificate. Additionally, there’s no cost-differential involved in using a Salesforce-supplied certificate, since it requires the same
feature entitlement as a customer-supplied certificate.

Certificates Acquired by the Customer
If you prefer to use your own SSL certificate, initiate the configuration process by creating a support case. After the SSL configuration
case administrator confirms that they have everything they need, it takes a minimum of four weeks to complete the configuration
process.
Ensure that the certificates that you manage and bring to Salesforce, referred to as customer-supplied certificates, have a validity period
of one year. Renewing these certificates requires interaction with Salesforce to complete the configuration in your Marketing Cloud
account. Salesforce attempts to contact you at 90 days and 45 days before expiration to notify you of the need to renew your certificates.
Secure a Custom Domain
Use Marketing Cloud Setup to secure custom domains configured for Sender Authentication Package (SAP) or private domains
configured for CloudPages using Salesforce-supplied SSL certificates..
SEE ALSO:
Email Deliverability

Secure a Custom Domain
Use Marketing Cloud Setup to secure custom domains configured for Sender Authentication Package (SAP) or private domains configured
for CloudPages using Salesforce-supplied SSL certificates..
To use the Domain SSL Certificates Setup page, ensure that you have the Administration permission.
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Important: You can only secure domains with Salesforce-supplied certificates. When the administrator clicks Secure This Domain,
Salesforce purchases the certificate from a certificate authority. If other actions are required, follow up in an SSL configuration case.
1. Select a business unit.
2. Hover over your username in the Marketing Cloud toolbar and select Setup, then search for and select Domain SSL
Certificates.
3. Click the action arrow next to a domain, then select Secure this Domain.
4. If your domain uses a self-hosted DNS and requires an updated DNS configuration per the Secure this Domain tooltip, make the
DNS change and select Revalidate Domain Configuration under the action arrow. Due to DNS propagation delays, this step can
take a few minutes. If unsuccessful after five minutes, click Revalidate Domain Configuration again and repeat until successful.
If this step is successful, select Secure this Domain again.
5. To force HTTPS redirection for click and view domains, click the HTTPS Redirect checkbox in the Confirm Secure Domain Settings
window. The toggle on the HTTPS Redirect column reflects the configuration.
6. Enter an admin email address in the Confirm Secure Domain Settings window, then click Confirm.
7. To get an up-to-date status on the SSL provisioning, visit the Domain SSL Certificates page. The SSL status column entry changes to
"Secured" after SSL provisioning for your domain is complete.
8. To update the admin email address, select Change Email Address from the action arrow on the main page.
Review these Domain SSL Certificates considerations:
• Marketing Cloud automatically handles certificate renewals for Salesforce-supplied certificates
Important: Salesforce doesn’t procure and install Salesforce-supplied certificates for renewals if you use customer-supplied
certificates. Failure to renew these certificates disrupts availability to your customers or subscribers.
• Domains with self-hosted DNS that are secured from the Domain SSL Certificates page require the CNAME record to point to a
hashed domain-specific endpoint. This prevents the need to make future DNS changes.
– Domain: cloud.CustomDomain.com
– CNAME: [domainHash].cp-sap.sfmc-content.com
• HTTPS Redirect can be enabled on click and view domains, and defaults to disabled. HTTPS Redirect on CloudPages can’t be set
globally in the Domain SSL Certificates Setup page, but can be enabled on individual pages in the CloudPages application. HTTPS
Redirect configuration isn’t available on image domains.
• If you can’t view the Domain SSL Certificates page, ensure that you have the Administration permission.
• If no custom domains are listed, ensure that SAP and Private Domain are configured for your account. See Marketing Cloud Sender
Authentication Package (SAP) on page 28. The Domain SSL Certificates page lists only the custom domains assigned to the account
you requested. The page also lists for each business unit all CloudPages domains set at the enterprise level.
• If you can’t secure a domain, your enterprise account has a limit of the number of domains that can be secured based on the quantity
of SSL SKU purchased. To purchase more, contact your Marketing Cloud account representative.
See Knowledge Article: Marketing Cloud SSL Certification information.

Determine Your Marketing Cloud Instance
Follow these steps to determine your instance in Marketing Cloud. Use this information to properly configure a Web Collect URL or
obtain the appropriate URL endpoint for use with SOAP Web Services API, FTP, and other functionality.
1. Log in to Marketing Cloud.
2. Click the name of your account.
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3. Copy the MID value for your account.
4. In a separate browser tab or window, navigate to https://status.salesforce.com/products/Marketing_Cloud.
5. Enter the copied MID value in the text field and click Go.
The site shows the instance for your account. All instances reside in the AMER customer region except for S50, which resides in the EMEA
customer region.
SEE ALSO:
https://status.salesforce.com/products/Marketing_Cloud

Graded Browser Support
Learn about the browsers Marketing Cloud supports and any additional configuration your browser can require.

Browser Support
Important: Because content over HTTPS is becoming a stronger browser requirement, Google Chrome is introducing a series of
warnings and begins blocking mixed content rendering starting September 2020 and mixed content downloads in January 2021.
Customers who use private image domains (SAP) without SSL certificates will see images not load in the Marketing Cloud. Customers
who use external content from unsecured (HTTP) domains will also be impacted. See our knowledge article for scenario details
and workarounds.
Marketing Cloud supports these browsers:
• Latest version of Chrome
• Latest version of Firefox
We cannot guarantee full functionality for these browsers:
• Safari
• Microsoft Edge
We do not support these browsers:
• Internet Explorer 11
• Internet Explorer 10
• Internet Explorer 8
• Internet Explorer 9
• Opera
• Any version of Internet Explorer in compatibility mode
Note: MFA for Marketing Cloud does not support the legacy (non-Chromium) version of Microsoft Edge.

Screen Resolution
We recommend a minimum screen resolution of 1024x768 pixels for interacting with Marketing Cloud.
For mobile devices, we recommend interacting with Marketing Cloud via the Marketing Cloud Mobile App.
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Recommendations and Requirements for All Browsers
If you choose to disable cookies, you cannot log in to the application. If you attempt to log in to the application and your browser returns
you to the login page with no errors, your browser likely rejected cookies based on current settings. To use the application, set your
browser to accept first-party and third-party cookies. See your system administrator for assistance.
Set your browser to check for newer versions of cached pages automatically, which prevents errors related to outdated cached information.
Email Studio sometimes uses pop-up windows. Configure any pop-up blocking software accordingly.

IP Addresses for Inclusion on Allowlists in Marketing Cloud
View the addresses to allowlist based on functionality or the instance of your Marketing Cloud account. We recommend allowlisting our
entire set of IP ranges for your region. Allowlisting the entire set ensures that our login pools can process your end users’ login
authentication when accessing Marketing Cloud from anywhere. You can also avoid unintended service disruptions due to movement
between primary and secondary instances.
Allowlist these addresses based on the instance of your Marketing Cloud account. To determine what instance you're on, see Determine
Your Marketing Cloud Instance. To determine if your account uses a dedicated IP, contact Salesforce Customer Support. To discuss
enabling your Marketing Cloud account with a dedicated IP, contact your Marketing Cloud account representative.
Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) notation provides all IP ranges.

Required Domains
If you have policies to allowlist only Marketing Cloud domains, include these domains to ensure that you receive all contents from
Marketing Cloud:
• bounce.exacttarget.com
• exacttarget.com
• *.marketingcloudapps.com
• verify.salesforce.com (for multi-factor authentication use)
• *.datorama.com, *.datorama-res.com (for Datorama reports)
• *.mc-content.com for Email Forms and Smart Capture
Required for access:
We recommend allowlisting our entire list of IP ranges for your region. If you allowlist a subset of our list, do so according to these
instructions to avoid unintended service disruptions.
Note: This information is subject to change, and we recommend that you check back quarterly for the addition of new IP ranges.

All Instances for Tenant-Specific Endpoints Users
All users can allowlist the following IP addresses regardless of which Marketing Cloud instance that their tenant is hosted on. These IP
addresses allowlist traffic for tenant-specific Marketing Cloud endpoints that are assigned to your tenant. You don't have to change any
previously allowlisted IP addresses.
IP Addresses for Authentication API Calls
• 198.245.89.215
• 198.245.89.230
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• 68.232.201.176
• 13.111.7.83
• 13.111.95.26
• 13.111.18.57
• 68.232.201.185
• 198.245.89.238
• 198.245.89.240
• 13.111.7.92
• 13.111.95.45
• 13.111.95.47
• 13.111.18.82
• 13.111.67.58
IP Addresses for REST API Calls
• 198.245.89.216
• 198.245.89.231
• 161.71.33.240
• 68.232.201.177
• 13.111.7.84
• 13.111.95.27
• 13.111.18.58
• 68.232.201.186
• 198.245.89.239
• 13.111.7.93
• 13.111.95.46
• 13.111.95.48
• 13.111.18.83
IP Addresses for SOAP API Calls
• 68.232.201.179
• 198.245.89.218
• 198.245.89.233
• 161.71.33.234
• 13.111.7.86
• 13.111.95.29
• 13.111.18.60
IP Addresses for FTP Integrations
• 68.232.201.173
• 198.245.89.212
• 198.245.89.227
• 159.92.152.23
• 161.71.33.231
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• 13.111.7.80
• 13.111.95.23
• 13.111.18.54
IP Addresses for Device Integrations
• 68.232.201.178
• 198.245.89.217
• 198.245.89.232
• 13.111.7.85
• 13.111.95.28
• 13.111.18.59
IP Addresses for WhatsApp Integrations
• 54.155.83.128
• 54.78.194.39
• 54.76.19.159

Instance-Specific IP Addresses
Marketing Cloud Sending IP Addresses
Marketing Cloud accounts use a pool of IP addresses that vary depending on send volume by default. You can configure a Marketing
Cloud account to use a dedicated IP, often with private domains. If your account uses a dedicated IP, allowlist the address. Otherwise,
allowlist these addresses based on the instance of your Marketing Cloud account. To determine if your account uses a dedicated IP,
contact Salesforce Customer Support. To discuss enabling your Marketing Cloud account with a dedicated IP, contact your Marketing
Cloud account representative.
Note: All EMEA tenants use the S50 instance. All data for those tenants use EMEA-based servers only.
S1(AMER)

S4 (AMER)

S5 (EMEA)

S6 (AMER)

• 207.67.38.30

• 68.232.199.1

• 159.92.157.1

• 68.232.200.1

• 207.67.38.42

• 68.232.192.104

• 159.92.157.2

• 68.232.200.2

• 207.250.68.26

• 68.232.192.105

• 159.92.157.3

• 68.232.200.250

• 207.67.38.26

• 68.232.192.106

• 159.92.157.4

• 68.232.200.3

• 207.67.38.27

• 68.232.193.146

• 159.92.157.5

• 207.67.38.42

• 207.67.38.29

• 68.232.192.153

• 159.92.157.6

• 198.245.87.251

• 66.231.83.109

• 68.232.193.193

• 159.92.157.7

• 13.111.27.193

• 66.231.85.170

• 68.232.192.196

• 159.92.157.8

• 13.111.27.194

• 66.231.85.201

• 68.232.192.198

• 159.92.157.9

• 13.111.27.195

• 66.231.93.184

• 198.245.88.98

• 159.92.157.10

• 13.111.27.196

• 66.231.92.253

• 199.122.127.251 • 159.92.157.11

• 13.111.27.239

• 136.147.181.105 • 13.111.11.213

• 159.92.157.12

• 13.111.27.240

• 136.147.181.106 • 13.111.11.214

• 159.92.157.13

• 13.111.27.241

• 136.147.181.107 • 13.111.11.215

• 159.92.157.14
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S4 (AMER)

• 136.147.181.108 • 13.111.11.216

S5 (EMEA)

S6 (AMER)

• 159.92.157.15

• 136.147.181.109 • 136.147.137.252
• 136.147.181.110 • 136.147.137.253
• 13.111.30.229

• 136.147.137.254

• 13.111.30.230
• 13.111.30.231
• 13.111.30.232
• 13.111.39.251
• 13.111.39.252
• 13.111.39.253
S7 (AMER)

S10 (AMER)

S11 (AMER)

S12 (AMER)

• 136.147.131.11

• 13.111.19.65

• 13.111.105.65

• 13.110.208.0/24

• 136.147.131.12

• 13.111.19.66

• 13.111.105.66

• 13.110.210.190

• 136.147.131.13

• 13.111.19.67

• 13.111.105.67

• 13.110.210.191

• 136.147.131.14

• 13.111.19.68

• 13.111.105.68

• 13.110.210.192

• 136.147.131.15

• 13.111.19.69

• 13.111.105.69

• 13.110.210.193

• 136.147.131.16

• 13.111.19.70

• 13.111.105.70

• 13.110.210.194

• 136.147.131.17

• 13.111.19.71

• 13.111.105.71

• 13.110.210.195

• 136.147.131.18

• 13.111.19.72

• 13.111.105.72

• 13.110.210.196

• 13.111.28.188

• 13.111.19.73

• 13.111.105.73

• 13.110.210.197

• 13.111.28.189

• 13.111.19.74

• 13.111.105.74

• 13.110.209.10

• 13.111.28.190

• 13.111.19.75

• 13.111.105.75

• 13.110.209.11

• 13.111.28.191

• 13.111.19.76

• 13.111.105.76

• 13.110.209.13

• 13.111.28.192

• 13.111.19.77

• 13.111.105.77

• 13.110.209.14

• 13.111.24.210

• 13.111.19.78

• 13.111.105.78

• 13.110.209.15

• 13.111.24.211

• 13.111.19.82

• 13.111.105.79

• 13.110.211.206

• 13.111.24.212

• 13.111.19.83

• 13.111.156.145

• 13.110.211.207

• 13.111.24.213

• 13.111.19.212

• 13.111.156.146

• 13.110.211.208

• 13.111.24.214

• 13.111.19.213

• 13.111.156.147

• 13.110.211.209

• 13.111.29.241

• 13.111.19.214

• 13.111.156.148

• 13.110.211.210

• 13.111.29.242

• 13.111.19.215

• 13.111.156.149

• 13.110.211.211

• 13.111.29.243

• 13.111.112.246

• 13.110.211.212

• 13.111.29.244

• 13.111.112.247

• 13.110.211.213

• 13.111.65.250

• 13.111.112.248

• 13.110.209.7

• 13.111.65.251

• 13.110.209.8

• 13.111.65.252

• 13.110.230.96
• 13.110.230.97
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S10 (AMER)

S11 (AMER)

S12 (AMER)
• 13.110.230.98
• 13.110.230.99
• 13.110.230.100
• 13.110.230.101
• 13.110.230.102
• 13.110.230.103
• 13.110.230.104
• 13.110.230.105

S50 (EMEA)

S51 (EMEA)

• 161.71.34.65

• 159.92.157.1

• 161.71.34.66

• 159.92.157.2

• 161.71.34.67

• 159.92.157.3

• 161.71.34.68

• 159.92.157.4

• 161.71.34.69

• 159.92.157.5

• 161.71.34.70

• 159.92.157.6

• 161.71.34.71

• 159.92.157.7

• 161.71.34.72

• 159.92.157.8

• 161.71.34.73

• 159.92.157.9

• 161.71.34.74

• 159.92.157.10

• 161.71.34.75

• 159.92.157.11

• 161.71.34.76

• 159.92.157.12

• 161.71.34.77

• 159.92.157.13

• 161.71.34.78

• 159.92.157.14

• 161.71.34.79

• 159.92.157.15

• 161.71.67.172
• 161.71.67.173
• 161.71.67.174
• 161.71.67.175
• 161.71.67.176
• 161.71.67.177
• 161.71.67.178
• 161.71.69.79
• 161.71.69.112
• 161.71.66.27
• 161.71.65.176
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Datorama Reports
Use these domains and IPs for Datorama reports inclusion.
Required Domains
• *.datorama.com
• *.datorama-res.com
IPs
• 54.163.226.11(US)
• 54.83.10.143(US)
• 54.227.219.146(US)
• 35.157.8.65(EU)
• 54.93.174.35(EU)

Notification and Identity Validation Emails
IP Addresses for Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)
Place these addresses on your mail exchange allowlist regardless of instance to permit MFA verification communications for your tenant.
• 13.111.157.253
• 13.111.171.210
• 13.111.171.211
S1

S4

S6

S7

207.67.38.45

68.232.207.20

207.67.38.45

• 136.147.131.1
• 136.147.131.2

S10

S11

S12

S50

Production Support

• 13.111.19.82

• 13.111.105.208

13.110.209.5

• 161.71.34.1

• 66.231.95.1

• 13.111.19.83

• 13.111.105.209

• 161.171.34.2

• 66.231.95.5

Global Support IP Addresses
Allowlist these IP addresses on your mail exchange to receive emails from the Marketing Cloud Customer Support team:
• 96.43.144.64 - 96.43.144.65
• 96.43.148.64 - 96.43.148.65
• 182.50.78.64 - 182.50.78.79
• 204.14.232.64 - 204.14.232.79
• 204.14.234.64 - 204.14.234.79
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Standard Email Reply Mail Management Notification
Accounts using custom RMM settings with a Sender Profile using the forward triggered send setting don’t need to allowlist these IP
addresses.
S1

S4

S6

S7

13.111.33.128

13.111.11.148

13.111.27.13

13.111.34.64

S10

S11

S12

S50

S51

13.111.19.1

13.111.105.64

13.110.209.5

161.71.34.2

159.92.157.16

Other IP Addresses for Integrations and External Access
Allowlist these IPs only if you meet one of these criteria:
• You use software or applications that integrate with Marketing Cloud, such as Microsoft Dynamics CRM.
• You require external access from our application to perform remote calls on customer resources.
• You use Marketing Cloud procedures to perform remote file transfers, pull in email lists, or remotely fetch web content for inclusion
in your Marketing Cloud activities.

S1
For webservice.exacttarget.com as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.111.250.1 - 13.111.250.14
• 206.246.157.1 - 206.246.157.6
• 68.232.203.24 - 68.232.203.31
• 66.231.91.118
• 66.231.91.195
For rest.s1.exacttarget.com service as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 66.231.91.244
For Enterprise 2.0 and cloud connector as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft
Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• 66.231.91.251
For the Enhanced FTP function as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 66.231.91.46
For webservice.exacttarget.com as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 66.231.91.216
For outbound communication, such as tokenized sending, FTP file transfer, HTTPPost, and HTTPGet, as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality
also includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
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• 13.111.250.1 - 13.111.250.14
• 206.246.157.1 - 206.246.157.254
• 68.232.203.1 - 68.232.203.254

S4 (Including Production and Production Support)
For webservice.exacttarget.com as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 66.231.94.250 - 66.231.94.251
• 64.79.134.164 - 64.79.134.164
• 199.122.126.144 - 199.122.126.151
• 66.231.94.116
For rest.s4.exacttarget.com service as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 66.231.94.227
For Enterprise 2.0 as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011
integration.
• 66.231.94.247
• 68.232.204.9
For the Enhanced FTP function as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 66.231.94.106
For Marketing Cloud for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 integration:
• 13.111.250.1 - 13.111.250.14
• 66.231.94.190
• 206.246.157.1
• 206.246.157.6
For outbound communication, such as tokenized sending, FTP file transfer, HTTPPost, and HTTPGet, as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality
includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• 66.231.94.1 - 66.231.94.254

S6
For webservice.exacttarget.com as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 68.232.203.67
For Enterprise 2.0 as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011
integration.
• 68.232.203.56 - 68.232.203.63
• 68.232.202.16 - 68.232.202.23
• 68.232.203.87
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For the authentication of web services as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft
Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• 68.232.203.88
For outbound communication, such as tokenized sending, FTP file transfer, HTTPPost, and HTTPGet, as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality
includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• 68.232.203.1 - 68.232.203.254

S7
For webservice.exacttarget.com as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 136.147.129.33
Asynchronous Web Service API endpoint:
• 136.147.129.33 - 136.147.129.33
Salesforce Marketing Cloud Connector web service API endpoint:
• 136.147.129.15 - 136.147.129.15
For webservice.exacttarget.com as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 136.147.129.69 - 136.147.129.69
Salesforce integration endpoint:
• 136.147.129.15
For the Enhanced FTP function as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 136.147.129.16
For outbound communication, such as tokenized sending, FTP file transfer, HTTPPost, and HTTPGet, as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality
includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• 136.147.128.1 - 136.147.128.254

S10
For webservice.exacttarget.com as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but not limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.111.18.33
For the Enhanced FTP function as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.111.18.16
For outbound communication, such as tokenized sending, FTP file transfer, HTTPPost, and HTTPGet, as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality
includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.111.17.1 - 13.111.17.254
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S11
For webservice.exacttarget.com as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.111.67.53
For rest.s1.exacttarget.com service as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.111.67.59
For the Enhanced FTP function as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.111.67.50
For outbound communication, such as tokenized sending, FTP file transfer, HTTPPost, and HTTPGet, as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality
includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.111.66.0 - 13.111.66.254

S12
For webservice.exacttarget.com as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.110.204.43
For rest.s1.exacttarget.com service as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.110.204.29
For the Enhanced FTP function as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.110.204.24
For outbound communication, such as tokenized sending, FTP file transfer, HTTPPost, and HTTPGet, as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality
includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• 13.110.208.5 - 13.110.208.15

S50
For Webservice as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011
integration.
• 161.71.33.234
For REST API as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• 161.71.33.240
For Enterprise 2.0 and cloud connector as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality included support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft
Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• Not applicable
For the Enhanced FTP function as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2011 integration.
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• 161.71.33.231
For the authentication of web services as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft
Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• Not applicable
For outbound communication, such as tokenized sending, FTP file transfer, HTTPPost, and HTTPGet, as part of Marketing Cloud. Functionality
includes support for, but isn’t limited to, Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 integration.
• 161.71.32.1 - 161.71.32.254

MobilePush Allowlisting Requirements
Developers creating Android apps for use with MobilePush must allowlist these IP addresses in their Google API Key Configuration IP
Allowlist.
S1 and S2

S4 and S5

S6

• 13.111.250.1 • 66.231.94.250 68.232.203.57
• 66.231.94.248
13.111.250.14

S7 and S8

S10

S11

S50

136.147.128.1 136.147.128.14

13.111.17.0 13.111.17.24

13.111.66.0 13.111.66.254

161.71.32.1 161.71.32.254

• 206.246.157.1

Interaction Studio (Legacy)
If you use Marketing Cloud IP allowlisting, these IP addresses are for access to the main Interaction Studio application. If you use Marketing
Cloud or Salesforce CRM allowlisting, Outbound IPs are necessary. If you expect server-to-server API calls to Interaction Studio and your
firewall is restrictive, use Inbound IP addresses.
All Interaction Studio users can add these Outbound IP addresses to their allowlist.
• 3.90.93.137
• 3.94.155.140
• 34.205.98.103
• 3.94.154.150
These IP addresses are also allowlisted:
Outbound Connections

Inbound Connections

NA5 (North American Data
Centers)

EU2 (European Data Centers)

AP1 (Asia Pacific Data Centers)

• 13.83.66.141

• 52.155.160.82

• 20.188.216.218

• 20.188.220.17

• 13.83.66.149

• 52.155.161.16

• 20.40.121.138

• 20.40.185.168

• 13.83.65.48

• 52.155.161.125

• 20.40.126.196

• 20.40.167.240

• 13.83.66.160

• 52.156.204.60

• 20.40.126.202

• 20.40.165.8

• 52.224.188.108

• 40.119.147.54

• 20.40.164.21

• 51.105.108.194

• 52.224.188.155

• 40.119.148.6

• 20.40.165.176

• 51.105.161.240

• 52.224.188.166

• 40.119.151.248

• 20.40.167.23

• 13.64.36.208
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Outbound Connections

Inbound Connections

• 52.224.188.229

• 40.74.0.3

• 20.40.167.25

• 13.83.249.234

• 40.112.221.171

• 40.118.22.50

• 52.187.228.70

• 52.188.78.106

• 23.99.64.138

• 40.118.17.46

• 104.210.68.170

• 52.151.228.105
• 52.142.82.147
• 52.142.83.128
• 191.233.245.23
191.233.244.233

Also, if you use the Interaction Studio integrations in Marketing Cloud, use the Stack 50 and non-Stack 50 IP addresses shown in the
table:
• Automation Studio integration with Interaction Studio
• Journey Builder integration with Interaction Studio

Automation Studio Activities

Journey Builder Integration
Activities

Non-Stack 50 customers

Stack 50 customers

34.239.50.92

3.122.124.207

54.156.226.13

3.121.38.235

35.153.240.187

18.197.246.155

52.20.97.108

3.122.137.24

3.90.93.137

52.29.181.100

3.94.155.140

35.156.229.9

34.205.98.103

18.184.176.59

3.94.154.150

54.93.97.51

If you’re using the IS-MC bridge for Data Adapters, the following IP addresses are required:
• 52.237.205.163
• 52.237.202.159
• 52.237.203.85
• 52.237.206.206
• 52.237.202.76
• 52.237.201.145
• 52.237.200.112
• 52.237.200.244

Interaction Studio (formerly Evergage)
All regions require you to allowlist 52.44.37.68. Allowlist the specific address for your region as well.
• 34.213.58.227 (AMER)
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• 35.84.96.111 (AMER)
• 3.135.96.57 (AMER)
• 3.140.55.33 (AMER)
• 18.118.67.65 (AMER)
• 18.197.87.55 (EU)
• 35.157.44.84 (EU)
• 13.238.166.225 (APAC)

Social Studio
Allowlist these IP addresses to access Social Studio applications and services. These values are required for both inbound and outbound
addresses and apply to all Social Studio users.
• Primary Data Center: 136.147.164.0/22
• Secondary Data Center: 136.147.168.0/22

IP Addresses Purchased via SAP
If you assigned a subdomain to Marketing Cloud, for example, email.example.com, allowlist the dedicated IP address Marketing Cloud
assigned to it. Also, allowlist any standalone IP address or IP address provisioned by Salesforce Marketing Cloud as part of an SAP package.

REST API Authentication
Marketing Cloud distributes REST API traffic authenticated using the auth.exacttargetapis.com endpoint across all regions. To ensure
that your REST API traffic continues without disruption, and for general Marketing Cloud usage, allowlist these IP addresses:
• 66.231.94.96
• 68.232.201.185
• 68.232.201.186
• 198.245.89.238
• 198.245.89.239
• 198.245.89.240
• 13.111.7.92
• 13.111.7.93
• 13.111.95.45
• 13.111.95.46
• 13.111.95.47
• 13.111.95.48
• 13.111.18.82
• 13.111.18.83

IP Addresses for Customer Data Platform
See Amazon S3 Bucket Policies for Salesforce CDP.
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Marketing Cloud Allowlisting for Messages and Integrations
Learn about Marketing Cloud allowlisting and email messaging.
Allowlist IP Ranges for Salesforce Managed Packages
View the addresses to allowlist for Salesforce managed packages when using them with Marketing Cloud and Marketing Cloud
Connect.

Marketing Cloud Allowlisting for Messages and Integrations
Learn about Marketing Cloud allowlisting and email messaging.

What Is Allowlisting
Allowlisting helps ensure that email sends and API calls from trusted sources are accepted and processed.
Allowlist calls are made from within our application and sent outbound to clients. Our cloud-based application exists within our data
centers. If a special function is required to pull data that is located outside of these platforms, our servers make these requests. We have
hundreds of servers that perform such requests through a specific set of monitored proxy addresses for security reasons.
Some spam filters are smarter than others, and allowlisting is not always necessary. Skip this process until or unless you find that you
have an issue receiving copies of your own email messages. This process only applies to how spam filters work when sending emails
messages from yourself to yourself. These instructions specifically refer to clients sending messages to themselves.
Most importantly, don't spam. Permission is the key to the inbox. Companies who send mail only to recipients who have explicitly
requested to receive that mail are the most successful at getting their email messages delivered.
Marketing Cloud provides the tools and expertise to measure your current deliverability and help you investigate and fix any problems.
Contact your Marketing Cloud relationship manager to enable these features or for more information.

Why Allowlist Marketing Cloud IP Addresses
Your servers can interact with Marketing Cloud applications for several different reasons.
• You use Marketing Cloud API to create and send your email and SMS messages
• You use Marketing Cloud for Microsoft Dynamics CRM integration
• You use Marketing Cloud Connector
To properly use the API or the integrations, allowlist Marketing Cloud server IP addresses to allow uninterrupted communication. Because
server configurations are unique to each instance, apply them according to your system.
Previously, email messages with your From address or domain were probably only sent from a mail server on your internal network.
Spam filters only expect that email from your domain comes from this existing, internal mail server. Some email messages can claim to
be from you, but actually come from any server outside your network. These messages are more likely to be blocked as a spam, spoof,
or phishing email. Some filters reject email messages that have the same domain name in both the From and To addresses in the headers.
These filters especially target these types of messages when they don't originate from your internal network.
Spammers have a history of dressing up their email messages to look like they originated from somewhere they didn't. Many companies
protect themselves by allowing email from their own domain through only if it comes from the company's mail servers. Otherwise, a
spammer could create an email message appearing to come from your CEO.

Allowlist IP Ranges for Salesforce Managed Packages
View the addresses to allowlist for Salesforce managed packages when using them with Marketing Cloud and Marketing Cloud Connect.
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Note: We recommend using Tenant-Specific Endpoints for all new managed package and Marketing Cloud Connect integrations.
The addresses in this document apply only to existing customers who use legacy connections. Upgrade to your new endpoints
as soon as possible.
Note: Review the User Profile IP restrictions if you experience issues after adding the IP addresses to your allowlist.

Notification and Identity Validation Emails
• S1 Instance: 207.67.38.45
• S4 Instance: 68.232.207.20
• S6 Instance: 207.67.38.45

Engagement
• 52.202.243.196/32
• 54.146.5.111/32
• 34.239.32.249/32
• 3.7.40.253/32
• 13.127.242.165/32
• 3.111.207.196/32

IP Allowlist Ranges
• 207.67.38.20
• 207.67.38.21
• 207.67.38.30 (xtinmta02-30.exacttarget.com)
• 207.67.38.40
• 207.67.38.41
• 207.67.38.42 (xtinmta06-42.exacttarget.com)
• 207.67.38.43
• 207.250.68.26 (xtinmta04-26.exacttarget.com)
• 207.250.68.36
• 66.231.85.170
• 66.231.85.201 (ai201.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 66.231.90.212 (ak212.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 64.132.92.251
• 64.132.92.253 (av253.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 64.132.92.254
• 66.231.93.28 (ap28.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 66.231.93.184
• 66.231.93.185
• 66.231.93.186
• 68.232.199.1 (bz1.mta.exacttarget.com)
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• 68.232.192.104 (ar104.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 68.232.192.105 (ar105.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 68.232.192.106 (ar106.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 68.232.193.146 (as146.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 68.232.193.193 (as193.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 68.232.192.196 (ar196.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 68.232.192.198 (ar198.mta.exacttarget.com)
• 68.232.200.1
• 68.232.200.2
• 68.232.200.3

Marketing Cloud Connect
Allowlist these Salesforce IP ranges for the Salesforce integration.
13.111.17.0

to

13.111.17.254

13.111.250.1

to

13.111.250.14

13.111.250.16

to

13.111.250.28

13.111.251.0

to

13.111.251.28

64.79.134.164

to

64.79.134.164

66.231.91.195

to

66.231.91.195

66.231.91.251

to

66.231.91.251

66.231.94.247

to

66.231.94.247

66.231.94.250

to

66.231.94.252

68.232.200.1

to

68.232.200.2

68.232.203.56

to

68.232.203.63

68.232.204.99

to

68.232.204.99

99.50.81.121

to

99.50.81.140

136.147.128.1

to

136.147.128.14

136.147.129.15

to

136.147.129.15

136.147.131.11

to

136.147.131.18

172.30.0.0

to

172.30.127.254

184.72.230.214

to

184.72.230.214

199.122.126.99

to

199.122.126.99

206.246.157.1

to

206.246.157.6
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207.67.53.64

to

207.67.53.78

207.67.66.192

to

207.67.66.222

207.67.98.216

to

207.67.98.216

207.250.76.176

to

207.250.76.183

207.250.79.96

to

207.250.79.110

13.110.208.5

to

13.110.208.15

Marketing Cloud Dashboard
The dashboard displays an overview of the features available within your account and any associated activities, such as past or scheduled
email sends, automations, and journeys.
The dashboard includes these elements.

Toolbar
The toolbar contains links to access these elements.
• Calendar
• Campaigns
The Campaigns section shows messages and content you scheduled and associated with campaigns in your account. Each campaign
name links to the Campaigns hub tool.
The toolbar also includes a help link to access documentation, the logout link, and other options. The toolbar remains at the top of the
screen when you open apps.

App Switcher
The app switcher displays the apps enabled for your account. You can switch between all apps included in your account. The Marketing
Cloud groups apps by channel, such as Email Studio, Mobile Studio, and Social Studio. A lock symbol over a channel icon indicates that
the user cannot use an app otherwise available to an account. An info symbol over a channel icon indicates an unprovisioned app for
the account.

Journey Templates
This section includes templates available for use in Journey Builder. Choose a template from this section or click View All Templates
to see the entire catalog of available templates. Clicking anything in this section takes you to the Journey Builder app.

Calendar
The calendar ribbon displays on the dashboard when you log in. The ribbon displays the seven days of the current week by default, but
you can change the date range to display any week. The month view shows you the current calendar month by default, but you can
change the view to display any month in the past or future. An icon appears on every day for each scheduled or past activity. The calendar
displays different icons for different activities, such as sends or posts through Email Studio or MobileConnect.
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Activities
Review information on recently sent email messages, recently run automations, and recently edited journeys. Click the specific send or
activity for more information.

Marketing Cloud Links
View Marketing Cloud blog articles and interact with the Trailblazer community using these links.

Marketing Cloud Data Protection and Privacy Tools
Consult your legal team before you implement any measures to comply with applicable data protection and privacy regulations. They
can help you define the correct solution. Marketing Cloud provides tools that you can use to create your compliance plan based on
these principles.
• Consent Management
• Data Deletion
• Data Portability
• Restriction of Processing

Consent Management
These tools help you ensure that you obtain consent for all marketing activities and prevent tracking and profiling of contacts who
request that action. Review the data collected by these Marketing Cloud apps so that you can update your consent language and privacy
notices.
App

Action

Email Studio

Configure the DoNotTrack attribute for your account, then set the
attribute in Email Studio. This step prevents Marketing Cloud from
recording or storing behavioral data based on subscriber activities.
Honor all unsubscribe requests immediately. Do not reinstate
contact subscriptions unless you explicitly receive consent to
receive new messaging.

MobilePush

Implement the latest version of the SDK for iOS and Android. Add
Do Not Track functionality to your app, then prompt users to
download the latest version of the app. App users set their
preferences in your app, then Marketing Cloud records those
preferences on the contact record.

Personalization Builder

Prevent tracking and profiling in the app or the Personalization
Builder Content REST API routes. This process prevents Marketing
Cloud from recording or storing behavioral data based on contact
activities.

Social Studio

Data subjects must use the privacy settings provided by the
applicable social networks to manage the social media data that
is shared with Salesforce through our integrations with those social
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Action
networks. Social Studio does not provide customers with any
cookies or other tracking technology. Any consents required in
connection with a customer’s use of cookies or other tracking
technology through the customer’s social media accounts are
managed solely by the customer.

You can also capture customer consent using the Salesforce Consent Data Model. Then, connect that consent data to Marketing Cloud
so that communications respect users’ consent preferences. To learn more, read the Respect Consent Preferences in Marketing Cloud
with the Consent Data Model solution kit.

Data Deletion
These tools help you remove contact and other personal information from Marketing Cloud when a contact or data subject requests
that action.
App

Action

Contact Builder

Use Contact Delete in Contact Builder or the Contact Delete REST
resources to remove contact information from Marketing Cloud.
This process removes contact information from Marketing Cloud
apps and the contact record. For more information, review Data
Deletion for Marketing Cloud.

Personalization Builder

Use the app or the Personalization Builder Privacy REST API
resources to delete a contact's customer profile information.

Social Studio

For Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, the data subject must manage
data deletion of public data through the applicable social network.
Social Studio receives changes made in that social network. Private
data, such as direct messages, from these social networks can be
deleted by customers directly in the Social Studio platform,
although these deletions do not flow through to the applicable
social networks. For data deletions related to other social networks,
contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for help.

Data Portability
These tools help you provide a copy of contact information to a contact who requests that action.
App or Tool

Action

Automation Studio

Use data extracts based on the contact’s key or ID value to obtain
contact record and data. This process creates a file of contact data
for the contact to review.

Personalization Builder

Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for help.
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App or Tool

Action

Social Studio

Subject to certain restrictions, you can export managed account
data from Social Studio in the Analyze tab or using cross-workplace
reports. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for
help if you receive a data portability request that you cannot
address using one of those tools. Additionally, data subjects can
generally export their social media data directly from the applicable
social networks.

Restriction of Processing
These tools help you prevent processing of contact data for legal reasons.
App or Tool

Action

Marketing Cloud REST API

Use the Contact Restriction REST API resources to restrict processing
on a contact record. This process freezes a copy of the contact data
and prevents further Marketing Cloud activity or modifications.
Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative to unrestrict
contacts as necessary.

Personalization Builder

Use the app or Personalization Builder Privacy REST API resources
to restrict the processing of a contact’s customer profile. This
process prevents further activity, stops the flow of information to
Einstein Engagement Scoring, and retains all data.

Marketing Cloud Data Usage Types
Marketing Cloud provides features that create different types of data usage applied in reports, data views, and extracts pulled from
Marketing Cloud. This data usage usually differs from your billing summary reports. For example, standard Marketing Cloud reports don’t
always include test sends, high priority sends, attachments, specific content block types, specific country codes, and other features that
can increase the quantity on your billing summary report. For more information on how these usage types are billed, refer to your
contract.
Review these current Marketing Cloud usage types:
CloudPages Impression: a successful request for a published CloudPage (200 OK). Examples of CloudPage impressions include landing
pages, Microsites, MobilePush pages, and Interactive Email pages. Currently, Code Resources are not considered or counted as CloudPages
impressions.
Contact: a subscriber added to any contact database in your Marketing Cloud instance. A contact is also any other subscriber to whom
you sent a message via any channel using the Marketing Cloud. See Contact Definition and Count Determination to learn more.
Einstein Content Selection Impression: an Einstein Content Selection block or an Einstein Content Test block included in an email
send. Two more impressions are consumed for each email that a user opens, regardless of how many Einstein Content blocks are in the
email.
Einstein Email Recommendations Impression: any opened email that contains one or more Einstein Recommendations based
products or content. There is no limit to the number of recommendations in the email. Only the number of emails opened are counted
for billing.
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Einstein Web Recommendation Impression: an API call for content or product recommendations. Content recommendations like
blog entries, articles, and customer testimonies use a separate API call from product recommendations: products or services being
marketed like shoes, towels, window cleaning. A single page can generate multiple impressions depending on how it is built and what
is being called. For example, a page with content recommendations and product recommendations is two API calls and is therefore
billed as two impressions.
Email Attachment: any file attached to an email and sent to a subscriber, billed as one attachment per attached file. For example, if
you attach two files to an email and send to 100 subscribers, the total usage is 200 email attachments.
Email Usage: an email message sent to a subscriber. Examples of email usage include normal email sends, normal email sends CC,
normal email sends BCC, triggered send, triggered send CC, and triggered send BCC. For example, if you send an email to 100 subscribers
and BCC 2 more emails, the total usage is 300 Emails: 100 normal email sends and 200 normal email sends BCC.
GroupConnect Transactional Message: a LINE Message, Facebook Message, or a Reseller Message that is sent to a subscriber. From
a billing perspective, LINE and Facebook messages are considered the same in terms of utilization, whereas GroupConnect Reseller
Messages have a different utilization multiplier.
High Priority Triggered Send (HPTS): a message that has the priority field on the Triggered Email Message Interaction set to High. An
HPTS is billed in addition to a Triggered Email. See Email Usage definitions. For example, if you set a triggered send with high priority
and send 100 triggered emails, the total usage is 100 HPTS and 100 emails.
Interactive Email: an email message that has an Interactive Email Form block included in the email. For example, if you include an
Interactive Email Form block in an email and send to 100 subscribers, the total usage is 100 Interactive Email impressions and 100 Emails.
Interactive Email Form blocks can also be included in CC and BCC messages and counted as extra usage.
Landing Page Impression: a successful request for a published Landing Page (200 OK). This impression is only used with the legacy
Landing Page feature in Email Studio.
Short Message Service (SMS) Message: a mobile phone message that the Marketing Cloud SMS service sends to a subscriber, and a
message sent back to Marketing Cloud (SMS MT and MO messages). Only messages sent from Marketing Cloud (SMS MT Messages) are
included in the data usage. Usage is based on the subscriber’s country code. Marketing Cloud (SMS MT Messages) are counted regardless
of whether the message was delivered or undelivered. For specifics on SMS deliverability best practices, see Supported and Unsupported
Markets in MobileConnect.
Multimedia Message Service (MMS) Message: an SMS Message using the Outbound Media template that is sent to a subscriber.
Only messages sent from Marketing Cloud (MMS MT messages) are included in the data usage. This service is for the United States only.
MobilePush Message: a successful MobilePush message sent to a device. Examples of MobilePush messages and usage:
• Each Alert generates 1 MobilePush Message per device
• Each Alert + CloudPage generates 1 MobilePush Message per device
– An additional CloudPage Impression can also be consumed. See CloudPages Impression.
• Each Inbox Message generates 1 MobilePush Message per device
– Each badge app icon added to an Inbox Message generates 1 additional MobilePush Message per device
– An additional CloudPage Impression can also be consumed. See CloudPages Impression.
• Each Alert + Inbox Message generates 2 MobilePush Messages per device
– Each badge app icon added to an Inbox Message generates 1 additional MobilePush Message per device
– An additional CloudPage Impression can also be consumed. See CloudPages Impression.
• Each In-App Message generates 1 MobilePush Message per Contact
– Each opted-in device generates 1 additional MobilePush Message. Opted-in devices use background push notifications for
optimal in-app message deliverability.
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Marketing Cloud User Preferences
User preferences manage the information and behavior associated with your interaction with Marketing Cloud. User preferences allow
you to customize the behavior and appearance of Marketing Cloud to better match your preferred account information, workflow, and
preferred appearance.
Time Zone User Preferences
Set your time zone and culture code preferences in Setup. View time-related data in your time zone and culture rather than the
default CST and en-US.
Supported Date Formats for Import in Marketing Cloud
When you import dates into lists or a data extension in Marketing Cloud, use the same date format in both the file and the time
specification in the ImportDefinition field. If your ImportDefinition date format differs from the dates in the file, Date Field validation
errors occur. For example, a file using the English (United Kingdom) format when a date field in the file contains 01/22/2016
fails on validation. For English (United Kingdom), use 22/01/2016 for the date January 22, 2016.
Marketing Cloud Account Culture Code
Specify your time zone and culture code via a dropdown menu in on the User page in Marketing Cloud.
Modify Marketing Cloud User Preferences
Learn how to modify Marketing Cloud user preferences
Set Default Login Preference
The Default Login Preference setting determines which app first displays to a Marketing Cloud user after that user logs in.

Time Zone User Preferences
Set your time zone and culture code preferences in Setup. View time-related data in your time zone and culture rather than the default
CST and en-US.
Set your time zone and culture code preferences in your user record under Users in Setup. For example, you no longer schedule email
sends around Central Standard Time, but rather in your own local time. Change these settings at the user or account levels. These changes
reflect throughout Marketing Cloud user interface, standard reports, and extracts.
Note: Time zone and culture code settings at the user level take priority over account settings. Times shown in journey and
triggered send tracking information remains in CST regardless of this setting.
All versions of Marketing Cloud application can use this setting.
Marketing Cloud Server Time Zone Changes
Marketing Cloud servers use the Central Standard Time (CST) Time Zone, but don’t observe Daylight Savings Time (DST).

Marketing Cloud Server Time Zone Changes
Marketing Cloud servers use the Central Standard Time (CST) Time Zone, but don’t observe Daylight Savings Time (DST).
Further Daylight Savings Time Impact
Systems always remain on Central Standard Time (CST) and never change to or from Central Daylight Time in March and November,
respectively. Systems are always -0600 from GMT at all times of the year.
Synchronize Local System Clocks with UTC Time
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If necessary, synchronize your local system clocks with the UTC time.
If your local clocks are deployed on Amazon Web Services, use Network Time Protocol (NTP) sources. See Keeping Time With Amazon
Time Sync Service.
If your local clocks are deployed outside of Amazon Web Services, use one of the NIST Internet Time Servers. See NIST Internet Time
Service (ITS).
Note: Note: For Indianapolis teams in the CST Time Zone, servers are one hour behind during winter, but are two hours behind
during spring, summer, and fall while observing Eastern Daylight Time (EDT).

Supported Date Formats for Import in Marketing Cloud
When you import dates into lists or a data extension in Marketing Cloud, use the same date format in both the file and the time specification
in the ImportDefinition field. If your ImportDefinition date format differs from the dates in the file, Date Field validation errors occur. For
example, a file using the English (United Kingdom) format when a date field in the file contains 01/22/2016 fails on validation. For
English (United Kingdom), use 22/01/2016 for the date January 22, 2016.
See Supported Date and Time Formats for a list of supported date formats when uploading a date value into a date-type field in a
subscriber attribute or data extension. The import references the rules in this list to validate the dates in the file.

Marketing Cloud Account Culture Code
Specify your time zone and culture code via a dropdown menu in on the User page in Marketing Cloud.
Each account defaults to the CST time zone and a culture code of en-US.
Important: If you select a culture code not supported in Marketing Cloud, the code defaults to English.
Your culture code choice affects the language used in the user interface for Marketing Cloud. If you select one of these options, the user
interface appears in the specified language:
• English (United States)
• German (Germany)
• French (France)
• French (Canada)
• Portuguese (Brazil)
• Spanish (Latin America)
• Spanish (Spain)
• Italian (Italy)
• Japanese (Japan)
To change the language for the user interface, log out and log back into your account.

Modify Marketing Cloud User Preferences
Learn how to modify Marketing Cloud user preferences
Note: Some options are only available to administrators within a Marketing Cloud account.
1. Click Setup.
2. Click Users and select Users.
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3. To change any of the information associated with your account, click Edit:
General Settings
• Name: Name of the user
• Replay Email Address: Email address used for any replies to email messages
• Notification Email Address: Email address used for notifications regarding the Salesforce Marketing Cloud
• Username: Username for login purposes
• External Key: Value used for API calls to identify the user
• Time Zone: Time zone associated with the user
• Culture Code: Sets language and display options based on location and culture
• Enabled: Indicates if the user can access the Salesforce Marketing Cloud
• API User: Indicates whether the user can access the XML, SOAP, and REST API functionalities
User Permissions: Indicates what actions the user can perform in the application
Marketing Cloud Permissions and Roles: Indicates any roles assigned to the user account
Email and Landing Page Tools: Indicates how the Email app appears to the use (as applicable)
4. Click Save.

Set Default Login Preference
The Default Login Preference setting determines which app first displays to a Marketing Cloud user after that user logs in.
By default, a Marketing Cloud user first sees the Dashboard for the account. You can change that default preference to show the Overview
page of a specific app on login. After you change the user preference, you can always navigate back to the Dashboard using the standard
navigation controls. Changing this setting does not restrict access to any part of the Marketing Cloud.
Follow the directions below to change the Default Login Preference setting for your account:
1. Log in to your Marketing Cloud account.
2. Hover over your username and select Cloud Preferences under Settings.
3. Click Default Login Preference to select the screen that displays when you first log into your account.
4. Click the radio button next to the app you wish to display when you first log into your account.
5. Click Save.

Marketing Cloud Calendar
The Calendar provides a weekly or monthly view of all scheduled and past interactions within Marketing Cloud. Filter Calendar views by
campaign or interaction type.
Search the Calendar to find events and messages you already performed or scheduled in the future.

Included in the Calendar
This list displays searchable items stored in your Calendar.
• All completed email sends
– User-initiated
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– Programs
– Automation Studio
– API
• Pending sends scheduled via the Email Studio Send Wizard
• Pending sends scheduled via Send Flow in Content Builder

Not Included in the Calendar
This list displays non-searchable items that are not displayed in the Calendar.
• Triggered sends
• Test sends
• Single sends
• Pending user-initiated sends that are part of a scheduled or running program
• Sends suppressed from tracking
If a recurring message does not result in the delivery of any email message, the Calendar does not display an entry for that instance.

Day Panel
The Day Panel view displays all activities scheduled for a specific day. This view displays this information, depending on message type.
• Message name and description
• Campaigns, if any
• Last time a message send occurred
• Tracking information for the event or message
You can click within each message to view tracking information. Each activity contains a link to the source application. Automated
messages appear at the top of the day panel list until the message sends. Then, the Calendar uses email icons to identify the messages.
The Day Panel view automatically suppresses any automated messages with zero assigned subscribers.

Enterprise 2.0 Users
Enterprise 2.0 users can view all events in your current Enterprise 2.0 business unit and select more business units to view as well. The
Marketing Cloud Calendar defaults to events in the current business unit, and you can add more business units. Any days with events
from an additional business unit display a small blue indicator for that day on the Calendar. If you select more business units, your
Calendar displays applicable campaigns, broken out by business unit at the top of the screen. Hover over these events and click the
business unit or that event in the detailed Calendar view. This action takes you to that business unit to view more information. Any
changes you make in the filter persist through future logins, movements to other apps, or other activity. Clear these filters to change the
Calendar view.
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Calendar in Account with More than 500 Business Units

Calendar in Account with Less than 500 Business Units
Add a Campaign to Calendar
Add a campaign to the Calendar.
Add an Event to the Calendar
A Marketing Cloud event presents a day-long event you create as a milestone or marker on your calendar. You can specify an event
as a single day or a multiple-day event.
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Filter Events and Messages
Use filters to view only the automated or scheduled messages to review in Marketing Cloud.
Information on a Calendar Event or Message
View information on a Calendar.

Add a Campaign to Calendar
Add a campaign to the Calendar.
1. Click Calendar in the Marketing Cloud dashboard.
2. Hover your mouse over the day on which you want to create an campaign. The Add Event and Add Campaign options appear.
3. Click Add Campaign.
4. Enter a name for your campaign in the Name field.
5. Enter a description for your campaign in the Description field.
6. Select a campaign color.
7. Select a deployment date and time. This is the date and time set by the campaign owner, when the campaign is scheduled to launch.
This does not affect when campaign emails are sent.
8. Select a campaign owner from the drop-down. This is the user responsible for insuring that the campaign deploys on time. The
Campaign Owner is displayed on the Overview screen.
9. Enter an optional campaign code.
10. Enter optional tags.
11. Click Save. The event appears on the calendar for the day you specified.
SEE ALSO:
Campaigns in Marketing Cloud
Campaign Tags in Marketing Cloud

Add an Event to the Calendar
A Marketing Cloud event presents a day-long event you create as a milestone or marker on your calendar. You can specify an event as
a single day or a multiple-day event.
1. Click Calendar in the Marketing Cloud dashboard.
2. Hover your mouse over the day on which you want to create an event. The Add Event and Add Campaign options appear.
3. Click Add Event.
4. Enter a name for your event in the Name field.
5. Enter a description for your event in the Description field.
6. Select a campaign association for the event in the Campaign drop-down menu.
7. To include multiple days in your event, click the Multi-Day Event link.
a. Click From and select the date in the calendar.
b. Click To and select the date in the calendar.
c. To return the event to a single day, click Single-Day Event.
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8. Click Save. The event appears on the calendar for the day you specified.

Filter Events and Messages
Use filters to view only the automated or scheduled messages to review in Marketing Cloud.
These filters support automated messages across all channels within the Marketing Cloud. You can filter using the following criteria:
• Campaigns
• Message types
Each view lists the number of messages associated with a specific campaign or message type. While in the monthly view, messages of
the same type roll up to show an aggregated count. While in the weekly view, messages aggregate to the Campaign level so you can
see more hours.
1. In the Campaigns window, click the campaign you wish to use as part of the filter. The view displays only those events or messages
associated with the specific campaign.
2. To see all messages associated with that campaign, hover over the campaign and click the button to the right.
3. In the Message Types window, click the check boxes for the types to view.
4. Follow the steps below to filter a message type based on scheduled or automated status:
a. Hover over the message type.
b. Click Scheduled or Automated to the message type to filter.

Information on a Calendar Event or Message
View information on a Calendar.

Calendar Event
When you click Fullscreen, the Calendar displays a full month of scheduled marketing activities. If you hover over a scheduled event,
the Calendar displays properties for the scheduled message and any relevant automation information. If you hover over a sent event,
the Calendar displays information for that event or message and any relevant automation information. The Calendar shows automation
information based on user permissions, including the name of the automation used to send the email. The Calendar only displays
information for automations that originate from Automation Studio. Other automations display past information but not information
for future or scheduled events or messages. To navigate to a page with additional information on that event, click the link available by
hovering on the Calendar event or message.

Automated Messages
The calendar displays messages scheduled via Automation Studio using the
icon. Click that icon to link to either the automation
itself or the source application and review or edit information regarding that message. This icon identifies only messages created or
scheduled via Automation Studio.
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Event Notification Service
Use the Event Notification Service (ENS) to receive notifications for your own system when certain events occur in Marketing Cloud. You
can be notified when customers request password resets, get order confirmations, log in using multi-factor authentication (MFA), and
other events. You can also subscribe to email engagement events, such as opens, clicks, and unsubscribes.
Note: The Event Notification Service only sends events related to the Transactional Messaging API. See Transactional Messaging
API.
For example, Northern Trail Outfitters, or NTO, requests that Marketing Cloud send an online order confirmation email to a customer.
The customer’s email address isn’t valid, so the ENS notifies NTO almost immediately that the order confirmation bounced. Using that
feedback, NTO’s system sends the customer the order confirmation via SMS instead. When the user provides a valid email address, NTO
can track clicks and opens from further email communications.
Important: Implement the ENS as outlined in Get Started with Event Notification Service.
Add these addresses to your event listener allowlist for Event Notification Services:
• ORD (MC stacks 1,4,5,6,10): Public IP: 13.108.254.8
• IAD (MC stacks 7,8,11,12): Public IP: 13.108.238.8
• FRA (MC stack 50): Public IP: 85.222.158.8
To view ENS in Marketing Cloud, enable these user permissions under Event Notifications.
• Callbacks
– View
• Subscriptions
– View
To view and edit ENS in Marketing Cloud, enable these user permissions under Event Notifications.
• Callbacks
– Create
– View
– Update
– Delete
• Subscriptions
– Create
– View
– Update
– Delete

Get Started with Event Notification Service
Configure your system to work with the Event Notification Service (ENS) in Marketing Cloud. The configuration process registers the
callbacks and creates the subscriptions used to interact with your external system.
Register a New Callback for Event Notifications
Follow these steps to register a new callback for event notifications in Marketing Cloud.
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Create a Subscription for Event Notifications
Follow these steps to create a subscription for event notifications in Marketing Cloud.
Delete a Callback for Event Notifications
Follow these steps to delete a subscription to event notifications in Marketing Cloud.
Delete a Subscription for Event Notifications
Follow these steps to delete a subscription to event notifications in Marketing Cloud.

Get Started with Event Notification Service
Configure your system to work with the Event Notification Service (ENS) in Marketing Cloud. The configuration process registers the
callbacks and creates the subscriptions used to interact with your external system.
You must configure your own external system to receive and confirm callback and subscriptions. Marketing Cloud is not responsible for
developing this system to work with ENS.
Review the process outlined in Event Notification Service Activities on Salesforce Developers for an overall understanding of the process.
The callbacks and subscriptions created in Marketing Cloud replace the API calls in the process, but otherwise the process is similar. Your
external system works with Marketing Cloud to verify and process your callbacks and subscriptions.
Salesforce Developers provides additional information on notification signing, retries, and callback suspensions. Include these factors
when you plan your external system implementation.
1. Supply an HTTPS callback URL, also known as a webhook, for your application. HTTP is not supported for callback URLs.
2. Register and verify your callback URL.
3. Create a subscription that requests notification events. A subscription indicates which event types to receive notifications for and
which callback, or webhook, to receive them on.
4. Prepare your system for the possibility of receiving a notification event more than once because the ENS is an "at least once" delivery
system.
5. To stop receiving notifications, you can pause a subscription any time. When you unpause the subscription, only new event notifications
are delivered. Notification events that occurred during the pause are dropped.

Register a New Callback for Event Notifications
Follow these steps to register a new callback for event notifications in Marketing Cloud.
1. In the Setup page, click Event Notification and select URL Callbacks.
2. Click Register New.
3. Enter a name, URL, and maximum batch size for the callback.
4. To get the verification key for your URL callback, contact your Marketing Cloud admin.
5. Find the URL callback you created on the URL Callbacks screen and click Verify.
6. Enter the verification key value from step 4 and click Verify.
Create a subscription using the callback to receive event notifications.
SEE ALSO:
Get Started with Event Notification Service
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Create a Subscription for Event Notifications
Follow these steps to create a subscription for event notifications in Marketing Cloud.
1. In the Setup page, click Event Notification and select Subscriptions.
2. Click Subscribe New.
3. Enter a name for the subscription.
4. Select the callback and event for your subscription. You can select more than one event for your subscription.
5. Enter any attributes and values used to filter results for the subscription. The subscription returns only events where an attribute
matches the specified value. For example, enter definitionKey and a value to return events only with that key.
6. Click Subscribe.
SEE ALSO:
Get Started with Event Notification Service
Supported Notification Events

Delete a Callback for Event Notifications
Follow these steps to delete a subscription to event notifications in Marketing Cloud.
1. In the Setup page, click Event Notification and select URL Callbacks.
2. Click the arrow next to the callback to delete and click Delete.
3. Click Delete.

Delete a Subscription for Event Notifications
Follow these steps to delete a subscription to event notifications in Marketing Cloud.
1. In the Setup page, click Event Notification and select Subscriptions.
2. Click the arrow next to the subscription to delete and click Delete.
3. Click Delete.

Marketing Cloud Package Manager
Scale your best practices and reduce time to value by bundling company or industry-specific solutions and deploying them across
environments with Marketing Cloud Package Manager.
Have a set of journeys or automations that you want to reuse? Bundle them and all their dependencies, and then deploy them to other
business units. You can create packaged solutions containing fully configured journeys, automations, content assets, data extensions,
attribute groups, and more. Keep those items current and version-controlled by updating your packaged solutions across all instances.
Marketing Cloud Package Manager replaces Deployment Manager, a Salesforce Labs application that is scheduled for retirement on
January 31, 2023. Here’s a high-level comparison of the two products.
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Deployment Manager

Supports fully configured journeys, automations, and Sales Cloud Supports unconfigured journeys and automations. Doesn’t support
and Service Cloud events and activities.
Sales Cloud or Service Cloud events and activities.
Supports content assets and package personalization or
customization.

Doesn’t support content assets.

When you select the highest-level item, Package Manager finds
and copies the dependencies for you.

You manually identify and select all dependencies related to the
higher-level item.

Includes full Salesforce support as a native feature of Marketing
Cloud.

This app is an add-on and doesn’t include formal Salesforce support.

Offers fast scalability with ready-to-activate journeys, automations, Requires significant manual work.
assets, and data models.

Learn more about Deployment Manager Retirement.
Manage Marketing Cloud Items Across Environments
Use packaged solutions to deploy best practices and company or industry-specific solutions across environments. You can create
packages containing fully configured journeys, automations, content assets, data extensions, attribute groups, and more. Then keep
those items current and version-controlled by updating your packaged solutions across all instances.
Package Manager Reference
Learn how to get the most out of Marketing Cloud Package Manager by understanding supported objects, supported actions, and
notifications.

Manage Marketing Cloud Items Across Environments
Use packaged solutions to deploy best practices and company or industry-specific solutions across environments. You can create packages
containing fully configured journeys, automations, content assets, data extensions, attribute groups, and more. Then keep those items
current and version-controlled by updating your packaged solutions across all instances.
The packaging and deployment process involves these high-level steps.
1. Define your package.
a. Choose the items that you want to add, such as specific journeys or automations. Dependencies are automatically included.
b. Define any custom fields in the selected items.
2. Download the packaged solution.
a. Download as ZIP if you’re uploading and displaying the package through Marketing Cloud Package Manager.
b. Download as JSON if you’re hosting the file in a secure location and linking to it from an installed package.
3. Deploy the packaged solution.
a. If you have a ZIP file, upload it to Package Manager. Or, if you’re deploying from an installed package, select Choose Solution
Package and find your package in the list.
b. You can create a subfolder for the package or use prefixes or suffixes to customize the file names of the items in the package.
c. If the package contains custom fields, enter the required data.
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d. Choose an action for each item being deployed.
4. After your package is deployed, keep it updated.
a. Open the original package definition.
b. Recreate the package.
c. Redeploy the package using the same name.
d. When you choose an action for the items being deployed, you can update existing items with the new version.
For more information, review these topics.
Package Marketing Cloud Items
Create a packaged solution to contain fully configured journeys, automations, content assets, data extensions, attribute groups, and
more.
Customize Branding in Packaged Items
Include custom fields within the items in your packaged solution to enable the user who deploys the package to customize branding.
For example, if an asset contains a logo that varies across environments, you can create a custom field where the correct logo is
inserted during deployment.
Host Packaged Marketing Cloud Items
You can host your packaged solutions in a secure location, such as Amazon S3, GitHub, or another publicly accessible location. Don’t
host your package if you downloaded it as a ZIP file and plan to upload it directly to Package Manager. Instead, deploy your package
directly through Package Manager.
Deploy Marketing Cloud Items
Deploy a packaged solution to a Marketing Cloud business unit or enterprise.
Update Packaged Marketing Cloud Items
Keep your deployed packages current and version-controlled by updating them.

Package Marketing Cloud Items
Create a packaged solution to contain fully configured journeys, automations, content assets, data extensions, attribute groups, and
more.
Before you begin, identify which items you want to package. Dependencies are packaged automatically.
Note: There’s no limit to the number of items that you can include in a packaged solution. But each item must be smaller than
5 MB, and the packaged solution can’t exceed 50 MB.
1. Hover over the Platform menu, and select Package Manager.
2. On the Packaging tab, click Create and select New Definition or From Existing.
3. Select the items to include in the package. You can select any combination of supported objects.
• The selection view defaults to journeys, but you can click the tabs to view other objects.
• To view all selected items, click Show Details. To return to the grid view, click Hide Details.
• When you select an item, all its associated items are also included, such as email messages and data extensions.
4. Click Save & Continue.
The number of items and dependencies packaged appears in the screen header.
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5. To create items in the root folders of each app when you deploy the package rather than in the same folder structure of the source,
deselect Preserve Folder Structure.
6. Click Package Items.
7. Review the items included and resolve any issues.
8. Click Next.
9. If the package includes customizable assets, such as personalization strings, logos, or names, configure and save the defaults and
parameters.
10. Click Download Package.
• Download as ZIP if you’re uploading and deploying the package through Marketing Cloud Package Manager.
• Download as JSON if you’re hosting the file in a secure location and linking to it from an installed package.
Next Steps:
• Upload a ZIP package to another instance of Marketing Cloud Package Manager. Or, host a JSON package in a secure location and
link to it from an installed package. Then deploy the package.
• To update the package, use the same package definition to create a package containing updated versions of all items. Then deploy
the package.
SEE ALSO:
Permissions for Marketing Cloud Setup
Customize Branding in Packaged Items
Host Packaged Marketing Cloud Items
Deploy Marketing Cloud Items
Update Packaged Marketing Cloud Items

Customize Branding in Packaged Items
Include custom fields within the items in your packaged solution to enable the user who deploys the package to customize branding.
For example, if an asset contains a logo that varies across environments, you can create a custom field where the correct logo is inserted
during deployment.
Custom fields are supported in objects such as Journey Builder activities, Content Builder entities, CloudPages, and Automation Studio
Send Email activities. Some fields, such as email names and journey names, aren’t supported because they don’t allow special characters.
Also, some objects, such as email and SMS activities, have custom fields that are preset and can’t be edited.
Before you begin, identify the items that you want to add custom fields to.
1. In the item, insert a placeholder for each a custom string or URL.
Format your placeholders like this: {{mcpm:fieldName}}. fieldName represents a prompt to your users about what
information to enter. For example, {{mcpm:logo}} prompts the user to input a URL to their logo image. Or enter
{{mcpm:companyName}} and {{mcpm:companyWebsite}} to prompt the user to input the business unit’s name and
website.
You can reuse a placeholder repeatedly and use as many placeholders as you want.
2. Create a packaged solution that contains the item with the placeholders.
3. Use Custom Fields Configuration to add more information for the user who deploys the package.
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Each custom field must have a label. For example, if you use the {{mcpm:logo}} placeholder, you can enter a label of Logo
URL. When a user deploys the package, they see a field labeled Logo URL and can then input the link to the correct logo. You can
also add a more detailed description to help the user deploying the package know how to format the placeholder.
Note: If you don’t see custom fields, Package Manager didn’t find the correct syntax. Make sure that your syntax is correctly
formatted and try again.
4. Download your package.
5. When a user attempts to deploy the package, they must enter values for all custom fields.
6. When the package is deployed, Package Manager replaces all instances of each placeholder with the corresponding value.

Host Packaged Marketing Cloud Items
You can host your packaged solutions in a secure location, such as Amazon S3, GitHub, or another publicly accessible location. Don’t
host your package if you downloaded it as a ZIP file and plan to upload it directly to Package Manager. Instead, deploy your package
directly through Package Manager.
Before you begin, you must have a packaged solution in JSON format that’s ready to upload.
Note: Packaged solutions and installed packages are different entities. Both are used when you set up hosting.
• A packaged solution is created in Marketing Cloud Package Manager and contains Marketing Cloud items that you select. You
can use packaged solutions to deploy fully configured solutions, such as journeys or automations, across environments.
• An installed package is a bundle of Marketing Cloud components, such as Marketing Cloud apps, API integrations, or packaged
solutions. You can use an installed package to secure your packaged solution files on an internal or trusted external source.
1. Upload the JSON file to a public endpoint that will remain static.
2. In Marketing Cloud, hover over your name and click Setup.
3. In the Apps section, click Installed Packages.
4. Create an installed package.
a. Give your package a unique and recognizable name.
b. Select the App Exchange category.
c. Save the installed package.
5. Add a component to the installed package.
a. Select the Solution Package component type.
b. Click Next.
c. Enter a name for the package.
d. Paste the link to the JSON file.
e. Save the component.
6. Publish the installed package.
7. Copy the URL of the published package, and click Done.
8. Log in to the Marketing Cloud account where you want to deploy the packaged solution.
9. Install the packaged solution to the Marketing Cloud account.
a. Paste the installed package URL into your browser’s navigation bar.
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Marketing Cloud automatically navigates to the Installed Packages section of Setup.
b. Install the package.
c. Agree to the terms.
10. In Marketing Cloud Package Manager, deploy the package using the Choose Solution Package option.
SEE ALSO:
Permissions for Marketing Cloud Setup
Package Marketing Cloud Items
Deploy Marketing Cloud Items
Update Packaged Marketing Cloud Items

Deploy Marketing Cloud Items
Deploy a packaged solution to a Marketing Cloud business unit or enterprise.
Before you begin, you must have a ZIP package that’s ready to upload or an installed package that’s ready to deploy.
1. Hover over the Platform menu and select Package Manager.
2. On the Deployment tab, click Deploy and choose a deployment method.
• If you’re uploading a ZIP package, drag it into the box or click Upload to find the file on your computer.
• If you’re deploying an installed package, click Choose Solution Package and find your package in the list.
3. You can enter folder structure names and text to prepend or append to the items. You can also add a unique timestamp to each
file.
• Folders are placed directly under the root folder of each app. For example, NewFolder/item.
• If you preserved the folder structure when you created the package, the new folder still is inserted directly under the root folder.
For example, NewFolder/YourStructure/YourStructure/item.
4. Enter and save values for any customizable fields.
5. Click Next.
6. Review the items to deploy and resolve any issues that appear.
• If you rename an item, click Refresh to apply your changes.
• When updating a deployed package, use the Action menu to select how to handle updated items. You can keep the existing
version, update to the new version, or keep both items by renaming the new version.
• You can update all supported items, except filter data extensions, synchronized data extensions, and data extensions that your
business unit doesn’t have permission to update.
• If your package contains new items, you can create or skip them.
• You can skip items only if they have no required dependencies or if they’re a dependency of an item that has been skipped or
reused.
7. Click Deploy.
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8. Review the Deploy Summary, and check that everything deployed correctly.
SEE ALSO:
Permissions for Marketing Cloud Setup
Package Marketing Cloud Items
Host Packaged Marketing Cloud Items
Update Packaged Marketing Cloud Items
Package Manager Supported Actions
Package Manager Notifications

Update Packaged Marketing Cloud Items
Keep your deployed packages current and version-controlled by updating them.
Before you begin, identify the deployed package you want to update and the package definition associated with it.
Note: There’s no limit to the number of items that you can include in a packaged solution. But each item must be smaller than
5 MB, and the packaged solution can’t exceed 50 MB.
1. Hover over the Platform menu and select Package Manager.
2. On the Packaging tab, find the package definition associated with the deployed package.
3. Next to the package definition, click

and select Edit.

The items previously included in the package are automatically selected.
4. You can add more items or remove existing items.
• To view all selected items, click Show Details. To return to the grid view, click Hide Details.
• When you select an item, all its dependencies are included, such as email messages and data extensions.
5. Finish creating the package. You can use the same options that you used in the original package or different options.
6. Click Download Package.
• Download as ZIP if your original package is hosted through Marketing Cloud Package Manager.
• Download as JSON if your original package is hosted in a secure location and linked from an installed package.
7. On the Deployment tab, click Deploy to start the deployment process.
8. In the Item Validation and Usage section, use the Action menu to select how to handle updated items.
• For each updated item, you can keep the existing version, update to the new version, or keep both items by renaming the new
version.
• You can update all supported items, except filter data extensions, synchronized data extensions, and data extensions that your
business unit doesn’t have permission to update.
• If your package contains new items, you can create or skip them.
• You can skip items only if they have no required dependencies or if they’re a dependency of an item that has been skipped or
reused.
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9. Finish deploying the updated package.
SEE ALSO:
Permissions for Marketing Cloud Setup
Package Marketing Cloud Items
Deploy Marketing Cloud Items
Package Manager Supported Actions

Package Manager Reference
Learn how to get the most out of Marketing Cloud Package Manager by understanding supported objects, supported actions, and
notifications.
Package Manager Supported Objects
Marketing Cloud Package Manager supports these objects. Packages that contain unsupported objects display errors when packaged
or deployed.
Package Manager Supported Actions
You can take these actions when deploying a packaged solution with Marketing Cloud Package Manager.
Package Manager Notifications
If a packaged solution has unsupported objects, a notification appears before you deploy the package. To help you troubleshoot
issues, review this list of in-app notifications.

Package Manager Supported Objects
Marketing Cloud Package Manager supports these objects. Packages that contain unsupported objects display errors when packaged
or deployed.
Object or Application

Features and Functionality

Notes

CloudPages

• Microsites

• CloudPagesURL includes only the
referenced landing page and its states
in the CloudPages collection.

• Microsite pages
• Microsite site maps
• Landing pages
• Landing page states
• CloudPagesURL AMPscript functions
Content Builder

• Text

• Media files are imported, installed,
republished, and remapped.

• Images
• Email messages
• Mobile messages
• Content blocks
• Templates
• CSS styling
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Features and Functionality

Notes

• Locked content
• AMPscript
• Dynamic content
• Media files
• A/B test content
• Enhanced dynamic content
• Email Form blocks
Journey Builder

Fully configured journeys, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Includes Wait By Duration, Wait Until
Date, Wait by Attribute, Wait Until Event,
Data extension entry source and event
and Wait Until Mobile Push. No specific
definition
date is included in the package.
Salesforce data entry source
• All email content is included, such as
Wait activities
text, images, and personalization.
Engagement split
• User references must point to the
Random split
System User. Other Salesforce object
references aren’t supported.
Multi-criteria decision split

• Path Optimizer

• Mobile SMS requires additional setup
to work in the target account.

• Join activity

• Deployed push activity isn’t editable.

• Email sends

• Mobile SMS content is packaged but
requires additional setup in the target
account to activate.

• Transactional email sends

• SMS sends
• Mobile Push sends
• Salesforce activities
• Update contact
• API entry events
• Date-based entry events
Marketing Cloud Data Extension

• Definition columns
• Attribute groups
• Shared data extensions
• Synchronized data extensions

• Recreate the column or schema in a
data extension.
• If a shared data extension in the
package matches the name of an
existing shared data extension in the
target environment, the existing shared
data extension is referenced by the
respective deployed items in the
package. Otherwise, the data extension
deploys as a new shared data extension
at the top-level tenant account.
• A synchronized data extension must
exist in the target business unit to
deploy an item that references that data
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Features and Functionality

Notes
extension. If Marketing Cloud Package
Manager finds the referenced data
extension in the target business unit, it
deploys the items referencing the data
extension. Otherwise, the deployment
fails.

Automations

Fully configured automations, including:
• Wait activity
• Fire event

• All email and content assets are
packaged with an Email Send
automation.

• Email sends
• Filter activity
• Query activity
• Scheduled entry
• Triggered entry
• File transfer
• File import
• Data extract
• Verification
Folders

• Organize assets

SEE ALSO:
Package Manager Notifications

Package Manager Supported Actions
You can take these actions when deploying a packaged solution with Marketing Cloud Package Manager.
During deployment, in the Item Validation and Usage section, select an action for each item to be deployed.
• When deploying a package for the first time, you can create or skip each item.
• When updating a package, you can update existing items to the new version or use the previous version.
• When updating a package, you can create or skip new items.
• You can skip an item only if it has no required dependencies or if it’s a dependency of an item that has been skipped or reused.
SEE ALSO:
Package Manager Supported Objects
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If a packaged solution has unsupported objects, a notification appears before you deploy the package. To help you troubleshoot issues,
review this list of in-app notifications.
Notification

Definition
Success: The object deployed successfully.

Warning: There’s an issue, such as an unsupported or missing object, which
can result in a blank or unconfigured item after deployment.

Information: After deployment, some properties of this object can differ from
the original account.

Task: Action is needed after deployment to configure this object. When you
complete the action, click the checkbox to remove the task notification and
mark the action as resolved.
Error: An error in this object is preventing package creation or deployment.

Deployment Manager
Streamline new account creation and setup, campaign creation, and your development lifecycle with Deployment Manager. Use
Deployment Manager to copy the design of a journey, data extension, attribute group in the contact data model, or automation, and
deploy it to other Marketing Cloud business units or enterprises. You can then configure or activate the new draft journey, data extension
design, attribute group, or automation in the target account. Deployment Manager doesn’t store or migrate any customer or campaign
data.
Important: Deployment Manager is scheduled for retirement in all Salesforce orgs as of Winter ’23. For more information, see
Deployment Manager Retirement.

Requirements
To use Deployment Manager requires:
• A valid installation of Deployment Manager in your business unit or enterprise.
• A valid user license assigned by your Marketing Cloud account admin in Installed Packages.
• For journeys: Access and view permission to Journey Builder.
• For data extensions: Permission to view and create data extensions.
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• For shared data extensions: Permission to view shared data extension folders.
• For attribute groups: Permission to administer contact data model and permission to view and create data extensions.
• For automations: Permission to access and create automations, permission to view and create data extensions, and permission to
create data extract, file transfer, import, query, and filter activities.
Set Up Deployment Manager
You must install Deployment Manager in each enterprise where you want to recreate a journey, data extension, attribute group, or
automation. After you install Deployment Manager in your enterprise, go to Installed Packages to manage which business units and
users can use the app. You can use Deployment Manager to deploy journeys, data extensions, attribute groups, or automations
between separate Marketing Cloud enterprises.
Create a Snapshot of Your Campaigns
To export the design of a journey, data extension (DE), attribute group, or automation with Marketing Cloud Deployment Manager,
take a snapshot of the original. The snapshot contains the metadata of the journey, DE, attribute group, or automation without any
customer data or campaign data. You can then deploy the snapshot to another business unit or enterprise. You can also store a
snapshot for templating, backup, auditing, or version control. Creating a snapshot captures the most recent version. Deployment
Manager automatically collects the dependencies and any associated attribute sets or data extensions of an attribute group or an
automation.
Deploy Snapshot to Another Account
Deploying a snapshot adds new unconfigured draft journeys, data extension (DE) designs, attribute groups, or automations to your
business unit or enterprise in Marketing Cloud. Deployment Manager doesn’t delete or overwrite an existing journey. Instead,
Deployment Manager creates a new version of the existing journey.

Set Up Deployment Manager
You must install Deployment Manager in each enterprise where you want to recreate a journey, data extension, attribute group, or
automation. After you install Deployment Manager in your enterprise, go to Installed Packages to manage which business units and
users can use the app. You can use Deployment Manager to deploy journeys, data extensions, attribute groups, or automations between
separate Marketing Cloud enterprises.
Important: Deployment Manager is scheduled for retirement in all Salesforce orgs as of Winter ’23. For more information, see
Deployment Manager Retirement.
1. As the Marketing Cloud account admin, navigate to the AppExchange listing, and click Get It Now.
2. Accept the terms and service, and click Visit Provider. Marketing Cloud opens.
3. In Marketing Cloud, follow the installation instructions.
4. In Installed Packages, assign user licenses to specify who can see and use the app in their business unit.

Create a Snapshot of Your Campaigns
To export the design of a journey, data extension (DE), attribute group, or automation with Marketing Cloud Deployment Manager, take
a snapshot of the original. The snapshot contains the metadata of the journey, DE, attribute group, or automation without any customer
data or campaign data. You can then deploy the snapshot to another business unit or enterprise. You can also store a snapshot for
templating, backup, auditing, or version control. Creating a snapshot captures the most recent version. Deployment Manager automatically
collects the dependencies and any associated attribute sets or data extensions of an attribute group or an automation.
Important: Deployment Manager is scheduled for retirement in all Salesforce orgs as of Winter ’23. For more information, see
Deployment Manager Retirement.
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1. In Marketing Cloud, navigate to AppExchange | Deployment Manager.
2. Go to the business unit or enterprise where you want to copy journeys, DEs, attribute groups, or automations from.
3. Select one or more journeys, DEs, attribute groups, or automations to export.
Note: While you can export an automation with an import file activity that references a subscriber list, the activity is exported
as unconfigured.
4. Click Create Snapshot.
Important: Don’t close Deployment Manager while it creates the snapshot. Some snapshots can take a few minutes to create.
5. Download the snapshot to your computer.
6. On the Session History tab, review the snapshot details.

Deploy Snapshot to Another Account
Deploying a snapshot adds new unconfigured draft journeys, data extension (DE) designs, attribute groups, or automations to your
business unit or enterprise in Marketing Cloud. Deployment Manager doesn’t delete or overwrite an existing journey. Instead, Deployment
Manager creates a new version of the existing journey.
Important: Deployment Manager is scheduled for retirement in all Salesforce orgs as of Winter ’23. For more information, see
Deployment Manager Retirement.
Deployment Manager also doesn’t delete or overwrite an existing DE, but it does indicate that the snapshot is successfully deployed if
you deploy a duplicate (with the same name and settings) of an existing DE. If you deploy a DE snapshot that has the same name but
different settings than an existing DE, the deployment cancels for that DE.
Deployment Manager doesn’t delete existing attribute groups or attribute sets. Instead, it creates or appends new attribute sets and
relationships to the attribute group. Deployment Manager never deletes attribute sets or changes cardinality between existing attribute
sets.
Deployment Manager doesn’t update, activate, or delete existing automations. Instead, it creates new automations. Not all automation
activities are supported. Some activities, such as filter, send, and refresh activities, require manual configuration.
1. In Marketing Cloud, navigate to AppExchange | Deployment Manager.
2. Go to the business unit or enterprise where you want to copy the journeys, DEs, attribute groups, or automations to.
3. On the Deploy Snapshot tab, upload the snapshot file.
4. Click Deploy, and confirm the deployment.
Important: Don’t close Deployment Manager while it deploys the snapshot. Some snapshots can take a few minutes to
deploy.
5. On the Session History tab, review the deployment results.

Marketing Cloud Slack Integration
Monitor your automations and journeys with Digital Command Center for Slack. Digital Command Center is a Slack app that alerts you
when one of your automations or journeys isn’t working as expected. You can also receive a daily digest of notifications.
Configure Automation Studio rules to monitor automation health and success. For example:
• Automations with Errors
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• Skipped Automations
• Abnormally High Run Duration
• Abnormally Low Run Duration
Configure Journey Builder rules to identify when to troubleshoot or modify a campaign. For example:
• New Journey Version Validation
• Journey Performance Thresholds
• Abnormally High Journey Entries
• Abnormally Low Journey Entries
SEE ALSO:
Get Started with Digital Command Center for Slack
Rule Types and Individual Rule Configuration Options
The Daily Digest Report

Field-Level Encryption in Marketing Cloud
Marketing Cloud permits encryption of data at field level. This product encrypts data at rest to facilitate compliance with corporate
privacy policies, regulatory requirements, and contractual obligations for handling private data. This product was formerly known as
Encrypted Data Sending. The system converts encrypted fields to plain text at the time of send.
Note: To implement field-level encryption, purchase and complete of a Marketing Cloud Professional Services engagement under
a Professional Services agreement before performing any configuration in your Marketing Cloud account. This requirement includes
the creation of any new business units. To enable Field-Level Encryption for your new Marketing Cloud account, contact your
Marketing Cloud account representative or Partner Success Services.

Prerequisites
• Only new accounts can use Field-Level Encryption. Field-Level Encryption requires encryption of any email address fields used for
sending.
• Field-Level Encryption requires a subscriber key for each contact.
• All business units within an Enterprise account must use Field-Level Encryption.
• You can’t turn on Field-Level Encryption for only one business unit in an Enterprise account.

Implementation Steps
Make sure your implementation process follows these steps.
1. Purchase and complete a services engagement for Field-Level Encryption configuration in your account.
2. Create and configure the data extensions for use with Field-Level Encryption. Ensure that you configure the data extensions for use
with this feature at the time of creation.
3. Set up any data synchronization with Sales or Service Clouds only after performing the first two steps.
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How It Works
Marketing Cloud encrypts sensitive data using a cryptographic symmetric key generated via Encryption Key Management. Provide both
a key value and an initialization vector (IV) when using encryption keys. These values can require from 16 to 36 characters, depending
on the chosen type of encryption. Field-Level Encryption also permits importing encrypted data into Marketing Cloud. In this case,
provide a key value and IV via Encryption Key Management for decryption at send time.

After you choose your encryption method, create data extensions in Contact Builder to contain the encrypted data. Data extensions can
store encrypted text or email address data. You can’t select fields to encrypt when creating data extensions from Email Studio in Marketing
Cloud. You can encrypt data using only data extensions created through Contact Builder.
You can’t share encrypted data or encryption keys across business units. We recommend creating separate encryption keys for each
business unit using the same value for all business units in an account.
Journey Builder is compatible with Field-Level Encryption. Enable the Use email attribute from Contacts setting in Journey Builder
Settings. To use an email address from Contact Builder in an encrypted send, create a population to use as the basis for your audience.
Journey Builder can’t use an email address from All Subscribers or from the entry event as part of a send using Field-Level Encryption.
Avoid these options in Journey Builder.
• Use email attribute from entry source requires an unencrypted email field in the entry source.
• Don’t use Email Addresses.Email Address for Use email attribute from Contacts.
Salesforce events still function even if the contact doesn’t exist in Contact Builder. Choose an unencrypted email address value from the
Journey Builder entry source.
Field-Level Encryption Data Imports
With Field-Level Encryption turned on, import data into the Marketing Cloud using one of these methods:
Field-Level Encryption Data Exports
With Field-Level Encryption turned on, export data from the Marketing Cloud using one of these methods:
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Encryption Configuration Options
When enabling Field-Level Encryption in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption products, you can encrypt and import data into
your Marketing Cloud account. You can also import plain text into your Marketing Cloud account and encrypt the data as part of
the import process. You can also choose the method to display the data, which is also encrypted by default.
Salesforce Shield and Field-Level Encryption Compatibility
You can use Salesforce Shield and Field-Level Encryption with Sales and Service Clouds.
Field-Level Encryption Limitations
These limitations apply when working with Field-Level Encryption in Marketing Cloud’s Security and Encryption products.
Implement Field-Level Encryption
Follow these steps to implement Field-Level Encryption in your Marketing Cloud account.
Frequently Asked Questions
This section includes common questions when using Field Level-Encryption in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption Products.
Error Resolution - Triggered Send from Sales or Service Cloud Inserts Clear-Text Email Addresses to All Subscriber List Within Marketing
Cloud
Resolve the error of a triggered send from Sales or Service Cloud inserting clear text email addresses to the All Subscriber List with
Marketing Cloud.
SEE ALSO:
Marketing Cloud Key Management
Create a Population in Contact Builder

Field-Level Encryption Data Imports
With Field-Level Encryption turned on, import data into the Marketing Cloud using one of these methods:
Method

Option

Imports

None

API Call

CreateRow
UpdateRow

Triggered Send

None

Data Extension AMPscript Functions

Lookup
InsertDE
UpsertDE

You can also input data directly into the data extension by adding individual records. This method encrypts data as well. The Marketing
Cloud builds a message using encrypted data, then converts that data to plain text using a symmetric key at send time. The system then
sends the message from our mail transfer agent (MTA). The Marketing Cloud stores all tracking and deliverability information as identified
by the corresponding subscriber key values.
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Field-Level Encryption Data Exports
With Field-Level Encryption turned on, export data from the Marketing Cloud using one of these methods:
• FTP export of a data extension from Contact Builder
• File download of a data extension via browser from Contact Builder
• Extract via Interactions - this method exports data as encrypted data only
• API retrieval of a data extension

Encryption Configuration Options
When enabling Field-Level Encryption in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption products, you can encrypt and import data into your
Marketing Cloud account. You can also import plain text into your Marketing Cloud account and encrypt the data as part of the import
process. You can also choose the method to display the data, which is also encrypted by default.
Choose one of these options when enabling Field-Level Encryption for your account:
• You can encrypt your data yourself and import it into your Marketing Cloud. Any extracted or exported data remains in the same
encrypted format used before the import process.
• You import plain text data into your Marketing Cloud account. Marketing Cloud encrypts that data as part of the import process.
Marketing Cloud then decrypts any extracted or exported data. Marketing Cloud exports any data using a data extension export to
an FTP location as unencrypted data.
• You choose to display data in Preview, landing pages, View as Webpage, Forward to a Friend, platform apps, and Send Logging in
unencrypted text. By default, the Marketing Cloud encrypts this data.

Salesforce Shield and Field-Level Encryption Compatibility
You can use Salesforce Shield and Field-Level Encryption with Sales and Service Clouds.
• Event Monitoring
• Audit Trail
• Platform Encryption
The Marketing Cloud does not offer Audit Trail or Event Monitoring via the Marketing Cloud app. However, Field-Level Encryption does
encrypt data at rest and can support Platform Encryption users. The Marketing Cloud can import data automatically from the Sales and
Service Clouds using the Marketing Cloud Connector. This process decrypts the data from these clouds and transmits that data over a
secure communication channel to Marketing Cloud. As the data arrives in Marketing Cloud, those fields are encrypted use Field-Level
Encryption. The connector establishes a relationship between a Salesforce org and a Marketing Cloud account.
You can accomplish this process using one of four methods:
• Synchronized Data Sources
– Synchronized Data Sources supports Platform Encryption. This feature synchronizes data from your Salesforce org at specified
time intervals, including data schema and relationships previously established in your Salesforce CRM account. The Marketing
Cloud encrypts fields identified as encrypted using Platform Encryption. An enabled user views encrypted data in the Sales or
Service Cloud. They can also select fields for synchronization in the Marketing Cloud, which imports and stores this data in
Synchronized Data Extensions. The Marketing Cloud re-encrypts this data using the Field-Level Encryption symmetric key upon
import.
• Reports and Campaign Sends
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– Reports and Campaign Sends supports Platform Encryption. After installing the Marketing Cloud Connector, you can send to
Reports and Campaigns directly from your Sales Cloud account. A Marketing Cloud account enabled with Field-Level Encryption
encrypts data identified as encrypted from the Sales or Service Cloud.
• Journey Builder Events
– Journey Builder Events do not support Platform Encryption. The Marketing Cloud does not re-encrypt data imported via events.
Journey Builder lets you create an entry event to power a journey based on Sales and Service Cloud data. Journey Builder then
creates associated data extensions as it creates the entry events. The Marketing Cloud does not encrypt data taken from the
Sales and Service Clouds as part of these entry events currently. You can use Journey Builder with Field-Level Encryption and
implement Synchronized Data Extensions instead of data imports to maintain encryption.
• Automation Studio Imports
– Automation Studio imports do not support Platform Encryption. Automation Studio permits you to create an import activity
that can import Sales and Service Cloud data into the Marketing Cloud. The Marketing Cloud does not encrypt this data once
imported. You can synchronize encrypted Salesforce Objects data using Synchronized Data Extensions.

Field-Level Encryption Limitations
These limitations apply when working with Field-Level Encryption in Marketing Cloud’s Security and Encryption products.
Note: Implementation for this feature requires the purchase and completion of a Marketing Cloud Services engagement prior to
performing any configuration in your Marketing Cloud account. This requirement includes the creation of any new business units.
To enable Field-Level Encryption for your new Marketing Cloud account, contact your Marketing Cloud account representative or
Partner Success Services.
• Use only data extensions created specifically for Field-Level Encryption with this feature.
• Configure Field-Level Encryption before configuring any data synchronization with Sales or Service Clouds.
• Field-Level Encryption doesn’t support segmenting, filtering, or querying encrypted fields.
• Encrypted data appears encrypted on Discover and standard reports. The send-to domain appears as @exct.net.
• Field-Level Encryption doesn’t support auto-suppression lists. Instead, create a list with only the subscriber key values to suppress
and assign that list for use in your account.
• You can’t add or update encrypted data via Marketing Cloud. Use imports, AMPscript, triggered sends, or API calls, or manually add
records into a data extension using Contact Builder.
• Field-Level Encryption doesn’t support encryption of a mobile number used as a subscriber key value.
• Field-Level Encryption doesn’t support encryption for primary key fields or subscriber key values.
• You can use MobileConnect and MobilePush in accounts using Field-Level Encryption, but messages can’t include any encrypted
fields.
• You can’t turn off Field-Level Encryption after you enable it.
• Field-Level Encryption doesn’t support list-based sending.
• Accounts enabled for Field-Level Encryption don’t support data filters. Use query activities instead.
• Use queries instead of data relationships with Field-Level Encryption. Data relationships don’t support Field-Level Encryption.
• Encrypted fields don’t support default values in data extensions.
• API-based triggered sends support encryption only for email addresses. Triggered sends can’t decrypt non-email-address information
and send the encrypted string instead.
• If you include the emailaddr personalization string in your email messages, any sendlog used contains the unencrypted email address.
• Field-Level Encryption doesn’t support Marketing Cloud’s Transactional Messaging API.
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Implement Field-Level Encryption
Follow these steps to implement Field-Level Encryption in your Marketing Cloud account.
To enable Field-Level Encryption for your new Marketing Cloud account, contact your Marketing Cloud account representative or Partner
Success Services. Implementation for this feature requires the purchase and completion of a Marketing Cloud Services engagement
before performing any configuration in your Marketing Cloud account. Ensure that you understand the prerequisites and account changes
for this product before proceeding. Log in to your Marketing Cloud account as an administrative user to perform this implementation.
1. Open Key Management under Data Management in the Setup section of your account.
2. To create a symmetric key, provide the required information. Generate the key value for the pre-shared key field using a
cryptographically secure random number generator. Marketing Cloud supports AES 256 encryption. Use a 64-character hexadecimal
string for the key. Your internal team can provide information for obtaining the key.
3. Save your key and return to the Key Management page.
4. To create an initialization vector (IV), provide the required information. Use a 32-character hexadecimal string for the IV value.
5. Save your IV.
After you use this key value to encrypt data, you can’t change the key value. After the Services engagement for this feature completes,
you can mark fields in a data extension for encryption. In Contact Builder, a checkbox that enables encryption appears next to text and
email address data extension fields.

Frequently Asked Questions
This section includes common questions when using Field Level-Encryption in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption Products.
Change or Rotate Key
Marketing Cloud does not support changing keys in an active account.
Audience Builder Data
Encrypted fields can be appended but not queried. Marketing Cloud does not decrypt Audience Builder data. The published data
extension includes the correctly configured encrypted field.
Differences between Field-Level Encryption and Data at Rest Encryption
Field-Level Encryption (FLE) and Data at Rest Encryption are different functions in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption Products.
TDE stores the entire database in an encrypted format. Data at Rest Encryption prevents those with physical access to the database
or a backup copy mounting it on another SQL service instance. FLE is at the application layer. Individuals with direct access cannot
view plain text data.
Data Extensions with Encrypted Fields
Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption Products permit creating a data extension with encrypted fields without having to copy
an existing data extension that has encrypted fields.
Special Format for Email Addresses with Field-Level Encryption Turned On
If Field-Level Encryption is turned on, email addresses in the All Subscribers list have a special format in Marketing Cloud Security
and Encryption products.
Suppression Lists
Use subscriber key values to suppress subscribers in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption products.
Data Filters with Field-Level Encryption
You cannot use data filters with Field-Level Encryption. You cannot filter encrypted values or save data filters with encrypted fields
in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption products.
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Maximum Query Activities with Field-Level Encryption
You can use plain text values to filter, copy, or overwrite data in other data extensions with matching field types. Marketing Cloud
can perform AMPscript functions on unencrypted data in a data extension, but does not encrypt or decrypt manipulated data.
Account Types using Field-Level Encryption
All Marketing Cloud account types can use Field-Level Encryption in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption products.
Send Types Supported
Field-Level encryption supports data extension sends and triggered sends in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption products.
Viewing Unencrypted Data for Encrypted Fields
Unencrypted data for encrypted fields is always enabled always in Marketing Cloud. The data in the personalization strings can be
viewed in sent emails, web pages, preview send and in landing pages.
Use Field-Level Encryption Along with Tokenized Sending or Data Obfuscation
You cannot use Field-Level Encryption with tokenized sending or data obfuscation.
Use Field-Level Encryption Together with Transparent Database Encryption
Field-Level Encryption can be used together with Transparent Database Encryption.
Use Mobile Studio with Field-Level Encryption
You can use Mobile Studio with Field-Level Encryption. Mobile Studio does not permit encryption for mobile numbers used as
subscriber keys and does not decrypt mobile numbers at send time.

Change or Rotate Key
Marketing Cloud does not support changing keys in an active account.

Can I change or rotate my key
No, Marketing Cloud does not support changing keys in an active account.

Audience Builder Data
Encrypted fields can be appended but not queried. Marketing Cloud does not decrypt Audience Builder data. The published data
extension includes the correctly configured encrypted field.

What happens to Audience Builder data
You can append an encrypted field, but you cannot query it. Marketing Cloud does not decrypt data in Audience Builder. The resulting
published data extension will include the correctly configured encrypted field.

Differences between Field-Level Encryption and Data at Rest Encryption
Field-Level Encryption (FLE) and Data at Rest Encryption are different functions in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption Products.
TDE stores the entire database in an encrypted format. Data at Rest Encryption prevents those with physical access to the database or
a backup copy mounting it on another SQL service instance. FLE is at the application layer. Individuals with direct access cannot view
plain text data.
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How does Field-Level Encryption differ from Data at Rest Encryption?
Data at Rest Encryption uses a feature of SQL Server to encrypt the entire database transparently. This feature stores the entire database
in an encrypted format at rest at the file level. This feature will prevent someone with physical access to the database or a backup copy
of the database from mounting it on another SQL server instance and accessing data. Data at Rest Encryption involves minimal performance
implications and no loss of functionality. Data at Rest Encryption uses AES-256 encryption to generate the key.
Field-Level Encryption differs from Data at Rest Encryption in that the encryption is at the application layer. Individuals with direct access
to the database also cannot view plain text data.

Data Extensions with Encrypted Fields
Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption Products permit creating a data extension with encrypted fields without having to copy an
existing data extension that has encrypted fields.

Can I Create a Data Extension with Encrypted Fields Without Copying a Data Extension with Encrypted
Fields?
Yes, you can create these data extensions using Contact Builder.

Special Format for Email Addresses with Field-Level Encryption Turned On
If Field-Level Encryption is turned on, email addresses in the All Subscribers list have a special format in Marketing Cloud Security and
Encryption products.

Why Do I See a Special Format for Email Addresses in My All Subscribers List with Field-Level
Encryption Turned On?
After initiating a send from a data extension, the Marketing Cloud adds subscribers to the list using this format Email_Unavailable_7605440@exct.net

Suppression Lists
Use subscriber key values to suppress subscribers in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption products.

Can I still use suppression lists?
You can use subscriber key values to suppress subscribers.

Data Filters with Field-Level Encryption
You cannot use data filters with Field-Level Encryption. You cannot filter encrypted values or save data filters with encrypted fields in
Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption products.

Can I use data filters with Field Level Encryption?
You cannot use data filters with Field-Level Encryption. You cannot filter encrypted values or save data filters if you include an encrypted
field as part of the filter.
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Maximum Query Activities with Field-Level Encryption
You can use plain text values to filter, copy, or overwrite data in other data extensions with matching field types. Marketing Cloud can
perform AMPscript functions on unencrypted data in a data extension, but does not encrypt or decrypt manipulated data.

How do query activities work with Field-Level Encryption?
You can use plain text values to filter, copy, or overwrite data in other data extensions with matching field types. Marketing Cloud can
perform AMPscript functions on unencrypted data in a data extension. Marketing Cloud does not encrypt or decrypt manipulated data.

Account Types using Field-Level Encryption
All Marketing Cloud account types can use Field-Level Encryption in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption products.

What account types can use Field-Level Encryption?
All Marketing Cloud account types can use Field-Level Encryption.

Send Types Supported
Field-Level encryption supports data extension sends and triggered sends in Marketing Cloud Security and Encryption products.

What send types does Field-Level Encryption support?
Field-Level Encryption supports these send types:
• Data Extension Sends
• Triggered Sends

Viewing Unencrypted Data for Encrypted Fields
Unencrypted data for encrypted fields is always enabled always in Marketing Cloud. The data in the personalization strings can be viewed
in sent emails, web pages, preview send and in landing pages.

Where Can I See Unencrypted Data for the Encrypted Fields?
This feature encrypts data by default.
To see personalization strings shown as unencrypted data, choose to show data in these contexts:
• Sent email message
• View As Web Page
• Preview Send
• Landing Page

Use Field-Level Encryption Along with Tokenized Sending or Data Obfuscation
You cannot use Field-Level Encryption with tokenized sending or data obfuscation.
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Can I Use Field-Level Encryption Along with Tokenized Sending or Data Obfuscation?
No. You cannot use Field-Level Encryption with Tokenized Sending or Data Obfuscation.

Use Field-Level Encryption Together with Transparent Database Encryption
Field-Level Encryption can be used together with Transparent Database Encryption.

Can I Use Field-Level Encryption and Transparent Database Encryption Together?
Yes. You can use both of these features at the same time. TDE requires a dedicated database to encrypt files on disk and protect your
data. Field-Level Encryption offers security at the application layer.

Use Mobile Studio with Field-Level Encryption
You can use Mobile Studio with Field-Level Encryption. Mobile Studio does not permit encryption for mobile numbers used as subscriber
keys and does not decrypt mobile numbers at send time.

Can I Use Mobile Studio with Field-Level Encryption?
Yes, you can use Mobile Studio with Field-Level Encryption. Mobile Studio does not permit encryption for mobile numbers used as
subscriber keys and does not decrypt mobile numbers at send time.

Error Resolution - Triggered Send from Sales or Service Cloud Inserts
Clear-Text Email Addresses to All Subscriber List Within Marketing Cloud
Resolve the error of a triggered send from Sales or Service Cloud inserting clear text email addresses to the All Subscriber List with
Marketing Cloud.
When you create a triggered send in the Sales Cloud, the Marketing Cloud creates a triggered send definition. View the triggered sends
in Triggered Emails under the Interactions menu in Email Studio. The corresponding triggered send uses the same name as the triggered
send created in Sales or Service Cloud. Edit the Marketing Cloud triggered send definition to write to an encrypted data extension created
using a triggered send email template data extension. Following this edit, publish the changes and restart the triggered send. This step
ensures proper encryption for data in both Sales and Marketing Clouds.

Tokenized Sending
Use Tokenized Sending to send contact data that is too sensitive to store in your Marketing Cloud account database. You can take
information from your own data systems and transmit it to the Marketing Cloud only at send time via an API call.
Sensitive information can include these values:
• Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
• Protected Health Information (PHI)
• Any other information stored on your servers instead of in the Marketing Cloud
Instead of storing sensitive information in your Marketing Cloud account database, your account stores a single token per send attribute.
This token resembles a standard email address or phone number but does not include any information about the contact.
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You can also store non-sensitive contact information for use in segmentation and other activities. You can use Tokenized Sending to
personalize the sending and let these contacts interact with journeys, events, and activities. You can segment and filter contacts containing
tokenized information.
Any tracking and deliverability information resides in your Marketing Cloud account database for use without referencing any sensitive
information. This feature relies on other data types, such as a subscriber key or subscriber ID.

Prerequisites
Review these prerequisites to implement this feature correctly.
• You should have basic knowledge about token and security concepts.
• This feature requires a new Marketing Cloud account to ensure all sensitive data is not stored in Marketing Cloud.
• This feature requires Marketing Cloud enablement to function. To use Tokenize Sending, contact your Marketing Cloud account
representative.
• Tokenized sending functions as part of any account type. The feature operates as an enterprise-wide configuration across parent
and child business units.
• You need a separate tenant for Tokenized Sending.
• Develop the REST API calls for your data system to send the correct information at send time. These calls do not occur within the
REST API framework provided by Marketing Cloud.
• Use the provided API specifications for getting and resolving tokens. Develop your code around these specifications for this feature
to work.
• This feature requires that your REST API implementation must use HTTPS (SSL, port 443). Your SSL server certificate cannot be
self-signed.
• Your REST API implementation handles up to 50 connections simultaneously and resolve batches of up to 500 tokens for each
connection.
• Each REST API connection resolves tokens and returns a response within 60 seconds.
• Tokenized Sending uses token-to-send attributes as a 1:1 relationship. Create tokens, even when the subscriber is new or opting-in,
and maintain the mapping of tokens to clear subscriber data.
• All automatically processed STOP and UNSUBSCRIBE requests from your subscribers require tokens. If your Get Token API for
SMS MOs is unavailable or does not provide a token, you assume the responsibility to manually unsubscribe your subscriber.
• Log all request and response payloads to the Marketing Cloud.
• Monitor your production server and connectivity to the Marketing Cloud.
• Test your REST API implementation before deployment using the provided testing harness.
• To ensure proper communications between your data system and the Marketing Cloud, allowlist Marketing Cloud IP addresses.
• This feature requires a subscriber key value for each contact in your account.
• Email address or mobile number must be tokenized.
• This feature applies to new data only.
Example: A token can look like e_6843846284@example.com. At send time, the Messaging Engine resolves that token
for a clear email address, along with any other data used to personalize that message. Tokenized Sending occurs in system memory,
not in your account database and can inject the fully rendered message into the Marketing Cloud mail transfer agent (MTA). This
process is the first of many MTAs to handle the message before it reaches the final destination. The Tokenized Sending environment
does not include these additional MTAs, which can log messages passing through their servers.
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Implement Tokenized Sending
Follow these steps to implement tokenized sending in your Marketing Cloud account. Ensure that you are ready to test and implement
Tokenized Sending before this feature is enabled for your account. Some Marketing Cloud features don't work when Tokenized
Sending is enabled but not implemented.
Token API Security
Marketing Cloud can authenticate using your token resolver service with HTTP basic authorization or OAuth 2.0. Apex REST isn’t
supported.
Send Examples
View examples of Email Send and MobileConnect Send and Stop in Marketing Cloud.
Token Formats
Use email address-based tokens or phone number-based tokens.
Supported Email Messaging Functionality
Tokenized Sending supports functionality such as file-based imports, auto-response and forwards from Reply Mail Management,
plus much more.
Supported MobileConnect Messaging Functionality
Tokenized Sending supports the following MobileConnect functionality , such as file-based imports, stops and unsubscribes, send
to all lists, and a mobile list.
Unsupported Tokenized Sending Features
Tokenized Sending does not work with certain Marketing Cloud features. Review this list for additional information.
No Token Queue for MO SMS Messages
Your GET Token API must provide a token to the Marketing Cloud in five or fewer tries. Otherwise, the system logs the message that
there is no token in a No Token Queue. This queue ensures you can still handle STOP messages and other important communications.
You can also set up a custom data extract to retrieve the log. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for more
information about enabling this custom data extract.
Get Token API Specification
Use this information to provide token representation of plain text values. Marketing Cloud uses this API method to retrieve the token
representation of a plain text value.
Resolve Token API Specification
Marketing Cloud performs an HTTP POST to your URL used to authenticate your sends. Your remote server replies in the specified
format, allowing Marketing Cloud to parse and send to resolved email addresses or phone numbers.

Implement Tokenized Sending
Follow these steps to implement tokenized sending in your Marketing Cloud account. Ensure that you are ready to test and implement
Tokenized Sending before this feature is enabled for your account. Some Marketing Cloud features don't work when Tokenized Sending
is enabled but not implemented.
1. To ensure successful implementation, review the tokenized sending prerequisites and the Get and Resolve Token API specifications.
2. Develop your REST APIs for getting and resolving tokens.
3. Configure your APIs.
a. Whitelist applicable Marketing Cloud IP addresses.
b. Enter endpoint and authentication credentials on the Security section in the Setup section of your Marketing Cloud account.
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4. To test your configuration, save your endpoint and authentication credentials in the Security section. Review results of the test and
fix your configuration accordingly.
Note: Marketing Cloud saves only correctly configured APIs.
5. Prepare for a test send by creating a sample list with sample tokens. Import this sample list into your Marketing Cloud account.
6. Perform a test send using the sample list in your Marketing Cloud account.
7. After a successful test send, your account is ready for production sends.
SEE ALSO:
Resolve Token API Specification
Get Token API Specification
IP Addresses for Inclusion on Allowlists in Marketing Cloud
Tokenized Sending Prerequisites

Token API Security
Marketing Cloud can authenticate using your token resolver service with HTTP basic authorization or OAuth 2.0. Apex REST isn’t supported.

Basic Authorization
Tokenized Sending supports username and password authentication. Configure your endpoint to listen on port 443. Provide the credentials
to your Marketing Cloud account representative when implementing your API framework. You can also allowlist Marketing Cloud IP
addresses to secure your interactions.

OAuth
Tokenized Sending supports the client_credentials grant specified in the OAuth 2.0 specification. Marketing Cloud provides a username,
password, and scope access to an OAuth endpoint and provides the resulting bearer token when accessing information from your data
system.
To troubleshoot issues related to OAuth, first verify that your OAuth_Login setting is active by logging into Marketing Cloud as an admin.
This setting is located in Setup | Tokenized Sending.
Although the MC token request service connects to an OAuth 2.0 endpoint, using OAuth 2.0 doesn’t increase the security of the token
exchange any more than the default HTTP Basic authentication. Using OAuth 2.0 adds increased overhead and network traffic during
sends.
SEE ALSO:
IP Addresses for Inclusion on Allowlists in Marketing Cloud
OAuth Specifications

Send Examples
View examples of Email Send and MobileConnect Send and Stop in Marketing Cloud.
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Email Send
This example demonstrates an email send using Tokenized Sending in Marketing Cloud.

1. Contact information is stored in the customer data warehouse.
2. Tokens are imported before a send.
3. User initiates a send. Content building occurs now.
4. Marketing Cloud initiates a call to the customer data warehouse for contact information.
5. Customer data warehouse returns contact information.
6. Marketing Cloud uses returned contact information for send.

MobileConnect Send
This example demonstrates using Tokenized Sending for a MobileConnect Send in Marketing Cloud.

1. Contact information is stored in the customer data warehouse.
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2. Tokens are imported before a send.
3. User initiates a send. Content building occurs now.
4. Marketing Cloud initiates a call to the customer data warehouse for contact information.
5. Customer data warehouse returns contact information.
6. Marketing Cloud uses returned contact information for send.

MobileConnect STOP
This example demonstrates Tokenized Sending for a MobileConnect STOP request in Marketing Cloud.

1. Contact sends a STOP SMS message.
2. Marketing Cloud initiates a call to the customer data warehouse with the mobile number used to send the STOP message.
3. Customer data warehouse returns a token value.
4. Marketing Cloud receives the token value linked to the mobile number.
5. The contact record is updated if available. If no token is returned, Marketing Cloud stores the value for customer review.

Token Formats
Use email address-based tokens or phone number-based tokens.

Email Addresses
Use syntactically valid, case-sensitive email addresses for email address tokens to pass email validation when importing data or sending
email messages. These tokens do not contain the actual email address, but appear as an email address: [local]@[domain] The local value
includes any string value, and the domain value includes any domain name you choose to use. We recommend using a static domain
and assigning the dynamic piece of the token to the local part of the address. Use 100 characters or less for the local portion of the token.
The domain value does not require an actual domain name, just a value that passes email validation.
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Example:
• t1234@example.com
• 243u1[p9m@example.com
• T_23r21r@example.com
For a sample token such as e_6843846284@example.com, use example.com for all records. e_6843846284 represents
the unique identifier.

Phone Numbers
Tokens for phone numbers cannot exceed 15 characters (alphanumeric) to pass phone number validation during import and sending
phases. Use any non-empty, case-sensitive string as a token. The token does not include the country code. Provided or import the country
code as a clear attribute outside of the token resolution process. If you plan on using Triggered Sends (messageContact API), provide
the real country in front of the mobile token. The entire value must not exceed 15 characters.
Example:
• 112233445566778
• a1b2c3d4e5f6g7h
For Journey Builder sends, the phone token must meet these criteria.
• Start with the numeric country code
• Contain only numbers
• Contain 15 or fewer characters
Example:
• 6512345678 (Singapore)
• 123456789 (United States)

Supported Email Messaging Functionality
Tokenized Sending supports functionality such as file-based imports, auto-response and forwards from Reply Mail Management, plus
much more.
• File-based imports
• Auto-response and forwards from Reply Mail Management
• Bounce tracking and categorization from Bounce Mail Management
• One-click unsubscribe
• Additions to the All Subscribers list using the tokenized email message value
• Sends to Subscriber Lists
• Sends to Data Extensions Sends to Data Extensions using Data Filters
• Triggered Sends - Provide the tokens, not the email address.
• Return Path Seed Lists
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Supported MobileConnect Messaging Functionality
Tokenized Sending supports the following MobileConnect functionality , such as file-based imports, stops and unsubscribes, send to all
lists, and a mobile list.
• File-based imports
• Stops and unsubscribe
Note: Provide the Get Token API.
• Send to All Contacts list
• Send to Mobile List
• Pass mobile numbers from mobile-originated messages to your system
• Triggered Sends using the MessageContact SMS API - use the legitimate country code in front of the mobile token
Note: Provide the Get Token API.
Note: There is limited support for Tokenized Sending with SMS because the first digit of the token format must be the correct
country code. The rest of the value is the token.

Unsupported Tokenized Sending Features
Tokenized Sending does not work with certain Marketing Cloud features. Review this list for additional information.
• MobilePush, GroupConnect, or Marketing Cloud Connect
• MobileConnect QueueMO SMS API
• SMS conversations, SMS double opt-ins, and SMS messages that use Next Keyword functionality
• Other data privacy features, such as field-level data encryption or data obfuscation
• Journey Builder activities when not storing decision criteria in a clear state or in Marketing Cloud
• Segmenting, filtering, or querying when not storing criteria in a clear state or in Marketing Cloud
• Execution of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) specifically for sending due to the inclusion of outside servers within the process
• New token creation from a clear email address or mobile number. For every use case, create a token.
• The Resolve Token API does not support passing null attribute values in the response. Therefore, you need to omit the null subscriber
attribute values from your response.

No Token Queue for MO SMS Messages
Your GET Token API must provide a token to the Marketing Cloud in five or fewer tries. Otherwise, the system logs the message that
there is no token in a No Token Queue. This queue ensures you can still handle STOP messages and other important communications.
You can also set up a custom data extract to retrieve the log. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for more information
about enabling this custom data extract.

Get Token API Specification
Use this information to provide token representation of plain text values. Marketing Cloud uses this API method to retrieve the token
representation of a plain text value.
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Marketing Cloud sends an HTTP POST request to the URI for the token server you provide as part of a tokenized sending process. This
request contains a list of token values, and your token server responds with the list of token values and associated tokens.
If the request is sent without a token, the response JSON in the tokens array does not contain any data. If there is only a single tokenValue
in the request and your token server does not provide a token for it, the response includes an empty array for the tokens property in the
JSON response.
Marketing Cloud uses this API to get the token representation of phone number data. The token is stored in the database instead of the
source phone number from an inbound SMS message.

Prerequisites
Enable SSL at the endpoint. Use basic or OAuth client credentials authentication with server-side IP allowlisting to authenticate Marketing
Cloud client calls.

JSON Request Body Format
Marketing Cloud sends a request using the application/json content type with the body containing a mandatory array of token values
called tokenValues. Each tokenValue object in the array contains these properties.
Parameter Name (key)

Type

Required

Description

tokenValues

array (required)

Yes

Array of tokenValue
objects for which the
server returns tokens.

None

Each tokenValue object includes these properties:
tokenRequestId

string (required)

Yes

The UUID generated by
Marketing Cloud per
token.

tokenValue

string (required)

Yes

The clear normalized
mobile number or email
address.

tokenType

string (required)

Yes

Identifies the token as a
MobileNumber or Email.

privateCode

string

No

The private short or long
code for mobile phone
sends.

JSON tokenValues Sample Request
{
"tokenValues": [
{
"tokenRequestId": "abc123thn567",
"tokenValue": "13172237777",
"tokenType": "MobileNumber",
"privateCode": "46356",
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},
{
"tokenRequestId": "abc098thn654",
"tokenValue": "13175559911",
"tokenType": "MobileNumber",
"privateCode": "45356",
}
]
}

JSON Response Body Format
The response returned in an application/json content type block includes an HTTP status code.
Code

Message

Notes

200

OK

Request successfully processed

400

Bad Request

Improperly formatted request

500

Internal Server Error

Unexpected error while processing request

503

Service Unavailable

Service currently unavailable

Body and Token Object
Parameter Name (key)

Type

Required

Description

token

array (required)

Yes

Array of returned tokens

Property

Type

Required

Description

tokenRequestId

string (required)

Yes

The UUID provided as part of the
request - this value must match
one of the values from the
request.

token

string (required)

Yes

The token used to represent the
contact in the Marketing Cloud.

subscriberKey

string

No

This value includes the
subscriber key for the contact. If
you do not provide the value,
Marketing Cloud provides a
random subscriber key. You can
also use this value to specify the
subscriber key instead of the
random Marketing Cloud value.
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Note: Provide a token for every tokenRequestId included in the request. Tokens cannot include an empty string.

MobileConnect Considerations
Tokens maintain a one-to-one relationship with phone numbers. Phone number tokens use the same token value even if that mobile
number appears for multiple contacts. If you plan on using Triggered Sends (messageContact API), provide the real country in front of
the mobile token. The entire value must not exceed 15 characters.
Example: An oil change facility uses the same single mobile phone number for several vehicles belonging to the same family.
Marketing Cloud does not include any data to differentiate subscribers using the same mobile number.

Sample Response
{
"tokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId": "abc123thn567",
"token": "999911112222",
"subscriberKey": "abc123456xyz”
},
{
"tokenRequestId": "abc098thn654",
"token": "999911112233",
"subscriberKey": "123abcxyz456”
}
]
}

Resolve Token API Specification
Marketing Cloud performs an HTTP POST to your URL used to authenticate your sends. Your remote server replies in the specified format,
allowing Marketing Cloud to parse and send to resolved email addresses or phone numbers.
Version 2
Review this information when implemented a Resolve Token API for Tokenized Sending in Marketing Cloud.
Version 1
Review this information when implemented a Resolve Token API for Tokenized Sending in Marketing Cloud. New users must use
Version 2 of the specifications. Version 1 information is a reference for users with existing implementations.
HTTP Response Codes
The statusCode property handles and sets all HTTP response codes.

Version 2
Review this information when implemented a Resolve Token API for Tokenized Sending in Marketing Cloud.
This request supports HTTP basic authentication. A username and password passes through using the authorization header. Use SSL
connection to encrypt usernames or passwords. Provide these credentials to Marketing Cloud when you set up the account. You can
also use OAuth2 with the client_credentials grant type.
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JSON Response Body Format
Name
resolvedTokens

None

Type

Required

Description

array

Yes

Array of ResolvedToken
objects

Each resolvedTokens object contains these properties:

unresolvedTokens

tokenRequestId

string

Yes

UUID generated by the
Marketing Cloud per
token during the request

tokenValue

string

Yes

The resolved email
address or phone
number. You can also call
this value email for
backwards compatibility.

attributes

string

Yes

Array of attributes
associated with the
resolved email address or
phone number,
presented in name and
value pairs

None

array

Yes

Array of UnresolvedToken
objects

Each unresolvedTokens array contains these properties:
tokenRequestId

string

Yes

UUID generated by the
Marketing Cloud per
token during the request

message

string

No

Error message indicating
the cause of the
unresolved token

HTTP Response Examples
The examples include response body with email addresses and attributes, response body with email addresses only, and response body
with phone numbers.

Response Body with Email Addresses and Attributes
{
"resolvedTokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc123thn567",
"tokenValue": "user1@exacttarget.com",
"attributes": [
{
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"name": "FirstName",
"value": "Alice"
},
{
"name": "LastName",
"value": "Smith"
}
]
},
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc098thn654",
"tokenValue ": "user2@gmail.com",
"attributes": [
{
"name": "FirstName",
"value": "John"
},
{
"name": "LastName",
"value": "Smith"
}
]
}
],
"unresolvedTokens": []
}

Response Body with Email Addresses
Note: Not supported by MobileConnect.
{
"resolvedTokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc123thn567",
"tokenValue": "user2@gmail.com"
}
],
"unresolvedTokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc098thn654",
"message": "Invalid token; token does not exist."
}
]
}

Response Body with Phone Numbers
{
"resolvedTokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc123thn567",
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"tokenValue": "13175551212"
}
],
"unresolvedTokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc098thn654",
"message": "Invalid token; token does not exist."
}
]
}

JSON Request Body Format
The JSON Request Body Format includes a valid JSON object (application/json content type) with these properties.
New Users must use Version 2 of the specification.
Name
tokens

None

Type

Required

Description

array

Yes

Array of token objects

Each tokens object contains an array of these objects:

sendKey

tokenRequestId

string

Yes

UUID generated by
Marketing Cloud per
token

token

string

Yes

Email address or mobile
number token to resolve

subscriberKey

string

Yes

Subscriber key or contact
key value associated with
the token to resolve

None

string

Yes

• Mobile message
name value for the
currently sending
SMS message
• Customer key value
for the user-initiated
email
• Customer key value
for the triggered send
email

Example with Email Addresses
{
"tokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc123thn567",
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"token":"t1234@example.com",
"subscriberKey":"12345abcde67890fghij"
},
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc098thn654",
"token":"t5678@example.com",
"subscriberKey":"1111155555aAaAabBbBb"
}
],
"sendKey": "ExampleEmail_12345"
}

Example with Phone Number
Note: MobileConnect does not support this functionality.
{
"tokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc123thn567",
"token":"012345678901234",
"subscriberKey":"12345abcde67890fghij"
},
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc098thn654",
"token":"012345678901235",
"subscriberKey":"1111155555aAaAabBbBb"
}
],
"sendKey": "ExampleEmail_12345"
}

Version 1
Review this information when implemented a Resolve Token API for Tokenized Sending in Marketing Cloud. New users must use Version
2 of the specifications. Version 1 information is a reference for users with existing implementations.
This request supports HTTP basic authentication. A username and password passes through using the authorization header. Use SSL
connection to encrypt usernames or passwords. Provide these credentials to Marketing Cloud when you set up the account. You can
also use OAuth2 with the client_credentials grant type.

JSON Response Body Format
Name
resolvedTokens

None

Type

Required

Description

array

Yes

Array of ResolvedToken
objects

Each resolvedTokens object contains these properties:
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Name

unresolvedTokens

Type

Required

Description

tokenRequestId

string

Yes

UUID generated by the
Marketing Cloud per
token during the request

tokenValue

string

Yes

The resolved email
address or phone
number. You can also call
this value email for
backwards compatibility.

attributes

string

Yes

Array of attributes
associated with the
resolved email address or
phone number,
presented in name and
value pairs

None

array

Yes

Array of UnresolvedToken
objects

Each unresolvedTokens array contains these properties:
tokenRequestId

string

Yes

UUID generated by the
Marketing Cloud per
token during the request

message

string

No

Error message indicating
the cause of the
unresolved token

HTTP Response Examples
The examples include response body with email addresses and attributes, response body with email addresses only, and response body
with phone numbers.

Response Body with Email Addresses and Attributes
{
"resolvedTokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc123thn567",
"tokenValue": "user1@exacttarget.com",
"attributes": [
{
"name": "FirstName",
"value": "Alice"
},
{
"name": "LastName",
"value": "Smith"
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}
]
},
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc098thn654",
"tokenValue ": "user2@gmail.com",
"attributes": [
{
"name": "FirstName",
"value": "John"
},
{
"name": "LastName",
"value": "Smith"
}
]
}
],
"unresolvedTokens": []
}

Response Body with Email Addresses
Note: Not supported by MobileConnect.
{
"resolvedTokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc123thn567",
"tokenValue": "user2@gmail.com"
}
],
"unresolvedTokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc098thn654",
"message": "Invalid token; token does not exist."
}
]
}

Response Body with Phone Numbers
{
"resolvedTokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc123thn567",
"tokenValue": "13175551212"
}
],
"unresolvedTokens": [
{
"tokenRequestId":"abc098thn654",
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"message": "Invalid token; token does not exist."
}
]
}

JSON Request Body Format
The JSON Request Body Format includes a valid JSON object (application/json content type) with these properties.
New Users must use Version 2 of the specification.
Name

Type

Required

Description

tokens

array

Yes

Array of token objects

string (required)

Yes

String value containing
the token to resolve with
information from your
data system

string

Yes

External key for send
definition used by
message. This property
uses the name of the
email in the send if the
send does not use an
email send definition.

Each tokens object contains an array of this object:
token

sendKey

Example with Email Addresses
{
"tokens": [
{
"token":"t1234@example.com"
},
{
"token":"t5678@example.com"
}
],
"sendKey": "ExampleEmailSend_12345"
}

Example with Phone Number
{
"tokens": [
{
"token":"+353.1234"
},
{
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"token":"+353.5678"
}
],
"sendKey": "ExampleMessage_12345"
}

HTTP Response Codes
The statusCode property handles and sets all HTTP response codes.
Code

Message

Notes

200

OK

Request successfully processed

400

Bad Request

Improperly formatted request, review
request and try again

500

Internal Server Error

Unexpected error while processing request,
try again later

503

Service Unavailable

Cannot reach service, try again later

The client backs off and retries after receiving a 4xx or 5xx HTTP response with resolved tokens from the service in a Marketing Cloud
Security and Encryption Product using tokenized sending:
• First error: client retries after five seconds
• Second error: client retries after 30 seconds
• Third error: client retries after 60 seconds
• Fourth error: client retries after 120 seconds.
The client resets after receiving a successful response.
Tokenized sending can return attributes with resolved email addresses or mobile phone numbers. The process overwrites existing profile
attributes with the same name as the resolved attribute with the resolved value at send time. You can overwrite null or empty profile
attributes. For example, you could reference a profile attribute called SecureValue via AMPscript in the message. If the tokenized response
contains a valid SecureValue value at send time, the message includes that value when sent. The value is not written into the database.

Data at Rest Encryption
Data at Rest Encryption encrypts the underlying files stored in the file system. This feature is transparent to Marketing Cloud and does
not impact any application-level features. Data is presented as plain text while encrypting the underlying file system. This feature does
not use application-layer or field-level encryption. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for more information about
enabling this feature for your account.
You can use this feature in these situations.
• Shared environment where multiple customers share a multi-tenant data environment
• Dedicated data environment used to host your data (as an optional add-on feature)
Data at Rest Encryption performs I/O encryption and decryption of data and log files. This process does minimally impact performance,
due to the resources necessary to encrypt and decrypt the data. This feature uses standard AES256 encryption keys. These keys are stored
separately from the data to provide physical isolation of encrypted data and encryption keys. Use this feature to help meet your compliance
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and regulatory needs without modifying existing application code. This feature protects against scenarios such as stolen physical media
that contains sensitive data. In this case, the malicious party cannot simply restore and browse the data.
Example: The following features store data in other locations, preventing Data at Rest Encryption from implementing that data.
• Predictive Intelligence
• Audience Builder
• Social Studio

Marketing Cloud Shield
Marketing Cloud Shield combines security products to provide trusted encryption solutions with advanced Audit Trail functionality. This
product helps to ensure data safety and insight into how exactly your account users access and use Marketing Cloud accounts. Marketing
Cloud offers two versions of Marketing Cloud Shield.

Versions
• Marketing Cloud Shield
– Encryption at Rest - Shared Database
– Advanced Audit Trail
• Marketing Cloud Shield - Dedicated Database
– Encryption at Rest - Dedicated Database
– Advanced Audit Trail

Data at Rest Encryption
Data at Rest Encryption encrypts the underlying files stored in the file system. This feature is transparent to Marketing Cloud and does
not impact any application-level features. Data is presented as plain text while encrypting the underlying file system. This feature does
not use application-layer or field-level encryption. Contact your Marketing Cloud account representative for more information about
enabling this feature for your account.

Advanced Audit Trail
Audit Trail allows security admin users to view Marketing Cloud access and activity records. Receive Audit Trail records either through
Marketing Cloud Automation Studio data extracts or through REST API extracts. Retrieve Audit Trail information periodically for use in
your own internal system tools.
SEE ALSO:
Data at Rest Encryption
Audit Trail
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Expired Marketing Cloud Account Subscriptions
Access to an expired account is limited. If you don’t renew the account is deleted. To renew your subscription, contact your Marketing
Cloud account representative.
An expired account still captures unsubscribes from previously sent messages. During this time, you can log in to access your Marketing
Cloud account information. This process continues for the 90 days until the account is marked inactive and you lose access. If you don’t
want to renew your account, we recommend that you take these actions before your account is marked inactive.
• Export and download any data.
• Stop all automated or manual processes except processes that capture unsubscribes or export or download data.
• Cancel all sends.
• Unpublish any sites or content except sites or content that capture unsubscribes or export or download data.
• Uninstall, delete, or disable all API integrations except integrations that capture unsubscribes or export or download data.

Suspended Marketing Cloud Account Subscriptions
Access to a suspended account is restricted, and the account is deleted if you don't reactivate it. To reactivate your service, contact the
Marketing Cloud Customer Service Billing Department.
If an account moves from suspended to expired, sending continues to be restricted. If an account moves from suspended to active,
sending restrictions are lifted. Customer action is required to reactivate sending, including journeys, automatons, and triggered sends.
A suspended account still captures unsubscribes from previously sent messages. If you don’t want to reactivate your account, we
recommend taking these actions before your account is deleted.
• Export and download any data.
• Stop all automated or manual processes except those that capture unsubscribes or export or download data.
• Cancel all sends.
• Unpublish any sites or content except those that capture unsubscribes or export or download data.
• Uninstall, delete, or disable all API integrations except those that capture unsubscribes or export or download data.
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